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THE . .. , , .

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Mil. Macalister arrived in Jerusalem on November 15th,

after some delay by quarantine regulations. Having called on

the acting Consul, ^Nlr. Freeman, he also visited certain caves,

inscriptions, etc., which had l)een found since he was last in

Jerusalem, and of which we shall shortly have further reports.

He has now gone for a short visit to Constantinople, as indicated

in our October issue. There is every hope that on his return

he may be in a position to renew his explorations. In the mean-

time there is much matter for investigation at Jerusalem.

Writing in September last Mr. Hanauer mentions that "The

Greeks have l^een erecting a large new Iniilding on the site of

the old bath, just inside the St. Stephen's Gate." It appears that

in digging the foundations they found "a large cave, at present

full of earth, but which will be rendered accessible in due time."

We are expecting a full report on this when it is cleared out.

Mr. Macalister, writing from Constantinople, expresses warm

admiration for the great work done 1)y Hamdy Bey in the arrange-

ment and organisation of the Imperial Museum there, which is

ra])idly becoming one of the most important in Europe. A large

addition is being made to the building, and this, which will shortly

be ready for occupation, will contain objects found during our

A



2 NOTES AND NEWS.

excavations in Palestine. These will then, for the first time, lie

properly exposed to visw.
'...-".«'.'

'. •

Df. D'>iL'ff yrjieeler give* a report in Home IForcls upon the work

of the English -llissioft -Ifospital for the previous quarter. The

pressure of work ^ h&s Tieen very great in spite of the regulations

enforced/to admit 6ni3''geni5ine cases of illness. It has been necessary

to refuse applicants for lieds and cots almost daily ; it was impossible

to meet all the demands entailed by house visiting and the out-

patients, and many came as early as 2 A.M. to purchase tickets for

admission. Dr. "Wheeler observes "we do not know how Ave are

going to meet these ever-increasing demands in the future; of

course, the more patients we see and treat, the better opportunity-

the Jews have of witnessing one of the best and most practical .sides

of Christianity." The returns for the quarter are :

—

In-patients ... ... 515

Oiit-patients ... ... 7,576

Home visits 2,157

Dressings ... ... 7,072

Siloam 500

Prescriptions 13,058 (recipes, 25,810).

"We learn from Home W(yr(h (Jerusalem) that on the 28th of

September the Right Reverend the Bishop installed the Rev. T.

"Wolters as Canon of the Collegiate Church of St. George the

Martyr. The Bishop referred to Canon Wolter's long association

with Palestine, and to his well-known learning in many branches,

specially in such as were connected with his work as a missionary

in this country. He also mentioned the interesting fact that

Canon "Wolters had married a daughter of Bishop Gobat, and that

three generations of that former bishop of the diocese were repre-

sented in the congregation.

The discovery is announced of Greek inscriptions in the pro-

perty belonging to the Greeks, and just to the south of the place

opposite (iethsemane, where, according to a tradition not older than

the fourteenth century, St. Stephen was stoned. Sir John Maunde-

ville, who visited Jerusalem in 1325-G, mentions a church of
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St. Stephen in liiis neighl>ourhoo<i. Tlic inscriptions are .said to

be three in number, and to refer to the said church.

In the Report of the Valletta Museum it is stated that, among
the work of the last year, various excavations were carried out

which resulted in the discovery of fragments of painted pottery

(ISOO-1500 B.C.). On the eastern limits of Zal)bar trial pits were
sunk in a circular field which looked very much like an amphitheatre.

Bones and teeth of elephants, etc., were found in a semi-fossilized

state but well preserved. The Museum at Valletta was opened on

24th May, 1905, and is well worth visiting.

In 3[u)i, August, 1906, Prof. Flinders Petrie gives a concise

account of the bearing of his recent excavations upon the problem

of the Hyksos. Large numbers of Hyksos scarabs are constantly

found at Tell el-Yehudiyeh twenty miles north of Cairo, and careful

research has brought to light a number of interesting results. A
large earthwork over a quarter of a mile square was entirely

un-Egyptian; its makers appear to have been on about the same
level of culture as the later nomads of Asia. They came from
an open timberless country, and their weapon was the bow. They
had no domestic pottery, l)ut, like other nomads, used vessels of

skin and wood. This encampment dates from before the XVIIIth
dynasty ; the abundance of scarabs of the Hyksos age and the

rarity of earlier remains show that the foreign builders were the

Hyksos themselves. The details l)ear out the account which

Manetho gives of the city of Avaris. Prof. Petrie concludes that

the Hyksos, " an active race of archers living by the chase in

the back of Syria, perhaps in the Hauran and Palmyra region,

fought their way into Kgypt, much as the Arabs did in the later

invasion after Muhammed."

In the course of the German excavations at Asshur, a l)lack

marble bead was found with an inscription stating that Shalraaneser

had brought it from the temple of the deity Ser of Melaha, the

residence of Hazael of the land of Damascus.

A 2
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Some while ago a immber of antiquities were found in the

ret^ion of Acre and Mount Carmel. Among them was a lintel of a

sepulchral grotto bearing the name MandSmos (see Q.S., 1905,

p. 276). This, as Mr. Joseph Oftbrd points out, is for Manaemos,

the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew Menahem, which Josephus

renders yUiifuino^.

" Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre," the last work of the late

Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., F.E.S., D.C.L.,

LL.I)., etc., is now ready. In this work the late Chairman of the

Executive Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund has brought

together for the first time all the evidence which the most exhaustive

research enabled him to collect l)earing on the subject of these Holy

Sites ; and probably no man living had at once so intimate a know-

ledge of all investigations in the modern Jerusalem, and so complete

an acquaintance with what has been written about the Sites from

the time of Constantino onwards. The price of the work (demy 8vo)

is 6s., by post Qs. id., and cheques should be made payable to the

order of George Armstrong, Acting Secretary to the Fund, and

crossed " Coutts & Co."

The first edition of ^Ir. ^Nlacalister's work, "Bible Sidelights

from the Mounds of Gezer," is already sold out, and a second

edition is in prepai-ation. It has been written to show how the

results of digging in Palestine should appeal not only to the scientific

anthropologist or archaeologist but also to the Bible student who

has no special interest in these sciences. The l)Ook contains a brief

synopsis of the work of the Fund from its foundation to the jjresent

and a description of the site of Gezer, and its history.

In 1870 Messrs. Thos. Cook and Son were appointed by the

Khedive to act as the Agents of his Government for passenger

traffic on the Nile, and thej^ have issued the 36th Annual Pamphlet

of their arrangements. The experience of that lengthy period is

made manifest in the new pamphlet by the luxury of the arrange-

ments and the added facilities afibrded for travellers in Egypt and

the Sudan. No fewer than eleven of Messrs. Cook's steamers

are aimounced to work the various serA'ices between Cairo, Assuan,

and the Second Cataract during the coming season, wdiile, by an

agreement with the Egyptian and Sudan Railways, combined
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steamer ;iihI rail lickets nva is.suc<l, which will ciiiililc Upper K^vpt

to be visited by those limited in time far more expeditiously than

1)V the leisurely steamer alone. Beside through bookings to

Khartoum and Uganda, Messrs. Cook announce several excursions

from Khartoum l)y steamer on the Blue and White Xiles. The

arrangements for inspecting the many architectural wonders which,

with the excpusito climate, have made the Nile Valley the winter

playground of the rlifc, are a model of experienced organisation.

The Painted Tomh of Marissa, recently published by the Fund,

is now recognized as a very important contribution to the history

and archfeology of Palestine in the last centuries before our era.

It may be mentioned that the leaflet containing the result of the

investigations by Mr. Macalister at the Toml)S last October has been

jniblished and can be had on application to the Acting Secretary

l>y those who possess the volume.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded

to in the reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be

published, but they are preserved in the office of the Fund, where

they may be seen by sul)scribers. Those which were sent by

Mr. Macalister illustrating the excavations at Gezer and which were

not reproduced in his quarterly report, have been held over for the

final memoir.

The attention of subscribers and others is called to A Table of tin-

Chrisfian and Muhammedan Erai<, from July 15th, A.D. 622, the date

of the Hejira, to A.D. 1900, price l)y post, Id. Also to the Meteorological

Observations at Jerusalem, with tables and diagrams by the late

Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S. Tourists and all desirous of accurate

information about the climate of Jerusalem should not fail to send

for a copy, price 2.s-. 6'/.

The attention of subscribers is also called to a work by Sir

Charles Warren, entitled "The Ancient Cubit and our Weights

and Measures." He brings evidence to show that all weights and

measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from

one source—the double-cubit cubed of Babylonia. See below,

p. 182 sifi-
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The Museum ;ind Liliiiiry of the Palestine Exploration Fiuid at

Jeiu.>^alem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the Tombs of the Kings,

where the use of a room has been kindly permitted by the Rev. Dr.

Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East. The Museum is open

daily, except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr. D'Erf

Wheelei-, will give all information necessary.

The " Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai," by the Pev. George

E. Post, M.D., BeirM, Syria, containing descriptions of all the

Phaenogams and Acrogens of the region, and illustrated by 441

woodcuts, may be had at the office of the Fund, price '21s.

The income of the Society from September 20th to December 1 Sth

1906, was—from Annual Subscriptions and Donations, including

Local Societies, £Qi3 lo.s. 2(1. ; from sales of publications, &c.,

£104 lis. 3f?. ; from Lectures, £4 2.^. Id. ; making in all,

£7r)2 8.5. 6(/. The expenditure during the same period was

£G'JG lis. Id. On December 18th the balance in the bank was

£345 OS. M.

Subscribers who have not yet paid, will greatly facilitate the

Committee's efforts by sending their subscriptions in early, and thus

save the expense of sending out reminders, the outgoings on the

excavations at Gezer having been a heavy drain on their funds.

The special donations during the quarter have been received

from :

—

James Hilton, Esq £20

James Melrose, Esq. ... ... £5

Mrs. C. J. Chambers Hodgetts .. £5

Subscribers to the Fund are reminded that, whilst the receipt of

every suljscription and contribution is promptly acknowledged by

the Acting Secretary, they will henceforth be jjublished annually,

and not quarterly. A complete List of Subscribers and Subscriptions

foi- 190.5 was published with the April number.

Subscribers in U.S.A. to the work of the Fund will please note

that they caTi procure copies of any of the publications from the

Rev. Professor Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secretary to the

Fund, 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge, Mass.
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The Committee will he glad to communicate with hidies and

gentlemen willing to help the Fund as llonoiary Secretaries.

Sultsc-ribers and others may be reminded tliat the new Raised Map of

Palestine, constructed from the Surveys of the Palestine Exidoraticjii

Fund by the Acting Secretary, is ready. It is on the scale of 0] miles

to the inch and measures 3' 6" X 2' 6". It has already been used with

great success by Professors of Old Testament history, and by teachers in

Sunday Schools, and may be especially lecommended foi' large classes

of students. On view at the office of the Fund ; further particulars may
be had on ajjplication.

In order to make up comj)lete sets of the Quarterly Statement, the

Committee will be very glad to receive any back numbers which sub-

scribers do not wish to preserve,

A complete set of tlie Quarterly Statements, 1869-1905, containing

the early letters, with an Index, 1869-1892, bound in the Palestine

Exploration Fund cases, can be had. Price on application to the Acting
Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Subscribers of one guinea and upwards will please note that they ca)i

still obtain a set, consisting of the "Survey of Eastern Palestine "(Colonel

Conder) ;
" Archo-ological Eesearches in Palestine," in two volumes

(Clermont-Ganneau) ;
" Flora and Fauna of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady

'Arabah" (Hart), for £7 Is., but the price has been increased to the

public to £9 9.<. The price of single volumes to the public has also been
increased. Applications should be made to the Acting Secretary.

The price of a complete set of the ti'anslations published by the

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, in 13 volumes, with general index,

bound in cloth, is £10 10*-. A catalogue describing the contents of

each volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit
Street, W.

The Museum at the office of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few
doors from Bond Street), is open to visitors every week-day from
10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.

Photograj^hs of the late Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of

Solomon, (2) of the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area and
Justinian's Church, and (4) of the Hax-am Area as it is at jn-esent, have
been received at the office of the Fund. The four photographs, with an
explanation by Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Acting
Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
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Sunday Scliool Institute, will please observe tliat by a special Eesolution

of the Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be

allowed to purchase the books and maps (by application only to the

Secretary) at reduced prices.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks the following :

—

"Eecueil d'Archcologie Orientale," by Prof. Ch. Clerniont-Ganneau.

Tome VII, Livraisons 16-25. § 32. La chiliarthie d'Hephaestion

et les Nabateens. § 33. Ancien rituel grec ])our I'abjuiation des

Musulmaus. §§ 34-35. L'Edit l)y/.antin de Beisabce. ^ 36. La
marche de Saladiu du Caire a Damas avec demonstration sur

Kerak. § 37. Deux alabastra Israelites archaiques decouverts a

Suse. J5 38 bis. Localites antiques de la Palfestina IIP. § 41.

Fii'hes et notules : Saint TaiabS et la lage. La piscine Piobatique et

la Bethesda, Saint Geoiges, Jezabel, Le niont 'Aftf et le prophete

Elie, Les poissons et la violation du sabbat, Itineraire de Gaza an

Caiie, Jesus dans la tradition samaritaine, etc., Additions et recti-

fications.

"Al-Mashrik: Revue Catholique Orientale Bimensuclle." "Le com-

merce maiitime de la Syrie au Moyen-Age," by P. H. Lammens ;

" Sur les bords du desert de Pahuyre," by P. L. Cheikho ;
'* L'hi.s-

toire du commerce dans I'antiquite," by P. L. Jalal)L'rt.

" Echos d'Orient."

"Jerusalem, Ancient and Modern. With plans and illustrations."

From the author, J. M. Tenz.

See fuither below, pp. 77 sqq.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the

Library of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value

relating to Palestine and other Bible lands. A catalogue of Books in the

Library will be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

I'or st of authorised lecturers and their subjects, see end of the

Journal, or wiite to the Secretary.

Whilst desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications

and other theories advanced by officers of the Fund and con-

tributors to the pages of the Quarterly Staiemnit, the Committee

wish it to be distinctly understood that by publishing them in the

Quarterly Statement they do not necessarily sanction or adopt them.
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CiiKisTCHURcn (N.Z.) International Exhibition.

A very rcin-esentalive ouUoi-iion, illii^^trative of the work of the Palestine

Exploration Fund, is included in tlie British Government section of the Inter-

national Exhibition at Christchui-ch, New Zealand, which was oi)ened on

November 1st. This collection, which was sliipped in July last, comprises

tlie following :—A complete set of the maps published by tlie Fund from the

original survey of Palestine, on the scale of 1 inch to the mile
;
the Old and

New Testament m;\])^, on the scale of i inch to the mi^e ;
the photo-relief map

and plan of Jerusalem, illustrating the most recent discoveries ;
a set of the

publications of the Fund and of the Library of the Palestine Pilgrim's Text

Society
;
plans and pliotographs of the recent explorations by Mr. Macalister

at the ancient city of Gezcr ; casts of inscriptions, contour models of Jerusalem

and Sinai, &c., &c. A full description of the Exhibit is given in the British

otHcial catalogue.

The British Government Exhibit at Christchurch, which is, to a large

extent, of au educational character, will be in charge of Captain P. H. Atiiins,

who was the British representative for Education at the St. Louis International

Exhibition, i904. It is hoped that the collection sent by the Palestine Ex-

l)loration Fund will be of considerable interest to the subscribers to the Fund

in New Zealand and Australia, and tliat it will give a good idea of the work

done during the past forty years for the extension of our knowledge of the

geography and history of the Bible.

Form of Bequicst to the Palestine Exploration Fund.

I give to the Palestine Exploration Fund, London, the sum of

to be applied towards the General Work of the Fund ; and I direct that the

said sum be paid, free of Legacy Duty, and that the Receipt of the Treasurer

of the Palestine Exploration Fund sliall be a sufficient discharge to my

Executors.

Signature

r

Witnesses {

I

L

Note.— Tliree Witnesses are necessary in the United States of America.

Two suffice in Great Britain.
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THE IMMOVABLE EAST.

By Philip J. Baldensperger, Esq.

{Continued from Q.S., 190G, 7>. 197.)

The fields as already mentioned have different names, derived

from any peculiarity, e.g. from a pit, a tree, a rnin, and so forth,

a field is known as the land of the pit, etc. The horder lines in

a plain are separated l)y a deep fnrrow called fdkhw, and marked

by a big stone or by piles of stones. These divisions are called

matodrps.

In the hill countries, there are terraces called IiabcVil, which are

more or less narrow strips of lands along the slopes of the hills,

divided by loose-stone walls, one above the other. Bridle paths

lead generally to these divisions, but when, as is sometimes the

case, there are none, the pi'oprietor must climl) over several other

walls l)efore he can reach his own.

Near the villages are small enclosed plots of land called //akura{f),

walls are planted with thorns to protect them against goats and

sheep, and vegetables for the proprietor's use are generally grown

there.

The Ichali'it) is an open land, like a terrace, but without walls.

It is in a half wild condition and it derives its name from khala,

"wilds" or "desert." The barie(t), on the other hand, is the

wilderness, and harr is the open land from hara outside. Bar is the

uncultivated land. The uumV is a plateau on the top of a hill or

mountain, the i/tarj is the prairie.

The jisr (lit. bridge) is a broad space between two mountains,

reaching from one side to the other, and separated l)y walls along

the valley. The zuwie{t) is a " corner " of land in a winding of the

valley, the hVa{f) is a small space at the end of a valley before the

plain commences.

The ///// denotes a piece of enclosed land into which the water

falls from every side, the Juiki is the liroad arable land in the hilly

country, and the karn is applied to a projecting eminence on a
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mouiitaiii or liill (rp. the fruitful Jiill [lit. "horn"] of Isaiah v, 1 (see

R.V. margin).

The natives plough the lands wherever it is possible to go, with

a yoke of oxen ; a nuile or horse is ver\' often employed in the

mountainous regions. The arable lands are ploughed at the end of

OctoliiT (» beginning of Noveml)er, according to the moisture which

is in the cartli, after the first rains have fallen. AMiere they cannot

afford to lose so much time and plough twice, the seed is thrown

on the hard soil and often among thorns, a proceeding which is a

great drawback to the crops. The first ploughing is called k'mra(t),

breaking the land, the second is the theneye{t) (LU^O- The prophets

Jeremiah and Hosea, it will be remembered, instruct the people not

to soAv among thorns, but to break up the fallow ground (Jer. iv, 3,

Hos. X, 12). It is not always through want of time that they sow

the seed in the fallow ground, it is also to prevent the myriads of

birds from descending and picking up the grain, which it is more

difficult for them to eat in the dry clods than in the moist soil.

Millions of starlings come in October and November, and are often

a serious nuisance, sometimes obliging the fellah to sow again. But

the advent of the starlings promises good crops ; the proverb says,

sant iz-zarzur uhrMh fil-hur, " In the year of the starlings, plough

in waste lands." Besides the starlings, there is the calandra laik

(melanocorypha calandra ; sturnus vulgaris), which is almost as bad,

though not so numerous as the starling. Least among them is the

crested lark (alauda cristata), v„vjvi hnnhara{t), a native of Palestine,

which never leaves the country, whilst the other two migrate.

Ploughing for winter crops continues till about February for

barley and lentils, and, of course, these lands cannot be utilized for

other crops in the same year. Al)Out eighteen months elapse from

the ploughing of the lands for winter crops to the next ploughing

for summer crops ; this ploughing is in April and May.

The ploughmen, hardthin, are called shadddm in the plains where

they hold lands and oxen, as a part of the village lands—for they

always plough with oxen in the plains—but in the mountains they

plough with whatever they happen to possess, whether cows, or

donkeys, or even a cow and a donkey, or a mule or horse. Some-

times even the camel is used, but is not very much appreciated, as

it stamps the land with its broad soft feet and is often troublesome.
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I'loughing fur wheat is not expected to extend further than the

end of January; Imt all depends on the quantity of land a man
intends to sow, and the number of yoke of oxen or mules he

happens to possess. In the plains they plough with many yoke of

oxen in order to ensure more regular growth and harvest ; hut in

the mountains, on account of the different position of the several

plots, it is easier to plough the land first in the warmer and

sheltered parts, and then to continue towards the more exposed

summits, where the harvest is often expected a month later. The
prophet Elisha, who was a landed proprietor, was ploughing with

twelve yoke of oxen, he himself also with a yoke, when Elijah

came to call him away (1 Kings xix, 19). The owner alone is

called the falhlJi, and the rest kafrfts.

"When ploughing hegins, a Fati/ja is said, either 1)}' the Liait'th or

priest of the village, or b}"^ the owner without any further ceremony ;

on the following da}' the work is always l)egun " in the name of

C4od, the Compassionate, the Merciful."

Al)OUt the region of Gaza a regular ser^'ice of thanksgiving,

mowlcuJ (jj..^), is celebrated at the beginning of each agricultural

event, as ploughing and sowing, harvesting and threshing : the

owner gathers all meml)ers of the family and a khatib or two to

chant, and after the religious ceremonv, a dinner terminates the

festival. Before commencing to plough, one or more long squares

are traced by furrows, to mark the quantity of land to be ploughed

that day, and for sowing the seed in it. Ploughing ceases at

A'esper, the 'asner, an hour or so before sun-set. The ploughs are

carried home in the plains or, if there is no A\'ely wherein to leave

them l)y night, they are hidden in any brush-wood in the vicinity.

Majuiring is followed by systematically carrying the manure to

the fields in the arable lands, it is only left fallow for watered

gardens, and trees, or vineyards in some places. Manure in general

is called libl, but a numljer of terms are in use to specify each

particular kind, c.;/., /lara, jiUe{i), etc.

The manuring of the fields is somewhat of a hap-hazard business;

the herds and flocks have to follow the reapers for many weeks, and

thus the fields are manured. In the mountains the wealthy land-

owners invite wealthy shepherds to camp for several weeks on the

reaped lands, these shepherds then put up their tents, and the

flocks pass the nights on the grounds. This service is paid for by

several rods, or ratls, of coftee and sugar. Carcasses which are only
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left i() decay aiul to l»o devoured 1)y wild beasts and birds also seive

their purpose. The Christiau villngers of Bethlehem, Beth Jala, and

Kamallah, also the Ilehroiiites, carry the sweepings into their olive-

yards aiid vineyards. In the poor naked hilly country as well as in

the plains, cow's dung is gathered and made into a kind of cake with

a niixtiire of straw {kasical), and stuck against the walls to dry, for

use in the ovens. This jill>'{f), as it is called, is mostly used in the

Mount of Olives and I'hilistia. It is put outside the oven to heat it,

and does not come in contact with the bread. Ezekiel was ordered to

take tjrl to l)ake his bread, i.e., not to put the bread on it, but in the

oven (Ezek. iv, 12), and as the Fellahin never use human dung for

anything, neither for heating nor for manuring, for fear of becoming

<lefiled, so Ezekiel asks not to l)e defiled (iv, 1 3-14). All refuse which

will not do for fuel is throAvn on a heap, and accumulates in some

villages, as Beth-dajjan, to form real hills. In the same village they

have set up round manure huts, which look like the dark cupolas

of small mosques, and as every family possesses one such hut, there

arc ({uite a luimber to be seen near each other. This led to an

error when one day several Egyptians arrived in sight of Beth-dejjan

and saw the cupolas, and, mistaking them for mos(|ues, worshipped

at (as they thought) the first collection of Saints in the Hoh' Land.

The Hebrews followed, or rather preceded, in much the same

way as the Fellahin (cp. Jer. xvi, 4 ; viii, 2 ; ix, 2). The dung-hills

in the villages (the medhhalc[f]) of the Fellahin are the a>>lipatfiifh

where the poor preferred to sit (Ps. cxiii, 7), probal)ly because it

was warmer in winter than the cold ground (1 Sam. ii, 8).

The complete plough is called ''?'/ when it is meant for oxen.

The different parts of the plough are :

—

Plougli for Two Oxen.

1. KHiJdiin\niijc{t). 3. rdjel.

2. hvhh"{t). 4. SiW'{f).

5. Yad.
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All the parts except the plough-share are of oak, the plough-share

itself is of irou. The yoke is also of oak, or sometimes lighter wood,

atid is called vh; corresponding to the Hebrew 'oJ (Isaiah ix, 4;

Jer. ii, 20).

A^'^^en the ])lough is drawn bv oidy one animal, whether a

horse, mule, or camel, the team, or /;ii<h'niiani.//<'{f), is not necessary,

and the various parts are :

—

Plough for One Animal.

1. Keiiara{t).

•2. lln]d,('{t).

3. Siklcc{f).

4. lUjel

5. Yad.

6. Zcmdm (reins).

7. Sar' (second reins).

8. 'Ahwe{t) {q>. '(Mill, Hos. xi,
4J.

The reins are attached to the halter, and the animal is thus

guided. The prophet Hosea compares Ephraim, under God's

guidance, to the animal attached to the plough (chap, xi, 4): "I

drew him with the cords (reins) of a man (not of a mule), with

] lands (collars) of love, and I was to him, as one taking away from

their jaws the liurden of the yoke." As the oxen have no reins, a

long goad, masms, is used with a nail at the end to prick the oxen.

This is the ox-goad ; compare Shamgar's slaughter of the Philistines

(Judges iv, 31).

"When (jnc animal is employed, and with reins, a short goad,

munkhdi, is used. It has a broad metal end, to remove any adhering

clods from the plough ; compare the (hrhdn of 1 Sam. xiii, 21,

among the instruments of the Israelites, which they could sharpen

by a file.

After the squares of land have lieen traced out, the sower fills

his lap (hojar) with seed, and steps along the furrow (fhahn), up
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and down, and with every second step throws a liandful in a half

circle. Whilst throwing it they say :

^j k h
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kafrihriiii'{l), 4 rows of grain, thin corn (nol used in the

mountains).

nhit liert'he{f), 2 rows of grain, grey corn (is not liked, as it

seems mouldy).

l-af-er-rohnuhi, or ilihhii/e{f), lit. "the palm of the merciful," or

"bear-like" (being clumsy), the husks are lilack and the

orain is long, 4 rows, usually grown in the Jordan Valley,

and when brought to the maritime plains degenerates

verv quickly, seed has to be Ijrought every second year.

talnhi/, very white transparent grains.

}i(UcuJiijef, brown grains.

kam/i inifohar, black spots on top.

himk fjlwrCiny, thick, white.

kamh haurdw/, from the Hauran, brown grains.

I'din/i ghazdu-i/, from Gaza, dark-rose coloured.

Mm/t ndhihij, from Nablus.

hmh 'ajluny, from Eglon.

hunk (Ubicdny, from Moab, l)rig]it, long grains.

Barley of different sorts is also found :

—

farkadi, 4 rows, the ear very long.

(ihazdioy, 2 rows, very long husks.

sab'tni is sometimes sown in February, and can 1)e reaped

70 days after, whence its name.

AMieat gives ten, twenty, or thirty-fold, according to the soil,

e.xtent of the previous ploughing, and situation of the field.

Barley may give a hundred-fold, especially if all conditions

a^ree : sowing in November at the feast of Lydd, rain at the right

season, absence from depredations of birds, ants, and so forth. It

was under favoural)le conditions that Isaac sowed l)arley in Southern

Philistia, and received an hundred-fold that year (Gen. xxvi, 12).

In the l)cautiful parable of the sower and the seed Jesus

remembers all the above conditions: the bii'ds (starlings and larks)

flevoured some, the earth with but little soil (this is seen especially

in the hilly countries), the fallow ground, where the thorns

choke the wheat, and the good ground bringing a hundred-fold

(Matt, xiii, 3-8).

Lentils and vetches rarely give more than ten-fold, sometimes

not even so much, varying according to the goodness of the ground.

When the barley is in the vicinity of towns, where the rubbish
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chives it ;i vigorous growth, aiul has grown one or two feet high, it

is cut when quite green to be sold as fodder for the horses. In this

state it is called kasUe{t), and if it is cut before it is very high, not

over two feet, it may grow again.

The standing field of corn is called -(wv!', it is not often weeded

in the poorer momitainous regions, because there maniuing is almost

nothing and the moisture less than in the plains, and therefore weeds

are fewer. But in the maritime plains, and more especially in the

Jordan valley, the weeds grow faster than the wheat and it is

indispensable to go there in February and March, and as the

Bedawin, the owners of the lands, do not work, the Fellahin from

the mountains of Judea and Ephraim who hold shares, go there and

do all that is needful. The fields also are often irrigated near

Jericho, and on the banks of the Nimrin and adjacent streams, the

plain of Shittim.

The Gaza wheat is not much liked, because it gives grey bread,

and contains too many tares (zawdn). Certainly the tares could be

picked out, but the wheat is not strong enough to resist the tares,

and it is probably such wheat that is meant in the parable of the

tares (Matt, xiii, 27). So, the Gaza wheat being weak, the tares

are left, lest they root up the wheat with them in the act of

plucking.

Summer crops being sown in regular rows, with space between,

the weeds grow much quicker, and they must be attended to as

long as the principal plants are still quite young. Wheat and

barley is about knee-deep in poor lands of the mountains. In such

plains as the Bek'a (Plain of Rephaim) it grows to the height

of one's girdle, and in the plains of Sharon often as high as the

shoulder, whilst in the plain of Jordan, it will hide a horse and,

in exceptional cases, even the horseman. Durra, too, is generally a

foot or so higher than a man, whilst lentils and chick-peas are only

aboiit half a foot high.

The barley harvest begins in April in the Jordan Valley, in

^lay in the maritime plains. Lentils and vetches, however, are

reaped before ; these last are plucked root and all and laid in heaps,

whence they are removed on camels and donkeys in large packages.

The harvest, Mst</e{t), of barley is performed with the aid of sickles,

mandjil (plural of miiijal) ; we may compare the Hebrew iii(i;/(j(il

(Jer. 1, 16). The sheaves, ghemfir, are thrown behind by the /lassdd

(harvestman) and gathered and put into neat bundles. They are

B
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then carried to the threshing-Hoor, jnrii, the Hebrew rjarcii (Gen. 1,

10). When the cereals are very weak, the plants are phicked

without the aid of a sickle and taken in the arms, as no sheaves can

be made, the straw l)eing too short to Iniid them. These meagre

harvests arc called rnaM, as opposed to khassdh, the verj' fruitful

ones. Such a nia^el harvest is foretold to the fallen house of Israel,

"when the haivestman gathcreth the standing corn, and his arm

reapeth the ears (that is, without sickle on account of the shortness

of the stalks);" Isaiah XA'ii, 5. The reaper wears a leather apron

which covers his breast and knees, as the husks of the barley and

wheat would soon penetrate the thin and onl}^ fJioIx' he has on.

The wheat is also reaped with the sickle when convenient, and the

stubble is left for the animals which follow the reapers.

There are three kinds of sickles, according to the height of the

wheat, (a) a very short sickle for cutting grass and short cereals,

//ashd^Ju'lf); (h) the menjal : (c) the kdhhii. With {b) the Hebrew

vMcj(j(d has already been compared. As for {<) it is possibly the

tr^p which the Israelites were wont to have repaired by the

Philistines (1 Sam. xiii, 20) ; the translators took it to be part of

the fork.

The reapers eat twice a day; about 10 in the morning they

have the sCxlm/i, and at about 2 in the afternoon the gJiadhd {\Ss.).

When a man has too much to gather and he wishes to get rid of

the work in the shortest possible time, he sends an invitation to all

his friends and relatives. This is called '^7Jf(0 (iwjij. The people

come and reap everything in a very short time, and a grand dinner

follows as the reward for theii trouble. When a village possesses

lands in common at some distance from the village, the whole of

the inhal)itants go there and build huts {'aivisli), and live there for

several months round the threshing-floor ; the main village is then

almost abandoned, and only a few guardians remain to take care of
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the things (geiienilly of no great vahie) which are left I)ehiii(L But

whether it be far oi' near, all the women, rich or poor, go to glean

liehind the reapers. Though the name lukdla{ty is sometimes used

for the gleaners, they are better known as seyftfdt, i.e., " summer-

enjoyers or gatherers." The ears, when gathered, are tied into

small round bundles like a l)ouquet of flowers, and the bundles are

carrierl home by the woman (ui her head, where she threshes out

the wheat with a stone.

A diligent gleaner can gather more wheat than w'ould be her

usual pay for a day, especially in a fertile field where many stalks

are left. In the plains of Philistia the gleaners are more numerous

than the reapers, and it is difficult to keep them away from the

sheaves ; a North-African is therefore employed to watch and to

remonstrate with them when they become too impertinent, "but"

(as a mltitr, "watchman," said to me) "what can one young man do

before so many 3'oung women ? Besides, there is so much scolding

and cursing, and where goes the blessing?" For among the wheat-

sheaves and on the threshing-floor, a curse invites the genie to

carry away food as they neither sow nor reap, yet want to eat.

In Ruth ii, 5, we read of the " servant that was set over the

reapeis " to watch, and Boaz enjoined him to allow Euth to pass

between the sheaves and not to speak harsh words to her (Ruth

ii, 15). The same words are used in Arabic of the scolding which the

above-mentioned na/irr has continually to do. Much as the reapers

try to prevent the gleaners wandering among the sheaves or into

the fields, it is natural with them not to gather stray ears or to cut

all the standing ones, which would be looked upon as avarice ; every

bad act is avoided as much as possible "before the Ijlessing," as the

corn is ver}^ often called ; the law of Moses, bidding them to " leave

the stray ears" (Lev. xix, 9), is innate with them. The produce of

the gleanings, which is sometimes considerable, may enable a widow

to have bread enough for the winter, and in case of married women,

who have not to harvest for themselves, or for girls, the wheat or

barley is sold or changed for chickens, pigeons, or oil ; which, as we

have previously remarked, are the woman's projDerty and care.

The threshing-floors generally belong to the whole village, and

aie some distance away on an elevation or on a rocky space if

possible, not on the top of the hill, but so situated that the wind

• C]). tlic Hebrew verb likffet in Eulli ii, 2.

2 B
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can help the winnowing. In the plains the threshing-Hoots are

prepared by the stone-cutters, denlas or InirO^, who roll and smooth

the ground. Sometimes water is spi'inkled to make the soil more

solid and to prevent the grains from going into the earth. In the

rocky hills the floors are merely swept, and the sheaves are put there

to await the threshing. "When all the harvest is gathered (and if

the Government permits), they begin threshing. Until the threshing-

commission has given permission no start can be made. This com-

mission is composed of an official or the one who rents the tithe and

two or three " mayors " of different villages. An estimate is made

of how mnch every man has gathered, and this estimation (fakhiin)

is entered up by the Uiatib, and the " mayor " has to seal it.

"When permission is given, all the animals a man may possess,

cows, oxen, asses, horses, mules, are taken and bound in a row by

five or six, to trample on the sheaves. Those sheaves which are

made ready are called tarka, and are put in position by a wooden

fork, sJi(''he(t). In many places the oxen are shoed Avith iron ; they

are not muzzled as a rule. When the sti-aw is so far trodden down

that the ears are all crushed and the stalks reduced to film, the far/ia

is gathered together in a heap and a favourable wind awaited. As

threshing can only be done by day, when the sun is warm so that

the straw crushes easily, the winnowing is done by night. The

winnowing-fork, midhra (^,3^,^), is of oak and has four branches,

whilst the she^he{f)-iovk, for putting the straw in order liefore

threshing, has but two. Both have a handle of a length of aliout

5 feet.

she'bef, thresliing-fork.

midhra, winnowing-fork.

In the plains of Philistia, where the ground is looser than, in

the plains nearer the mountains, they thresh with the threshing-

sledge {/nuntj, cp. Hebrew inorag, Isaiah xli, 15). The sledge has
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flint stones witli the shai-p edges pointing downwards to cut the

straw (op. the "teeth," Is. I.e.). AVhen it is de.sired to prepare some
wheat for their daily necessities, liefore the permission for threshing

is given, they knock out some sheaves with a stick ; this is not called

tli'rii.-< (the thi'cshing with animals), but kiiocking or beating, dak or

k/idln/, which is done in a secret place and not on the thre.sliing-Hoor,

l)ecause there is also a keeper there to guard the wheat. Gideon,

as we are told, was beating (the verb is kMhut, Judges vi, 11) not

threshing the wheat in the wine-press, to hide it from the Midianites,

the lords of the land in his day. The sesame is not threshed but

the stalks are placed in the threshing-floor and are simply beaten

out. Was it the l-esah of Isaiah xxviii, 211 "For the fitches are

not threshed with a sharp threshing instrument, neither is a cart-

wheel (or calf?) turned tipon the cummin, but the fitches are beaten

with a staff' (as the sesame is) and the cummin with a rod."

The fine straw, film, is carried home in big bags on camels or

donkeys and put into the store-room, by the opening in the roof;

such sacks are called s/nhcal. In the plains they have a hut for the

straw {i<hihie[f])
; here the iihn is kept in readiness as the villages are

often miles away fi'om the ploughing-grounds ; but such store-houses

ill the village a;'e called malhan} The stores are swept by the women
and the refuse carried to the roof or other flat surface, where it is

mixed with cow-dung and the women walk about trampling it with

their feet, and then leave it to dry for fuel.

' So perliaps in Ts. xxv, 10, " Moab sliall he trodden down as the stvir.v of

the store (pn?^) for tlie dimgliill."

{Tu he continued.)
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THE BEDOUIN OP^ THE SINAITIC PENINSULA.

(Continued fiwn Q.S., 1906, ;>. 258.)

By ^y. E. Jennings-Bramley, Esq.

XVII. Ordinanj Life.

There is so little variety in the incidents that mark the life of

the Bedouin, that in giving a slight sketch of one, I might be

describing that of most.

At his birth, his mother is visited and congratulated In- her

friends in that she is the mother of a boy. They bring her presents

according to their means. The rich, a goat ; the less wealthy, flour,

lentils, or any other household food. The birth of a girl is allowed

to pass without any notice being taken of the occurrence ; but, if

the girl-child is of little account, she has some slight compensation

in that the first hours of her existence are likely to be more

peaceful than the boy's. He, the man-child, has much before him,

even before he tastes his mother's milk. If his parents wish him to

be lucky through life, he must swallow a finely chopped feather of

the long-eared or eagle-owl. This is mixed with milk, and the

child has to swallow it. To become scorpion-proof, the Ijaby must

also swallow, in the same way, the ashes of a burnt scorpion, the

ashes of which are mixed with milk and given to the child. Both

these charms must be taken Ijefore anything has crossed his lips.

This method of rendering a child invulnerable to the poison of the

scorpion is believed in by all, but, luckily for the babies, not always

put into practice.

AVhether boy or girl, the child is suckled by its mother for two

years ; the Mohammedan law to this effect being rigorously enforced

among the Bedouin with the especial intention of protracting the

time during which a woman is not likely to lie with child.

For the next few years of the boy's life (for of the girl we will

not speak now) he stays with his mother, follow ing her wherever
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she goes, liclping her to drive the gouts in search of pasture, and

gradually learning to look after himself, which knowledge, according

to Bedouin ideas, he should have acquired when eight years old.

AVhile still with his mother he Ijegins to learn to play the (jluih

(flute), which will, for the next few years, occupy every spare

moment. The chief difficulty in playing is to learn to radd, i.e., to

keep up a continuous note by inhaling the air through the nostril

while exhaling it through the mouth. At eight years old he begins

the more serious business of life, leaves his mother to follow his

father or some other owner of camels, and learns his duties as

herdsman, for through life the care of camels will be his chief

occupation.

His dress, as soon as he has any, is the same as his elders, and
the expense of it, as well as his food, falls on those who employ him
as soon as he becomes a herdsman. The only difference of costume
l)etween man and l)oy is that the latter goes bareheaded and does

not wear sandals. For ornament, he may have the back of his right

hand or his forearm tattooed, but Bedouin custom, or fashion, for-

bids his being marked elsewhere. The women, however, often have
their legs and shins as well as their forearms tattooed, with very much
the same designs as those given by Lane in his Modern Eijyptiam.

Boys as well as girls have their hair plaited in tight j)laits that

begin at the very roots of the hair on the forehead and on the top
of the head.

I have said that at eight years old he begins the serious business

of life. An intelligent boy soon learns what he has to do, and I

have seen one of ten entrusted with camels and herding them by
himself. He must now find out the best grazing ground for his camels,

see they do not stray, and bring them down to waiter, in summer
every three days, in winter at much longer intervals. As Avateiing

is a long and fatiguing business, the different owners generally

manage to meet the herdsman on these days at the wells and help

him to water their camels. Then they hear news of their animals,

see that all is well with them, and go back satisfied that no ham
(raid) has passed that way and carried off any of their property.

To the owners these raids are naturally a constant source of anxiety.

The herdsmen, too, live in dread, for they are sometimes killed,

often maltreated, and at the best may be carried off to prevent their

giving the alarm.

While out with the flocks he lives chiefly on camel's milk and
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bread, varying his diet with roasted corn. This he prepares liy

throwing it on a dish full of hot cinders, shaking it all the time it

is roasting. His leisure hours—and they are many—are spent in

playing on the flute, knitting the camel's wool, which the women

have spun, into caps or twisting it into the abtl (rope) with which

the camels are fastened at night, or nwiai-covd for keeping on the

Ivnfia or head handkerchief. For wage, besides food and clothing,

he i-eceives from each owner for whom he herds, one male baggage-

camel (okki) per annum, the value of which may be reckoned at

one guinea and one real. A young man is generally married before

he is twent}', and Ijy that time he should have got together a few

camels of his own.

His cousin, if he have one, is by custom the most eligible bride

;

in fact, he has the right to demand her of her father, and can

enforce his claim to her against the pretensions of any other suitors.

AVhen he has spoken to the girl's father, the matter is taken into

consideration by her family, who meet to discuss and decide the

price that shall be asked for her. This consists of camels, thirty

being a very high price to pay for a wife, and only likely in the

case of a sheikh's daughter. But if so high a price is asked, matters

are often made easy for the bridegroom, by an arrangement, which

allows him to pay only a certain number of the camels agreed on at

the time of the marriage, leaving the remainder to be handed over

when convenient, which means that in many cases the matter is

allowed to slide altogether.

The ceremony of marriage, if it can be called a ceremony, is

simple. AATien all preliminaries have been decided on, the two

families meet, and in their presence a stranger asks the liridegroom if

he is willing to give the price agreed upon; on his answering "yes,"

the stranger hands him a twig. Then follows a feast given by the

l)ri(legroom. While his guests are eating the food he has provided,

a tent has been pitched a long way from the encampment and the

bride has been taken to it. In some cases she is not told she is to

be married till this moment. AVhether she knows or does not know,

it is de rigueur that she should loudly express her disinclination to

marriage, and seemingly be dragged to the tent by sheer force.

Hei' husband joins her there, and there they remain shut up for

eight days—no one seeing them—food being placed outside it by

their friends. It would l»e considei-ed extremely indelicate for a

woman to allow herself to be seen for some time after her marriage,
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and often the couple go oti' to the hills iiiid reniaiii there foi' two

mouths Ity themselves.

When they return, they m.iy hnvv. to live foi' some time undei'

his father's tent (which is then divided l>y a partition) while the

young wife spins and weaves enough goat's liair to make the

material for one of their own. Many girls prepare the tent l)efore

they marry. Very few buy one, as these cost from £4 to £5.

In the case of disagreement between husl)and and wife, the

husband can divorce his wife. Should she bear him no child, this

alone constitutes a valid reason for divorce if he wishes it. The

wife, if she has serious cause of complaint against her husband, may

escape to the tent of a friend, and remain undei' the protection of

his wife until her father can be sent foi'. He has it in his power

to force her to return to her husband; he should do his best to

smooth matters and persuade her to be reconciled. If he cannyt,

and she is determined to be divorced, her father must return the

full price her husband paid for her, and if she is not with child,

she is free to marry again at once. If she leaves hei- husband soon

after the marriage and is found to be with child (say five or six-

months after she has left him), the husband generally takes her

back. If he does not, he must, at all events, pay for her and the

child's keep, and give the latter a camel or goats for its own. The

woman may then marry again. She generally waits about six

months after leaving her husl)and before she marries again; but,

supposing she re-married at once and was then found to he Avith

child by her first husband, her second must adopt the child that

is born.

Should a man wish to divorce his Avife and have no legitimate

cause, such as her misconduct or barrenness, he can still do so, but

she has then the right to carry off one camel load of his property

(though this is not always enforced) in addition to all that she

brought him at the time of their marriage. This privilege she

loses if he has anv just cause for divorce.

The married man's time is taken up in constant joiirneys to

Gaza and Suez, fetching corn and selling goats to pay for it. In

between these journeys he sits in his tent and guards his pro]ierty

against the raids which is a constant unpleasant possibility. Should

his camels be robbed by a raid during his absence, on his retui'u

he joins those of his ti-ibe who are of!" on a counter-expedition to

try and get them or others back in their place. All this rolibing
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;uid couuter-rol)1tiiig goes oti without any danger to the women

and children, who are never toucned.

Some few Bedouin hunt the ibex and gazelle, others own small

patches of ground at the bottom of wadies, where they grow

maize, melons, barley and corn for their own consumption. In

Northern Sinai a very few own date trees. AVhen not fighting or

travelling, four-fifths of their time is spent loiuiging in the tents.

Every ten to fifteen days the camp, if a lai-ge one, has to be moved

on to fresh grazing grounds, for all is eaten up within reach : a

certain activity reigns on these occasions, otherwise one day passes

like the last.

I should say it is possible for one tent to remain in the same

neighboiuhood the whole year round, the necessity for moving

often depending on the number of flocks to be fed in one neighl)Our-

hood. Tents are not used in summer, and are then stowed away

in holes in the rocks, from Avhence they are taken out as soon as

the winter rains l>egin. Life would be monotonous enough -were

it not for a raid now and again. These take time, for the fighting

men of a tril)e will go far (those of Sinai as far as el-Jfif) before

beginning to plunder, preferring, for comfort's sake, to keep on

amicable terms with their immediate neighl)Otirs. A probable

result of these I'aids is the small social importance given to a man

by his riches. The rich man of to-day may be the Ijeggar of

to-morrow, and vice verm, so that no social importance is given ]\v

wealth, so easily lost or regained; but they do attach immense

importance to a man's pedigree.

^Vhen a man is too old to fight or to travel, he has nothing left

him to do, he sits by the well and talks with his contemporaries

of the fine things they did in their day. Though filial duty is

recognized, ;ind the sons will take care of their old fathers, there

is rather a feeling of contemptuous tolerance than of respect for

old age. To them it only rejiresents weakness, which means

uselessness. Still, the reputation of having been a great raider in

his day will confer some consideration oii even the oldest.

It is impossible to obtain any accurate knowledge of the age to

which they live. I have met a man who said he well remem1)ercd

Ibrahim Pasha's campaign in ls;32, and many who must have been,

to judge by their looks, as old as he, but this is a very vague

way of computing their average age. If you believed their own

statements, 110 would be cpite an ordinary age to reach, ^\'hen
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the eiul does come, the Ik'doiiiii is Imiicd near the water, so that

his soul may drink its fill with case. And so their incessant care

for water follows them even into the next woild.

It woidd 1)0 natui'al to suppose, that in a country where water

is scarce, and the Bedouin constantly exposed to the risk of short

allowance, that he would accustom himself from early youth to

diinkino; little. But this is not the case. He will, when at a well,

drink more at a time than we should care to, and I do not think he

can endure the want of water much longer than we can. The

length of time he may be able to do without it depends in a great

measure on the allowance he has had before the supply ran out.

Also a great deal depends, naturally, on the time of year, whethei-

it be in winter or summer, hot or cold weather ; also on the condi-

tion of health he is in. On certain days, when a hot wind is

blowing, a man cannot Ite without water : I mean by that, he cannot

make any exertion without drinking for more than half a day.

He will then be so exhausted as probal)ly to lie down and fall into

a sleep, which is not far short from a delirium, and, if alone, he

may die without recovering consciousness.

My servant, Unis, told me that on one occasion, in the Lyban

desert, he had walked on ahead, on the right track as he believed,

until feeling tired, he lay down in the shade of some rocks, to await

the coming up of the caravan. He fell asleep, and when he awoke

he could see no sign of his companions. He set to work to find the

track, and succeeded, but the day was very hot, and by the time he

was on it, he was too exhausted to do more than lie down, and face

the worst. He fell asleep, and dreamt he was being baked in a

furnace ! Towards evening he woke up, and luckily his companions

had not abandoned him, and one of them rode Ijack and took him

along with him.

Something of the same sort very nearly happened to me. I, too,

had walked on and fallen asleep, waiting for my camels to come up,

and, like Unis, had strayed just enough off the right road not to be

seen by my men as they passed. When I awoke, having no watch

with me, I had no idea what o'clock it was, and was thei'cforc

uncertain whether to go forward or backward in seai'ch of them.

Luckily for me, on racing up the nearest sandhill, I caught sight of

the last camel disappearing over the brow of a hill two miles off.

Of course my men would have come back and searched for me, but

the desert is a large place wherein to look for a man when he has
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sot uti' the riiiht track. On another occasion I had lieen workinij

at my maps, and on going liack to where I thought I should find

luy man and camels, they were nowhere to 1)e seen. I had mistaken

the dip between the hills, all so alike, and walked along the wrong-

one. It was useless trying to search for my servant ; I climbed

up the highest hill I could see, and waited (in no anxiety for water,

as there was a well close by), and thougli I was near the camp, it

was close upon sunset before he found me,—I had lieen waiting

since 1 1 o'clock in the morning. In such cases my advice is, if you

are of importance to your party, wait where you are until you are

found. You can orily make matters worse l)y wandering aimlessly

about. To the fellah I would sa}^, retrace your steps along your

track until 3'ou reach the point where it joins theirs, then follow

that until you catch them up. Still better, never leave your party,

and whoever you are, wheii evening comes on, wind your turban

round your middle. If you keep that warm you may get through

the cold of the night without serious harm.

I have once or twice come upon the bodies of travellers who

have died of thirst. Once on my road from Siwa we came upon a

man, woman and child. The woman and child had died first. The

man had struggled on some little way hanging on to his donkey,

Avhich lay dead beside him. He had evidently tried to quench his

thirst with lemons, which we found lying about on the sand. I

heard afterwards thej' had stolen two donkeys, and fearing pursuit,

had left the usual road and taken to the sand. The}' must have

lost their way, and the water they were carrying, in petroleum

tins, had evaporated very fast, as it will do when carried thus.

AVe found the bodies on the right track, which they must have been

following for two days when they died, at the time only eight hours

from the wells. It was simnrier, and they were completely dried

up, the man's right arm upraised and stiffened in a last convulsion.

Once we came upon foui' pilgrims, two of whom were already dead

;

the rest in sorry plight, their feet cut to bits, their clothes in shreds.

And when we found them they were within a stone's throw of

water !

Of course in winter it is possible to endure thirst for a consider-

ably longer time. A few years ago a fellah, who was then travelling

in company with a servant of mine and others, taking donkeys and

a l)ull from Dakhla to the culti\ation, had a narrow escape. He
left his companions one day at 3 o'clock in the afternoon to push on
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;ilic'a<l with the ilunkcy, .so tluit food might he re;uly foi' the hull (jii

its ai'i'ivah The man missed the track, and at night was not found

at the rendezvous decided on. The others could do nothing tliat

night. Next day two of them went l>ack to search, but could see

no trace of him. l-'onr days after that the man reached the

cultivation, having wandered about for four (hiys without food, and

for the two last without water—lint this was in winter.

As soon as you find yourself ol^" the track, and the fear of missing

the wells comes upon you, the anxiety and exti'a exertion tell

heavily, you are constantly climbing every hillock or hill in the

hopes of finding a landmark. You can neither rest nor eat, one

thought is ever present, and if you sleep you wake up with an

oppressive feeling that things are altogether wrong. Camping at

night seems a terril)le waste of time, and yet there is no alternative

for fear of going still further astray in the dark. Excessive thirst

has curious and different effects on different constitutions ; the

heart works at a greater pace, the saliva ceases to flow, the different

senses may become paralysed. A man I met this year told me that

once while travelling he had imprudently turned his camel loose

without hol)bling it, hoping it would feed better in this way. He
sat down and watched it but fell asleep, and when he awoke after

some hours, found to his alarm that the camel had gone off. He
at once took up the spoor and followed it, but seeing no sign of it,

even from some high ground he came to, he knew it nuist be too

far ahead for him to catch it up. But he did not dare to leave his

skins at a great distance behind him, so he went Itack, emptied

them enough to enal)le him to carry them, and set off on foot for

his destination after liurying his goods. His camel he knew was

meanwhile, camel-like, steadily retracing ics steps to the place it

had come from. He had four good days walking before he could

hope for a fresh supply of water. For two days of this march his

water lasted, on the third it ran out. He then continued walking-

all through that day without water, ;uid struggled on through most

of the next, which was luifortunately very hot. Then his sight l)egan

to fail him. He stumbled on for an hour or two, and then had to

give in for he was absolutely blind. He could do nothing more but

sit down and wonder how long it would take him to die. But,

fortunately, some Arabs coming from the south passed his way and

picked him up. He eventually recovered his sight and seemed

none the worse when I saw him.
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Such adventures are almost impossible in .Sinai, where there is

hardly a spot which is more than two days distant from a well.

I do not mean by this that caravans do not suffer, and even very

much, from want of water there, l)ut deaths from thirst are ex-

tremely rare.

A Bedouin encampment is never far from water, but, at the

same time, never too near, for the wells are the resort of travellers

and strangers of all sorts, and it is wisest to avoid promiscuous

visitors. The choice of a camping ground depends, in fact, very

nuich more on the quality of the pasturage in the neighbourhood

than on anything else, and the encampment remains in the one

place until this is exhausted. From ten to twelve days is the average

time a Bedouin encampment of ordinary size will remain on the

same ground, though I have known them stay in one spot for as

long as five or six months. But in that case the men have been

owners of camels, which, being able to go without water for as long

as twelve days while on pasture, can roam over a much greater

extent of country in search of it. When, for any such reason, an

encampment remains long in one place, the tents are moved, if only

a few yards, every fortnight or so for the sake of being pitched on

clean ground. Striking and pitching the tents can be done in two

hours.

The Arabs call their tents heit, or house, the proper word

Mima never being used Ijy them, while the tent in which the men

meet—the club, in fact—is call menzil. Here the elders of the

encampment meet and discuss matters of triljal interest, and here

it is decided when and whither the camp shall next be moved.

The actual work of moving falls mostly on the women, who go on

before with the donkeys and get things ready. The great move

of the year is called the Kuljia'. At other times the Bedouin

keep more or less near their own wells, Init at this time of year

they go further afield in search of good pasture, for it is a time of

rest and feeding up for all the camels, and while these are resting

the men rest too, and no journeys are made to Gaza or Suez. As

one man or boy can watch fift}' camels, the greater numlier spend

their time lying aboiit the tents, while the evening's amusement

is dancing the dahich. The women are l)usy enough, for now the

dessicated milk (dried cakes of milk salted, to be used as milk

later on after much soaking) is prepared. Semen (clarified butter)

is got ready, for sale or consumption, the latter buried in pots in
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tlie "•rouiul. Hut, ulthough vesting, the men ;iie ulvviiys armed and

prepared for an emergency, as the fact of so many camels ])eing

collected togethei- may tempt the i-iiders to c(nne that way. It is

not that the men guard the camels, foi- these are sent out with tlicii'

herdsmen and do not return to camp, like the goats and sheep,

every evening, but that they nnist be ready to go in hot pursuit

if the news suddenly reaches them that their Hocks have been

robbed.

The women herd the goats and sheep, and at this time of year,

not having anything to do, a man will often accompany the girl

who has charge of the flock, driving them out with her at early

dawn, letting them browse on the way till they reach the high

ground where they remain, he perhaps playing his pipes or knitting

a cap, she spinning, till at sunset they return to camp, where the

animals are milked. One reason why it is well that the girl should

not l)e left alone is that the large number of goats collected together

sometimes tempts the wolves to follow the flock in the hope of

being al)le to fall on some straying animal. Consecjuently a sharp

look out has to 1)e kept, for a wolf will even attack a young camel.

This I know from personal experietice. On one occasion, when I

was travelling in Sinai, I was awakened one night by hearing a

scuffling and stamping near me. Having been warned by the

Arabs to be careful on account of the number of wolves about, I

had brought my she-camel and her calf close to where I was sleeping.

On jiunping up I saw that two wolves were attacking the calf,

and although the she-camel was doing her best to defend it, she

naturally found herself hopelessly hampered by the rope which

is tied round her leg and keeps it bent when kneeling. My camel

was trying to stamp with her one free foreleg on the wolf which

had her calf by the neck, and had already dragged it some yards

when my presence frightened both off", and I saw no more of them.

Another anecdote will prove the audacity of the wolf. A
woman was driving her flock homewards when, at about four o'clock

in the afternoon, she saw that a wolf was following them at a

distance of some fifty yards. Gradually as they went on, the wolf

crept u}) nearer and nearer until it came near enough to seize a large

kid. First the woman hit at it with a stick, but it took no notice

of her or her stick, but when she caught it liy the tail and tried to

pull it off" that way, it turned upon her, biting off" two of her

fingers and otherwise injuring her hand. It met its match, how-
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ever, in that woman, for, wounded us she was, she managed to lift

up so heavy a stone, that letting it fall on its head, she killed it,

since the carcase of the kid, which it refused to drop, hampered

its movements.

As I have mentioned the Rubia', I will go on to explain the

forms which guide the movements of a tribe on this occasion. The

first point to ascertain is where the rainfall has been heavy enough

to result in good pasture. It may be that the tribe must lea^e its

own territory to find the food desired for the camels elsewhere. In

that case, the sheikh, or some near relative of his, will visit the

sheikh of the tribe on Avhose territory they propose to camp to

announce their intention. After that he selects the exact spot.

Naturall}'- the tribes must be friendly at the time ; but once this is

so, no difficulty is made, the hospitality shown one year being

prol)ably returned the next, as there is no telhng, from year to

year, where the most abundant pasture w'ill be found.

When the spot has been selected, the first tent jjut up is the

menzil, for that, besides being the council or club tent, is the one in

which guests are received. A prominent place is selected for it, and

the tents of the tribe are pitched round and about it. Several

triljes are likely to choose the same ground if it is good, and Bedouin

hospitality demands that the first on the ground must supply the

next arrivals with food and water for four days, and these again

must extend the same hospitality to the next arrivals.

The word Bubiu'' is used by the Arabs to denote both the groiuid

they have selected for feeding the camels, and the time of year in

which they are to 1)e fed. For instance, should you ask a Bedouin

when the .cow-camels generally calve, he would say, " Fit Eubieh
"

(^jo.Il J), meaning, "At the time of the Rilbia'." Again, if vou

were to enquire where so and so was, he might say, " On the p]gma,

the Rubia' is there this year."

I have said that Arabs never camp at the wells, tliough seldom

more than a quarter of a mile away, and I have mentioned one

important reason for their not doing so.
,
There is another, and that

is, that whatever pasture there may be at the l)eginning of the

season, in and about tlie wells, is very soon eaten up by the flocks

that are ])rought down to l)e watered. These arrive early in the

morning, and generally remain there till three in the afternoon.

Watering is a long and fatiguing Imsiness, and the herdsman, who
has ])een alone in the hills for at least three days, is anxious to hear
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the news from any friends he meets. The camels, too, after a heavy

drink, need a rest of some hours.

The camels are all Inaiided, both with the tribal mark, of which

those of the great tribes are well known to all, and with the family

mark, which are, of course, much moie diflicult to remember. The

only instrument a Bedouin uses for l)randing is some old bit of iron

that comes to hand, and necessarily, the possible varieties in design

are limited. If the tribal mark happened to be three parallel lines,

the family mark may be a dot at the end of one of these lines, or

some variation equally trifling. To add to the diificulty of recogni-

tion, every disease that flesh is heir to, both in man and beast, is

treated by firing the hot iron, so that a camel may be scarred all

over by the time he has reached maturity, and it is ditticidt to

decipher with any certainty the numerous signs. The first to be

put on will probably he the wasui, with which a young camel is

l)randed before he is a year old. Now, as this must, necessarily,

remain upon the animal when sold, it is no proof of actual owner-

ship, nor is it any proof in case of theft. Consequently a new mark

is added, and so adds to the confusion.

When a reconciliation is meditated between two tribes, these

marks are some guide to the previous history of an animal, and may
help in cases of restitution ; but as a rule, the actual camels robbed

have long ago passed elsewhere, and the business of the sheikhs,

who have assembled in council in the inenrdl, is not so much to

restore the lost camels, as to decide at what value they shall l)e

assessed. The thefts of years have to be taken into consideration,

and the divergent views of previous and present owners to be

weighed, so that months elapse before any decision is reached.

The tribe which has had the most luck in previous raids often

advocates the simpler method of crying quits, and this is some-

times done where the thefts on each side have really about balanced

each other.

It should l)e imderstood that no feeling of disgrace attaches to

the act of stealing. It is the business of every full-grown man ; no

punishment is enforced for it. ^Vny man seeing another going ofl'

with his camels may shoot the thief if he tries to escape after being

hailed. The law, in fact, is with the owner, and he may use what

means he likes to protect his property, even to the taking of life.

(To he continuei/.)
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THE SIEGE OF JERUSALEM.

DIARY OF THE PEIKCIPAL EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE
MEMORABLE SIEGE OF JERUSALEM BY TITUS, DRAWN
FROM JOSEPHUS : WITH SOME ACCOMPANYING NOTES
AND OBSERVATIONS.

B}' the Rev. J. C. Nemx.

JOSEPHI'S often gives expression to his ideas of extension in a way

that seems to us highly exaggerated. His descriptions of Antonia

and Herod's pahice-citadel are of this nature. Whilst acknowledging

that he does "draw a very long bow" at times, I am inclined, in the

main, to apologize for him, on the ground that he speaks of these

liuildings from a comparison, in his own mind, with the common
buildings, houses, shops, and narrow streets of the city, with which

he was familiar. These houses were mere pygmies compared with

our modern palatial residences and even Avith the general grade of

family domiciles with airy surroundings and of many rooms. So

we need to modify our conceptions of places which, if guided solely

by his language, Ave should naturally exjDand into extensions much
beyond the reality. By this I mean that Antonia, for example, was

really confined to a much smaller area than the historian's language

would seem to call for. He was, however, forced by circumstances

to admit that the northern court of the Outer Court of the Temple

was very narrow and cramped, when he had to record the battles

fought there. By overlooking the al)ove suggestions, many writers

have felt obliged to locate Antonia where the apparent size of it

seemed to require much more space than is found in the locality

where it actually belongs.

In drawing up the following diary of events of the year 70 A.D.,

I have not always been able to find an exact date. "Wherever an

uncertainty occurs, with a variation of one or two days, I have given

the proljable date with the interrogation point C?) added.
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8th C^)
Xisan.—Titus made a reconnaissance of the city with six

hundred select horsemen, and almost miraculously escaped destruc-

tion l)y a furious assault of the Jews fi'oin the Damascus Gate.

9th{1) jVuan.—Romans camped at Scopus near the nioinuuents

of Queen Helena.

The Tenth Legion arrived at the Mount of Olives and com-

menced construction of camp.

10/// Ximn.—Furious and futile attack of the Jews on the Tenth

Lesion at Mount of Olives. Order issued to level all the sround

outside of First "Wall, from Scopus to Herod's Monuments. This

work finished in four clays.

During these days, the Jews, by a stratagem, made an unexpected

sortie at Damascus Gate and delivered a fierce and successful attack

on the Romans, who brought on the fight by disobedience of express

orders.

lifh Xisan.—Titus camped before the city at two points; one

near the Tower Psephinus, and one near the Tower Hippicus.

On this day, John's faction captured the Inner Court of the

Temple 1:»y treachery from the Zealots under Eleazar, thus leaving

two great factions, under John in the Temple and adjacent parts,

and Simon in the city. Notably, Simon " held all that reached to

the Palace of Queen Helena, the mother of Monobazus," on the

north, which Palace was " in the middle of Acra." He also " held

as much of the old wall as bent from Siloam to the east and Avent

down to the Palace of Monobazus."

21st Ximn.—Titus began the siege and erected three banks and

as many auxiliary towers—one at each bank.

7fli Ijiar.—Captured the First Wall in fifteen days, at John's

Moiuuiient, and camped within the city at " the camp of the

Assyrians."

\2th Iijar.—Captured the SeroiuJ Wall the firsl time, in five da3's,

at a point near the Tower of Furnaces, and where " the narrow

streets led obliquely to the wall," and made such a confusion as to

disconcert the attacking force. On this day the banks against

Antonia were commenced ; and finished in seventeen days.

IGth Ii/ar.—Captured the Second Wall the second time, at the

same point, in four days and demolished it, and put guards in the

towers left towards the old Valley Gate. I believe it is general!}-

C 2
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conceded that while the text of our author uses the word "city" in

this coiniection, he meant " wall." There seems to be no intimation

anywhere that there was a "ditch" of any kind about this wall or

the First Wall, unless there l)e a covert suggestion that the banks

against the latter meant something of the kind. There were no

banks, apparently, against the Second Wall; the engines were

brought directly to the attack—excepting in the case of Antonia.

If ever the remai)is of the Second A\'all are found, it wuuld seem

that near bv where it was Ijreached some relics from the " braziers
"

might be discovered.

16//i fo 20fk Iijar.—Titus rested his army four da^'s and paid up

the money due to the soldiers, and hoped the respite and the military

displa}' on "pay day" might bring the Jews into a mood to sur-

render.

21s/ Ljar.—No sign of yielding on the part of the Jews appeared.

So Titus ]»egan tv:o banks against the Third A\'all—one at John's

Monimient, and the other at the Pool Amygdalon—against the

great Palace-Citadel. These were completed in eight days.

29/// Ijiar.—The two banks at Antonia and the two at John's

^Monument and the Pool Amygdalon were completed on this day.

'2nd (?) Sivan.—The banks at Antonia undermined and destroyed

by John.

4:th{1) Sivan.—The banks against the Palace-Citadel destroyed

by fire after a fierce contest. A suggestion may here be made that

the three great towers, Hippicus, Phasaelus, and Mariamne, which

Josephus says were on the northern part of this old wall, would

necessarily be outside of the Second Wall and would require so

much space as to place the latter wall east of Amygdalon. During

these days, the sufferings and sorrows of the besieged were intense.

Murder and pillage everywhere within the city, and wholesale

crucifixion of deserters without the city, till the luimber of the

latter Avas so great "that room was wanting for the crosses and

crosses wanting for the bodies," bespeaking a condition beyond

description. The Komans were discouraged hy the destruction of

their Ijanks, " and many despaired of taking the city with the usual

engines of war only."

oth Sinin.—They l)egan the great wall of contravallation to

inclose the whole city. This wall finished in three days' time.
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y/// Svmii.—Kecoiistiuctioii of luiiiks, at Aiitonia only, begun at

once and the work now carefully guarded—so much so that the

Jews, although reckless in their dogged despair, were not aljle to

create any effective or permanent hindi'ance. Their sallies were

evidently mainly hy the Sheep Gate, and no suitable ground could

be had for an attack in force. In rounding the corner and advancing

against the banks, the steep incline of the slope very likel}^ afforded

a rather narrow path for the attacking party, so that under the

heavy response from the Roman ranks and engines, "the man that

fell became an impediment to him that was next him."

16/ Tammuz.—An unsuccessful attack by the Jews on this day

was followed by the Romans with most strenuous exertion, bringing

up and placing their engines in position on the banks against the

fortress. This night, a portion of the wall—partly undermined by

the besiegers, shaken by the battering rams, and its foundations

weakened by John's mines—suddenly fell down, to the great dis-

couragement of the Jews. But the appearance of an improvised

wall within was an e(iually great disappointment to the Romans.

Still, they considered this new wall weaker and more easily

approached, but not without great danger and sacrifice of life.

Titus fully realized the importance of the capture of Antonia

and, to fire his soldiers to further deeds of daring in the work, made

a great speech to them in which the following remarkable words

occur, viz.; "For if we go up to this Tower of Antonia, we gain

the citj' ; since we shall then be on top of the hill," etc.,

B.J. 6, ch. 1, § 5.

This shows that at this time there was an elevation still there.

It agrees perfectly with what is said in B.J. 5, ch. 4, § 1, speaking of

the Asmoneans. " They then took off part of the height of Acra,"

and, of course, left a part of it in situ. This will not fit on to the

new site of Acra south of the Temple. This remaining hump Avas

there in the days of Herod and Titus, wherever you place Acra, but

surely not in the new location, where it ought to have been noted

by some historian, and by no one more certainly tliaii the pains-

taking Josephus, if it had been there.

SrJ Tammuz.—Fired by the speech of Titus, which was delivered

at this time, Sabinus and eleven other soldiers resolved to make the

attempt to capture the new wall, but failed after a heroic effort.
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6/// Tammuz.—At three o'clock in the morning of this day,

sixteen devoted men determined to capture this imi^ortant point,

where the l>reach had been made, and were completely successful,

and their success assured 1)y the prompt response of the Ijesieging

forces bringing suitable aid. A terrible hand-to-hand battle was

now fought at the entrance to the Temple from Antonia, which

lasted till one p.m., and ended in the Romans being driven back

into the Castle. In this fight, as in all other actions in this

Northern Court of the Outer Temple, the limited arena was a

prominent factor in all that transpired, "the men l)eing intermixed

one with another and confounded l;)}?^ reason of the narrowness of

the place," etc.

1th Taiiiiauz.—At about five o'clock in the afternoon of this day,

the Jews made a fanatical attack on the wall of contravallation

along the skirts of Olivet, but Avere driven back after a stubborn

and fiercely fought battle.

17//< Tammuz.—Titus ordered a ready passage, for his ai-my to

come up, to 1)e made through Antonia. On this day " the daily

.sacrifice failed."

18//; Tammuz.—After another overture had Ijeen made to John

to surrender and rejected liy him in the most bitter terms, Titus

resolved to press the siege with the utmost vigour.

He could not bring his whole force into action because " the place

was so narrow,"—all this in and around the spacious (?) Antonia !

So he selected a picked body of men and, putting them i;nder

Cerealis, hurled them against the Temple. He intended this attack

to be a " surprise " to the Jews, but the fight commenced imme-

diately on the advent of the Komans and raged from three a.m.

without cessation till after eleven a.m., and resulted practically in a

drawn battle.

22nd Tammuz.—The Jews fired the North-Western Cloister on

this day and thus destroyed twenty cubits of it and rendered it

practically useless to the Komans.

2i1h Tammuz.—The Komans now, in turn, to the disadvantage

of the Jews, set fire to the remaining portion of this cloister, and

after a further length of fifteen culjits had been Inxrned, the Jews
" cut off its roof " at the Northern Cloister to save the latter from

desti'uction, and thus separated Antonia wholly from the Temple.
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How are wc to understand this? "I will show mine opinion "as

briefly as possil)le. It is evident tliat the total length of this

North-A\'esteru Cloister was thirty-live cubits—about forty-two feet.

Its elevated floor ran from the Northern Cloister to the entrance to

Antonia, possibly on a level with "the landing" of the steps at the

north-west corner of the Outer Court, whatever that level may have

been, and which entrance to Antonia would fall between the two

.southern towers. This North-Western Cloister afforded a fine

covered way from the Castle into the Outer Court, which covert

was well supplemented by the Northern and Western Cloisters at

the point of entrance. Hence the motive of the Jews in trying

to destroy it. Also, after the Antonia end was destroyed, the

i-emaining portion became a menace to the Romans and, as a

<lefensive measure, was destroyed by Titus.

It is my impression that the space between Antonia and the

Northern Cloister (forty feet wide, more or less) was cut clown to a

level with the North Court of the Temple. Also, that the Houth-

Eastern Tower of Antonia (eighty-four feet high) stood furthei"

-south than the South-Western Tower—-as close to the Northern

Cloister as freedom from easy assault from the roof of that cloister

would permit. This left room for a passage-way around its base

from the Sheep Gate to a gate through the cloister wall at a point

opposite to the Gate Moked of the Inner Court. This entrance

would be necessary for persons or sacrificial animals coming in Ijy

the Sheep Gate. The position of this South-Eastern Tower, coupled

with its elevation and height, we all know had for its object the

securing a view of the Temple grounds; and yet the roof of the

Northern Cloister must have 1)een more or less of an obstruction.

On this same 24th day of Tammuz, the passage-way, ordered for

bringing up the army through Antonia, was finished and the Romans
began the construction of foiu- banks against the Temple. Josephus

<listinctly states that two of these banks were erected against " the

first" (the Inner) Court, and two against "the Outer" Court. Of

the two against the Inner Court one was erected at the north-western

corner of the House Moked, and one against the (-late Moked, or

" the northern exhedra which was lietween the two gates." Both

of these banks were in the Northern Court of the Outer Temple.

Of the two banks against the Outer Court one was against the

northern end of the Western Cloister, and one against the wall of

the Northern Cloister. Both of these Ijanks were between Antonia
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iiiid the Northern Cloister. These two banks were needed as

support on tlie flanks of the other two. The material for the two

inner banks could be taken through the passage gate above men-

tioned and, perhaps, also partly through the gate proper which led

to Antonia, if the order for " digging up foundations " to make a

way to the Temple did not include a breaking through the wall of

the Northern Cloister, which I strongly suspect was the case. At

least, something of the kind was done a little later, when a passage

for the "chosen horsemen" undoubtedly was there—on the 10th

day of Ab. I may also add that a strong Roman guard must ha^-e

been placed in the Northern Court, to the east of the banks, at this

time. There was one there a few days later, without any indication

of the time when it was so placed. There probably was a like

occupancy of the Court west of the Temple.

27//? Tammu-:.-—Such being the surrounding conditions, the Jews,

as a defensive measure, were forced to burn the Western Cloister,

which they did on this day. It was destroyed throughout its whole

length, as far as the Prophet's Gate, at or near which John had

erected a tower for more secure defence against Simon.

28/A Tammuz.—On this day the Eomans retaliated and streng-

thened their position by burning down the whole of the Northern

Cloister, even to its junction with Solomon's Porch. I doubt not

they would have done this sooner, had not Titus l^een so anxious

to preserve the Temple and its surroundings as nearl}' intact as

possible.

^nd Ah.—The Komans liegan l^attering the Inner Court on this

day with such engines as could be used l:)efore the rams could 1)6

brought into action, and continued the attack for six days without

making any impression on the immensely strong walls.

8/A Ah.—On this day the two Imnks against the House INIoked

and its gate were finished and the heaviest rams mounted for action.

The other two banks were rendered useless by the burning of the

cloisters on the 27th and 28th of Tamnuiz and abandoned. The

most powerful engines also proved ineftectual against these memora-

ble walls. The attack by these was supplemented by a futile effort

to undermine the Gate JMoked. An attempt to scale the walls with

the help of ladders was also made and resulted in defeat and the

unbearable disgrace of the Eomans losing their ensigns. As a last

resort, the order was issued to set fire to the Gate Moked. This
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was done, and soon the fire was raging through the inner cloisters

and urged to greater fierceness by the enraged soldiers.

9^/, Jl^—On this day the burning continued until, at the close

of the council held by Titus and his commanders to decide the fate

of the Temple, the order was given to quench the fire and make a

way for I (ringing up the army for a final assault.

10/// Ah.—The Jews, after a day's rest, early in the morning of

this day made a sortie from the East Gate and were immediately in

contact with the Eoman guards in the North Court. This battle

raged with fury from seven a.m. to eleven a.m. Daring the fight

Titus was obliged to send " some chosen horsemen " to the aid of

his troops. In a very short time after this the Jews assailed the

Roman guards who were quenching the fire and clearing a road at

the Gate Moked. They were driven back and pursued to the Holy

House itself, around which the last battle for the Temple was fought;

and amid scenes of carnage and human blood around and on the

great altar, the torch was applied and that glorious Temple was

destroyed, never again to l)e relniilt as a sacred fane under the ritual

of the Old Dispensation.

10/// fo lifh Ah.—Continued liurning around the Temple, firing

the remaining cloisters and butchering thousands of- the miserable

populace of every age and sex, who had taken refuge therein. The

Roman soldiers carried their ensigns into the Temple and offered

sacrifice to them, and "proclaimed Titus Imperator with the greatest

acclamations of joy." This, presumably, took place in the Women's

Court where, after final capture of the city, Fronto held a court of

adjudication, as over a prison pen, and decided the fate of many

thousands of captives, releasing some, sending others to the execu-

tioner's sword, to bonds in the mines, or to the auction block of the

slave.

15///. Ah.—Some priests, who were concealed about the heavy

walls of the Temple, surrendered and were relentlessly butchered.

1G//^(1) .///.—A parley was held over Herod's 'Bridge between

Titus and the Tyrants, but without reaching an agreement. A
proclamation issued withdrawing all anuiesty previously allowed.

An order given to burn the city.

11th (1) Ah.—The lower city Inirned as far north as Queen

Helena's Palace, which was in the midst of Acra.
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18111(1)^1).—The forces of the Tyrants, completely driven out

of the lower city, rush into the Palace-Citadel and, to make room

for themselves, butcher several thousand refugees and prepare to

resist the Komans. The lower city burned as far south as Siloam

and the Palace of Monobazus.

lQth{1) Jli.—The Tyrants continue ruthless murder and pillage,

and put forth the greatest effort to prevent desertion to the enemy.

20fh Ah.—To take the upper city, Titus on this day ordered

banks to be raised against Herod's Palace on the west, and in the

Tyropoeon Valley, from the old wall along by the Xystus to Herod's

Bridge and Simon's Tower at its western end, l)uilt for a defence

against John. These banks were completed in eighteen days.

Itli, EUd.—During these days there M-as continued rapine and

plunder by the Romans of what little the Jewish robbers had left.

Also continual surrenders of notable persons and quantities of

valuables kept up until this day, when the banks were finished and

the machines brought against the wall.

iS/A Ehd.—And now all was consternation and dread. The inso-

lent and arrogant chiefs, paralyzed with fear, voluntarily deserted

the last stronghold of the upper city and, failing to escape from the

toils about them, went down into the mazes of underground Jeru-

salem—" this was no better than a dream of theirs," says Josephus,

"for they were not able to lie hid either from God or the Eomans."

The frenzied soldiers of Titus fired the city everywhere, broke

down the Avails, entered the caverns, and pursued the remnants of

the decimated populace, old and young, men, women, and children,

armed or unarmed, suppliant or defiant, with fire and sword and all

the rapine and l)utchery of old time relentless war.

Blood of Jew and Gentile flowed like water, and Jerusalem went

out into a long night of darkness and ruin.

"0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, behold, your house is left

unto you desolate."
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THE EASTP:RN METlIOrOLITAN, AKCHIEriSCOPAL AND

EPISCOPAL SEES UNDER THE PATIIIAKCIIATE OF

JERUSALEM.'

By the Rev. Caleb Hausj;ii.

Pal^STINA Secunda, the Metropolitan see of Scythopolis, or

Bethshaii, surrounded the Sea of Galilee; I'alsestina Tertia, the

Metropolitan see of Petra, extended from the Mojib to beyond

P^lath and Mount Sinai on the south. Reaching around Palgestina

Tertia to the archlnshopric of Elath on the south, and around

Pala'stina Secunda to Mount Ilei'nion on the north, Pahvstina

Quai ta extended from the River Jordan a)id the Dead Sea unto the

eastern or Syrian Desert. Of the Second and Third Palestines

those sees only which were east of the Jordan-and-Arabah

depression will come under our observation.

First of the archbishoprics of the Second Palestine east of

Jordan is Gculelron or Gadaron, a little see on the east extending

as far as Petra (where it touched the western archbishopric of

Diocaesarea) and as far as the great bridge (the extent of the

archl)ishopric of Tiberias), and as far as the monastery of the

Tithe. It was thus on the shore of Lake Galilee, from the Jisr

Benat Ya'kHb on the north to a little south of Gadara (Umm Keis).

Here it was adjacent to the bishopric of Pella.

The archbishopric of Meron or Meru, perhaps named after the

Waters of Merom, extended on the south " to the torrent," i.e. the

Yarmiik, and on the east " half-way l)etween this see and that of

Ausitis," or Palfostina Quarta, and as far as the tower of Sylitus,

which we may identify with Tesil, some 5 or 6 miles south-west

of Nawa. Before its transfer from the Metropolitan see of Bostra,

' Accurate knowledge of tlie boundaries of the various sees is chiefly

derived from Palmer's copy of a manuscript in llie library of the Patriarchate

of Jerusalem, containing a list of Metropolitan, Arcliiepiscopal, and Episcojial

towns in the see of tlie Holy City of Jerusalem, Deser/ of the Exodux,

pp. 5oO-5.j-i.
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ur Ausitis, Merun liutl I^cl-u ;i Inshopric named Ga1)a; l)ut as an

archbishopric subject to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem, it comprised

the 1»ishoprics of Gaba, Elenopolis, Hippos, Tetrakomia, Clima-

Gaulanae, the village of Nais, Epheca, and Nes. Hippos and

Epheca (Aphek) are well known. Clima-Gaulanae, second after

Hi})pos, was in all probability at Sahem ej-Jaulan (the ancient

Golan), near the eastern boundary of this archbishopric. Gaba, or

(-laliaon, was probal)ly at el-Jiljein, a little north-east of Aphek.

The western boundary of this see thus passed l)etween Aphek and

the Sea of Galilee northward to the Waters of Merom.

The archhyioprk of Capitolia^ extended as far as "the great

mountain," i.e., Jebel 'Ajlun, and on the left as far as the torrent

which separates it from Zeni (1 Mem). Undoulitedly this see

extended to the Yarmiik on the north, and quite to Remtheh

on the east ; for it included the bishopric of Pella west of, and

the l)ishopric of Aljila north of, the bishojrrk of Capitolia. That

of Aliila probably came down to the Roman Road. From

De Saulcy (Dead Sea and Bible Lands, vol. ii, p. 429) I learn

that Col. Lapie (in the Itineraries published by M. de Fortia)

has already proposed the identification of Capitolias with Beit

er-Ras. Some of INI. Lapie's measurements did not correspond

with the distances given in the Itinerary of Antonine and in

the Peutinger Tables. Instead of 36 R. miles from Neve to

Capitolias, he computed the distance from Xawa to Beit er-Ras at

30 R. miles. But along the roads, as indicated on the P. E.F. INIap,

the distance is evidently about 36 R. miles. In Peutinger's Table

(Itinerary from Caesarea to Philadelphia) Capitolias is placed

16 miles from both Gadara and Edrei ; whereas the distance from

Beit Ras to ed-Der'aah seems to be about 21 R. miles, a difference

of 5 miles. Probal)ly a V was substituted for an X. From Beit

Ras to Umm Keis Col. Lapie measured 16 R, miles, as in the

Itineraries. We now have sufficient evidence for the identification.

The Jerusalem manuscript shows that the bishopric of Capitolias

was south of Abila. So also then the city; which, furthermore,

(compare the Itineraries with Eusebius ad vocem "A/:Jf;A) was 4 miles

farther from Gadara than Abila was. The site indicated is

Beit Ras. Any site farther south, or south-west would be more

than 36 R. miles from Nawa. Finally, the Arabic name, Beit Ras,

seems to be ecjuivalent to the Latin Capitolias (Ras = caput),

both Capitolias and Beit Ras being in the respective languages
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appropriate (and idiomatic) names for a city on an elevation. The

P. E.F. Map shows Beit Ras as the highest point in northern

Gilead.

J'dhf'sfiiKi Tcrtid, the Met i'ii]i(ilitan sec of Petra, included five

bishoprics east of the 'Arabah : Augustopolis, Arindela, Charagmucha,

Areoi)olis, and Helas, or Elath. Northward it extended to the

river Chise or Chose, and to the river Mojib. In Chisc we recognize

el-Hessi, the name of a wXdy at the southern extremity of the

Dead Sea. Originally the name Chise must have belonged to the

upper wady, M-hich is now called Wady Garahy, Wady Siddeiyeh,

and Seil Garahy; the lower wady (now el-Hessi) was the "great

torrent" which divided the archbishopric of Cyriacopolis (Kerak)

from the Metropolitan see of Petra. The river Chise was between

Moab and Gabet, or GahaUm. The eastern boundary of Moa1) was

also that of the diocese of Cyriacopolis, which included the bishoprics

of Charagmucha and Areopolis (Kerak and Kabbah). Gabalon (el-

Jeb'al) south of the river Chise, and east of Petra, was also an

archbishopric, and perhaps included the bishoprics of Atigustopolis

and Arindela. The MS. says: "It includes all the surrounding

country, and is very extensive." It probably extended to Wady

el-Ithm and the archbishopric of Ailia. Arindela has been satis-

factorily identified with Ghurundel. Augustopolis seems to l)e

Zodocatha at el-Asdakah. The radicals (transposed) of Zodocatha,

Asdakah, are represented in the Roman name Augustopolis. The

territory of the bishopric of Helas, was, it is evident, that of the

archbishopric of Ailia, or Aila, on the coast of the Elanitic arm of

the Red Sea. The north-western boundary of this see is not given,

but was probably the Desert of et-Tih. From the Red Sea it

extended to Wady el-Ithm, presumably the southern boundary of

the sees of Petra and Gabalon, and (farther east) of Ausitis, or the

Fourth Palestine.

Pakestina Quarta, the INIetropolitan see of Bostra (and also its

only archbishopric Adria or Dria) was bounded on the south-east

l)y a wiidy (the river Zarnarios, Zarcarios, Zarnacios), which must

have been a tributary of " the great torrent " which divided it from

Eila (Elath). Adria nuist have been adjacent to Gabalon, and the

archiepiscopal city Adria was evidently Ptolemy's Adra, 55 geo-

graphical miles east, and 10 north of the Edomite Bostra. As

the name Adria, or Dria does not appear (as it shotild) in the list

of episcopal towns of Palsestina Quarta, it is probable that the Dia
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(L)ias, Dyas) of that list is corrupt, and should ho read Dria. Of

the episcopal cities and towns of Ausitis the following have been

identified : Adrasus, or Edrei, Medaba, Gerassa, Neve, Philadelphia,

f^sbus, Canothas, and Salton Bataneos. Others maj' be identified

thus : Dionysia (Ptolemy's Dion) with Tibneh ; Tricomia, named

before Canothas (lanm el-Kenafid) with the Tricomia which in the

Xutifid I)i[/niiatinii Tinpcrii lloiiumi precedes Ziza ; Goniah with Ain

Jenneh, near jNIahanaim ; Stanse with Shutna, near Jebel Kafkafa
;

Machabera with Kh. Mukubleh, south of the same mountain
;

Coratha with el-Herath, south of Tell Der'ala ; Belbanes with Tell

Kileibil, near Tell Nimrin ; Caprse, or Yicus Capron, with Kh. el-

Kefrein ; Purgo {}. arata) with Tell Abu Feraj, just north of Wad}^

'Ajhm ; Ariarcha with Yerka, south of Batanah ; Clima of the east

and west perhaps with Tell Damieh ; Ariatha with 'Aireh, near

Batanah (or is "AjnaOa a cori'upt form of W^iaOa, which we would

find at Tell Amateh?); Bebclamus with Abu 'Obeida, near Tell

Der'ala.

The boundary of Paliestina Quarta (and of the archbishopric of

Capitolias) thus passed over Jebel 'Ajliin, and just north of Tibneh,

but south of Beit lia,s and Irbid, towards liemtheh and, leaving

Edrei to the right, on up to Tesil, and thence in a north-westerly

direction toward Banias. On the east, Ausitis had the Syrian

Desert as far as the torrent of waters and springs {Enr>/. Bihlica,

Map of Syria, has Wady Gumar. May we read Ghamr = aqua

multa 1). The remainder of the boundary has l)een defined as

passing down the unknown river Zarcarios to the torrent (prolmbly

Wady el-Ithm) dividing this see from Eila. From this torrent it

passed up to Sell Gaiahy, and so on to and along the eastern

boundary of Moab, and along the I'iver Mojib to the Dead Sea.

It has l)een stated that the Salton Ilieraticon was east of the

Jordan ; but it was evidently near Gaza. Furthermore, the Kegeon

Libiee, between Kegeon Jericho and liegeon Daron, was not at

Livias, l)eyond the Jordan, it seems.
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THE DATE OF THE CRUCIFIXION.

By James Simpson, Esq.

The importance of this supreme date of history invests with

interest every endeavour to shed light upon a matter which has

hitherto Itaffled the most learned and expert investigators.

Mr. i^lpheus Davison, in the April Quarterly Sfaftinrnf, makes

brief allusion to a parenthetical clause in John xix, 31, which

(speaking of the day next following the Crucifixion) states, accord-

ing to the A.v., that "that salibath day was an high day." This

passage has not perhaps received sufficient attention. The A.V. is

certainly inaccurate; and the E.V., though more literal, is not

satisfactory ; it is : "for the day of that sabbath was a high day."

It may be interesting to compare some other versions with

these :

—

The Twentieth Century N.T. has briefly: "for that Sabbath

was a great day " ; while the Rheims (Douay) rendering of the

Vulgate has "for that was a great Salibath day." Both of these

(like the two preceding) are paraphrases rather than translations ;

for the Vulgate has :
" erat enim magnus dies ille Sabbati

;

" faith-

fully translating the original Greek, except in attaching the demons-

trative pronoun to dies instead of to Sahhati.

The Greek is as follows: " //i' 7«/> ^ie^{d\?i '•/ i/fic/ia Ckvi'i'oi' -ov

aaftiU-ov,'' which when literally rendered says :
" for great was the

day of that sabbath." Here mhhatli is genitive, and is disconnected

both from day and great ; and the latter word qualifies day, and not

i^abhath.

Hence, in the Dutch version (Elzevier, Leydeii, 16G3), we

properly read : " want die dagh des Sabbaths was groot," /(//• that

day of the Sahhath was great : yet here again the demonstrative is

wrongly attached to day. [In the margin is: Anders, "want de

dagh van dien Sabbath was sen groot dagh
;

" which errs only in

supplying een dagh unnecessarily.]
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Two early Latin texts render as follows :

—

1. Munich MS. Lat. 6224: "Erat aute magnus dies illius sul)-

bati," Mareover great icas the clay of that sahbaih—a very faithful

translation

;

2. Vienna Cod. Lat. 502 :
" erat eni magnus dies sabhati."

With the former of these agrees the translation of Theodore

Baza {c. L560), saA-e in the use of enim in lieu of autein.

It is unnecessary to quote other versions. The Italian of

Deodati and the Irish of Archbishop O'Domhnuill rightly follow

the Vulgate in retaining Sahhath in the genitive, but err with it in

giving the demonstrative to day : while the Spanish both of Valera

and S. Miguel paraphrase thus: ^' dnce it (or that) ?r«.s- the great day

of the Salihafh," a curious inversion of the meaning. Apart from

these last it is strange that our English A.V. should depart most

\nolently from the apparent sense of the passage : (1) in suppressing

the genitive case altogether
; (2) in supplying day after sahbath and

making that cpialify both words; (3) by translating /(G7«A// high in

place of great; (4) in attaching that adjective directly to a noun

(day) instead of to the verb n-as, and thus ol)Scuring the emphasis

which in the C4reek rests upon it. All of which errors are avoided

by translating literally : "/w great was the day of that mbtiatlt."

Now " great " may refer, not to the iinpoiianee of that sabbath

(or sabliutism), but to its duration. If, for example, the Crucifixion

took place on Thursday, the Preparation of the Passover (John

xix, 14), the sabbatism immediately following would extend over

48 hours, and would naturally and properly be designated " great."

The clause in which it is so called is introduced as explanatory of

the urgency of the Jews that the bodies should Ije removed.

Underlying the symbolical and spiritual significance of the paschal

and all other purificatory precepts of the Mosaic Law was the

simple principle of hygienic sanitation. Even Pilate would acknow-

ledge the reasonal)leness of the Jews' request, the more especially

when the alternative was the exposure of the 1)odies for two whole

days instead of one.

Assuming meanwhile that the Crucifixion took place on a

Thursday, let us see in what years the 14th Nisan could fall upon

that week-day.

In Ch. Ed. Caspari's valuable Chron. and Geog. Introduclmi to the

Life of Christ (1868) the author gives a tal>le (from Wurm) of the
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Vernal New Moons from A. I). 28 to a.d. 36 with the resulting epoch.s

of 1st Nisan nroording to that anthorit}'. It is as follows :

—

A D.
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(1) this rule, like that restricting the Feast-day to certain days of

the week, may only have been introduced by the Sanhedrim of

Tiberias, cir. a.d. 200; and (2) the March full moon fell so near

the equinoctial point that the latter might by the Jews have been

supposed to precede it. There is also the pointed testimony of

John x^-iii, 18, 25, as to the coldness of the season, implying an

earh/ occurrence of the Passover in the year of the Passion. As for

the years 28 and 31, in which 14 Nisan also fell on Thursday, the

formerly is certainly, and the latter proba1)]v, too early to be

reconcilable with other data upon which the chronology of the life

of Christ depends.

The writer has elsewhere argued in favour of the year 34- as

being that of Christ's Passion, founding upon (1) The date of

Herod's appointment over Galilee l)y Antipater—end of 47, or

beginning of 46, B.C.; (2) Herod's age at that time—25, and at his

death^v//vr 70
; (3) Christ's birth therefore not before B.C. 1, and

jirobalily in September; (4) The Baptist's Call in the 15th of

Tiberius^—l)etween August, 28 and August, 29; (5) Christ's Bap-

tism probably in December, 29; (6) His Ministry of four years

(see Luke xiii, 7, 8), much of which time He spent in Judaea

(John ii, 13-iv, 3; v, 1-35; vii, 1, 10; and many other passages,

including Luke iv, 42, where important early MSS. read Judaea

and not Galilee); (7) The testimony of antiqiuty that the 15th of

Tiberius was current during the consulship of the two Gemini

—

A.D. 29; (8) The connection between the imprisonment of John

and the war between Herod Antipas and Aretas ; and Herod's

disastrous defeat, which was only about to be avenged by orders

of Tiberius when the emperor's death took place in March, 37

;

(9) The survival, at the time when Paul wrote 1 Cor. xv, 6, of the

great majority (only '-n'cs' being excepted) of 'above 500' witnesses

of the risen Christ—a sur-\-ival possible after about IcS years, Ijut

not after 25 to 30.

It remains to be considered whether ^Ir. Davison nuay not be

right in assigning IVednesday, rather than Thursday, as the day of

the Crucifixion.

Now, from the new moon on 9th March, 34, at 9.2 A.M., to

sunset of 11th March Wurm allows nearly 57 hours for the first

appearance of the crescent moon at Jerusalem—surely an excessive

interval. The time elapsed to the sunset of the jDreceding day,

Wednesday, 10th March, nearly 33 hours, appears—even from the
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second eiitiy in A\'iiiiii'> table, where l);ir6ly 2(3 liouis are allowed

—

to be amply sufficient. It would thus seem that in that year, the

Feast-day (15th Nisaii), even according to the traditional mode of

fixing it, would fall on Tlnu'sday, 25th March, and the Pre{)aration

therefor, and therefore the day of the Crucifixion (John xix, 14),

on Wednesday, 24th March.

Mr. Davison, on the authority of a learned ex-Rahlu, informs us

that after the Captivity of Judah, and down to New Testament

times, the existence of different modes of fixing the beginning of

Nisan, by different sections of the Jews some of whom made use of

astronomical knowledge derived from Babylon, caused a difference

of ona to tlm'c days in the observance of the Paschal festival. It

seems natural to suppose that the astronomical party would fix

upon an earlier and not a later day than the traditionalists; and

since almost nine hours elapsed between new moon of 9th March
and sunset of that day, they might probably fix the beginning of

Nisan on that evening, and would therefore eat the Passover at

sunset of Tuesday, 23rd March, the day and hour of full moon (as

.Sir Charles Watson informs us in the October Quarterly Statement),

the bcymning of the Jewish day on which fell the Vernal Equinox, and

tlie precise moment at ivhich Christ Himself sat doion to eat the Fassaver

with His disciples.

If it may ho further conjectured that another party among the

Jews, of ultra-traditional views, deferred their observance of the

Passover to the evening of Thursday, 25th March (the date approved

by Wurm), then to them Friday, the 26th, would be the Paschal

sabbath, and thus, in a sense, the sabbath of the festival might be

held to continue from Tuesday evening until it united on Fridaj^

evening wath the rest of the ordinary weekly sabbath. Great,

indeed, would be the " day " or duration of that sabbatism ; and the

necessity the Jews were under of having the bodies removed from

the cross would become the more apparent.

The Table of Paschal Full Moons given in Sir Charles Watson's

paper is of much value. It will be noticed that that of March, 34

(he does not give the April moon of that year, or of A.D. 28, 31,

and 33), is the only one which appears to coincide closely with the

time of the Paschal Supper, if we may depend upon the times as

given to the nearest hour. (If the minutes, which Sir Charles has

omitted, are reliable, they might with advantage have been added.)

The said full moon happened at the close of one Jewish day and

I) 2
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the beginning of another—the third and fourth of the week, corre-

sponding to the greater part of Tuesday and Wednesday ;
and if

the tradition which he cites at foot of page 276 was observed in the

time of Christ (which is doubtful), then l)y some JeMS Tuesday, and

by some Wednesday might be regarded as the 15th Nisan ;
with

the curious result that, by difterent parties among the Jews, four

different successive days, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and

Friday would be observed as the Paschal Sabbath; to be imme-

diately followed (1) by the weekly sabbath acknowledged by all,

and (2) l)y the newly-instituted Christian Sabbath of the first day

of the week—a sabbath, if Mi". Davison's opinion as to the hour of

Christ's Resurrection be correct, which might or ought properly to

be observed from 6 p.m. of the preceding evening.

This new sabbath, again, was immediately followed Ity four

different days—Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday-

each of which would be observed, 1)y the different parties, as the

Sabbath closing the Paschal solemnities— that of 21stNisan; and

thus we have the remarkable concatenation of ten successive days

observed, or at least which conceivably might have been observed as

sabbaths in this year but perhaps in no other which can 1)e reasonably

assigned as that of our Lord's Crucifixion, Burial, and Kesurrection.

Caspari shows that it is quite unsafe to be guided by the

Calendar of the modern Jews introduced by the Sanhedrim of

Tiberias about A.D. 200, as it in many respects differs from that

described in tradition; for, according to tradition, the 15th of

Nisan, and consequently also the 1st, could fall upon any day of the

week.

He also gives from Eusebius a quotation from Anatolius of

Laodicea (3rd century) which cites from an ancient Jewish Com-

mentary written in the time of Ptolemy Philadelplius the rule that

at the Paschal festival the sun as well as the moon must necessarily

have passed the equinoctial point. It would therefore be interesting

to know the exact hour, as well as day, of the Vernal Equinox, not

only in the year 34, Init in every other year which could possibly

have been that of the Passion. This essential information as to the

epochs of new and full moons and the time of the equinox in those

years—which owe might naturally expect to find in every Bible

Dictionary—is strangely difficult to collect even from several special

treatises dealing with the chronology of our Saviour's life.
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PEKKY'S TOUK IN PALESTINE, 1743.

By K. A. S. Macalister, M.A., F.S.A.

The account of a visit to Palestine by Charles Perry, M.D., con-

tained in a large quarto entitled A View of the Levant, particularly

of Consta7itinq)le, Syria, Egypt, and Greece is much less interesting

than that of his successor Brown, which I summarised lately in

these pages.' The greater part of it is a ])ald list of show places

;

this is not uninteresting, as it is a very complete catalogue of the

sights shown to travellers in the first half of the eighteenth century.

Perry landed at Jaffa, which he describes as "a small compact

town, built of stone : in its port to the seaward it has a castle

its defence, and three convents."' From thence he went to

"Ramah" (Ramleh) ; beyond which "for four or five leagues

further, till you come to the mountains, is one continued plain. Its

chief produce is cotton." In going to Kamleh from Jaflfa Perry and

his friends passed through Lydd, where he saw St. George's Church,

"built by Edward the Confessor "
(!). The early eighteenth century

attitude to scenery is amusingly shown by what follows—" At about

four leagues from Eamah the pleasures of this fine plain terminated

in ])arbarous craggy mountains which, to our great mortification,

continued without intermission to Jerusalem."

The following are the places shown to Perry :

—

In the Holy Sepulchre Church.—The place where the soldiers

affronted Christ, where they parted His garments, where He was

confined while they made the hole in which to place the cross,

where He was nailed to the cross, where the cross was fixed, where

the soldier stood who pierced His side, place of unction, place where

His l)ody was laid in the sepulchre, where the angel appeared to

the women after the resurrection, where Jesus appeared to Mary

Magdalene, the pillar where He was scourged, the Chapel of

Derision, Mount Calvary, the place where the Virgin Mary stood to

see the crucifixion, the cleft in the rock : Jjcfore the dooi; the

' See Q.S., 1906, pp. i;i3-142.
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footprint of a Portuguese woman here burnt alive for openly

blaspheming the Muhammadan leligion on a public procession of

that people.

In Jerusalem.—St. SavioTU''s Convent (" where there are always

from fifty to sixty monks "), the Armenian Convent, the place of the

Temple, the Temple of the Presentation, the Church of St. Anne,

the place of Christ's apparition to Thomas, the Church of St.

Thomas, the place where Christ appeared to the women after His

resurrection, the Church of St. John (called the House of John and

Zebedee), St. Peter's Prison, the House of Mary the mother of

John, the House of the Pharisee and of Mary Magdalene, the

Piscina Probatica, the i-emains of David's Tower, the Fountain of

Bathsheba, the Tower of Simeon, the Church of Habakkuk, where

the angel took him up by the hair of the head and carried him to

Babylon, the place of Rama ("A voice was heard in Kama," etc.),

the Pillar of Absalom, the Sepulchre of Zacharia, Bethphage, a

stone on which Christ sat, the House of Lazarus, the Sepulchre of

Lazarus, the House of Simon the Leper, the House of Mary, the

House of ^lartha ; the places where Christ spoke of the Judgment,

taught the Lord's Pi-ayer, wept over Jerusalem, and ascended into

Heaven ; the Church of the Apostles, the CaMiaculum, the place

where Christ washed the Apostles' feet, where the Holy Ghost

descended, the Tomb of David, the place where the lot fell on

Matthias, where the Apostles di^dded, the Tomb of St. Stephen, the

place where the Virgin ^lary lived and died after the Ascension,

the Chapel of St. John the Evangelist, the place where the -lews

would have snatched away the body of the Virgin Mary Avhen it

was being carried to Ijurial, where Peter wejjt bitterly, the Palace

of Pilate, the Church and Place of Flagellation, the Palace of

Herod the Tetrarch, the Ecce Homo arch, the Temple of St. Mary
de spasmo, the Valley of Jehoshaphat, Gethsemane, where Christ

dismissed the eight apostles, where He left the three, where He
prayed and sweated blood, where He was Ijetrayed and seized, Mhere

Simon was compelled to bear the cross, the House of St. Veronica,

a footprint of Christ in the rock, the House of Annas, an olive tree

within it to which Christ was tied. House of Caiaphas and Prison

of Christ, Church of the Holy Ghost, Port Esquiline, Pool and

Fountain of Siloe, Church of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin

Mary, Fountain of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Field of Blood, Valley

of Gehiniiom, Blount of Olives, where St. Thomas stood when the
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Blessed Virgin Mury let fall her girdle, the Sepulchie of the Blessed

Virgin Mary, Christ's Oratory, Church of the Swooning of the

Blessed Virgin Mary, place where Christ said " Weep not for Me,

ye daughters of Jerusalem," place of the House of the Jiich Glutton.

On ihc ini.y to Brfhany.—The Sepulchre of Al)saloni, the place of

the idol Moloch and Beelphegor, the Sepulchres of Zacharius and

Jehoshaphat, the place where the Angels appeared to the apostles

after the Ascension, the way through which the Saviour was led

after He was seized and bound in the garden, Bethany, Siloam and

Gethsemane, a rock in the vale of the torrent of Kedron which

bears the impression of our Saviour's feet when He fixed them

against it, to prevent His falling as He was hurried along by the

soldiers, the Grotto of Saint -James, the place where Judas hanged

himself and was buried, the Mount of Scandal, En-Kogel, the place

where Ahimaaz and Jonathan concealed themselves, the Fountain

of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Nehemiah's Well, Isaiah's Sepulchre.

On the way to Bethlehem.—The Grotto where the Angel appeared

to announce the Birth of Christ, the cistern where the Blessed

Virgin Mary drank, the Vale of fiephaim, the place where was the

House of Simeon, the place of the turpentine tree, where the Blessed

Virgin Mary rested under its shade [this tree was destroyed before

1780, when the Abbe Mariti visited the country], Mar Elyas, the

well where the Star appeared to the Magi, the Tomb of Rachel, the

Garden of Vetches petrified l)y the Blessed Virgin ^iary, the

Chapels of Saints Paul, Eustachius, and Eusebius of Cremona.

On Mar Elyas and the Tomb of Kacliel Perry makes two of his

infrequent comments. Of the former he sagely remarks " the

impression [in the stone, said to be impressed by St. Elias's body]

much resembles that of a man's back; and perhaps the saint, l)y

long using it as a bed, might wear it away in that manner, hard as

it is: for fjuttd ravat lapideni, nan vi, sed saepe cadendo" {\). His

comment on Rachel's Tomb is ec[ually naive— it is "not improbable

that this may l)e the place of her burial ; but the tomb can't be that

made by Jacol), it being in a modern and Turkish taste."

Ill the Church of BctJilehein.—The place where Christ was born,

where He was laid in the manger, where -Joseph was warned of the

Angel, where the Innocents were buried, where -Joseph was buried,

the Oratory of St. Jerome, the House of -Joseph.

Beyond BctliJeheia. — Tekoa, Desert of En-gedi, the Frank

Mountain, Solomon's Pools, Castle and Sealed Fountain, the Horti
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Conchisi of Solomon, the Wilderness of St. John ['Ain el-IIal)is], the

Castle of the Maccabees, the House of Samuel, the House of Amos
on the summit of a high hill, St. John's Church, the place where

the Blessed Virgin IShuy met St. Elisabeth, and some vestiges of

St. Joseph's home, Philip's Fountain, the place where Christ joined

compan}' with the two aj)ostles, the House of Cleophas, the Foun-

tain of Samuel.

Several of the above sites I am unable to identify, and it seems

as though some of these show-places have been forgotten.

Almost the only break in this arid catalogue is the following

incident, which shows that the "crank" had already reached

Jerusalem—" An English gentlewoman Avas there some years ago

who . . . being somewhat crazy Avould go in her own country hal)it,

and did so : and some Turks, looking scoffingly at her one day, as

she passed along the streets, she pulled a cross out of her bosom

;

and shaking it at them, said, ' Come here, you infidel dogs, come and

worship this !
' They suspected it was an insult and affront to their

religion by the manner of it, and were a-going to mob her, and

seize her : but the monks and others, who were to accompany her,

speaking the country language told them, she was a mad-woman,

and that there was neither sense nor meaning in what she said and

did ; and by that means they brought her off" scot free."

ANCIENT PALESTINE.

Bv Stanley A. Cook, M.A.

I,

—

Earliest Period.

Year by year the horizon of the serious student of the Old

Testament is widened by the increasing accumulation of material

>>earing directly or indirectly upon his subject. It is no longer

possible to regard the Israelites as a people holding an isolated

position ; they are now found to take their place in the ancient

world with others closely related to them in race, language and
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thought. No longer may one (.oiifine oneself to theif writings,

which h;ive been preserved in the Old Testament, without taking

into account the many conditions by which they have l)een

influenced, and the factors which have left their m;irk upon its

pages. New w-orlds have been opened up l)y Egyptology and

Assyriology ; excavation in Palestine itself and in the adjacent

lands has revealed an amount of culture which could never have

been imagined ; continued research among Semites, whether in

Arabia, Palestine, Syria, or Mesopotamia, has brought to light

features of cult and custom identical with, analogous to, or illustra-

tive of ancient conditions and life. It is now recognized that there is

much in the institutions of the Israelites which was common to them

with their neighbours. " Thus, their beliefs about the origin and

early history of the world, their social usages, their code of civil

and criminal law, their religious institutions, can no longer 1)e

viewed, as was once possible, as differing in kind from those of

other nations, and determined in every feature by a direct revela-

tion from Heaven ; all, it is now known, have substantial analogies

among other peoples, the distinctive character which they exhibit

among the Hebrews consisting in the spirit with w^hich they are

infused and the higher principles of w^hich they arc made the

exponent."!

As ever\'one knows, the Old Testament is replete with problems

immediately one seeks below the surface for the religion, history,

archaeology or sociology of the people in whose midst it took birth.

Many of these prolilems may l)e insolul)le, since the book has had a

lengthy history, and one can scarcel}^ hope to recover long lost

information which will elucidate all obscurities. I'ut many repre-

sentations and statements only appear in their proper perspective

when studied in the light thrown upon them from outside. It is

true that the discoveries upon Israelite soil have not yet been of

such far-reaching importance as those in adjacent countries ; but

considering the restricted extent of excavation hitherto, the results

have been comparatively richer and more stimulating, and there is

every hope that with the means to pursue such i-esearch further,

discoveries of a more historical character (viz., inscriptions) will be

found.

It is evident that the rich archaeological results of recent years

^ Prof. Driver in Hogarth, Authority and Archneology, p. 7 si[.
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form one class of evidence ; the contemporary historical inscriptions

anotlier ; whilst records -written after the events themselves stand

npon quite ajiother plane. With the help of these there is now so

much material accessible in valuable monogi'aphs, articles, etc., that

a reconstruction of the history of Ancient Palestine bids fair to be

soon within the realms of possibility. But it is nece.ssary to

remember that a great deal of the evidence is ine\atably still in-

complete, and the required connecting links between the various

classes are still often more or less hj'-pothetical. It would be

precarious to make any indiscriminate coml)ination of heterogeneous

e\idence or to institute comparisons between different fields when

the historical relationships are ol)scure. Since research is likely to

be as fruitful in the future as in the past, it would be premature

to attempt to weave the distinct threads into one web, and con-

secjuentl}' it is i^roposed in these sketches of Ancient Palestine to

treat the evidence separately. The historical records of the Old

Testament will not be handled, since it is now recognized that they

nuist first be subjected to criticism. This, however, it would not l)e

desirable to undertake in these pages, and it must suffice to sa}' that

they can haA^e but one meaning, and that the truest interpretation

everywhere will more probaJ)ly be recovered by treating the

evidence independently, than by injudicious comparison. More-

over, it is proposed to ignore for the present the equally independent

data which are purely archfeological, and we shall endeavour to

confine ourselves as far as possil)lc to the external histor}' of

Palestine alone. When we perceive that we have on the one hand,

human documents, records emanating from the Israelites, written

in diftercnt ages, and subject to a variety of influences • and on the

other hand, when we consider the remarkable manner in which, year

by year, Palestine is being forced to disclose her secrets, and the

ancient past is T)eing revealed with greater clearness, it will no

doubt be recognized that a consideration of external political events

is one of the preparations to a right conception of Hebrew histf)ry.

Whilst light in abundance has l)een cast upon Kgypt and Baby-

lonia, in the earliest times we know little enouoh of the history of

Palestine itself.' Although Israel's great neighl)Ours have left us

monuments which take us Itack at least to the fourth millennium

before Christ, it is not until about the fifteenth century B.C. that

' The follow! ng i-emarks may be supplemented by the instructiye account given

by L. B. P.itoii. Thi' Earlij lllslorij of Syria and Palestine (1902), chaps, i aral ii.
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the " least of all lands " enters into the gUiio of history. Not that

it had had no history previously—the archwological i-esnlts speak

witli 110 uncertain voice regarding its inhahitants, but the compai-i-

tixcly sniuU extent of excavation in Palestine has not yet succeeded

in \uiearthing those native records with dejinitc chronological data

which, it is hoped, will some day be forthcoming. Consequently,

the historian is necessarily obliged to rely partly upon the general

evidence supplied by those archaeological remains which uiulerlie

strata of the fifteenth centiuy, and partly upon general considera-

tions based upon the trend of later periods or upon the development

in neighbouring lands.

It is probable that the wave of migration from Arabia, which

spread over South-Western Asia and peopled the land with Semites,

did not leave Palestine untouched. That this is something moi'e

th;ui mere probability finds support in the ethnology of ancient

Palestine, which points to the superimposition of a Semitic type

upon an earlier and non-Semitic race. The date of this, the Jirst

Semitic movement, has been fixed approximately, from Babylonian

evidence, for the fourth millennium, but whether the Egyptians

entered Egypt at the same time and what Avas the character of the

I'aces among whom the Semites settled, are problems which cannot

be discussed with profit here.' The movement in question is one

that is readily intelligible when one glances at the map and obsei'ves

how the lines of departure from Ara])ia diverge at a point almost

e(|uidistant from Palestine and Babylonia. The great Syrian desert

which extends from the fringe of the fertile country east of the

.Jordan to the Euphrates must be encompassed at the northern or

southern end, and consequently the proximity of the Syrian states

and Assyria on the one jiand, and of Arabia on the other, are two

of the many factors which have to be taken into consideration

throughout the whole extent of Palestinian history.

Until the vexed question of Egyptian chronology has been

settled and there is more agreement in the dates ascribed to

Dynasties I-XVII, it would l)e unsafe to combine Egyptian e\i-

dence with that from Babylonia where, too, a certain aniount of

obscurity still prevails. Already, during the first few Egyptian

' 'I'he origiu of the traces of .Semitic structure in the Egyptian hiiiguage lias

been recently discussed by Prof. Breasted in his admirable Hishyry of E<ivpt,

]!. 25 .s'<y. Some of the points of contad. liowever, upon whicli stress is often

liiid, are extremely speculative.
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dynasties,^ there was intercourse between Egypt and the Sinaitic

peninsula, whose mines were worked for the sake of their mineral

wealth.- With desert tribes of the district there were frequent con-

flicts, and it is interesting to observe that the Bedouin are depicted

with unmistakably Semitic features. Indeed, Prof. Petrie observes

that the face of the Sinaitic chieftain represented upon the monument

of Semerkhet is very much like that of the present chief ! To what

extent Egypt had dealings with the south of Palestine itself is not

known with certainty, although it is naturally probable that the

tribes to the east of the Delta, with whom the Egyptians were

familiar, were in close touch with those more to the north.

At the close of the Ilird Dynasty, Snefru,^ one of the most

energetic of early kings, whose reputation outliA^ed him for a

thousand years, had commercial relations with North Palestine and

sent a large fleet of vessels to obtain cedars from Lebanon through

the port of Byblos. In Egypt itself wood was scarce and expensive,

and it is repeatedly found in later history that it was upon Palestine

and Syria that Egypt i-elied for the supply of timber superior to the

native date-palm, sycamore, tamarisk, and acacias. A few centuries

later, Pepi I (YIth Dynasty) comes to the front for his vigorous

foreign polic}', a remarkably interesting account of Avhich is pre-

served in the biography of Uni, one of his trusted officers. This

Uni was sent against the Bedouin tribes east of the Delta,^ who, as

had often been the case in the past, had made inciirsions or had

interfered with the mining operations in Sinai. A further expedition

was made by sea along the Palestinian coast, and its inhabitants

were punished by the destruction of their vines and fig-trees, an

interesting allusion ^\'hich proves that agriculture was already prac-

tised at this early date. Incidentally, it may be added that the

' Prof. Petrie dates Dynasties I-II iit 5518 and 5247 B.C., Prof. Breasted,

3400-2980 B.C. ! Tlie threat Sargon of Babylonia is placed about 3800 or exactly

a tliousand years later. (Tlie evidence i.s found in the cylinder-iiiscriptidu of

Nabonidus, circ. 550 B.C., who states that he came upon the foundation-stone of

.Naram-Sin [the son of Sargon], wliich no king had seen for 3,200 3 ears. It is

often assumed that this is simply a mistake for 2,200.)

- Prof. Petrie, in his recent work, Bcsearches in Sinai, has brought a great

deal of fresh light to bear upon relations between Egypt and the Sinaitic

peninsula from the 1st Dynasty downwards.
' About 2900 B.C. (Breasted), or 4800 (Petrie).

^ The amu in question arc ))crliajjs "boomerang-throwers," the Bedouin

being frequently represented with tliis weapon. But the term is used widely

of Asiatic peoples.
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inscription of Uni is also valuable as containing the first written

reference to iron (i«).'

The Old Kingdom, so far from having been an age of seclusion

and isolation, was in comnuuiication with surrounding lands.

Internally, it was a period of inexhaustible fertility and wealth.

p]gyptian art was at its zenith, and some of the earliest sculptures

have a realism which was never attained in the later ages when art

became more and more conventionalised. It has been thought that

the infusion of new blood from Ethiopia was responsible for the

manifold culture Avhich becomes particularly prominent in the

IVth-Vlth Dynasties. After this period the history of Egypt

becomes a blank. The land was disorganized, and a period of

weakness ensued, the cause and duration of which can haidly lie

determined. It is convenient, therefore, to turn to Babylonia in

order to perceive whether this second great ancient seat of culture

is likely to have exercised any influence over Palestine. At the

outset, it may be mentioned that certain undeniable points of

contact have been found between the civilizations of Babylonia and

Egypt which may not unnaturally be due to the position of Arabia

as the common source ; - but since, at present, so little is known of

the ancient history of that land, and since the period from which

the earliest of its extremely interesting inscriptions date is still

uncertain, it would be unwise to indulge in any speculation.

With the great Sargon of Agade and his sou Naram-sin evidence

for intercourse between Babylonia and Palestine first comes under

consideration. Apropos of Sargon, it is scarcely necessary to refer

at length to the legend of his lowly origin, which is conspicuous for

its numerous parallels in later history. As is well known, Sargon

relates how his mother was a vestal (enUu), his father a man of

' Sec II. R. Hall, Oldest Civilizafioii of Greece, p. 198. In Babylonia, iron

objects, which may date from the time of Gudea (see p. 62), have beeu

found at Telloh. There is reason to suppose that the Babylonians derived their

knowledge of it more from outside {e.g., the Chalybes, Tubal, or other iron-

working tribes), but meteoric iron may have been not merely venerated but

actually used from the earliest times. Hilprecht, on the other hand {Explora-

tions in Bible Lands, p. 238), denies the antiquity of iron, and doubts whether

it appears in Assyria and Babylonia much before 1000 B.C. The question of

tlie introduction of iron into Palestine is one of the problems yet to be solved.

- The possibility that the original home of the Semites was in eastern Africa,

and tli.'it Arabia was neverthele^^s rhe centre from which thoy spread over other

jiarts of Asia, has been suggested by Noldeke {Enci/. Brit. XXI, p. (3-42), and

quite recently urged by Grinime {Mohammed, pp. 6-9 ; Munich, 190i).
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obscure origin ; his mother placed hiiu in a box of reeds, closed it

in with pitch, and cast it upon the river, which bore hira along to

Akki, the kindly water-carrier, etc., etc.^ As a matter of fact, the

name of Sargon's father is known, and the story seems to be

influenced by a "motive" common enough in eastern lands.

Sargon himself claims to have extended his conquest over Mar-tu

(land of Amorites, i.e., probably Syria), and at least reached the

north Syrian coastland. Whether he actually passed over to

Cyprus is doubtful. The son Naram-Sin calls himself " king of the

four quarters," and a vase, " the spoil of Magan," shows that among

his expeditions Arabia was visited. Like his father, he appears to

have made conquests in Mesopotamia, and upon a cylinder-seal

found at Curium a man calls himself " the servant of the god

Naram-Sin." This, it is true, might indicate the persistence of a

tradition that Cyprus was visited, but the object appears to l)e late

(of the seventh century), and it is obvious that it may have been

carried to Cyprus.-

It has been oliserved that it is uncertain whether the dates of

Sargon and Naram-Sin should be placed at about 3800 or 2800 B.C.

In the absence of evidence to the contrary there is no strong-

objection to our accepting the higher date. There is more

uncertainty, however, regarding the date of Ur-nina, founder of the

dynasty of Lagash, who l>rought cedar-wood from Ma'al, and of

Lugal-zaggisi, who asserts that his rule extended "from the lower

sea to the upper sea," i.e., to the Mediterranean. Ma'al is naturally

to be identified with some cedar-bearing locality in Lebanon or,

possibly, in the Amanus mountains. The view that these flourished

about 3200-2900 B.C. has been very generally accepted, but has not

as yet been proved ; an earlier date is not excluded. A more vivid

picture is furnished by the inscriptions of Gudea of Lagash, whose

preparations for his building operations are detailed at length.

There is considerable doubt as to the identification of the places

whence he obtained his gold, alabaster, precious stones, and various

kinds of wood,^' although, when all allowance is made, intercourse

' A number of parallels are collected bj" A. Jeremias, Dn.s- Alte Testament

im Lichte des Alien Orients, ]). 255 sq. : Babylonisches iin Neuen Testament,

pp. 28 sqq.

- See H. R. Hall, op. ait., p. 113.

•* The khv.llujj-v,ooA which he obtained from Gubin is identified witli the

kharub-wood iuluid with gold wliich Thotmes HI got from Syria.
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witli NoiLli Palestine (at least), Syria, and Aral)ia seems certain.

Thus Tidanum, a mountain of Martu whence ahiliastcii' was brought,

has been identified with the name Dedan, or has l)een located in the

Anti-Lebanon. Copper was dug out at Kagahid, a mountain of

Mash, which has l)een vario\isly taken to be Hernion or an Araliian

place. At all events, the mere fact that material could be collected

from a number of ohviously distant places, implies long-estaWi.shed

trade-routes by land and by sea, previous intercourse with tribes,

and the po.ssession of such knowledge as the work of l»uilding

entaile<l. The probable date of Gudea has been fixed at 2650 B.C.

A passing reference to the obscure period of (iimil-Sin, one of

the kings of Ur, is necessary, since he is said to have constructed

" the wall of Martu called Murik-tidnim," and together with his

predecessors Ur-gur and Dvuigi claims to have ruled over a

territory as extensive as that of Naram-Sin. Dungi raised his

daughter to the rank of lady of Markhashi, apparently Mar'ash,

probably to cement bj^ a marriage his commercial relations with the

Taurus district. Dungi mentions among his expeditions the names

of Simuru
(

1 Simyra on the coast of North Syria) and Mash.

Specific reference to Palestine itself is wanting, although it would

not be unnatiu'al to assume that Babylonian inliuence was already

making itself felt.

As we approach the middle of the third millennium B.C., the first

.signs of the great Elamite invasion of the east begin to appear.

The Elamites appear to be of the same race as the Kassites of later

ages, and are typical of the waves which from time to time spread

southwards from the north and north-east. It is, roughly speaking,

about this period that a second wave of Semitic niigration ilowed

out of Arabia and left its mark most prominently in the Babylonian

Dynasty, now famous through the name of Khammurabi. Whether

one may venture to associate the movement with the blank that

appears in Egyptian history is, of course, highly problematical. The

fact that the beginning of the Middle Empire (the Xlth Dynasty) is

assigned by the latest authorities to dates separated from each other

by more than a thousand 3^ears ol)viously precludes any conjectural

attempt.

(To he continued.)
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CHEPHtRAH OF BENJAMIN.

By E. W. G. Masterman, M.A., F.S.A.

(The following interesting description of a little-knoAvn Benjamite

locality, by our valued correspondent Mr. Masterman, was originally

contributed to Home JFords, a Jerusalem montlily publication.

—

Ed.)

"Chephirah is first mentioned in Joshua ix, 17, as one of the four

cities of the Gibeonites ; the others were Gibeon {el Jib behind Nehi

Samuel), Beeroth (generally identified as the present Bireh on the

road to NabMs), and Kirjath-Jearim (possibly Kuriet en 'enah more

commonly called Abu Ghosh). It is clear that Chephirah was an

important place. It is mentioned again in Josh, xviii, 26, as one of

the cities of Benjamin, in association with Mizpeh (supposed to be

N'ebi Samuel) and Mozah (which has been identified by Buhl with

Kuloneh). The name occurs again in Ezra ii, 25, and Neh. vii, 29,

and in the form Caphira in 1 Esdras v, 1 9 ; each of these passages

refers to the townships represented among the returning Israelites.

"In 1852, the learned Prof. Edward Eobinson {Researches, Vol.

Ill, p. 146) writes : 'At Yalo, we were told of a ruin in the mountains

on the east, said not to be far off, called Keftr. It was, however,

now too late for us to visit it from Yalo, nor were we able afterwards

to make an excursion to it from Jerusalem. But in the name Kefir

it is impossible not to recognise the ancient Caphirah, a city of the

Gibeonites .... From that day to this it has remained unknown.'

"The merit of discovering the site of Ancient Caphirah thus

belongs to Robinson, but, as a matter of fact, the site in question is

not Keftr but, which is much more like the old name, Kefireh. The

Palestine Exploration Fund survey {Memoirs, Vol. Ill, p. 103) gives

the name correctly, but their eight lines of description give but little

idea of the interesting position of this ancient site.

" As on Sept. 7th I, quite Ijy chance, found myself there and, as

I have found no description of the place, beyond the eight lines

mentioned above, I venture here to describe briefly my visit.
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" It was ill the course of a visit to KulMuhrh that my sight was

arrested by the appearance of a lofty hill to the west which, unlike

its neighbours, was covered witli brush-wood and had a flattened

top, clearly artificial. It was manifestly a tell covering an ancient

site. At the suggestion of Canon Marriott we made a walk there.

We descended the valley to the west of the Franciscan Convent,

following the line of an ancient road. About half-way, we reached

an ancient spring excavated, like most of them in the district, a

long way into the hill-side. Here we left the road and kept along

the terraced hill-side gradually ascending among fine old olives.

At length, just an hour after starting, we reached our destination.

Below the artificial hill-top, on the north-east, is a beautiful grove

of trees, and among them we found a group of boys who informed

us that the place was known as Jebal Kefireh. The whole level top

of the hill is surrounded by a great quadrilateral wall of massive

stones, some of which are drafted. The top wall is 10 to 15 feet

high outside, though on the level of the earth inside, and several

high terraces lie immediately below. The whole area is thick with

fragments of ancient (Roman) pottery, including many jar-handles,

none, so far as I saw, inscribed. The most striking thing about

Jebal Kefireh is the surroundings. The mountain mass, of which the

artificial hill is the Avestern point and the summit, is isolated by two

wadys, the northern one arising at Kubaibeh, and the southern, a

very deep and rocky valley, commencing to the west of the little

village of Katanneh, which lies at its bottom. The two join imme-

diately to the west of Kefireh and run west to Yalo (Ajluu). Above
these valleys, the site of Chephirah towers : it is the place for

a fortress post, as the JFady el Katneh must ever have been a

vulnerable spot. From the lofty summit we see a great stretch of

the Plain of Sharon with Jaffa on the north-west. At the end of

the valley lies Yalo, and we can catch a glimpse of the Jerusalem-

Jaffa road as it traverses the JFady el KhallL Behind it, the hill of

Gezer stands out prominently. The hill, isolated on the north,

west, and south, is, to the east, somewhat separated from the

mountain ridge to which it belongs, by a shallow valley. The site

is the ideal one for safety in ancient days. The spring which now
supplies the valley of Katanneh, may have supplied Chephirah, but

against times of siege, there were reserve supplies in cisterns, the-

ruins of which can be seen to-day."

E
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THE TREES AND SHRUBS OF THE HOLY LAND.^

By E. ^y. G. Masterman, M.A., F.S.A.

" What are the trees and shrubs truly characteristic of Palestine 1

From a ciirsory reading of the English Bible we should gather that

the fir-tree (Isaiah Ix, 13), the heath (Jer. xvii, 6), the nmlberr}'

(2 Sam. V, 24), the chestnut (Ezekiel xxxi, 1), etc., were all gro^Wng

in Palestine in Old Testament times. We know it was not so ; the

translators, through want of knowledge of the forestry of Palestine,

were often compelled to make guesses at the meaning of words.

On the other hand, present day appearances might greatly decei^'e

us regarding ancient trees and shrubs. The majority of the plants

we see so familiarly around us are, on the other hand, comparatively

recent introductions. The eucalyptus trees and the locfif have been

introduced from Australia, the American aloe and even the familiar

prickly pear (cactus) come from America, the Persian lilac, and the

Indian tobacco plant, both of which flourish almost like weeds, are

comparatively new-comers. This might be said of a large proportion

of the garden trees and shrubs now in Jerusalem. The mulberr}',

so plentiful in the Lebanon, probaltly was introduced along with the

silk-worm. The apricot, which flourishes in such vast numl)ers

around Damascus, was introduced from Eastern Asia, probably

China, at the beginning of the Christian era. On the other hand,

the olive and the vine, the quince and the apple, the almond, the

pomegranate and the walnut, have been known in Palestine from

the earliest times. Of timber trees, the cypress, the cedar, the pine,

the oak, of which five species are recognised, the poplar, and the

willow, are all natives of the land. The ' ash ' of Isaiah xliv, 44, is

almost certainly the pine; 'gopher wood,' of which the Ark was

built, is by tradition the cypress, or it may as pro])ably have been

cedar.

' From Home Words, September, 190G.
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"The 'chestnut' (Ez. xxxi, S) was certainly the ])Iaiie, of which

a magnificent ancient specimen may l)e seen in Damascus with a

little room inside its hollow tiunk. The 'juniper tree' ujulei-

which Elijah lay (1 Kings xix, 5) in the wilderness, was certainly

the familiar rufum, a kind of. hroom well known in the Jordan

valley ; it is even to-day burnt hy the natives to produce charcoal

(Ps. cii, 4). The 'sycamore' (sycamine) of Luke xvii, 6, and 1 Kings

X, 27, was not the mulljerry nor the maple-sycamore of Europe but

the sycamore-fig, a splendid tree rather like a large fig but developing

poor fruit, which is found in many parts of the land to-day. A fine

specimen grows just below the pool of Siloam, and marks the spot

where, by tradition, Isaiah was sawn asunder.

"The 'husks which the swine did eat' (Liike xv, 16) are very

generally ])elieved to 1)C the pods of the kharnih or locust tree,

which may be seen hawked about in the Sak this month.

"The 'shittah tree' of Isaiah xli, 19, and the 'shittim wood' of

Ex. XXV, 10, was undoul)tedly some kind of acacia growing in the

wilderness. The word translated ' bay tree ' in the Authorized

Version of Psalm xxxvii, 35, probably does not mean any particular

tree but, as is adopted in the Revised Version, ' a green tree in its

native soil.'

"What was the 'hyssop' of Ex. xii, 22, 1 Kings iv, 33, John

xix, 29, has been a subject of endless debate. The familiar caper

plant which we see around us everj'where growing out of the walls

(1 Kings iv, 33) is very popularly supported, but tradition is more

in favour of a species of marjoram, a herb of which six species are

found in Palestine. The caper-berry is, however, without doubt

referred to in Ecclesiastes xii, 5, where the expression translated in

the Authorized Version ' desire shall fail,' is, in the Re%ased Version,

translated 'the caper-berry shall fail,' i.e., fail in its stimulating

properties."

E 2
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THE JEAV8 OF SYEXE IN THE FIFTH CEXTUEY B.a

By S. A. Cook, M.A.

In the spring of 1904, Eobert Mond, Esq., ^I.A., F.E.S.E., Hon.

Secretary of the Davy Faraday Research Laboratory (Roj'al Insti-

tution), acquired certain Aramaic papyri -which had been found near

Assuan. These have just been edited by Professor Sayce and

Mr. A. E. Cowle}', together -with other papyri acquired by Lady

William Cecil and by the Bodleian Library, and form one of the

most important discoveries that Aramaic epigraphy has as yet

produced.^ Through the munificence of Mr. Mond, they have

been published in the completest possible manner with biblio-

graphical infoimation by Mr. Seymour de Ricci, and Egyptological

notes by Professor Spiegelberg. Professor Sayce himself contri-

butes a valuable introduction, whilst Mr. Cowley has undertaken

the wearisome task of deciphering the papyri, and has given full

philological and exegetical notes and glossaries. The papyri have

been photographed and reproduced with entire success—in every

respect the "critical apparatus" is all that could possibly be desired.

It is not our intention to review this notable book, but rather to

call attention to the importance of the papyri for biblical research.

It fortunately happens that they are dated and are found to belong-

to the 5th century B.C., from B.C. 471 (a few years after the battle

of Salamis) down to B.C. 411. Thus they provide sure criteria for

Aramaic palaeography, and it is interesting to contrast the profes-

sional hand of the scribes with the often unskilful signatures of the

witnesses. For Aramaic philology, the value of the papyri is of

the first rank, and although technical details of a philological

character would be out of place in these pages, it may be mentioned

that one papyrus, of the year 465 B.C., uses two forms of the word

for "land" {arhA and rtr'a), a feature Avhich recurs in the Aramaic

ver.se inserted in Jeremiah x, 11, where it has been thought to be

€ue to later alteration ; it now appears that the two forms could be

used freely side by side. \^Tiilst for the study of the Aramaic

portions of the Old Testament these finds will Ijc indispensable, it

is for their actual contents that they will be most welcome to the

general reader.

These papyri afford the proof that some time after the disastrous

' Aramaic Papyri discovered at Assuan (iloring, Ltd. ; London, 1906).
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iiiurdcT of GedMlitili, tlie goveniur whom Nebuchudrezzur had set

over Palestine, a colony of Jews had made their way to Assuan

or Syviic, the southern end of Kgypt, ami liad settled down

into trading communities. The evidence seems to show that they

refrained from intermarrying with Egyptians, although exceptions

are certainly found, as when a Avidow-lady named Mibtah-yah

(confidence of Yah[weh]) marries an Egyptian whose name showed

him to l)e a devotee of the god Horus. Again, it is extremely

interesting to find references to the shrine of the god Yahu, by

whose name oaths are administered. It is obvious, therefore, that

the Jews enjo3xd religious freedom. Further, the term "Jew"
{i/chu(li) actually occurs, and it is curious that in some cases the

same individuals in other papyri are termed Aramaeans. Professor

.Sayce, in the course of his excellent j)reliminary remarks, explains

the intei'change as due to the fact that they spoke Aramaic, then

the official language of the government in Egypt as also throughout

the western half of the Persian empire. "The Jewish scribes,"

he observes, "accepted and employed the term just as readily as the

scribes of any other nationalit}', evidently regarding their fellow-

countrymen as merely a division of the Aramaean family." The

Jewish colonists were not true citizens like the native Egyptians,

<uid the descriptive terms applied to them—unfortunately the

phrasing is of obscure interpretation—has suggested that they were

in a position similar to that of the Roman " clients."

Moreover, one papyrus mentions the " tribunal (>^2'^"l) of the

Hebrews (]lZli^)''; it was probably not confined to the Jews alone,

but, as Mr. Cowley states, was used by all who were "beyond the

river," that is to say, in the district beyond (i.e., west of) the

Euphrates.

The papyri deal with legal affairs and hence contain numerous

proper names. We meet with a considera1)le numl»er which are

obviously Jewish : Ethan, Gedaliah, Gemariah, Haggai, Hodaviah,

Isaiah, Jezaniah, Malchiah, Menahem, Meshullam, Nathan, etc., are

familiar to everyone. There are other names which cannot be

exactly paralleled but are unmistakably of a Hebrew type. As

Avas found to be the case with the contract-tablets found by the

expedition of the University of Pennsylvania to Nippur, there is a

consideral)le mixture of population. Some of the names are lui-

doubtedly of Persian origin, others are certainly Bal)ylonian ; even

Arabian names may be suspected. Thus, the evidence furnished
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by the business documents of Nippur finds further support from an

entirely different portion of the Persian empire.

One of the witnesses styles himself " Hadad-nuri, the Baby-

lonian," and one of the most noteworthy phenomena in these

papyri is the retention of Babylonian usage. As Prof. Sayce

observes :
" the conveyance of property is couched in the technical

terms of Babylonian law, from which the law of Western Asia

derived its origin, and the deeds which relate to it ai'e drawn up

in the foi'm made familiar to us by the legal documents of Baby-

lonia. The penalties for the infringement of a legal obligation

went back to the early days of Babylonian history, like the testa-

mentary power possessed by the owner of property. He could will

it to whom he would and determine the succession to it after his

death. In this respect the woman was on an equal footing Avith

the man : she, too, could hold property and leave it by will as she

wished. The deeds .... are thus in exact accordance with the law

of Babylonia, that is to say, of the Persian empire."

It will give some idea of the value of the papyri if we describe

briefly one or two of the more interesting. One (designated B by

the editors) is drawn up about the 1 Sth of Chisleu (December) or

Thoth, ill the last year of Xerxes, the year of the accession of

Artaxerxes. A workman named Dargman renounces certain land

to Mahseiah, son of Yedoniah, the Jew of Elephantine. The

property is described as lying between the house of Koniah, the son

of Zadok, and that of Jezaniah, son of Uriah, both Jews. He Ijinds

himself not to lodge any complaint in the future and the penalty

is fixed at " 20, that is, twenty, kebes." This coin appears to be the

tenth of a shekel; the word should properly mean a "lamb," and

may be compared with the Hebrew kesifah which, according to old

tradition, has precisely the same meaning. The writer of the

document is Ethan, the son of Abah, of Syene, who states that he

wrote it "at the dictation" (lit., according to the mouth of)

Dargman.

Another (designated G), which in all probability falls between

the years 446 and 440, is a marriage contract. It gives a list of

the presents which As-Hor, the king's builder, gave as the mohar

or price for Mibtah-yah, the daughter of Mahseiah. Garments and

shawls of various kinds, a bronze mirror, and, it would appear, " a

new ivory cosmetic-l)Ox " form part of the lady's outfit. The wife

has the same power of divorce as the husljand, but it must be done
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puMioly in the "congregation" (Tliy), '^'i*^ the penalty was the

renunciation of the gift which the other party had brought at the

marriage. We learn that the woman could both hold and bequeath

property, and if she was forced to leave her husband, no actual

divorce taking place, half the property could be claimed by him.

It is interesting to observe that the papyri, with one exception,

deal with pioperty in Ycb (Elephantine) in which a little colony of

Jews is concerned. The leading spirit is Mahseiah (cp. Jer. xxxii,

12), the son of Yedoniah (cp. Yadon, Neh. iii, 7), who comes to an

agreement with Koniyah, the son of Zadok, respecting a gateway

and a wall which extends from the southern end of Koniyah's house

to the house of Zechariah, the son of Nathan. These are the

neighbours of Mahseiah to the north, whilst to the west lies the

street (with the gateway) which separates the houses of the two

parties from that of an Egyptian sailor.

Some time after this, Mahseiah was summoned by his neighbour

on the south, Dargman (apparently a Persian), who had laid claim

to the ground which intervened. But Mahseiah had sworn "l)y

Yahu the god " and had justified his right, and a contract of the

year 465 B.C. is Dargman's deed of renunciation. Six years elapse

and we find that Mahseiah has given his daughter Mibtah-yah in

marriage to Jezaniah, the son of Uriah, his eastern neighbour. He

endows her with " the land of one house," thirteen cubits by eleven

with the measuring-rod. It is no other than the property which

Dargman had claimed, and whilst one papyrus contains the deed

which Mahseiah gave his son-in-law, the other is for the daughter,

and in it he hands her Dargman's deed of renunciation with the

advice " Do thou keep possession of it. If to-morrow or any later

day Dargman or his son shall bring an action concerning this house,

produce this deed, and institute an action against him therewith."

Thirteen years later, in 446 B.C., Mahseiah makes over to his

daughter the house-property which he had bought from Meshullam,

son of Zaccur, together with the deed of sale. It lay to the east of

their houses and was bounded on the south by the house of Ye'6(r),

son of Penuliah, on the east by that of Gadol, son of Hoshea, and

the street, to the north lay the shrine of the god Yahu, whilst to

the west lived the son of Paltu, the priest of (as it Avould appear)

certain Egyptian gods. In a contract of the year 440 we find

Mibtah-yah coming to an agreement with Pi', son of Pahi, the

]>uilder, apparently over materials which she had supplied for
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1)uilding. It is noteworthy thut the Jewess swears in conrt by the

Egyptian goddess Sati.

Xext, we come to a small group of papyri belonging to a some-

wiiat later date. Here we find Mibtah-yah married to As-Hor, the

roval bnilder, and the marriage-contract to which reference has

already been made seems to suggest that her father Mahseiah was

still alive. In 421 B.C., the pair have two grown-up sons, Yedoniah

and Mahseiah—it will be noticed that their mother has given thoni

the names of her grandfather and father. An action is brought

against them by Menahcni and 'Ananiah (cp. Neh. iii, 23) sons of

MeshuUam, the son of Shelomim, the son of Azariah, regarding

certain goods which As-Hor had received on trust from Shelomim.

It is interesting to observe the length of this genealogy ; moreover,

neither here nor elsewhere is a man's tribal origin designated.

Four years later, the same Yedoniah and ]\Iahseiah succeed in

maintaining their claim to the house of Jezaniah, the son of Uriah,

against Yedoniah, the son of Hoshaiah (or Hoshea), the son of

Uriah. The property in question is bounded on the west by their

mother's house which she had received in 459, to the east is the

shrine of the god Yahu with the king's road running between, to

the south lies the hoTise of Hoshea, the son of Uriah, whilst to the

north is that of the son of Zechariah. "\Ve evidently come upon a

little family cparrel here such as could easily happen under the

circumstances, where so many families lived in close contiguity.

Mibtah-yah had received the house of her first husband Jezaniah

and had becjueathed it to her sons by her second marriage, and her

nephew Jedoniah brings an action against these cousins of his in

the vain hope of recovering some of his grandfather's property. It

is very remarkable that the lady's husband is here regularly called

Nathan, and, since his father was Egyptian, this may suggest that

he was converted and took a Jewish name.'

Finally in 411, Mahseiah and Yedoniah, the sons of Nathan,

agree to divide between them their mother's slaves ; the latter

takes Petosiros, the former Belo, whilst Tebo, the mother of the

lads, and Lilt, a third son, remain their joint property for the time

being. Here it is extremely interesting to read that the two slaves

l' It is perhaps possible that the clement A.i (Egvpt. n-.i "belonging to")

was popularly connected witli tlie Arabic ««s " gift" which enters frequently

into proper names (Sinaitic inscr., etc.). If so, the choice of Nathan (" — gave ")

is intelli"iblc.
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;ippe;u- t(j be tattooed with the mark or letter ynd in Aramaic upon

the right hand—a practice wliich was very familiar throughout the

east, although these details are novel.

^

There are numerous points upon which one is tempted to

enlarge, hut perhaps enough has l)een said to demonstrate the very

great importance of the papyri not merely for the ])hilologist, Init

for the biblical student. It is a very real gain to be al>le to obtain

some idea of the conditions under which the Jews lived in the

fifth century, and these most welcome finds throw much light upon

the life and custom of fifth century Judaism. For we may not

unreasonably expect that the evidence which is gradually being

collected, whether in Egypt or in Bal)ylonia, will enable us to

understand the internal conditions in Palestine itself, and the mere

fact that these business documents have come to light inspires the

hope that other papyri, perhaps of more vital importance, may yet

be discovered in the near future. And, obviously, if Egypt can

furnish such evidence as this, where the Jews formed only a

portion of the population, what may we not expect when more

excavation has lieen undertaken in Palestine itself, when this

country, which has allowed itself to lag behind, wakes up and

shows a more practical interest in the efforts to recover the

secrets hidden in the soil of the Holy Land 1

GOLGOTHA OX MOUNT ZION.

By the Eev. AV. F. Birch, M.A.

Love for truth compels me to show that "The place of a skull"

was on the ridge of Mount Zion (the eastern ridge), east of the

Damascus Gate. Biblical evidence is decisive on this point. The

traditional site seems to have been evolved from a radical error of

mischievous Josephus, who shuns the term Zim, and, using the term

City of David only once, frequently for it substitutes Jerusalem.

That deep interest is still taken in the position of Golgotha is

clear from the 250 pages that here have treated of the subject, and

from Sir Charles "Wilson's recent work on Golgotha, a very armoury

for controversialists.

' For the use of words or letters as " wiisms," reference may be made to tbe

^.S., 1902, p. 308.
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It is admitted that the New Testament does nut decide the site.

Let the Old Testament therefore speak. One prophecy quoted by

priests and scribes satisfied Herod where the Christ should be born r

several prophecies have to do with details of the Crucifixion. "Would

it not be strange if the Old Testament contained no information,

ever so obscure, as to the place of either the Crucifixion or Burial or

Eesurrection of Christ 1 Surely Christians will not out-Herod Herod

by interdictincr prophecy on a point of Biblical topography. Yet,

since I reflect that some do not see its force, let me proceed cautiously

l»y slow steps, although Butler says " Prophecy is nothing but the

history of events before they come to pass."

(1.) I take for a foundation (all here agree) that the four

Evangelists place Golgotha near Jerusalem, outside the Avails {i.e.,

the first and second) and probably close to a main road.

(2.) Sir C. Wilson (Goh/otJia, p. 120) writes: "If there l)e any-

thing in the idea of type and antitype—and there possibly may be

—

then Christ must have suffered north of the altar, possibly on the

eastern slope of that portion of Mount Moriah known as Bezetha."

This is virtually the position named above and in Quarlerhj Statement,.

1891, p. 255, except as to "eastern."

(.3.) Isaac laid on the altar. Here is an apparent instance of type

and antitype. Alford says (on Heb. xi, 19), "Undeniable as is the

typical reference of the whole occurrence to Christ." Josephus

twice identifies Mount Moriah (the site of the Temple) with the

place of Isaac's altar, while some Christians have located it on one

of the mountains of Jerusalem. Stanley's position for it on Gerizim

is strangely wrong {Quarterly Statement, 1880, p. 103). That the

scene of this stupendous transaction in Abraham's life was near

Jerusalem seems to me to be beyond C[uestion. Some details

appear to be typical—as Isaac's carrying the wood, the ram's horns

entangled in the thicket, and the two servants (like "two wit-

nesses ") beholding afar ofi" 1:)y the main north road, or way, which

passed over against Jebus.

But it may be urged that the type is incomplete topographicalhj,

as Golgotha was not on the site of the Temple. To this difficulty

I once could only have replied that the Jews, for the greater glory

of their Temple, attached to it the story of Isaac's sacrifice : conse-

quently, great was the satisfaction with which I read (Gokiothu,

p. 199): "it was at first the intention to build the Temple on the

mount Avhich overlooks Mount Moriah." It is evident that the
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sacred story l)uloii<;iiig to the iiitendt'd site, the true site of Isjiuc's

altar, the mount lii^dier thuu Moriah, was (as was likely) transferred

to the actual Temple. Truly, type and antitype are not to l)e left

out of account. I cheerfully admit them, Init do not present them

to others here as part of the proi)hetical evidence,

(4.) It was in the Temple that the words were quoted, " The

stone which the l)uilders rejected, the same was made the head of

the corner." On the north was the eminence of Bezetha containing

the subterranean quarries in which ("in the moiuitain," 2 Chron.

ii, 18) were hewn the royal stones for Solomon's Temple ;
some faulty

ones might still be lying rejected underground, or even on the sur-

face of the hill. If so, here again was type. Easily, then, might the

fancy pass into the suspicion that Bezetha might l)e the site of

Golgotha. Thus the typical was preparing me for the prophetical.

(5.) The first prophecy I take from Isaiah xxv, 6-8: "In this

mountain shall the Lord of hosts make unto all people a feast

And he will destroy in this mountain .... the veil that is spread

over all nations. He hath swallowed up death for ever." See also

V. 10: "For in this mountain shall the hand of the Lord rest,"

etc. One day, on reading this, I saw with some degree of surprise

at my former inattention, that the feast, destruction of the mourning

veil, and swallowing up of death are twice connected with Urn

mountain, obviously the Mount Zion of xxiv, 23, and su1)sequently

that while the m-aUoidng up in 1 Cor. xv, 54, is future, 2 Tim. i, 10,

speaks of Christ who abolished death (past tense). Even if this be

(as some may say) only equivalent to "began to abolish," etc., still

the important point remains that the act was to begin in this moun-

tain, i.e., Zion. Now the veil of ignorance as to the site of Golgotha

was being taken away. I asked myself: has Isaiah thus foretold

the position of the Crucifixion and Resurrection, and have I been

blind to it ? Have I now made a great discovery or a gross mistake ?

Neither. Already, since 1832, it was in type that, "It should seem

that all the great things which God promised to the world were to

be transacted upon that spot " {i.e., Mount Zion).

(6.) Was this the only text, or were there others teaching this

tiiith about Zion? One had not far to search. Isaiah xxviii, 16,

says :
" Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation, a stone, a tried

stone, a precious (evXrvTor, LXX) corner stone," etc. 1 had learned

from the Old Testament that Zion was always the eadern hill, and

(4) above showed that Christ was the stone. Whether the prophet
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referred tu the great event of Good Friday or Easter Day made

topograpliically no diiference, since the Tomlj was in (or near)

Golgotha. It is remarkaljle, however, that St. Paul (Ivom. ix, 33)

ivnd 1 Peter ii, 6, make the same variation from LXX, substituting

Tt'Oijtu CI' '^uci' for iu/3u\\u' CIS- Tfi Oe/iic'\ta ^./il'i', while in the Gospel

iiccounts of Christ's burial, the verb -Ti'dijim occurs several times.

(7.) Psalm ii gave a still more striking prophecy: "Why do

the nations rage, and the peoples imagine a vain thing 1 The kings

of the earth set themselves, and the rulers," etc. (rr. 1, 2). "Yet

have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion " (r. 6). " The Lord

said unto me, Thou art my son ; This day have I begotten thee
"

(r. 7). As in Acts iv, 25-27, St. Peter quotes n\ 1, 2, and adds,

^' For of a truth in this city against thy holy servant Jesus ....

both Herod and Pontius Pilate with the Gentiles . . . were gathered

together,"' and as St. Paul, Acts xiii, 33, c{UOtes v. 7 : "He raised up

Jesus, as also it is written in the second psalm, ' Thou art my Sou
;

this day have 1 begotten thee,' " it is obvious that the earlier verses

describe the great events of Good Friday, and the last verse that of

Easter Day, i.e., the Resurrection. I fail to see on what ground

I can refuse to admit that the intermediate Averse (v. 6) with its

topographical statement, "Yet I have set my king npon my Iwly kill

of Zion" must be intermediate or within these limits as to both

time and place. The question of figiirative language does not here

come in (so far as I can see). The first and last verses describe

actual admitted facts, so must the words " set my king upon Moiuit

Zion." On the one day, the title was conspicuous on Golgotha :

" This is Jesus, the king of the Jews." On the other. He was seen

near the toml> by Mary Magdalen. As to the body of Christ

according to the Psalmist it (or He) was on Mount Zion during the

period when, according to the Evangelists, it (or He) was on or

near Golgotha. It follows, therefore, that Golgotha had to do with

jNIount Zion, the eastern hill, and was not situated across a valley to

the south-west. In other words, as stated in the heading, " Golgotha

was on Mount Zion," and the traditional site (the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre) is consequently wrong. The mistake, I believe, is

due to Josephus. As it is not apparent to me where my calculation

errs, I hope no one who may detect a fallacy will hesitate to point it

out. Meanwhile, if Micah v satisfied Herod the King, l*salm ii ought

(in my opinion) to satisfy, topographiealh^ a thoughtful Christian.

(To be continued.)
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NOTICES OF NEW BOOKS AND FOREIGN

PUBLICATIONS.

Recmil d'Archeologie Orientale, Vol. VII. A larger number than usual,,

replete with Pi'of. Clerniont-Ganneau's brilliant suggestions and ingenuity.

The new Byzantine edict of Jieersheba is discussed in § 35 ; it contains a

list of eighteen places with the contribution expected from each. Among

them are found AdroOn (all are in the genitive) possibly Udruh, to the

east of Petra ; ArrideUn, Avhich the Notitta wrongly gives as Arivldda—

the name probably represents Gharandel. In Robatha Prof. Ganneau

conjectures lloubd'i near Petra ; Phainous is the famous Phinou or

Phenau. Moas (nominative Moa) confirms the reading of the Madeba

mosaic. ToloanOn, probably the Toloha of the Notitia, is possiljly et-Tldh

to the south of the Dead Sea. Eiseihdn suggests Pleshbon, but the edict

does not extend to that district, and the name is identified with Hosob.

Thomaron is the well-known Tliamara. Finally Ainanathas is obviously

a compound of Ain "well," the second part is obscure. In §36 Prof.

Ganneau discusses Saladin's march from Cairo to Damascus. The journey

was taken through Bowaib, el-Jisr, and the Wady Musa (scarcely Petra

but a traditional locality east of the Gulf of Suez). After five days in

the desert Aila Avas reached, and Saladin directed his steps northwards..

The importance of determining the routes taken by armies in Palestine is

obvious, and Prof. Ganneau proposes in a future number to deal with the

itinerary of the Saltan Beiltars.

§37 deals with two archaic vases found by M. de Morgan et Susa.

They were in a stratum apparently later than the time of Asshurbanipal

and before the Persian peiiod. Each bears an inscription, and the

interesting feature is that the script is Phoenician, but with those

ciiaracteristic forms which Ganneau holds to be specifically Israelite.

The longer of the two runs "one hin and half a log and a ([uarter

of a log" (a'?n nya-ll tr\ --i'm i p). This system of measurement

finds an exact parallel in the Talmud (:Menakhoth ix. 2) '"one log and

half a log and a quarter of a log," i.e., 1| log. Unfortunately the frag-

ments prevent a decisive discussion of the ancient Israelite measures, but

the discovery is none the less one of extreme interest, since the appear-

ance of Israelite vases at Susa demands an explanation.

Among the numerous minor notes may be mentioned that on the

route from Gaza to Cairo (p. 373 sq). A Greek inscription from the
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Hainan (recently i)ublislied by M. Dussaiid) is discussed in § 43. It

i-efers t<> a monument erected by two individuals who actually specify

the cost of the oil and wine allotted to the workmen during its construc-

tion. Analogies can be found ; the most inteiesting being the curious

passage in Herodotus ii, 125 relating to the inscription which (lie was

assured) was carved uiion the pyramid of Cheops. Apropos of thi.s, Prof.

Ganneau draws attention to the three items which the old historian notes :

the avpfiaia, Kpofiixva and a-KopoSa. He points out that the first cannot be

merely a medicinal preparation but must be apparently some food, pre-

sumably vegetable, and the three correspond to the last three words in

Num. xi, 5, where the Israelites lust after the food they had had in Egypt.

Although our English version renders " leeks and onions and garlics," the

fii-st (hdstr) of the terms is properly green .stuff (e.g., grass). With this

the seventh volume of the ever-interesting Recueil comes to an end.

Zeitschrift des deutschen Palcistina- Vereins, XXIX, 3, 4. Dr.Thomsen's

investigations on the older literature of Palestine deals first with Ptolemy

and his sources. His argument is that this wiiter used lists licher than

the Peutiuger tables but not dissimilar. Ptolemy is well-informed

regarding the coast and Arabia Petrsea; he is less correct in the case of

Judtea, Samaria, Idumsea and the Decapolis. On the Notitia Dignitatvm

Dr. Thomsen observes the difficulty of interpretation, but gives a number

of identifications which will stimulate renewed and dee])er inquiry into

the details. The holy Isicius mentioned by Antoninus Placentius forms

the third study, and the name is ingeniously derived from Izates, the

son of Helena, through the form Siz;e, which is given in the Latin

translation of .Tosephus. In the concluding section, on the Onomasticon

of Eusebius, Dr. Tliomsen refers to Kubitschek's criticism of his earlier

investigation (Vol. XXVI). Both agree that Eusebius was in the habit

of writing in the margin of a copy of the Bible glosses of topographical,

historical and anticiuariaii interest upon which the Onomasticon was based.

In this manner it is possible to explain the differences in the distances

when the same places are mentioned more than once.

Dr. Holscher discusses the topography of the campaign of Judas

Maccabseus in 1 Mace. v. Dr. Fenner, on the site of Bethany and its

present condition, and Dr. Carl Momniert on the Jerusalem of the

Bordeaux Pilgrim, are valuable contributions to topographical research.

Among the studies by Prof. Dalman are the Phoenician grave and throne

of the Messiah from Meron, and animal sculjjtures from the Wady
el-IIamam and ei-Eumman. The whole number is one of solid leaiuing.

Mitteilungen u. Nachrichten des D.P.V., 1906, Nos. 3 and 4. A short

description is given of an interesting seal of laj)is lazuli which was found

by Dr. Schumacher at Tell el-Mutesellim. It is a so-called " Phoenician

scaraboid," with symbolical Egyptian design, scarcely older than tlie 7th
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or 8tli ct'iitiuy, ami with the insmptioii, "To Asaph" (^10X7) in the old

Hebrew cliaracters. Prof. Kautsch agrees to tlu- dating and i)oints out

tliat the name Asaph recurs in the time of Ilezekiah. (As a matter of

fact, tlu' ins(rii)tion has the appearance of heing soniewliat later, at all

(.vents the oecurrence of Asaj)!) is no ouide.) Dr. Sehumaeiier gives a

full account of work at Mutesellim in the middle of 1905. It appears that

the twelve Jfassebahs, previously founil, belong to the same age as the

roval palace, vh., about the 9th century, in the north-east room of whi<th

the above-mentioned seal was found. A terra-cotta figure of a woman,

with her hair dressed in Egyptian style and beating a tambourine, was

found in a stratum of about the 8th-7th century. Here also was dis-

covered a phallus of white lime-stone about 18 cm. long. Among the

most interesting finds were fragments of bronze stands for sacrificial

oHerings, one with three feet resembled the classical caryatides. The

stratum is ascribed to the 13th-10th century, and contained other import-

ant bronze objects including a plough-share and a two-edged axe.

A burial chamber was found to contain a number of infants' skeletons

in jai-s, the adults were buried either at full length or with knees drawn

ui)wards.' It is impossible to refer further to the many other valuable

results of Dr. Schumacher's excavation, of which an extremely interesting

account is given in Part III, and the complete publication of the whole

will be eagerly awaited.

Revue Biblique, October, 1906. An instructive article by Prof. Guidi

on history-writing among the Semites illustrates from Abyssinian ami

Arabic sources the familiar methods of compilation and redaction which,

as criticism has 2)roved, recur repeatedly in the Old Testament. R. P.

Jaussen describes, under the title Umm el-ghcith, some of the customs of

the nomatls of Moab. After some instructive preliminary remarks on the

regular rains he describes the manner in which the women re-sort to the

"lord of rain" in times of drought. Two sticks cross-wise, roughly

representing the human frame, are dressed up wath garments and jewellery.

This, the Umm cl-gheitJt ("mother of the rain") is carried aimind from

tent to tent, whilst verses are sung describing her endeavours for the

fertilization of the soil. Jaussen observes that although this figure, by

reason of its new garments, etc., is sometimes called " bride " {'arils), he

has not been able to substantiate the evidence given by Curtiss that it

was known as "the bride of Allah." Among the Arabs of the Negel),

the Cnua <A-<jhdth is covered with a large white veil, and is sometimes

called " half a bride " (^wj, .ji i__i<^)-

The fathers Molloy and Colunga describe with plans and photographs

the high-{)laces of Petra. Fr. Abel gives a concise description of the

^ It may be worth noticing that among the Babima of Uganda these two

forms of burial are in use ; the former is that employed when men die cbildless.
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painted momuuent at el-Bared. P. Savignac publishes an account of the

sanctuary of el-Kantarah, near Petra, with a few Nabataean inscriptions.

In continuation of the itinerary from Nakhel to Petra, Jaussen discusses

the situation of the Well of Hagar and the village of Berdan. The latter

is located in Khirbet cl-Kady. The same scholar gives a very useful list

of place-names in the Negeb, collected in the early part of last year, with

brief topographical remarks.

Ancient Tyre and Modern England. By Philo-Anglicanns. (Elliot

Stock, 1906.) The title of this book sufficiently indicates an intention of

drawing a parallel between the two nations, and deducing either a

denunciation or a warning. The author, who is evidently moved by

patriotic motives, prefers the latter. In the ordinary course, we should

not feel justified in inserting here notice of a book dealing primarily with

matters of theology, religion and morals.

But this one is written in tempeiate language, and although some

charges are brought against individual churches it does not appear to be

directed against any particular church. On the other hand, great pains

have evidently been taken in bringing together, not only the scriptural

evidences bearing on Tyre, but the modern evidences—including the work

of this Society—illustrating the former condition of Tyre and the

adjoining countries, as well as in collecting statistics affecting the argument

as relating to our own. Taken altogether it is a book which cannot but

lead to reflection, and will doubtless interest a considerable number of

I'eadei's.
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PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The New Permit.—The Committee have the pleasure to announce

that, early in March, they received inteLJigence from Mr. Macalister

that the new " permit " had arrived, and was in his hands on

February 25th. He expected to begin work about the second week
in March. The formalities now observed in granting such permits

are more protracted than formerly ; but a strict observance in the

past of the conditions laid down l)y the Turkish Government, has

satisfied the authorities that this Society may be trusted to abide

by them in the future conduct of their excavations.

Notice to Subscribers.—On Saturday morning, February 16th, the

letter-l)ox at the Fund's London office was forced open, and the

contents stolen, in the interval between the early morning delivery

and the opening of the office. Subscribers who may have posted

letters the previous evening (15th) which remain unacknowledged,

will greatly olilige by informing the Secretary, and by sending

particulars of any enclosure.

A serious loss befell the Fund early in February. The whole

stock of many of their publications was stored with IMessrs. Bain

and Co., their binders, whose premises were totally destroyed l)y

fire. The books, thus destroyed, were insured in the " Sun " office

to the extent of £1,000, and the amount has Ijeen paid as we go

to press, but their value, even at sul)scriber's reduced prices, would
be largely in excess of that amount. The works (except the few

copies in the Fund's office) were the following :

—

Tent Jl'ork : Hefh

oi\il Moab ; Bibh and Modet-n Discoveries; The City and the Land:
Tell Amama TablHs : Jndas Marcobmis ; Saladin ; Fanira and Flora

F
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(Hart) ; Smreij of Eastern Palestine ; Excavations at Jentsalem ; Latin

Kingdom of Jerusalem ; Fauna and Flora (Tristram).

The British Academy has recently received the sum of £10,000

for the purpose of estahlishiug a memorial to the late Mr. Leopold

Schweich of Paris. " The Leopold Schweich Fund," as it is to be

called, is to he devoted "to the furtherance of research in the

Archaeology, Art, History, Languages and Literature of Ancient

Civilisation with reference to Biblical study." In addition to

lectures, the income is to be applied for the purposes of excavation

and for the piiblication of the results of original I'esearch, in con-

nection Avith one or more of the subjects named. This handsome

bequest is distinctly encouraging for the future of Biblical study,

the comprehensive character of which provides numerous ways for

the advantageous expenditure of the money devoted to it.

The various kinds of work by which the Palestine Exploration

Fund has for so many 3'ears honourably distinguished itself, has

throughout been for the furtherance of Biblical study, and whilst it

is a source of gratification to the Committee to be able to continue

the methodical excavations for which the Fund is noted, it is neces-

sary to point out that these entail heavy expenses. With the

resumption of the excavation at Gezer, additional subscriptions are

asked for.

We publish in this luimber an interesting note by Mr. C. K.

Spyridonidis, the ai'chitect attached to the Holy Sepulchre buildings

belonging to the Greek convent. It refers to excavations recently

undertaken south of the spot which, according to a tradition (which

can be traced back to 1325 A.I).), was the scene of St. Stephen's

martyrdom. The Rev. J. Hanauer suggests that the inscribed slabs,

which are here published, may have belonged to the church of

St. Stephen Avhich, Sir John Maundeville states, was situated on

the east of Jerusalem l)y the Valley of Jehoshaphat. Previously,

from 460 to 1336 A.D., the name appears to have been given to the

Damascus Gate, and was derived from that of the great Church

built by Eudoxia, in which the relics of St. Stephen (discovered in

415 A.D.) had been deposited. The ruins of this, as well as those of

the mediaeval chapel to its west, were re-discovered about twenty-

four years ago, and, as i-eaders of the Quarterly Statement may
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Temeniber, hiive l)eeii dealt with in articles hy the late Dr. Schick,

Dr. Merrill, and others. .Mr. Haiiauci- concludes by observing that

*' the discovery noted by Mr. Spyridonidis is interesting because the

conflicting traditions concerning the rival sites form a special point

in the discussion aroiuid the site of the Holy Sepulchre between

Dr. Robinson {Bihl. Researches, vol. HI, pp. 261 sq.) and the Rev.

George AVilliams {Ilohj City, vol. II, p. 432 «y.)."

In Howe Wards for Jerusalem (February), Dr. Masterman writes

from Safed :
—

" We have just experienced a time of intense local

excitement. It seems that it is stated in the Zohar that under the

fearth there is a great sleeping beast—the Leviathan—and that

every 70 years he has to change his position. When he does this

an earthquake is produced. On January 1st, 18.37, occurred the

well-known eaithquake which destroyed a great part of Safed, and

so now the 70 years are completed and a recurrence is due

It came to l)e believed that the earthquake would occur on or about

Jaiuiary 9th, and a panic took possession of the people The
fear spread to the Moslems and Christians. Our own two Christian

servant-girls could hardly be induced to stay under our roof on the

night of the 9th. The scenes in the street were most amusing

—

like one vast picnic. Whole families were gathered in scattered

groups all over the ground, eating, sleeping, and living in the open.

>5onie put up tents or rough shanties and others spent all night

perambulating the roads around .Safed. Many Jews fled from the

doomed city, some camped in improvised wooden ])uildings at

Meron. We were at Meron on the 8th, and on our return met
numbers of Jews and their families flying there for safety. Others

fled to Tiberias carrying the ominous news with them, so that many
of the feUahin of neighbouring villages were also much disturbed.

...... Various wild reports spread abroad. One gentleman, it was
said, dared not sleep in his house but passed the night on the

balcony (as, as a matter of fact, is his common custom when
possible)

! Others stated that on account of a star having fallen

into the Lake of Galilee its waters had turned red and, beinf

undrinkable, the people of Tiberias were suftering from thirst ! It

need hardly be said there was not a word of truth in this assertion.

By the night of the 14th the people had settled down to their usual

life, except those, not a few, who had injured themselves by their

•exposure to t>he night air when sleeping in the streets."

F 2
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Dr. Mustermaii also reports :—" After the long drought we have

had ten days of almost continuous storm and rain, common, one

would suppose, to the whole land—followed by a spell of intense

cohl, with ice in places over an inch thick. From near here, we

can see Hermon, a long stretch of the Lebanon, the Jebal Druze,.

and part of the Jaulaii near Ilcinion covered with snow. Just as

T finish these notes, I liear that two men have been found frozen to-

death on the road between .Safed and a village further north called

Bint Jcbail."
.

Under the Jerusalem " Hospital Notes," Dr. Wheeler writes :—

"In the out-patient department in 1906 there were over 18,000

seen, and 20,000 dressings. Here are assen)bled, from nearly all

parts of the world, Jews of different nationalities, languages, and

dress, and yet the majority can make themselves understood to one

another in Hebrew, whi(;h is certainly becoming a living language

in Palestine. We are told that in some of the Jewish colonies only^

Hebrew is allowed to be spoken."

The fifUi annual report of the American School of Oriental!

liesearch in Palestine announces that I'rof. D. G. Lyon of Harvard

has been appointed Director for the piesent year. Prof. Bacon's-

account of the previous year's undertakings, in the Avwrican Journal

of Arch aroint/;/, gives an excellent description of the valuable work

which the institution is doing in Palestinian research.

Dr. .Masterman writes that the fall in level of the Dead Sea

during the summer months of 190G is 15 inches, the smallest fall

that has been noticed since the ol)servations weie first taken.

AprojKW of the collection illustrative of the work of the Palestine

Exploration Fund, exhiltited recently in the liritish Government

Section of the IiiLcinational Exhibition at Christchurch, New

Zealand {Qmrterl!/ Sfakmenf, 1906, p. L'43), the following remarks-

in Thr I'nss, of November 22nd, will be found interesting :—

" It is surely a sign that the researches in the Holy Land are

being conducted by an energetic Society, fidl of enthusiasm and

resolve, that in the British Court at the International Exhibition

a very complete and magnificent disi)lay is made by it. The

Palestine Exploration Fund is one of the many societies of which
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little is liciird by the general ptihlio, but which, \vorkin«^ <]uictly

and unoKtcTitationsly, ;ii-e addiiit; lic.h (•<)iitti])nti()iis to the sinii of

hunuui knowledge.

"Those who are interested in the problems dealt with by the

Fund will Jind splendid material in the British Court. There are a

large inindier of maps of Palestine and plans of excavations, there

is a relief map of Palestine, there are six casts of Ilittite inscrip-

tions, a contour model of Jei'usalem, a model of Sinai, a cast of the

Siloam itiscription, sevei"i,l ph()togr;i,])hs of excavation woik, and a

whole lil)iury of literatuie jMiblislied by the Fund, including a set

of bound (jiiarti'rlif SfatfiDcnfs from l.S69-l!)03, and any luunber of

books on ])ailicular portions of the work and its relation to J>il)lic;il

history."

"Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre," the last work of the late

Major-(4encral Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., K.C.M.(4., F.K.S., D.C.L.,

LL.D., etc., is now ready. In this work the late Chairman of the

Executive Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund has biought

together for the first time all the evidence which the most exhaustive

research enabled him to collect bearing on the subject of these Holy

Sites; and probably no man living had at once so intimate a know-

ledge of all investigations in the modern Jerusalem, and so complete

<in ac(|uaintance with what has been written about the Sites from

the time of Constantine onwards. The price of the work (demy Hvo)

is G.s., by post G.v. id., and cheques should be made payable to the

•order of George Armstrong, Acting Secretary to the Fund, and

crossed " Coutts & Co."

The first edition of Mr. Macalister's work, " Bible Sidelights

from the Mounds of Gezer," is already sold out, and a second

edition is now on sale. It has been written to show how the

results of digging in Palestine should appeal not only to the scientific

anthropologist or archicologist but also to the Bible student who
has no special interest in these sciences. The book contains a brief

synopsis of the work of the Fund from its foundation to the i)resent

-and a description of the site of Gezer, and its history.

We are asked to state that the Trustees of the late Mrs. Honyman
Kxillespie, of Torbanehill, ofler twc» prizes of .£100 and £.00 for the

best essays estimating the value of the late Mr. (iillespie's " Ai'gu-
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meiit (> priori for the Being and the Attributes." P^ssays are to be

sent to Messrs. T. A; T. Clark, of Edin])urgh, from whom fuller

information regarding conditions, etc., can doul)tless be obtained, or

from the Agents for the Trustees, Messrs. Tods, Murray ^ Jamieson,

of Edin])urgh.

In 1870 Messrs. Thos. Cook and Son were appointed by the

Khedive to act as the Agents of his Government for passenger

traffic on the Nile, and they have issued the 36th Annual Pamphlet

of their arrangements. The experience of that lengthy period is

made manifest in the new pamphlet by the luxury of the arrange-

ments and the added facilities afforded for travellers in Egypt and

the Sudan. No fewer than eleven of Messrs. Cook's steamers

are announced to work the various services l)etween Cairo, Assuan,

and the Second Cataract during the coming season, while, by an

agreement with the Egyptian and Sudan Eailways, combined

steamer and rail tickets are issued, which will enable Upper Egypt

to be visited by those limited in time far more expeditiously than

])y the leisurely steamer alone. Beside through bookings to

Khartoum and Uganda, Messrs. Cook announce several excursions

from Khartoum by steamer on the Blue and AMiite Niles. The

arrangements for inspecting the many architectural wonders which,

with the exquisite climate, have made the Nile Valley the winter

playground of the t'Hfe, are a model of experienced organisation.

The Painted Tombs of Marissa, recenth' pulilished Ijy the Fund^

is now recognized as a very important contribution to the history

and archaeology of Palestine in the last centuries before our era.

It may be mentioned that the leaflet containing the result of the

investigations by Mr. Macalister at the TomJjs last October has been

published and can be had on application to the Acting Secretary

by those who possess the volume.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded

to in the reports from Jerusaleni and elsewhere cannot all be

published, but they are preserved in the office of the Fund, where

they may be seen by subscri1)ers. Those which were sent by

Mr. Macalister illustrating the excavations at Gezer and which were

not reproduced in his quarterly reports, have been held over for the

final memoir.
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The uttention of subscribers and others is called to A Table of (lie

Cliri:^lian and Mohanunedan Eras, from July 15th, A.I). 622, the date

of the Hejira, to A.D. 1900, price by post, Id. Also to the Mdem-obfjiral

Observations at Jerusalem, with tables and diagrams by the late

Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S. Tourists and all desirous of accurate

information about the climate of Jerusalem should not fail to send

for a copy, price 2.s. Qd.

The attention of subscril)ers is also called to a work by Sir

Charles Warren, entitled " The Ancient Cubit and our Weights

and Measures." He brings evidence to show that all weights and

measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from

one source—the double-cubit cubed of Babylonia.

The Museum and Lil)rary of the Palestine Exploration Fund at

Jerusalem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the Tombs of the Kings,

where the use of a room has been kindly permitted by the Rev. Dr.

Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East. The Museum is open

daily, except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr. D'Erf

Wheeler, will give all information necessary.

The " Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai," by the Rev. George

E. Post, M.D., Beirut, Syria, containing descriptions of all the

Phaenogams and Acrogens of the region, and illustrated by 441

woodcuts, may be had at the office of the Fund, price 21 6'.

The income of the Society from December 18th, 1906, to

March 19th, 1907, was—from Annual Subscriptions and Donations,

including Local Societies, £527 6s. Id. ; from sales of publications,

&c., £106 13.9. Ud.; making in all, £634 Qs. Od. The expendi-

ture during the same period was £597 4.-*. 3d. On March 19th

the balance in the bank was £382 l.'-\ Qd.

Subscribers who have not yet paid, will greatly facilitate the

Committee's efforts by sending their subscriptions in early, and thus

save the expense of sending out reminders, as the outgoings on.

the excavations at Gezer will be a heavy drain on their funds.
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The special donations during the quarter have l>een received

from :

—

W. Herbert Phillipps, Esq. ... £5

N. S. Joseph, Esq £5

M. N. Adler, Esq £5

Clement J. Salaman, Es(i. ... £4 4

Subscribers to the Fund are reminded that, whilst the receipt of

every subscription and contiibution is promptly acknowledged by

the Acting Secretary, they are now published annually, and not

quarterly. A complete List of Subscribers and Subscriptions for

1906 is published Avith this number.

Subscribers in U.S.A. to the work of the Fund will please note

that they can procure copies of any of the publications from the

Rev. Professor Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secietary to the

Fund, 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge, Mass.

The Committee will be glad to communicate with ladies and

gentlemen willing to help the Fund as Honorary Secretaries.

Subscribers and others may be reminded that the new Raised Map of

Palestine, constructed from the Surveys of the Palestine Exploration

Fund by the Acting Secretary, is read3\ It is on the scale of 6j miles

to the inch and measures 3' 6" X 2' 6". It has aheady been used with

great success by Professors of Old Testament histoiy, and by teachers in

Siuiday Schools, and may be especially recommended for large classes

of .students. On view at the office of the Fund ; further particulars may

be had on application.

In order ti> make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement, the

Committee will be ver}^ glad to receive any back numbers which sub-

scribers do not wish to preserve.

A complete set of the Quarterly Statements, 1869-1905, containing

the early letteis, with an Index, 1869-1892, bound in the Palestine

Exploration Fund cases, can be had. Price on application to the Acting

Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Subscribers of one guinea and u})wards will please note that they can

still obtain a set, consisting of the "Survey of Eiustern Palestine "(Colonel

Conder) ;
" Archteological Researches in Palestine," in two volumes
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(Clennont-( JiiDiieau) ;
" Fldia and Fauna of Sinai, I'etia, and the Wady

*Arabali" (Hart), for £7 7s., but the price has been increased to the

public to £9 ds. Tlie price of single volumes to tlie jjublic has also been

increased. Applieations should be made to the Aetinjf SecreUiry.

The price of a complete set of the trauMJations published by the

Palestine Pilgiims' Text Society, in 13 volumes, with general index,

bound in cloth, is £10 10s. A catalogue describing the contents of

eacli volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit

Street, W.

The Museum at the office of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few

doors from Bond Street), is open to visitors every week-day from

10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.

Photographs of the late Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of

Solomon, (2) of the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area and

Justinian's Church, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have

been received at the otttce of the Fund. The four photographs, with an

explanation by Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Acting

Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution

of the Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and l^e

allowed to purchase the books and maps (by application oidy to the

Secretary) at reduced prices.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks the following :

—

"The Argument a priori for the Being and the Attributes," by

"William Honyman Gillespie. From the Trustees of Mrs. Hony-

man Gillespie.

" Licensing and Tuui[)erance in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark.'

From the author, Edwin A. Pratt.

"The Truth of Christianity." From the author, Lieut.-Col. W. H.

Turton, R.E., D.S.O.

"Arab and Druze at Home ; Account of travel and intercourse with

the peoples east of tin- Jordan." From the author, Rev. William

Ewiiig, M.A.

" Al-Mashrik : Revue Catholique Orientale Bimensuelle." " Les ter-

rains miniers du Sinai," by P. L. Szczejianski ;
" Les nouvelles

decouvertes Hittites," by P. S. T. ;
" Les voies romains de Ka'albek

et de ses environs," by M. M. Alouf ; "Causeries geogra])hi(iues

sur la Syrie," by P. H. Ijjimmens ; etc., etc.
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NEA 2ION, December, 1906.

" Altneulaiid," December, 1906.

"Jerusalem, Publication Mensuelle Illustree," January, February, 1907.

"Eecueil d'Archeologie Orientale," t. VIII, part 1. From the author^

Prof. Clermont-Ganneau.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the

Library of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value

relating to Palestine and other Bible lands, A catalogue of Books in the

Library will be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

i'or list of authorised lecturers and their subjects, see end of the

Journal, or write to the Secretary.

"Whilst desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications

and other theories advanced b}'- officers of the Fund and con-

tributors to the pages of the Quarierhj Statement, the Committee

wish it to be distinctly understood that by publishing them in the

Quarterly Statement they do not necessarily sanction or adopt them.

Form of Bequkst to the Palestine Exploration Fcnd.

I give to the Palestine Exploration Fund, London, the sum of

to be applied towards the General Work of the Fund ; and I direct that the

said sum be paid, free of Legacy Duty, and that the Receipt of the Treasurer

of the Palestine Exploration Fund sliall be a sufficient discharge to my

Executors.

Sign a ture .

r
I

Witnesses -^

I

L

Note.—Three Witnesses are necessary in the United States of America.

Two suffice in Great Britain.
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DIAKY OF A VISIT TO SAFKD.

By R. A. Stkwakt iMAfAi.isTKi;, M.A., F.S.A.

inth Travel-notes of the Joarneij from Nahlus to Safed, mi Beimn,

By Dr. E. \V. O, Masterman, M.A., F.S.A.

As the guest of Dr. Miisterman, who during the present year is in

charge of the London Jews' Society's Hospital at Safed, I spent

about three weeks in Galilee in January of the present year, and

was enabled to make a number of o])servations, which I propose

in the present communication to lay ])efore the readers of the

Quarterly Statement. It has seemed most convenient, in view of the

diversity of character in these notes, not to attempt to classify

them, but to present them in the form of a diary.'

IFednesdai/, 2nd Janmnj, 1907.—Accompanied by Dr. Masterman

and a friend from London, as well as by Yusif, the foreman of the

Fund's excavation works (whom I took with me to assist in measure-

ments, etc.), I left Jerusalem at 7 a.m. We took advantage of the

gradually progressing carriage-road to Nablus by driving to Klian

Lfihhan, which is the present terminus of the completed portion.

The last time I travelled by this road, about three years ago, it had

])een constructed as far as Sinjil only : it is a matter for thankfulness

that it is no longer necessary to use the abominable bridle-path

which the newly-finished section supersedes. At Khan Lebban we

found the horses, which had been sent in advance the day before,

awaiting us, and rode through showers of rain to Xal)lus, where we

arrived about sundown. On the way we paused to visit Jacob's

Well. The Greeks are gradually clearing the foundation of the

church (Crusaders', with Byzantine materials re-used) erected over

' [As it was impossible to publish all the photographs, sketches, and plans

with which Mr. Macalister illustrated his remarks, those wliich are not here

reproduced can be seen at the Fund's Office.— Ed.]
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this site, and presumalily intend in time to re-erect a l)uilding upon

it. It was too late and too dark to attempt to make a plan of the

structure, even if the presiding genius of the place had permitted

such a proceeding. Proceeding towards the city we noticed traces

of recent illicit toml>rol)liing on Mount Ebal. It is only too

evident that much damage has l)een done. The tombs here seem

all to be late, with arrosolia, no kokhn. One tomb at least has a

stone panelled door, swinging on hinges.

Civilisation is making itself felt even in the liackward town of

Xablus, and has recently become materialised in the shape of an

imposing hotel, established by the Hamburg-Am erica Company at

the north end of the town. The small boys of Nablus haA'^e, how-

ever, not yet learnt to desist from greeting strangers with highly

objectionable expressions !

Thursdaij, Srd Jduuari/.—he-dying Nablus we took the path that

<Uverges at the Barracks eastward from the Jerusalem road. "NVe

halted for a moment at the village of ^Askar, and examined the

copious flow of water that issues from a tunnel hewn in the rock at

the eastern end of the village. At the mouth of the tunnel is a

masonry platform, in which is to be seen a stone about 80 cm. long,

evidently taken from some building. A sketch is forwarded.

Dr. Masterman and I went up the tunnel a short way—not having

satisfactory lights we could not explore it to its end ; but so far as

we went it seemed in every way similar to the rock-hewn water-

courses I have already seen and measured in various places in

Southern Palestine.

The village and its spring naturally led us to a discussion, that

added an interest to our way, upon the site of Sychar, the "city of

Samaria " referred to in John iv, 5.

The main points of this controversy are fairly well known. By
Jerome and others of the early centuries Sychar was spoken of as

dhtind from Shechem (Xablus) lieing a mile east of it. The theory

adopted by the Crusaders (and therefore probably wrong), strangely

countenanced by Robinson, iib'tiiificd the two places. In the last

century Canon Williams proposed the identification with 'Askar, in

which he has been followed l)y jjractically every wiiter since.

The identification, however, has been seen to be not free from

difficulty. The lesser diflficulty, however, is that to which the

greatest weight has l)een attached : I refer to the presence of the

letter 'ain in the name of the modern village, which does not appear
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in any olil Scuiitic equivalent uf " Sychar." Prof. G. A. Smith

(who, in his Historical Gcograp/i)/, devotes a chapter to the question

of Sychar) meets this difticultv satisfactorily by recalling the

analogous case of .Isralon, which in modern Arabic has likewise

developed an 'ain. In any case, it would bo very easy for the

letter to intrude in the name of the village under discussion, by

means of a popular etymological confusion with the common Arabic

word ^iis/:ar, the regular colloquial expression for " s(jldiers."

But to my mind the chief—-the insurmountable—difticulty lies

in the presence of the spring, which is convenient and sufhciently

copious to supply the modern village. A brief consideration of the

narrative will show that the Samaritan woman came from some

waterless settlement. Her words of misunderstanding, "give me
this water, that I thirst not, neither come all the way hither to

draw" (v. 15), show that to satisfy her own l)odily wants she was

at all times oldiged to come to Jacob's Well as the nearest source

of supply. This rules out Shechem, with its many springs, as

her dwelling-place, and also, in my opinion, rules out 'Askar.'

Dr. Masterman, to whom I stated this objection, reminded me that

someone had already anticipated it, and had met it by assuming

that the woman was drawing water for the reapers. I have not been

able to lay my hand on the reference to this contribution to the

question, Init it is obviously an inadmissilde evasion ; for beside the

woman's definite statement, above quoted, that she used the water

of Jaco])'s Well for domestic pui-poses, we learn from v. 35 that the

incident took place four months l)efore harvest-time (for surely the

words which follow, "the fields are white already unto

harvest " are to be understood figuratively).

Moreover, I could not see at 'Askar any recognizaljle signs of a

pre-Arab settlement. Now between Nablus and 'Askar, on the

right-hand side of the road, theie is a small mound of rubbish,

324 paces in length and 12S in maximum breadth. It is just north

of the hamlet of Balata, from which it takes its modern name,

Talul Balata. It is covered with potsherds, that show it to hare

been occupied at any rate from the period of the Hebrew monarchy

till the time of the Roman occupation. In the absence of any

evidence of other ancient settlements near to Jacol)'s Well, I

' That the woman was a native of S^ichar is nowhere definitely stated in tiie

narrative, but I think tlie evangelist nieuns to imi)ly tliis by his mention of the

name of the villaKC.
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venture to suggest that this mouiul may be the actual site of the

lono--lost Sychar. In fig. 1 is a sketch map shewing the relative

positions of the places in question.

'Askar

Fig. 1.—Ski'tfli map sliowiug suggested site of Sychar.

It might l)e objected that so small a raouiul would hardly be

signified as a "city" (n-o'\»s). But -o\(9 is used quite loosely: the

prohibition in Matt, x, o, to "enter not into any city (*o\ts) of the

Samaritans " is surely meant to include villages of any size.

Proceeding on our Avay we crossed a col, at the top of which

there burst on our eyes the most impressive piece of scenery I have

seen in Palestine—the glorious Wady Bildn, down which we rode

for some miles.

I may pass over in silence the various villages that we noticed,

as I am able to append many valua1)le observations, taken as we

proceeded, by Dr. Masterman. We paused for a few moments at

the group of Roman milestones marked on the inch map (sheet XII)

between Tahdsi and Teumr. One of them bears an inscription of

which a few letters can l)e deciphered : they were originally picked

out with red paint, of which traces still remain :

—

XID

. CONSTANTIXVS

Mil.

The rest is c^uite hopeless. There are six of these stones, most of

them of the ordinary shape—a cylinder rising from a rectangular

|)ase—but one has a roll-moulding intervening between the shaft

iind the base.
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At Teiasir (I follow the orthogruphy of the map, though '/'(ii/usir

Avoiild l>e preferable) we stopped for lunch at the cuiiou.s little

huilding known as EI-Kasi; described in the S.JT.F. Memoirs

(Vol. ii, p. 245). I have forwarde<l an elevation of the doorway

;

in the Memairs' sketch the mouldings are not given quite correctly,

nor are the masonry joints marked.

The masonry of the building so completely resembles that of the

Galilean synagogues that there can be little doubt that it is of the

same date, and possibly was used by a small conmiunity for the

same purpose, although its close connexion with tombs makes this

latter suggestion rather doubtful. A large tomb has been cleared

out underneath the building since the description in the Survey was

written. It is a single square chamber, about 16 feet in diameter,

having arcosolia recesses in each of the three inner sides. I send

two photographs : one of them showing El-Kusr in its present

state (it has suffered considerably since the survey photograph

was tiiken) ; the other showing the relation between it and the

tomb below. Of the fragment of a classic cornice, sketched in

the Memoir, no trace now remains, except a very pretty piece of

floral scroll-work on a stone lying hard by, now stopping up the

mouth of a disused cistern.

There are several other tombs near by, which time and want of

light prevented our exploring properly. In the rock on which the

sculptured stone just mentioned is lying there is cut a wine-press.

The Teiasir people are no more superior to the temptations of

illicit tomb-robbing than others of their kind. From the sheikh I

heard the usual alluring stories of the lucky man who found a bit of

glass in a tomb with a woman's head upon it, and gained thereby

£100—which I need not say is a sum of such a fal)ulous amount to

most feUa/iin that it is more suggestive to them of the dreamlands

of the Arabian XirjJda than anything else. I have heard of this l)it

of glass before ; but it is getting dearer—the last time its price was
mentioned to me it was £7. The two discrepant statements may
perhaps be reconciled by supposing the one to be the price paid hij

the dealer to the lucky finder, and the other the price paid to the

dealer by the rich IngUz—by all accounts this would represent about
the usual proportion of profit in such transactions. It is easy to

see how disastrous an effect these exciting stories must have on a

people in whose life money constitutes the one thought by day and
the one dream by night. The entire responsibility, of course, rests
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on the persons usually and correctly descril^ed as " Frankish

lunatics " by the Arabs with whom they come in contact.

Leaving Teiasir with such painful reflections in our minds

—

noting an uninscribed milestone at the end of the village—we

passeci down a rapidly deteriorating road till we reached a place

where riding was impossible owing to long stretches of slippery

rocks, over which we were obliged cautiously to lead our horses.

"When this unpleasant section was passed we found a better road,

and, shortly after, one more group of milestones (also marked on

the map) near the embouchure of the Watly d-Khu$hneJi. Two of

these are inscribed, but one of them (which like the previously

described example has been "picked out" with red paint) is

hopeless. On the other I could make out

—

IMP

CAES

IVLIAN

MAXIMVS

NOBILLS

HCM

but a 2,00(1 deal of this also is worn and broken off.

The following notes of the day's journey were made by

Dr. Masterman :

—

The route from Nablus to Safed via Beisan (though the usual one for

Jews and others going from Galilee to Jerusalem, and, as will be shown,

over much of its course an ancient highway) is one but seldom taken by

travellers in Palestine, and, so far as I know, it is not described anywhere

in detail. The section from Ndblus to Beisan is, in all the guide books I

have consulted, described from the itinerary of Robinson, who took a

road in places quite different from that I am here describing ; while the

section from Tiberias to Safed (though a much-traversed modern higli-road

familiar to every muleteer in North Palestine) is entirely ignored in

favour of a much longer route via Khan Minyeh. The times mentioned

are everywhere for sloiv travelling, as Mr. Macalister and I rode slowly

and stopped several times en roxitc to examine objects of interest.

We left the new Nabhis Hotel a little after 7 a.m. (barometer 28"6),

skirted the city to the north on the ordinary Nablus-Jeriisalem road.

Near the Barracks, we (at 7.20) turned off to the north-east, towards the

eastern extremity of Ebal. At 7.40 we passed a rock-cut grave in a rocky

projection to the right of the road just below which lay a considerable

icll—evidently an ancient site.' Before us to the east lay the northern

' The same as that above identified with Sjchar.— [R. A. S. il.j
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extension oi tliu Mukhnch. in the foiegroiuid was the traditional tomb
of Josepli, while niucli farther to the east we could just make out the

little modern village of Salim, near a small plain which drains to the

north. In a quarter of an hour, we reached the village of 'Askar which,

tlK)Ugli now but a group of hovels, is supposed by many to be the site of

Sychar (John iv, 5). The copious fountain of this village is well known :

even after the long drought there was an abundant supply. The present

outlet is the mouth of a long tunnel partly rock-cut and partly l)uilt

under some of the houses. How a woman of a village so well supplied

with water came to the neighbouring "Jacob's Well" for water is a
problem to which it cannot be said that any satisfactory answer has

been given. It may be that, as has often happened, the name has been
ti-ansferred here from a village ill supplied with water which has now
disapjaeared.

At 8.17 we passed some ruins, one perhaps a small khan, and at 8.21

the path divided
; we took the upper. Crossing a low ridge a magnificent

pros^ject opened before us. To the right (east) towered the mountain
range Jehal Bildn crowned by a shrine of the same name. The steep,

and in places almost precipitous, slopes of this mountain are very fine.

At one spot we could discern a " natural bridge " crossing a ravine.

Between us and the mountain was the wild and rugged Wady Bildn
descending rapidly to the north-east. The view to the north and north-

east is one vast amphitheatre circled by hills on the north, west and
south. In the centre are the roots of the Wady Fara\ on the course of

whicli could be seen the roofs of many mills. Proceeding along a narrow
—though for Palestine fairly good—path in the steep hill-side we at 9.5

came in sight of TallAzeh, a large village with extensive groves of olives,

above us to our left. A steep descent of ten minutes brought us into the

bottom of the llarfy Talblzeh (bar. 29-37). Following the rugged and
stony torrent-bed we, at 9.35, found the road divide. The path ascending
IS the direct road, but our muleteer recommended us to take a less rockv
path to the right

; after ten minutes we reached a spring and saw a mill

below us in the valley ; we turned shar]) to the left uja a steep and stony
valley, and at 10 o'clock joined the direct route coming from the left. We
turned to the right and ascended a small ridge. Looking back we had a
view of part of TalliXzah and its olive groves perhaps half a mile off,

while between us and the modern village lay a magniticeut tdl. If, as

Robinson suggests, we have in Talliizeh an echo of the name Tirzah, this

tell must be the site of the ancient capital of the kingdom of Israel

(1 Kings xiv, 17 ; xv, 33, etc.). From this point we could also see the
village of 'fammiln to the east, and slightly east of north, across the wide
valley of the Fara', the olive groves of Titbas. At 10.12 we passed an
extensive ruined site on our left and commenced to descend a nan'ow
wady. At 10.35 we passed a cave, partly artificial, on the left, and in live

minutes, reached the dry stream bed of one branch of the ]Vady Fara\

G
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We next crossed a small hill chiefly of conglomerate rock of rounded

pebbles, passed a tell, apparently partly artificial, on our right, and

descending once more reached at 10.50 the copious 'Ain Fara\ The

water bursts forth from several adjacent sources and flows off a copious

mill-stream bordered by masses of oleanders. After watering our horses

we ascended a stony path, the most easterly of three roads before us. To

our east, on a hill overhanging the stream, lay the Bttrj Fara\ the ruins

of a small fortress probably of the times of the Crusaders. Entering a

valley to the left, we at 11.20 caught sight of an uptilted olive mill on

the hillside to the right, and a few minutes later encountered our first

indubitable traces of the ancient Roman road which we followed for the

rest of the day. At 11.41 our road turned up a very rocky path to the

right, and in a quarter of an hour we I'eached the olive groves of Tfihds.

The direct road leaves the village itself some 200 yards on the left. It is

picturesquely situated on a hillside at the western extremity of a very

fertile basin. It is probable that this is the site of Thebez (Judges ix, 50 ;

2 Sam. xi, 21). When I spent a night there some years ago I saw many
ancient tomlis around the village, indeed as we passed on this occasion

rock-cuttings and tombs were visible from the high-road. The road led

us due north across the plain ; half way across we encountered a caravan

of most bedraggled-looking muleteers and Jews from Tiberias and Safed.

In ten minutes (12.10) we crossed a ridge and saw the village of Teiasir

in the valley before us (the ^yady el-KImshnek). After descending the

road for five minutes we encountei-ed a group of six broken Eoman mile-

stones on one of which, the least weathered, Mr. Macalister deciphered

the name of Constantine. Following traces of the old road along the

valley and up the eastern slope we, at 12.55, reached a cui-ious ruin on

the outskirts of the village. The owner of the property has recently

been making some excavations on his own account and has cleared out a

tomb-cavern with three arcosolia lying respectively north, east, and south

under the ruin. In the rubbish near the entrance lay many fragments of

Eoman pottery and bones of cattle, but all traces of human bones and

other treasures that may have been laid in the tomb with them have

disappeared. It is the same everywhere in the land. Tomb robbery is

rampant, and all that is really valuable to the archaeologist is being

destroyed for the sake of procuring a few very ordinary vases of ancient

glass ! The building above the tomb has a moulded marble portal facing

north, and square pilasters in relief on the walls around. It is greatly

ruined and the stones, specially to the east, much disfigured by weathering.

It is unlikely that any stones worth removing will be left in situ much

longer, now that the owner has commenced to take an active interest in

the jjroperty. There are several cisterns around. We lunched within

this old building.

We left at 1.50 and passed numerous tombs and cisterns near the

village. Although the inhabitants ap[)ear to be entirely dependent on
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cistern water, yet from the old remains there can be no doubt this was an

inhabited site in Rnniaii times. The situation is attrar-tive on a h)W spui'

rounil which the Wadij d-Klimhneh sweeps as it turns sharply from nortli

to east. The land around, both to the south-east of tlie village and in the

valley, ajjpears to be unusually fertile, and the hills, to the ea.st in jjar-

ticular, are well-wooded. What the site may have been it is impossible

to say ; but it struck us that the three villages we had passed, Tallilzi'h,

Ti'ihils, and Teixistr, all occupied situations so attractive that they could

hardly have been overlooked in ancient times. Just before leaving the

village we passed a Roman milestone and, to our great surprise, ob.served

the tracks of cart-wheels. At first we thought that wheeled traffic nuist

somehow have reached here from Beisan, but on further enquiry we found

that an enterprising Eflfendi—apjiarently the tomb excavator !—has con-

veyed a cart here in separate sections to convey manure to the fields from

further east. We descended a small rough defile full of trees and shnibs

and, crossing the Wad// cl-Khuskne/i, went straight on to the north up a

steep ascent. At 2.30, we reached the summit of the ridge and passed a

hhurheh, apparently that marked on the P.E.F. map as Mnkhnhhy. The

remains seem to be Roman or Byzantine. Descending the well-wooded

valley before us and bearing to the right (north-east), we entered one of

the best forested distiicts I have seen in Western Palestine. Whole

hillsides for miles were covered with shrubs, of hnkt^ (box), suvncaid,

\iddak\ and r?<<?«—among which stood trees of terebinth, various kinds

of oak, and enormous numbers of wild olives. Although I have known

of groves of wild olives round the deserted or semi-deserted sites of

villages, I have never elsewhere seen hundreds of these trees covering the

mountain side to the very summit. Our muleteer recognised them as

wild olives {zeitUn harriyeh), and said that the fruit was scanty and

useless. Of course, if grafted all these trees might be made fruit-bearing

and the grove might become a profitable investment. An old grove at

Mughdr in Galilee has in recent years been gradually reclaimed in this

way. My impression is that wherever wild olives occur, in Palestine at

any late, they are descendants of the cultivated plant. When the trunk

of the original grafted stock dies, the new branches, growing from the

root, are always of the wild variety, indeed all ungrafted plants are wild

or semi-wild. Whether some are self-projiagated from the olive-berries

themselves is doubtful. I am told that it is possible to grow olives thus

but it is uncommon. Probably the more stony and less oily wild berries

are more successful as seed. Yusif, Mr. Macalister's man, had a story

that olives could only be successfully sown when eaten and deposited by

a certain bird which he called dallAm. By the above theory this valley,

down which we were travelling, must once have been the site of a con-

siderable po})ulation, and the inhabited site may have been at the neigh-

bouring Khxirhet Ibsik, supposed to be the site of Bezek (Judges i, 4).

Eusebius identifies the site as hereabouts and in his day two neighbouring

G 2
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vilhif^es of this name stood liere : the region is now uninhabited excejit by

beJu. At 3 o'clock- we passed a group of four milestones, and at 3.45 the

valley became too rough for riding. Here appeared considerable gravel

deposits from the old Jordan "Valley lake bed (bar. 30-23), At 4 o'clock

we reached the mouth of the narrow part of the wady. 1'he path ascended

the valley-side to tlie left, and in five minutes we reached another group

of milestones. Two lay beside the road, but seven other fragments had

been rolled down the steep slope and lay at various distances from the

road. On one piece, under a bush lialf-way down the hill, Mr. Macalister

found the name of the Emperor Julian. We were clearly on the Roman

road again, but what course it had followed between this and the point

where we had seen the last milestones we could not determine ; it hardly

«ould have followed the torrent-bed as we had been compelled to do.

From near this point the whole Ghur opened out before us. We could

see the eastern mountains from near Gadara in the north to Jebal 'Qsha

above es-Sdlt on the south. The Kulat er-Rahild was very distinct against

tlie sky-line due east of us. The plain of Beis^n lay before us to the

iiorth with the town itself just below the south-eastern extremity of the

Galilean hills.

We now turned our steps in this direction, descending a small shallow

valley. At 4.50 we passed a considerable mass of ruins on our right,

known as liejum Ka'thi, and in a few minutes reached a small spring

arising in a marshy valley bed. The squalid village of Ka'iin lay a few

yards to our east on the south bank of the wady. We ascended the

north bank and entered the plain. At 5.10 we passed the village of

es-Samariyeh, built on the ruin of that name, marked in the majis. Here

we crossed two streams. At 5.25 we rounded a small double tell—
apparently chiefly of natural formation. At 5.35 we jmssed a ruined

wely in a small grove of fine Nehk trees, and in five minutes more

commenced to skirt the western end of the enormous Tell Sarim. By

this time night was gathering fast, and in the evei'-increasing darkness

we made our way over a number of small streams, branches of the Kahr

JalM. We reached the khan at Beisan at G.30 ; bar. 30-7.

For the sake of succeeding travellers we may say we obtained clean

and comfortable, though primitive, accommodation in the rooms attached

to the khan. (Time taken, 10 hours easy travelling, exclusive of halts.)

Friday, Uh January.—We devoted a couple of hours in the

mornino' to a walk round the remains of Bcisdn, the ancient Beth-

Shean and the Graeco-Koman Scythopolis. It is a wonderful site,

but it has already been so often described, that there is nothing

that could be added from our hasty examination. Excavation would

yield rich results from all periods, from Amorite to Arah. I

estimated roughly that its complete examination within the time
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allowed ]»y an Ottoman perniit would require from £700 to £1,000
a mouth. As the i)ublic will spend its money on such folly as

the " Garden Toml)," or in sul)sidising the rascals who have

found out that Beisau is a profital)le mine for plunder, it is to be

feared that England will never ha\e the honour of discovering what
lies hidden l)eneath the ruins of ancient Scythopolis.

The Necropolis of Beisan is enough to make an archaeologist

weep. Kows on rows of recently plundered tomlis gape in the

hill side, making one think of a library of unique manuscripts that

Fio. 2.—Betli-Sliean.

have l)een destroyed by an army of savages. The Nazareth dealers

are the usual channels whereliy the Beisan antiquities leach the

market. I forward photographs showing the sites of Beth-Shean

(fig. 2) and of Scythopolis (fig. 3), and the remains of the fine

Roman bridge. There seems to have been a street of columns

running round the Beth-shean tell, which, in the later periods of

the city's history, probably served as an acropolis. One of these

columns has a curious console projecting from one side, as though

for the support of an arch or lintel.
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Leaving Beisan, we passed hy the modern cemetery, where I

noticed a grave very elaborately decorated with red and blue lines

painted on the plaster, a curious variant of the usual palm-leaf

motive of ornamentation (fig. 4). "We then proceeded by the

Roman road running northward along the western side of the Ghor,

without making any observations that specially need recording

—

under the Crusader fortress, now kno\\Ti as Kaukab el-Hawa, across

the J!\idi/ Bireh, and past the Jisr el-Mujdmi% till we reached the

spot where the road impinges on the course of the Jordan, im-

FiG. 3.—Scythopolis.

mediately south of its confluence Avith the Yarm^k. At this

picturesque bend in the river we halted for midday rest and refresh-

ment. There is here a ruined settlement, built of basalt, now a

shapeless heap, which has not l^een recorded on the inch map ; it

is immediately east of the road, and immediately south of the

river-bend referred to. As there was no one to Ije seen in that

deserted region save our own selves, we were unable to ascertain

its name. There is little of any interest to be seen in this ruin
;

the only carved stones we noticed were part of a large door-jamb,
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with n reveal and bolt-holea, anrl a fragment of a sarcophagus, with

two round Hat bosses cut in relief on its sides.

Proi-eeding thence we contiinied along the northern road. In

passing the picturesque hut evil-smelling and (to judge from the

miserable ph^'^sical appearance of the inhabitants) uidiealthy village

of ^Abedhjeh, we were interested to notice the firewood of the

community piled up on the graveyard, evidently with the expecta-

tion that the ghosts of the dead would protect the property of the

living. 8uch a practice is common and well-known throughout the

country.

At the southern end of the Sea of Galilee we left the path for a

little in order to examine the great tell, known as Kerak, and

commonly identified with Tarichaea. So far as I can judge, the

identification is sound. We want a fairly large city whose history

begins in the Graeco-Roman period, and this is just what the

-r--~r\>l
1

-jtW'^^I ^

Fio. 4.—Modern tomb at Beis^n (fine line blue, dotted lines red).

appearance of the tell indicates ; for whatever city it may have

been, it was an extensive settlement of the Graeco-Koman period

(as the potsherds show) and with little or no previous history, as

appears from the evidently shallow depth of the accumulation.

I do not profess to have gone fully into the question whether the

position of the tell will suit the historical references to the city, my
superficial reading on this point has not, I may say, suggested any

doubts of the identification proposed.

From Kerak we made our way to Tiljerias, where we spent the

night. As before, I append Dr. Masterman's notes to the day's

ride :

—

In the morning, before leaving, we spent two hours wandering about

the site occupied successively by the cities of Beth-Shean and Scythopolis.

I lunl been here some years before with IMr. Dickie, and it seemed to me
that much that was then on the siu-face had now been destroyed or been
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covered bv the rapidly growing native village and gardens. The modern

town consists of a straggling group of mud hovels and one street of fairly

well built stone (basalt) houses, along which are planted a number of

Persian lilacs. It is situated on the high ground to the right {i.e., south)

of the gi-eat vvady in which, apparently, lay the princijjal buildiugs of

the ancient chief city of the Decapolis. The new railway station is a mile

oif to the north-west on the aiorth bank of the river.

The valley of the Nahr Jaliid, which here flows through high, steep

banks, is at BeisAn greatly widened by the inflow of another stream from

he south-west. The two streams have together eroded a wide area, in

the midst of which has been left a steep h.'i\\— Tell el-Hmn—the site at

once of the earliest settlements and of the Acropolis of Graeco-Koman

times. This very remarkable tell consists of the natural lacustrine

deposits to the same level as the high banks to the north and south, the

natural soft rock appearing in places to this level ; but above this is a

great accumulation of rubbish, the remains of successive civilizations.

Pottery of all periods is scattered around. Extensive remains of a great

encircling wall are visible in many parts of the tell. The ruined theatre

is built in the west bank of the wady facing the Acropolis. Though

much destroyed, its main architectural features are discernible. There

are scattered columns between the theatre and the Acropolis, and also to

the east, which suggest that there was once here a street of columns, as at

Jerash. Perhaps the most striking place for grasping the general situa-

tion of Scythopolis is from the ruined bridge spanning the Eiver Jahid

to the west of Tell el-Hum. Much of the original massive Eoman work

remains, though the present narrow bridge is Arab work built on a

portion of the old foundations. Here, looking down the gorge of the

river towards the Jordan, one can realize the magnificence of the site

selected by the old Greek settlers. Fine as are the sites of Jerdsh and

Ammdn, this situation is by nature adapted for an even greater city ;
the

ruins, however, are much more completely destroyed. The river (even in

the season when streams are at their lowest) was abundant, and that after

it had supplied dozens of ofl'-shoots to fertilize the surrounding plain. It

is now half hidden by tangled brambles and reeds, but still works a few

semi-ruined mills. The nature-loving Greek must have delighted in these

abundant, rushing waters ; while the plain, for miles around, abundantly

irrigated by the simplest care, is capable of supplying sustenance to a

great population. The extensive scattered ruins, covering an area probably

larger than any other half-deserted site in Western Palestine, testify to

the abundant life which must once have been here. Another testimony

is the great necropolis which apparently covers the whole of the north

bank of the river, beyond the ancient city's boundaries. Sad to say, the

ubiquitous tomb-robber has been very active here, and the hill in places

presents an extraordinary mottled appearance from hundreds of little

mounds of earth, each marking the site of a rifled tomb—and a lost
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antiqtuiridit trcanurc ! From the liifjli j^roiiiid to the west of Beisiin, also

strewn witli ruins, we looked up the "Vale of Jezreel'' between Jihul

Dalii on the north and the Jehal B'aku''a (inoiintains of (Jilhoa) on tin-

south, and saw the summit of Canucl in the e:i8t—a striking reminder at

once of the flatness of the riain of Ksdraelon and of the narrowness of the

strip of land known as Western Palestine.

We left Beisan at 9.30. The road commenced with the newly-made

avenue of Persian lilacs already referred to. It then crossed the JalM
by a low Arab bridge, in a most dangerous condition of disre])air. From

iiere an artificial water channel, fast silting up, skirted our road to the

east for some miles. At 10.3;") we passed three milestones antl a small

ruin on a low hill. The railway line soon approached us on the hills to

the left, and after a mile or so it crossed our path and descended rapidly

towards the Jordan. Our road was in good condition, but although

evidently an ancient highway, it showed few signs of artificial construc-

tion. At 11.35 we passed below Kaiikah el-Haioa, the ruined remains of

Belfort of the Crusaders, and at 11.44 found a milestone a little to our

right. At 12.15 the road abruptly descended almost to the level of the

Jordan, which here bends westward. To the south-east we could see

about a quarter of a mile off the old Jesr el-Mujdmi^a and the Khan, and

close to them the modern railway bridge, making, with the livev and its

wooden banks, a pretty pictui'e. The hills to the west are at this point

peculiar. There has been a volcanic outflow down a small break in the

mountain range. The volcanic stone can be distinctly seen emerging

from between the limestone cliflf's and spreading itself out delta-wise over

the plateau ; it does not descend into the zor or actual trough of the

Jordan. Ascending once again to the plateau, we, in half an hour, again

approached the bridges of the Jordan in the neighbourhood of some

ruins, among which was a black basalt sarcophagus. At 12.50 we

reached the banks of the river itself. At this spot, immediately after the

Yarmilk joins the Jordan, the river bends sharp to the east, and a

considerable stretch of it was visible. While lunching we noticed a

peculiar i)henomenon. A slight breeze sprang up from the west, which

blowing lengthways down the stretch of river, impinged at the end on

some high banks. A curious rumbling sound was produced, which we

took for some minutes to be due to a train passing up the Jordan valley ;

but careful observation showed that the loudness of the sound varied

directly with the strength of the wind. At 2 o'clock we resumed our

way. After half an hour we crossed a small wady with lunniiig water,

and a little later again ai)})roached the Jordan near the picturesque

village of '^ el-Aheidtijeh." The village, as viewed from the south, is on a

low hill directly overhanging the river ; in the foreground is a small

open plain ; on the left a stretch of blue river, overhung by steep banks

to the east ; while to the west of the village was a grove of trees, including

a few palms.
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Our road took us to tlie west of the village, where we passed the

cemetery, in which were numerous ploughs, bundles of wood, etc., left to

the guardianship of the Spirits of the Dead.

At 3.30 we reached a forlorn-looking "Jewish Colony," called

Melhamhjeh, consisting of a single wide street of red-tiled one-storied

buildings. This and the neighbouring colony of Yemma, in the ^Yad^/

FeJJds, have an evil repute for unhealthiness ; indeed, it seems a strange

idea to plant European Jews in the miasmatic GhOr. At Isbaid, on the

Huleh, not only malignant malaria, but even the terrible "black-water

fever " (the scourge of tropical Africa) is prevalent. As we passed the

fields of Melham'iyeh we were glad to see many young Jews themselves

handling the plough—a work they have left in most parts of Palestine to

their fellahhi workmen. From this colony to Tiberias we followed a

rou'rh carriage road. Wherever the Jewish colonies are established,

there the Jews manage to bring wheeled traffic—often by the most

surprising routes. The same is true of the Circassian settlers east of the

Jordan.

Our route was now all the way within sight of the Jordan. We passed

a ruined bridge {Jisr es-Sidd), the piers of which still stand in the bed of

the river : near it is a weir across the river, diverting much of the water

into a canal on the west bank. On the opposite bank is the village

Umm Mnieh. A few minutes further on is the more extensively ruined

bridge known as Umm el-Kanatir. At 4 o'clock we reached Kerak, a

picturesque tell, partly artificial, at the opening of the Jordan from the

lake. It is surrounded by water on more than two-thirds of its circum-

ference, and evidently has been at times entirely so surrounded. Many

would identify Kerak with the Tarichaea of Josephus, and there is

certainly no other site which has better claims. We gather from

Josephus (
)Vars, III, ch. x, § 1-3 ; IV, ch. 1, § 1) that Tarichaea was on

the west side of the lake, 30 stadia (3| miles) from Tiberias, easily

approached from the lake, which washed it on some sides. It was in or

near a plain, and near enough to a mountain for arrows to be fired into it.

Pliny states that it was to the south of Tiberias. The one practical

difficulty is that Vespasian, coming from Beis^n, came to Tiberias before

Tarichaea. This need not, however, present an invincible difficidty, if

we suppose, as has been suggested, that Vespasian approached Tiberias

by way of the mountains—a by no means difficult route—with a view to

reducing the more politically divided city before dealing with Tarichaea,

which appears to have been peopled by fanatical irreconcilables. It is

expressly stated that there were hot springs between the two cities, and

there are no suitable .springs except those now utilized by the hot baths

south of Tiberias. Wliat struck us in visiting Kerak was the unique

natural advantages of the site. There is no site on the whole compass of

the lake more suited for an ancient fortified city ; while the quantity of

Eomau pottery about, as well as the extensive remains of wall-foundations
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sliow tliat it must have been occupied in the Roman peiiod. Tlie name

A'entl- ni;iy indeed proseivc some echo of the name Tarithaea ; and if

Tarichaea was not licie, what other city does this site represent?

Leaving' /{end; we descended the tell near an ancient caiiseway across

the mo;it, and rejoined the main road. To our left were a few ruins on

a small tell, known as <bV/(« en-Nabrah, a name which probably is a

survival of the name of the old Roman fortress of Sinnabris, which was

somewhere in the neighbourhood. From this spot, at the .«outh-west

corner of the lake, we followed the new and somewhat roughly finished

carriage road, past the tomb of the famous Jewish Rabbi Meyer and the

celebrated hot springs, and arrived at Tiberias at 5 o'clock. (Time taken,

6^ hours, easy travelling.)

Saturday, bth January.—Leaving Tiberias early, we rode along

the shore of the lake to the hamlet of Mejdel. On the way, as we

passed. Dr. Masterman indicated a small rock projecting from the

surface of the water, a few feet from the land, called Hajar en-Niml,

or " stone of the ants," and told me this tale which he had picked

lip about it. It seems that on this bare stone a nest of ants had

their habitation, once on a time, and were regarded as a permanent

and miraculous illustration of Divine Providence, in that they were

able to derive a living from so very unpromising a source. A certain

infidel took this ill, and in order to get rid of so inconvenient an

object lesson, he laid a long reed between the rock and the shore

;

the ants took advantage of the bridge thus provided them and

.abandoned their desert island for the more fruitful mainland. I

translated this tale for the benefit of Yusif, who views all such

legends with a cold scientific scepticism. He prosaically suggested

that the rock had fallen into the sea, ants and all, in an earthcjuake !

I forgot to mention that, of course, summary vengeance fell on the

infidel.

From Mejdel, which may or may not be the Magdala of the

gospels, we went past 'Ain el-MeJaunverah, of which I shall have

occasion to speak later, through a village with the familiar name of

Ahfi Shuslieli, and so on to the miserable, slippery, rocky bridle-path,

which is one of the thoroughfai-es to the important town of Sofed.

It speaks much for the natiu-al advantages of the site of Safecl

that this town has grown to so considerable a size. For, from every

direction, the approach to the hill-top on which it stands is a

monotonous and wearisome climb, and all the roads leading to it are

bad, even for Palestine. Owing to its conspicuous situation, it

commands superb views all round, and is itself visible from a great
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distance—we saw it first on our Thursdaj^'s journey, over -iO miles

away. On this account it has become popular among a certain

class of ^Titers to speak of Safed as the " city set on a hill

"

referred to in Matthew v, U. Such prosaic people are worthy to

be classed Avith the mediaeval persons who identified the House of

Dives and the Inn of the Samaritan, or with the modern tourists

who saw in the Apis-bull mummies the cattle of Pharaoh's dream.

As a matter of fact, there is no reason whatever to suppose that

in Our Lord's time Safed had any existence at all, save as an

altogether insignificant village.

The only evidences of pre-mediaeval antiquity that the city can

boast lies in a few sherds of Roman pottery strewn sparsely over

the mound in its midst, upon which rises the Crusader's castle ; and

one rock-tomb, which will be described in due course.

The following are Dr. Masterman's notes :

—

Leaving Tibeiaas about 6.30 we skirted the lake northwards. At

7 o'clock we passed a steep hill on our left, crowned by the ruin Khurhet

el-Kaneitriyeh (a suggested site for Taricliaea), and just beyond it crossed

the Wady el-Amts, up which runs a much-frequented road to Nazareth

and (via Khan el-Tujdr) to Jerusalem. The more ancient route by the

Wady el-Hamdm is little used now, because of the extreme roughness of

the paths. In another quarter of an hour we reached Mejdel. Here a

German has lately acquired a good deal of property, and has just made a

good road towards the " Plain of Gennesaret," in order to divert the old

path from a piece of ground upon which have lately been found ruined

foundations, supposed to be those of a church. Our path kept due north

and traversed the whole western edge of el-Ghuweir from south to north.

There was no water in tlie first channel we crossed, that from Wady

HamSm. We next visited 'Ain el-Medawwereh, where I had an unsuccess-

ful hunt for mud turtles, some of which I was anxious to bring to Safed.

From 'Ain el-Medawwereh a copious stream flows southwards to the lake.

North of this we crossed the stream of Wady er-MhMhjeh, and a little

further on the other half of the same stream, which is diverted to work

the mills at Ahi% ShtUheh. Lastly, at the extreme north-west corner of

el-Ghuweir, we crossed by a modern bridge the stream running out of

Wady el-AmM. There four streams, i.e., that from 'Ain el-Medawwereh,

the Wady er- IMbiXdeyeh, the Abu Shusheh mill stream, and the Wady Aimld

stream all traverse the " Plain of Gennesaret," and enter the lake in the

above order from west to east. It may be that in very exceptional

seasons some of these fail to reach the lake, but in every season of the

year for many years I have always found them there. At 8.30 we

commenced a steady ascent over a rocky, and in places slippery, path.
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Looking,' l);u-k, the whole "Plain of Gennesaret" lay spread out like a

map, witli the lake beyond. Close at hand, to the south-west, is the deep,

piocij)itous M'adi/ Aimld, with many caves, some ])aitly artificial, while

about four miles due south were the towering cliffs of the Wad// Jluinurn.

Between these two gorges with their limestone cliffs there is a black

outcrop of volcanic rock, through whicli the stream in ]Vady IMbUdiyeh.

has cut its way lakewards. To the south-west of the Wady Hamdm cliffs

the famous Horns of Hattin are visible, the highest summit, if not the

source, of an independent outflow of lava. This si)reads itself nortliwards

to form the flat valley bottom on which the fertile lands of JIattin are

situated, but does not reach the north side of the upper reaches of the

Wiidy Hamdm, while eastwards and southwards it has flowed towards

Tiberias and down the Sahel el-Alma.

As we proceeded north we noticed the large village of Mughar
(inhabited by Druzes and Christians) on a hill some six miles to the west,

while to the north-west the bold height of Jebal ZahAd, the further side

of the Wady TairdJnii (as the up])cr part of the Wady Anuld is called).

After an hour the road traverses a belt of scattered ti'ees—the survival of

a considerable oak forest, whicli here ran for some miles each side of the

gorge of tlie Wady ArrvAd. We crossed a ridge, and at 9.15 made a steep

and rocky descent into an open valley, the fertile upper reaches of the

Wady Bakr. Here some mongrel Bedawin of the Ifauwdsy tribe are

frequently camped, and there are a few huts for the storage of their tiha,

etc. The ordinary track is across a stony path to the north-west, but we
took an easier road by going more directly down the wady and then

tui'ning sharp to the right to join the tirst-named. The route now crossed

an exceedingly rough and I'ocky ridge and descended into ihe Wady
Akbara, just south of the cliffs of Akbax^a. We crossed the wady close to

a spring.—Mm Sdle/i—irom. whicli a small stream keeps a number of

willows green. Close to the road are a few small hovels. We now
(11 a.m.) proceeded up the hill on the right side of the valley with the

cliffs of Akbara towering above us on the left (i.e., the east). This extra-

ordinary limestone cliff,, with its caves, is a landmark for many miles

around. It appears to have been fortilied by Josephus, who refers to it

as the " rock of Acliabari " (
Wars, II, 20, 6). A little higher up the

valley is the village of ^Akbara, above which the wady bends somewhat

to the east of north, and is for a mile or more full of fertile gardens

irrigated by the copious spring ^Ain el-Hamra. At this part the valley

is known as Wady el-IIamra, and it is the natural road to Safed, but on

account of the cultivation in the valley-bottom the path between Akbara

and ^Ai7i d-IIamra cl-7\//ita has to traverse the hill-side high above the

gardens, and it is an impossible route for baggage animals. The section

of the Wady el-Hamra between the above-mentioned sjiring and Safed

forms the natural appx'oach to the town from the south-east, i.e.,

Tell llilm.
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Our path—the Tiberias high-road—proceeded almost due north and

then round the shoulder of the Jebal el-Lahdny. After passing this,

part of Safed becomes visible, as well as the great panorama to the west

and north-west, including the stinking range of the Johal Jprmak. Our

route took us through a squalid Mi)sleni suburb and then through the

Christian quarter, past the southern end of the Castle to our destination,

which we reached soon after noon. (Bar. 27'5.) Time, 6 hours.

Mondaij, Qth Jamtari/.—With Yiisif I set off in the morning tO'

examine the caves in the cliff of ^Akbara, which had attracted my
attention on the journey up. The village of 'Akbara stands on the

east side of a valley that fissures the Safed mountain in a southerly

direction
;
just below the village the valley is deflected westward,

and the cliff rises on the southern side of this lower section. We
approached from the west side of the valley, and noticed a pile of

debris, covered with Roman pottery, immediately over against the

village. Descending from this point into the valley, in order to

reach the village, we passed a remarkable modern hut. An
enormous boulder projecting from the hill-side was utilised as a

roof ; a wall built underneath it enclosed the space sheltered by the

boulder, and the house was complete. It reminded me forcibly of

the groups of ancient rock-shelters I had seen in Ireland on the

townland of Glenfahan in the Dingle Peninsula.

My special purpose in visiting the village of 'Ak1)ara itself was

to examine the ruin known as El-Kuneiseh ("the little church")

which stands to the south of the settlement. But I cannot say

that I felt much the wiser after having seen it. It is the foundation

of a rectangular building of some sort, of which parts of two sides

remain. The walls are 4 ft. 1 in. thick, and are built of well-squared

stones having a fairly uniform measurement of 2 ft. 7f in. long,

1 ft. 9| in. high and 1 ft. 11 1 in. thick. In one side a row of twelve

such stones remains, in the other fourteen, Init this does not represent

the full extent of either wall : from the one stones have evidently

been taken away, while the end of the other is lost in an impene-

trable growth of prickly pear. There is only one course to be seen,

except at one point where the top of a lower course appears above

ground. The dressing of the stones has been made with a finely

toothed com1>pick ; but no characteristic stone-dressing, mason's

marks, nor jjotsherds can be seen to enable us to form any idea of

the date of the structure.

Close by is a rock-surface with cup-marks, containing olive-stones,
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which shows for what purpose they are used by the inhabitants of

'Akhara. In one of tlie cup-marks is lying a small stone roller,

evidently used for crushing the fruit.

The cliff of 'Akbara is no doubt the Roch of .Irlmlmri, which

Josephus (/>./., IT, XX, 6) claims to have fortified along with a

inunlter of other places. It is an imposing precipice, the face of

which is scooped l)y caves, that give it the appearance of a colossal

dovecote. To these caves narrow shelves, by which the sheer fall

of the clitt" is broken, give access. Yusif had heard from someone

in the town that one of these caves contained a well or cistern

covered with cement, and that when a Christian power should take

Jerusalem the treasures of the Haram are there to be concealed.

Is there in this story some distorted recollection of the flight of the

Jews, and their ultimate settlement in Galilee, after the destruction

of Jerusalem 1 I make bold to say that there is actually no such

cave at 'Akbara : I think Yusif and I exhausted all the hollows to

be seen, and we found every one of them to be merely apse-shaped

recesses in the rock-face, none extending more than two or three

metres at the most. I need hardly say that I could find no traces

of Josephus's fortifications, which probably were temporary struc-

tures of wood or earth. At the eastern end of the cliff are the ruins

of a small settlement; its potsherds show it to be modern Arab.

These rock-hollows are occasionally occupied by people who lie in

wait there to shoot birds (or perhaps for even less legitimate game)

;

and smoke-blackening on the cave walls and scraps of potsherd on

the shelves outside are evidences of this practice. I picked up one

fragment of pottery, unfortunately not absolutely distinctive, but

certainly more like pre-Israelite ware than anything else. If this

scrap actually have such an antiquity it shows that the temporary

use of the 'Akbara caves as lairs for " sportsmen " or for robbers is

no modern custom.

Returning in the afternoon to Safed I learnt that there was

great excitement among the Jewish population of the city. As is

well known, Safed was devastated by a terrible earthquake that

took place 1st January, 1837 ; the loss of life at the time has been

estimated at 5,000. Earthquakes are caused (according to local

belief) by the turning of a monster who. Atlas-like, supports the

earth—others say by the ox which balances the world on the tip of

his horn throwing it to the other horn, to relieve his tensioned

muscles. In either case, they occur every seventy years, so that it
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was believed that a repetition of the great disaster was now due.

A certain local rabbi named Simon (who had probably been worrying

over the matter during his waking hours) saw in the visions of the

night his grandfather, a rabbi of great fame in his time, who bade

him " leave the city with his brethren "—and the news of this dream

had become known, and was creating something like a panic in the

community.

Tuesday, 7th January.-—Dr. Masterman and I, with Yusif, left in

the morning for a walk to Meiron, where is a fine synagogue. AVe

went down the valley that runs north of Safed, and then turning

northward followed the road as far as Bir esh-Shih. From this a

path turned off on the left which we followed, passing a ruined well/,

or saint's tomb, adorned with rags. "We turned aside to examine

Khurhet Keyumeh, the remains of a village strewn with potsherds,

some Roman, some early Arab : one fragment that T picked up with

traces of green enamel on it adorned with brown lines might con-

ceivably be a late Egyptian importation. Yusif found a worn Cufic

copper coin. There seemed no interesting buildings of any sort in

the ruin, and nothing beside potsherds to be picked up, so we left

and took our way (noticing as we passed two large circular hollows

on the left-hand side of the road, apparently dug out as receptacles

for rain-water) towards Meiron, along a road j'apidly increasing in

rout^hncss and rockiness. The site of Meiron is plentifully strewn

with Roman potsherds as well as some fragments of glass ; I noticed

nothing older.

The first spot to which we turned our attention was the curious

row of rock-cuttings, which had previously been noted by Robinson.

This is a series of recesses cut in the open face of the rock : four

survive intact, but there have been others which have been almost

completely quarried and weathered away.

From these interesting tombs we ascended to the synagogue,

which has been partially excavated by the German Orient-Gesellschaft.

To that society therefore must be left the task of describing it. The

facade is in the same condition now as it was when the F.E.F.

photograph (reproduced in S.Jl'.F. Memoirs, Vol. I, facing p. 252)

was made, save that only two stones of the cavetto above the

central door now remain.

Meirdn is the site of the traditional burial-place of Rabbi Hillcl

and other worthies of Judaism, so that it seemed a natural place of

refuge from the expected earthquake. On our way tliither, and
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again on our return journey, we passed family groups of fugitives

riding or walking to this sanctuary. We found men busily engaged

in erecting shelters for themselves and their households till the

danger should bo over.

Having a little time to spare we climlted the steep hill to the

south of Meiron on the top of which is the ruin known as Khurbet

Shem'a. The remains here proved of such especial interest that I

determined to return with Yusif the following day to examine them

as carefully as they seemed to deserve.

As the day was now declining we retraced our steps to Safed.

In the valley at the hill-foot and on the slopes of the hill we passed

forlorn groups of panic-stiickcn people, afraid to sleep in their

houses for fear of the earthquake. The excitement by this time had

spread from the Jews to the Muslims and Christians. Dr. Master-

man's two servant-maids, who are Greek Catholics, were with the

greatest difficulty persuaded to remain in the house for the night.

The Caimmacam of Safed gave orders that the people on the hill-

sides should return to their houses, Ijut they all rushed out again at

the first opportunity.

Some of those responsible for the panic seem to have realised

that if no earthquake should come at all they would run the risk of

losing no little credit ; so an ingenious loophole was devised which

Yusif overheard being expounded in the street to a peasant by an

aged Jew—namely, that the earthquake was surely coming, and if

it came from east to icest it would destroy the city ; but if it came

from north to south no one would feel anything

!

Wednesday, bth January.—In accordance with the resolve made

the previous day I returned with Yusif to Khurbet Shem'a, in order

to make a full exainination of the remains there to be seen.

First of these must be named the extraordinary megalithic

structui-e known as Sarir Nehi Shem'a, the " Throne (or " Bedstead ")

of the prophet Shammai." It is illustrated in SJV.P. Memoirs,

Vol. I, p. 246 ; but the illustration, though from a photograph, con-

veys no adequate idea of its great size. A more recent illustration,

with description by Prof. Dalman, will be found in the Zeitschrift

des Deutschen Faldstina-Vereins, XXIX, p. 195.

The great interest of this extraordinary structure lies in its

being, in style at least, a sort of connecting link between a dolmen

and a rock-tomb. There is a considerably extended dolmen field

stretching northward from this point : and it may seem as though

u
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the erection of this cumbrous and costly nioniinient had l)een

suggested by the contemplation of one of those prehistoric memorials.

Fi-om a certain resemblance to the so-called Tomb of Hiram at Tyre

this is sometimes spoken of as a "Phoenician" tomb. So very

definite an appellation is perhaps hardly desirable.

A few paces north-east of the Sniir is a fine olive-press cut in

the rock. It has a peculiarity I have not seen elsewhere in cuttings

of this class. As a rule they consist of three members—a platform

for crushing the fruit ; an intermediate vat for receiving the juice

and alloAnng it to stand till impurities had sunk out of it ; and a

third vat, draining out of the second, for receiving the refined juice.

In this example the two Aats are both connected by channels with

the crushing platform.

The above remains are all situated on the ''>/ connecting the

hill bearing the iviins called Khnrbet Shcm^a with the ne.xt hill

to the south. These ruins represent a large village, which seems

not to have been protected by a wall. The village streets are more

easily tracealde th;ui is usual in such shapeless heaps of ilt'hrU. The
buildings were of Itetter masonry than is usual.

Near the hill-top to the south I noticed what looked like a

standing stone, and on asking a shepherd about it, he told me it

was the maMad n^bi Shem^a, that is to say, the "indicator of

the Prophet Shammai "—heaps of stones being often erected as

"indicators" or "witnesses" on roadwaA's at points where the

shrines of saints come into sight. ^ The object, whatever it was,

seemed worth visiting, and I made my way up to it, only to find

that it consisted of a row of three e.xtraordinary natural pillars of

rock: I forward a photograph I took of one of these. In the side

of this example is a hollow, which shows traces (smoke-blackening

and candle-grease) indicating that candles, and possibly incense, are

burnt therein on occasion.

Keturning past Khurliet Shem'a, we visited the spring of good

water which supplies Meiron. There is a capital of a column

similar to, but not quite identical with, the capital remaining in the

ruin abcjve desciibed.

From there we climbed the .Meiron hillside, in order to visit the

tomb of Riiltbi Hillel, for which we had had no time on the previous

day. There is a good plan with description of this tomb in the

' My informant was a Muslim ; from a Jewish guide Prof. Dalmau
(loc. cit.) learned a name quite different.
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S.ir.I'. Memoir.^, Vol. I, p. 253; but the description (quoted from

Kenan) is not correct in one point—the statement that the tonil) is

" without inscriptions." On the middle .sarcophagus-lid, on the left-

hand si<le of the vestibule, Yusif's sharp eye detected faint traces of

letters, which I read

—

M€IXIMNOY

with considerable doubt as to the first two letters, and some little

uncertainty regarding the third and fourth. I should not wonder
if more inscriptions would be found could someone clean ofT the

filth with which all the sarcophagus-lids in the tomb are thickly

covered.

The local Jews use this tomb as a sort of {/enizah, and some
forlorn fragments of printed books, sodden and festering, are lying

about. I searched among this disagreeable heap for manuscripts,

but found nothing.

So, well satisfied w^ith the day's work, we returned to Safed.

Darkness had already fallen when we reached the neighbourhood of

the town. The hill-side w-as illuminated with the camp fires of

fugitives, still afraid to enter their houses for fear of the coming
earthquake. We were given to understand that the danger would

be passed if the earthquake should fail to take place that

night.

T/mrsdai/, dth Januarij.—Dr. Masterman and I rode first to the

Saracenic ruin Khun Jubb Vusif, the " inn of Joseph's pit." Beside

it is the pit, now" nearly filled up, into which, in defiance of all

topographical possibility, Joseph is said to have been cast. A
modern dome, with an Arabic inscription reading " Sacred place :

pit of Joseph, on whom be peace ! " has recently been erected over

the pit. The khan itself is built in an effective alternation of white

limestone and black basalt. A plan and description will be found

in the Memoirs, A^ol. I, p. 234.

From the khan we proceeded, by a shocking road, to the shape-

less ruins of Kadzeli (Chorazin). Here we found a large number of

fragments of carved stone, the dlyt'da meinhra of the synagogue.

This structure still awaits excavation. We found (under a heap of

manure) the fine niche figured in the Memoirs, Vol. I, p. 401, fig. 1

;

the stone shown in the lower figure on the same page we did not

see. A numlier of sketches which I made of other stones ai'e

reproduced on the accompanying Plate.

H 2
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Fig. 2 is a restoration of a much-injured capital : two of the

vohites and most of the egg in the centre have been brokeii away.

Fig. 3 is a small fragment built into the wely known as Sheikh

liamadan. Fig. 4 is a column base. Fig. 5 is the moulding of the

western door. Fig. 7 is the lintel moulding of the central south

door, which had a span of 6 ft. 8| in. Fig. 6 is the lintel moulding

of a side south door, with a span of 4 ft. 9 in. Fig. 9 is proliabl}' a

fragment of an ornamented stylobate : three sides (and presumably

the fourth, which is hidden by lying on the ground) are decorated

as shown. Fig. 10 is interesting, being the voussoir of an arch.

Fig. 11 is a fragment of a palm-leaf capital, like the famous column

under the Aksa Mosque. Fig. 12 is remarkable for the representa-

tion of a lion—motives drawn from the animal kingdom are

common in the Galilean synagogues. Figs. 13, 14, are specimens

of diapered columns, several fragments of which lie al)OUt. Fig. 14a

is a projection of the ornament on the shaft of fig. 14.

There are a few families of half-nomadic Arabs settled among

the ruins, who offered us antikas—a handful of bronze spangles,

a half-defaced Cufic coin—and a penny of His Majesty King

Edward VII. The proud possessor of the last-named treasure

informed us that he had found it five years before ; l)ut as the

coin was only three years old, we felt some little difficulty in

accepting this statement.

A curious mill-stone (?) lying in the middle of an ancient house

is added to the plate of carved stones from Kerazeh (fig. 15). It is

drawn to half the scale of the other stones illustrated.

Leaving Kerazeh we proceeded by way of Tal/mm to Tdbigha,

where in the German Catholic hospice we found shelter for the

night.

Friday, lOth January.—This day was devoted to the consideration

of the problem of Cajwnavm. It had seemed to me that here was

an excellent example of a controverted site to which the crucial test

of potsherds might be applied with a reasonable hope of success.

The result surpassed my expectations. The claims of TalMm were

triumphantly vindicated.

Four sites have been suggested for Capernaum from time to

time. These are :

—

(1) 'Ain Medaiowcrah, near Mejdel. The arguments for this

place are two. Better than any other spring on Gennesaret can

it be said to water the plain : and in its water is the coracin fish.
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These ure the two chiirncteristics of the " Fountain Capharnaiim "

mentioned by Josephus (/>../., Ill, x, 8). The fatal objection to this

identification is the total absence of ruins in the neighboiu-hood.

(2) Khurhet Minyc/i, for which numerous arguments have been

proposed from time to time ; but the single fact that every scrap of

pottery to be seen on the site is Arab entirely negatives them all.

An inspection of the site, and a comparison of the level of the ruin

with the level of the surrounding plain, is enough to show that the

o«i<»i&(«^

-.•^yt'Sfe^:*.,'.'*.

Fia. 5.—Tell 'Oreimeli, from Khurbet Minyeh.

Arab remains on the surface cover no earlier stratum. There icas,

therefore, no settlement here xvhatever in the time of Capernaum.

(3) Tell 'Oreimeh (fig. 5), a lai-ge mound between Minyeh and

Tabigha. This mound, when I saw it from a distance, seemed to

me as though it might be the real site of the long-lost city—a guess

in which I have been forestalled by others. When we climbed up

to the hill-top I was astonished to find that 'Oreimeh w the site of a

forgotten pre-I.<raeUfe atij, and that it had been deserted for ever

before the establishment of the Hebrew monarchy. As Minyeh is
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too late, 'Oieimeh is too early for its identification with Capernaum

to be possible.

There remains the large and important city represented by the

ruin called TalMm, with its elaborate synagogue, recently excavated

by the German society. To the many arguments that have been

advanced by supporters of this site may now be added the fact that

the pottery shows it to have flourished at exactly the period of the

glory of Capernaum.

I may be allowed a word in justification for the orthograj^hy of

the name of the site that I have here adopted, in preference to the

usual spelling. Tell Hdm. It is admitted that Capernaum = Caphar

Nalmm, "the A-illage of Xahum," which is known to reappear in

Talmudic writings in the modified form Caphar Tanhum. Also

Caphar, " -snllage," is supposed to have been altered to TrJI,

" mound," when the city fell to a ruin ; while " /ffini " is supposed

to be a contraction for Nalinm or Tanliiun. I find it difficult to

believe that the suggested contraction is possible: nor would any

Arabic speaker ever think of applying the word Tell, " mound," to

this flat, wide-spread ruin, which is essentially not a mound. It

seems to me more probal)le that the name is one word, Talhtuu

i^^i), not two, Tell Hum ( ^^ J;)-
These two forms would l)e

indistinguishable in pronunciation; but the first is easily explained

as simply a corruption of Tanhum, the L'apliar being dropped alto-

gether ; whereas the second, as Ave have seen, cannot be explained

except by some very doubtful assumptions. The mutation of n to /

is also illustrated by Berdawil, the curious form in which the name

of the Crusader king Baldinn appears in modern place-names.

If Talhfim be Capernaum, the "fountain of Capharnaum " de-

scribed by Josephus {loc. cif.) must be the great spring now known

as Birket 'Ali JJhaher. It is some distance from Talhum, l)ut this is

not a serious objection, so long as Capernaum is the nearest large

town to the spring. For when a spring has a name involving the

element caphar, Iccfr (" village "), it must l)e named from the neigh-

bouring settlement; whereas when a village has in its name the

element 'am ("spring")—as 'Ain Karim near Jerusalem— it must

be named from the water-source. A little thought will show that

the connexion l^etween the spring and the settlement must generally

be closer in the latter case—the spring being merely in the neigh-

bourhood of the settlement in the one, being the cause of the

existence of the settlement in the other. On the shores of the Sea
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of Giililee, the proMem of water-supply was never pie.ssiiig, so that

it is not necessary to assume that the spring Capharnaum was the

source of water for the town of the same name.

The two things that Josephus tells us about the spring is that it

contains the coracin fish, and waters the plain of Gennesaret. The

existence of the coracin in BirJcet 'Ali Dhaher has been denied, Ijut

Father Biever of Tabigha told us that he has seen the fish within it,

and Macgregor (liob Roy) has made the same observation. I do

not attach much weight to arguments from fauna, however, in view

Fig. 6.—^Aqueduct, Tell 'Orpinieli.

of the profound modifications that accidental changes of temperature

or of chemical substances in the Avater, earthquakes and other

natural catastrophes, human agency, etc., could produce in the

course of years. Through the great rock-cut aqueduct that runs

round the face of 'Oreimeh (fig. 6 shows a section of it), this

spring may be said to have watered the plain (juite as much as any

other source. That this is a true aqueduct, not a road as some have

sup]wsed, is proved (1) l)y the traces of cement lining it shows here

and there, (2) by the ueedlessness of a road round the southern end
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of 'Oreimeh, ;is there is an excellent road north of it, and (3) by the

existence of a branch, which does not appear to have been noticed

before, eWdentlj- intended to work a mill, traces of which remain.

I may mention that at Talhum, beside the synagogue (which as

before must be left to its excavators to describe) I noticed a sign of

ci^^lisation in the shape of a built drain running through the ruined

town.

Saturday, \Wi January.—The weather, till now propitious, broke

this day, and I was kept indoors by incessant rain.

Sunday, \2th January.—We learned to-day that we had been the

innocent cause of a recrudescence of the earthquake scare, by our

excursion to Tabigha. It was rumoured throughout the town that

the English doctor had " from the taste of the water " discovered

that the catastrophe was imminent, and had fled with his guest

—

leaving, it would appear, his family to their fate ! All manner of

stories were current as to what we had seen at Tabigha—a star had

fallen into the Sea of Galilee and turned its waters red and

undrinkable, and so forth. In the evening an emissary from the

Jewish colony of Ja'uneh, east of Safed, arrived to enquire into the

truth of these rumours, and to obtain the latest information as to

earthcjuake prospects.

Monday, l3fJi January.—In the morning the weather was still

inclement, but I went out in the morning Anth Yusif and took

a walk round the town itself, and made a few miscellaneous

observations.

The Muslim houses are almost all protected by the hand sign,

conventionally represented, boldly painted in blue over the door-

ways or at the sides. There are a number of old capitals and

bases hollowed through and used as well-heads in the streets of the

town; most of the former are common Attic bases and are of little

interest.

On a sheikh's tomb, in the middle of one of the streets, we

found a trace of the Crusaders in the shape of a fragment, aliout

15 cm. high, inscribed in Lombardic letters. This fragment after-

wards had a sad fate. While I was copying it a man came up and

asked Yusif what it signified. Yusif unfortunately said he could

not read it, as it was Latin. Two or three days afterwards,

happening to pass the same tomb, we found that the stone had

disappeared : no doubt our interrogator, or some other loafer who

had heard the question and answer, had removed it, to prevent the
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holiness of the sheikh from being furthei- profaned by this infidel

stone. There are a ininiber of uninteresting fragments of modern

Arabic inscriptions, broken from a neighl)0uring water-tower, also

lying on the tomb.

In the afternoon Dr. Masterman and I visited the remains at

Nehratein, where is the foundation of a small synagogue, partly

excavated by the Orient-Gesellschaft. The settlement dates from

Ptolemaic to Arab times. I made a not very successful attemi)t to

copy the enigmatical Hebrew inscription carved on the fallen lintel

of the synagogue. On the hill above is en-Nehrali^ a smaller settle-

ment of the same date. There are here to be seen a number of

column-drums and bases. I suspect that these are the relics of

another synagogue, though the German excavators have searched

for one without success. We noticed traces which resembled the

foundation of a rectangular building about 40 feet broad, with

a single column base appearing above ground in one corner.

TucmIiuj, lifli Januaiij.—The weather was hopelessly bad all day.

Wednesday, loth January.—The weather continued bad, but I

was able to visit Jami'a el-Ahmar, the oldest mosque in the town.

It has a Saracenic doorway, having a partially defaced Arabic

inscription over it. Inside there is nothing of antiquity to see but

two Byzantine capitals of simple Corinthian pattern. There is a

plain octagonal capital, of large size, used as a well-head outside the

mosque. Into the wall of the neighbouring shrine of the Bamt

Hdinid there is a pretty liit of Byzantine scroll-work built.

Returning we came over the castle hill, and I noted the following

corrections to the plan in S.JF.F. Memoirs, Vol. I, p. 249 :

—

(1) To the wall of the outer bailey add circular external towers,

corresponding exactly in position with the similar towers, which are

correctly represented in the plan to the inner bailey wall.

(2) Add a cistern in the middle of the extreme south end of the

mound that represents the keep.

(3) Add another cistern in the middle of the keep.

(4) Delete the small square block of masonry at the north-east

of the inner bailey, which, whatever it was, has disappeared.

There is an old cannon lying in the outer bailey at the south-

east. "We picked up a small silver coin of Sultan Selim, and a small

fragment of a damascened scabbard in the ruins.

ThamJay, \m, and Friday, Mih Janmry.—The storm continued

and made outdoor work impossible.
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Satunhuj, 18/// laKnarii.—Taking udvantage of a break in the

storm, I paid, with Yusif, a hurried second Aisit to Nehratein, in

order to try to improve on my copy of the inscription. The break

proved deceptive, for torrents of rain began to fall while we were

on the way ; at last, however, it held off long enough to enable us

to take two squeezes, necessarily imperfect, as the dampness and

cloudiness of the atmosphere prevented their drying properly.

They supplement each other, however ; and with their aid and the

help of a pencil ru1jl)ing, and the copy made earlier in the week, I

am able to present the following as a facsimile of this perplexing

legend (fig. 7).

I cannot claim to do more than afford materials for someone

more expert than I in late Semitic epigraph}^ to work upon. The

extraordinar}' farrago of Hebrew letters, contractions, and signs

seemingly quite arbitrary, is to me altogether unintelligiljle.

Sunday, 19//< Junimri/.—On this day took place the funeral of

the late Herr Josef MiklasicAvicz, Consular Agent in Safed for

Great Britain and for Austria, Avho had died on the previous day

in the eighty-fourth year of his age. The funeral service was con-

ducted in the private chapel of the residence where he had lived for

fifty-one years. He was an enthusiastic student of oriental manners

and customs. Through the kindness of his son and successor,

Herr Ladislaus ISIiklasiewicz, I have been permitted to refer to, and

extract a few notes from some of his private diaries, which inci-

dentally contain very valuable observations on the native life he saw

around him. Such careful and conscientious note-takers are rare,

and the loss of any of them deserves to be recorded by a Society

like ours with deep regret.

Monday, 20th January.—Eenewed rain all da}'.

Tuesday, 2lsf January.—The rain still continuing, I went with

Yusif to examine the one rock-cut tomb known to exist in the

neighljourhood of ^ided. It is entered by an insignificant hole in

the ground, just outside the boundary of the Hdrel el-Kurdd. It

is of very curious design, Ijeing divided up by colonnades into

chambers : I have never seen another cave of similar type. Yusif

heard it called Mughdret 'Anl'drh, whatever that may mean, but

there is another and more intelligible name, Mwjhdrct el-K%ifdr,

" the cave of the infidels." This latter name is due to the fact

that when first discovered it was found to Ijc quite full of human

bones. These are explained as being the bones of the Crusader
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garrison uf the castle, who were slaughtered and whose bodies were

here cast. Large cinantities of these bones have disappeared, but

a fair number are left ; and from measurements I made of them,^

it seemed to me highly proljable that the local tradition which

accounts for them is for once correct. The indicated stature is

rather superior to the average stature of the inhabitants of the

country. I am indebted to Dr. Masterman for verifying my
guesses that some pathological peculiarities I noticed in turning

over the bones were due to rheumatoid arthritis or to syphilitic

affections. Some of the skulls showed caries of some form, and one

had an injury, evidently the effect of a blow on the temple, which

had probably been the cause of death.

JFediusday, 22nd January.—At last, the long-continued rain-storm

came to an end, and the morning broke fine and frosty. Dr. Mas-

terman and I set off together on the road we had previously taken

to Meiron, which we followed as far as Bir esh-Shih. We then took

the road to Sufsaf. On the way we passed an old track, crossing

ours at right angles, leading apparently from Khurbet Keyumeh to

Kaditha. This road is not marked on the inch map. Continuing

further, we passed a dolmen, consisting of three stones on end

supporting a cover-slab; the cover-slab measures about 7| by 8| by

1 foot. Close by is a second dolmen, which has fallen into ruin.

At Sufsaf we saw the fragments of carved stone liuilt into the

modern mosque. These are exactly as they are represented in

SJF.P. Memoirs, vol. I, plate facing p. 257, save that the left-hand

of the two moulded voussoirs at the side has disappeared in some

repair of the structure.

From Sufsaf we proceeded through a cold, biting wind to

El-Jish. The description of this place in the SJF.P. Memoirs, Vol. I,

p. 224, needs some supplementing.

First, there seems no special reason to believe in the existence of

the synagogue in the town at all : the only ground for asserting it

seems to be the presence of fragments of columns, capitals, bases,

stylobates, lintels, etc., lying about or utilised as building material

in the modern houses. These might, however, belong to any sort

of building, iuid need not be assumed to have formed part of a

synagogue.

' Particulars regarding tlicse bones will be published later ; to insert them

liere wouJd swell unduly this already lengthy paper.
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Secondly, there are the f»)Uiul;itions of one synagogue outside

the town, in a valley to the cast. It is 1>y no means obvious why

this should have been erected so far from the city : there is a little

Koman pottery in the fields about, but no trace of any extensive

occupation immediately round the site. Excavations have been

made in this synagogue l)y the Orient-Gesellschaft. When we

came up to it we found a native measuring one of the stones of the

ruin. He evidently mistook me for a mem1)er of the German

excavating party, for he came to me to ask if I would allow him to

take " only one very little stone " to fill a gap in his house. I took

it upon me to say that I could not allow anything of the sort under

any circumstances—but, of course, whatever little respite I may

Ccm /O 2C 3C 40 So

Fio. 8.—Lintel and fragment of sculpture, El-Jisli.

have ^thereby gained for this interesting structure can only be

temporary.

As before, the task of describing the building must be left in

courtesy to the excavators, but I may be allowed a word or two on

the inscription carved on a fallen column drum, as there are several

misunderstandings about it in the Memoirs. There is a worthless

copy (Vol. I, p. 225) given with the remark that it was " probably

written by some Jew who came to lament over the noble Ixiildings

of his ancestors." A few lines further down Kenan's description is

quoted. He unaccountably places the synagogue north of the town,

and then gives a translation of the inscription ("Joseph Ben Nahum
built this arch. May a blessing fall upon him !

"), after which is the

comment, " The column and inscription have now apparently disap-
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peared." The}' are, however, still intact, and I forward a rul)biiig.

It is not necessary to reproduce it here, as the inscription has already

l)een accurately rendered by Renan in the Mi^-^ion de Fh<'nir'ie.

In the town itself, we were fortunate in getting the guidance of

an intelligent young man employed as schoolmaster for the Maronite

inhabitants, who showed us e^erything to l)e seen in the town. The

most interesting stone is the lintel (fig. 8), now over the door of

the Maronite Church.^ The smaller stone in the same figure is l)uilt

into the wall of a conventual building attached to the Greek

chiu'ch. This convent fell into ruins in a heavy rain a few years

ago. In the INIaronite Chuix-h the confessional l)Ox is decorated

with three skulls placed on top.

An essay might be Aviitten on a comparative study of styles of

house surface decoration in variolas parts of Palestine. In Safed

several house-doors are ornamented by a kind of scale-pattern in

open fretwork, applied to the surface of the door. In Sufsaf I

noticed several doors decorated with a .<nn('r of hemispherical de-

pressions, as though produced by l)lows of a round-ended hammer.

The inhal)itants of el-Jish are fond of sculptuiitig on the lintels of

doorways ornaments consisting of hexagons in circles and similar

geometrical devices, also (in the Christian quarter) quaint figures of

animals. Over an opening in a house near the Greek church there

is a lintel of four stones forming a flat arch, the face of which is

divided l)y little pillars, ])etween which are rude figures of animals

—an elephant, an ostrich, and two unrecognizable.

Several houses in el-Jish have a little circular mirror let into the

stone above the doorway. In a ruined house I found specimens of

an effective form of mural decoration, consisting of an arrangement

of mud ropes applied to the wall, forming spaces filled by a criss-

cross of reeds, the whole Itcing then washed thickl\' o\er with lime

cream.

South of the city there is a fine sarcophagus, now much broken,

!-esembling, Imt not identical with, that shown in the SJF.r.

Memoirs, Vol. 1, p. 224. Near this Is lying a stone measuring

») ft. 10 in. X 4 ft. Tin. x 3 ft. 9|in., having a double grave cut in

it, close to which are two similar stones almost buried in the ground.

The whole looks like the disjecta membra of a structure like the sarir

at Khurbet Shem'a, above described.

' The crosses are, of course, later additions.
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Keturniiiir to Sated we took the more direct road aviMdini;

Sufsat", and jjassing on the way the JJirket el-Jish. This groat

reservoir is said in the Mcnwirs (Vol. I, p. 217) to contain water all

the yeai' : and the statement is repeated by a writer in Hastings'

IHcHonarij of fhc Jiihle, s.v. "Lake." I found, however, by several

enquiries, that it dries regularly dining summci'.

Thnrsdoi/, 23?v/ Jdnuary.—This day was devoted to a visit to

Kffr Bi'rhii, where there were two synagogues. One of these has

Iteen cleared l)y the Orient-Gesellschaft. I made an eflibrt to copy

the Hebrew inscription over one of the windows : I regret that I

had not Kenan's transcript by me at the time. What I made of it

was this meaningless succession of letters

—

The inscription is too faint to see clearly, especially at the beginning.

The second synagogue has totally disappeared ; the magnificent

gateway {Mciiwirs, Vol. I, plate facing p. 232) was destroyed within

the last few years for building material by a local stonemason.

Friday, lUh January.—The morning was devoted to preparation

for departure fi'oni Safed. In the afternoon we walked to Jebel

Kina'an, from which a fine view is to be obtained of the Bahr

el-Huleh and the Sea of Tiberias, with the section of the Jordan

between them. Returning round the head of valley north of .Safed,

we noticed a hole in a section of the cliff, to which we climbed.

It proved to he the opening to a water-conduit cut in the rock,

which had been broken into l)y quarrying. There is no special

reason to suppose it an aqueduct of very ancient date : it may have

been part of the work done by Dhaher el 'Amer in Safed.

Saturday, 25fh January.—Left Safed aliout 9 a.m. and proceeded

to Haftin, which (owing to some annoying delays on the way) I did

not succeed in reaching till nearly 3 in the afternoon. The time

did not permit for the deflection to Irhh/ which I had promised

myself. From Hattin proceeded to the carriage-road, as yet un-

finished, fi'om Nazareth to Tiberias, joining it at KJiurbeh Meskeneh,

an extensive Roman and Byzantine site. There are many caves

and rock-tombs here, as well as foundations of bouses. There is

also a large reservoir, just by the road-side, which is used as a

robbers' lair at night-time.

On the way Yusif entertained me with gossip he had heartl in

Safed respecting the father of our muleteer, who, it seems, had
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been a noted robber in his day. The following is a specimen of

these tales of oriental rascality :—Many years ago, a great " lord,"

apparently English, came to Safed, and arranged with the Caim-

macam of the period to have his camp guarded by a force of twenty

(price, 1 mejidi or 20 piastres each). The hero of the tale tried to

be engaged, but failed. So, coming by night to a hiding-place, he

stripped off his clothes, tied something which would simulate a tail

to himself, and stole up to the camp on hands and knees. The

watchmen thought it was a large dog, and endeavoured to scare it

off by the cry wishf, which, as we have recently been told in the

Quarterly Statement, is the expression used for the purpose. The

"dog "came up, stealing nearer and nearer, now retreating, now

advancing, till he seized the opportunity of darting into the tent.

Then he seized the " lord's " box, shouldered it and made oft' through

the guards in the darkness. lie recovered his clothes and brought

his plunder to the castle, broke it open, and found to his disgust

nothing in it but garments. He appropriated a small selection of

these and hid the remainder in the castle. Next morning there was

of course great excitement over the missing box ; the Englishman

had a stormy interview with the Caimmacam, and departed for

Beyrout breathing out threatenings and slaughter. The poor

Caimmacam in despair proceeded to arrest everybody he could lay

hands on, till the prison was too full to hold anyone else.

Meanwhile, the thief's brother conceived a suspicion that no one

else could have committed the robbery except his notorious relative.

So he went to the house, where he found him sleeping the sleep of

the just. Waking him roughly he seized him by the throat, and

demanded to know where was the box. After some parley the

thief confessed ; the brother went to the castle, found the box, and

bore it to the Caimmacam : that functionary immediatel}' sent a

number of soldiers to overtake its owner, restore the property, and

request him kindly to overlook the inconvenience to which he had

been subjected. The thief's brother was one of the escort sent with

the box.

And so the box was restored, and the owner opened it, and

slipped out the inner lining, revealing to the astonished and envious

eyes of the escort " more gold pieces than there were in all tSafed
"

in the false bottom. So the Ijrother returned, and said to the thief,

** Fool that you are, next time you steal a box, break it in pieces

!

"

Reached Nazareth about 7.30 p.m.
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MoHiIai/, '11th Jannari/.—Rode from Nazareth to Jentn l»y the

miinterestiiif^ muleteer route across the Phiin of Esdraelon. Arriving

at .lenin (where, as at Nahhis, tlie Ilaniburg-Amcrica Company have

recently established a hotel) two hours before sunset, I devoted the

time to an examination of the ruins of Bel'dnieJi, about half a mile

to the south. T was surprised tn liiid them of considerable impor-

tance ; they are hardly mentioned in the Memoirs, an extract from

<4u('rin alone being given. The following observations will therefore

l»e useful :

—

Bel'ameh (Il)leam) is an enormous fflJ, about the size of the

mound of Gezer, though ])eing approximately circular instead of

long and narrow it is difficult to compare their areas by an eye

estimation. There is no very distinct evidence of the depth of

accumulation, which inust, however, be considerable. The ground

is here and there pitted by conical depressions which possibly mark

the positions of cisterns. There is one cave, now l)locked, on the

liill-top : a circular shaft (in addition to the entrance) is cut in the

roof of the chaml)er, and there is a cup-mark at the mouth.

A large area of the hill is occupied by an extensive keep, now

completely ruined all save one corner ; this building is apparently of

Crusader date. There is also a modern tceli/ or saint's tomb. .Vt its

entrance is lying the fragment of an Attic base. I did not find the

tunnel described by Guerin.

The city has been inhabited continuously from the Amorites to

the Early Arabs, and potsherds of every period are strewn over the

ground. Besides these I found some fragments of stone bowls (such

;is are common in Palestine about 1000 B.C.), one small fragment of

a Cypriote vessel, and some flints. I also picked up a Rhodian

jar-handle, inscril)ed :

—

EniAIZ
XYAINOY

TH('.<dai/, 2S/A Januaifj.—From Jenin to Nal)lus by the ordinary

muleteer roiite vi& Jeba' and Beit Imrin. The first settlement

passed on the road is the important village of Kxhatii/fh. There is

a little Roman pottery on the plain l)elow. A peculiarity of this

village is the great heaps of firewood before each of the houses.

This is said to be due to a local custom, j^revalent only in this and

the immediately neighbouring villages, whereby the girls of a family

devote their spare time to collecting firewood and storing it up till

1
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they many, when they have it hy tlieni to use in their new homes.

There is a well-cut olive-press in the rock on the hill-top.

The short road from Jeba' to Nablus is l>ad, wearisome, and

monotonous, and it is well worth while following the longer route

by Sebasteh.

At Nablus, Herr Hesselschwert of the hotel showed me, among

a number of antiquities he had acquired, a curious vessel in bronze

and a haematite seal-cylinder, the latter from Beisan is here

illustrated (fig. 9),

Tl M

Fig. 9.— CylinckT-soal from Beisan.

JVednesdai/, '29 fh Janiiari/.—Of the well-beaten path Ijetween

Nablus and Jerusalem, the transit of which occupied this day, there

is nothing new to say. I reached Jerusalem al>out 5 p.m., just in

time to escape a furious torrent of rain.
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THE BEDOUIN OF THE SINAITIC PENINSULA.

{Continved from p. 33.)

By W. E, Jennings-Bkamley, Esq.

XVIII. Food.

The hospitality of the Bedouin is proverbial. The guest is

made welcome ; it being even a woman's duty to entertain in her

huslnind's absence and press the guests to accept the hospitality

>.\\e has to otter. In an encampment, the different owners of tents-

vie with each other who shall entertain the stranger, who has

sometimes to assist at lengthy and heated discussions before the

i|uestion is decided as to who shall have the honour of receiving him.

Generosity with them is the first of virtues and ranks even higher

than courage. To be hospitable is the first of duties, and if it fall

to a poor man of the tribe to receive a guest, and he have neither

kid, sheep, or young camel to kill for his entertainment, he may
take one of his neighbour's for the purpose, it being luiderstood

that he will repay it when he can. His neighbour could not refuse

him the loan, as it would be to the discredit of the whole tril)e

were an}' member of it not able to do the necessary honour. On
these occasions more meat than usual is consumed, and the Arab

has wonderful powers when the occasion offers itself. They simply

gorge till nothing is left ; a man's portion being never less than

from 2 to 3 lbs. One old Bedouin, in the agonies of a bad attack

of indigestion, repelled my advice to be more moderate in future,

with the assurance that he preferred indigestion to moderation !

In a general way most eat meat once a week if they can possibl}'

aftord it, and those who live near the hills need not depend on

their Hocks for this, as they can hunt the ibex. My man Sulei-

man has one son whose whole business is ibex huntins: for his

father's tent.

All kinds of meat arc generally boiled, the whole of tiic fat of

till' animal being put into the pot as well. The entrails, the liver

iiutl heart are usually sent on before, to the menzil, to be eaten

I 2
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while the rest is still cooking, these odds and ends requiring less

time, and being prepared simply enoi;gh, viz., by being thrown

on to the hot cinders and allowed to burn for a few minutes. The

children who collect in numbers round the menzil, when a feast

is going on, are thrown most of these bits which are not considered

as forming part of the real meal, but take the place of hars d'ceuvres.

The whole of the inside of the sheep, such parts as are quite uneat-

able, are thrown on to the fire with the idea that they impart

a pleasant flavour to the meat which is in course of being cooked

above them. No woi'ds can describe the stench that rises from

them, but the appetite of a Bedoviin gastronomist is not affected

by such trifles, if indeed he notices it at all. Round bread, thin

as a pancake, is served with the meat and is also dipped in the

boiled fat, and handed round by itself, as an extra delicacy to the

most honoured of those present. In the Sinai Peninsula it is

the custom to cut the meat up into as many portions as men

present, and hand a helping to each ; but on the other side of the

'Arabah, all the tribes, beginning with the Huitat and eastward,

serve the sheep up whole on a bed of boiled rice, in a large wooden

dish they call a battia.

The guests sitting round help themselves by tearing bits off

the carcase, which in an incredible time is nothing but a skeleton,

the rice having taken the place of bread.

The method of eating rice is this. A handful is taken and

slowlv pressed in the palm with the closed fingers, until it acquires

the form and about the consistency of a croquette, and then, and

not till then, is it put into the mouth.

At the time when the goat or sheep is being killed for the

proposed feast, some of its blood is collected in a bowl, and with

it, by means of a sort of brush made Avith twigs of refem, the camel

of the guest, in whose honour the feast is given, is marked. Each

tribe has its special mark for this ceremony, and it is not the

same as the zvasm. Should the traveller on the succeeding

nif^ht, or nights, be the guest of other members of the same tribe,

it would be a disgrace to them did they not renew the mark by

passing fresh blood over it ; a custom fraught with unpleasantness

in a land of flies.

On one occasion I had sent on my camels to water with a slave

belonging to my man Suleiman, whilst I remained l)ehind with him.

At the well the slave met his master's son, who killed a sheep in
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lioiioiir of the patron saint of the phicc—a saintly sheikh— and

marked my camels with the blood of a sheep he killed to propitiate

the saint. Though killed in honour of the saint, his votaries ate

the sheep.

The feast is preceded hy a drink of camel's milk offered to the

stranger by the camel owners. As an Aral» can drink about four

pints at a time, it is not so trifling a gift as it might seem. I have

often been laughed at for my lack of powers, two full glasses being

the very most I could swallow at a time. Milk is the staple food

of the Bedouin while under the tents, or during the rubia. A dish

of butter and l)utter-milk mixed is often brought with or without

liread. They rarely drink fresh milk, l)ut milk straight into skins

kept for the purpose, which are lined, from constant use, with a

coating in appearance and prol^ably in taste very like cream cheese.

Before offering you milk, they almost always shake it up in these

skins, a process which imparts a peculiar flavour to it. It is

a curious fact that the milk of goats, who have been fed on reteiii,

has a peculiar effect on many people. After drinking it, their

heads swim and they have to sleep off the effect. 1 have even

seen a negro whose symptoms were those of slight intoxication.

The goats themselves which come from Ara])ia, and feed on this

bush for the first time, often die, and are nearly always made ill

))y it, until they gradually become accustomed.

Besides milk in different forms the Aral;)s eat what they call

kalia, which is simply corn roasted either on a griddle or by being

thrown on a pot full of hot cinders. Something more in the nature

of a dish is made with half-baked bread taken while still hot and

re-kneaded w-ith water until it becomes paste again, and on this

semen (clarified butter) is poured and stirred up w'ith it. Another

of their dishes consists simply of onions fried in oil, the onion

being sometimes boiled before it is fried. AVhile speaking of their

different uses of milk, I should mention a sort of cheese which is

made by milking into cans and taking nothing Ijut the froth, which

is churned until it solidifies. This the camel-herds use as a sub-

stitute for Ijread during the grass season. In camp all meat,

whatever it may be, is ])oiled, l)ut in the desert the Arabs have

another way of cooking whatever animal they may succeed in

shooting or catching—such as hare, gazelle, or ibex. The animal

is cut open—not skinned—and well cleaned. A trench is dug out

and lined with large stones, and on these a wood fire is made and
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allowed to burn down until nothing hut hot charcoal is left. The

stones, now hot, are then moved away and the animal laid on

the remaining hed of live charcoal, the back with the hair and

skin still on it upwards, and on this the hot stones are placed.

Then the whole is covered in with earth or sand. In a quarter

of an hour it is cooked, the skin comes ofl' quite easily, and the

meat is juicy and well done. In baking meat or bread in this way

it is important to avoid using the wood of the tarfa tamarisk, for

the reason that when burnt the wood at once becomes dust, in

which those small salt crystals (which catch the moisture l)y which

the plant lives) are unpleasantly perceptible to the taste in any

food which has come in contact with them.

AVild figs, water melons, a few dates, and a fruit they call

la!<mh are aliout all that come their way. This last, the lassah,

is in shape and colour not unlike a fig. Its colour is a bright

Vermillion and it is full of seeds. It is juicy with a mustard-like

taste and has aperient properties.

The huftfiiii female tree, for there are male and female trees,

bears a fruit, or rather berry, but it is not much eaten. It is red

and hangs in grape-like clusters, and the berry has no marked

taste but is unpleasantly astringent to the mouth. It is used in

some parts for tanning the ^vater-skins. The leaves, however, are

a very favourite food of goats. The interest that attaches to these

trees arises from the fact that, according to Bedouin lore, they

were planted by the JuJk'iI, "the old people," and that it is now

impossible, in their opinion, to propagate them either from seed

or from cuttings. These trees are to be found in great numbers in

one wady named after them, the Wady Buttum ; and it is the scene

of many supernatural apparitions ! Two hills that rise side by side

in it are haunted, one by a ghostly gamoose, the other by a wolf

equally supernatural by i-eputation, but very normal in habits, to

judge by the only authenticated stories I could hear of him. In

one instance he killed and ate a giil who had strayed too near

his lair. In another, on being fired at by a man, he disappeared.

The wolf in question was, however, probably one of the few

leopards to be found now and again in the Peninsula, but the

legendary fame of the AN'olf of the A\'ady has gained ground on

the strength of these two incidents.

The trees are under the special care of the Hanatta Arabs of

the Heiwat tri1)e, who allow travellers to pick the leaves, but see
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thut they neither cut wood for l>urniiig, nor otherwise injure them.

Tradition suys one of the trees h;is been left as a "guest" tree

since the day on which a certain woniiin, passing by with her goats,

wished the leaves iniglil tall to the ground that her Hock might

eat. Next morning, obedient to her wish, the leaves lay scattered

at her feet. This was taken as a sign that in future they were

to be considered as daif (guest). A man is once said to have cut

down a IniitCnn tree to make charcoal, but its struggles in the fire

were such, that he, and all Arabs after him, have taken the warning

and have ever since regarded the buttum tree as sacred. The

probable reason of the tixrmoil was the amouTit of resin in the

wood, of which even the clove-like, brittle flowers of the male tree

are full.

The Arabs in Sinai do not use camel's milk for anything but

drinking, but employ goat's milk for the cheese, butter, and solidi-

fied milk which they make. That of mares is too scarce to be

taken into account, and the pasturage so poor, that under any

circumstances there would only be just enough for the foal. In

Arabia, I hear cheese is made of camel's milk. An Arab's super-

stition is that the milk of a red camel whose mother was red, and

whose calf is red, has medicinal properties of the nature of a tonic

or pick-me-up.

Among themselves milk is oflered as a free gift, and as such

accepted. With strangers, although no payment is demanded, there

is no o])jection to receiving it, and it is best given in kind. In

their eyes, a courteous way of doing this is to return the bowl

in which the milk was ofiered, full of either rice, coffee, or flour—

whichever happens to be at hand.

XIX. Blood Revenge.

According to Bedouin ideas, no reparation can be sought for

the lives of those who have been killed in fair fight—on a raiding

expedition for instance; but any life taken in a private quarrel

must be revenged by the relations of the victim. The murderc.'t;

family, from the grandfather (should he be living) down to the

sixth generation on the nuik line, are held responsible for the life

taken, and any member of the dead man's family may kill at sight

any one of these, wherever he may chance to meet them. Under

these circumstances, the })est thing to be done is to get out of
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tlie way ; and l)oth families on hearing the news often escape to

new ground, generally seeking safety and shelter with some friendly

tril)e : a Hewi (c_>»»), for instance, with the Terral)in Arabs,.

a Teki with the Masa. Friends of either families bring the subject

up lu'fore the Sheikhs either at once, or whenever they think the

quarrel has lasted long enough. It is then necessary to com-

pute the fines to be paid, for the original murder, for suljsequent

ones, and for any wounds given or received on either side. The

Sheikhs in council decide this mlh ( i^), "reparation," as it is

called, but there is a regular tariff, if I may use the word, to guide

them. For a man's life, forty camels and a woman—with the

alternative of five more camels in lieu of the woman, an alternative

generally chosen as more conduciA-e to a lasting peace. For the

life of a Moman or child, 160 camels—that is to say, four times the

penalty demanded for the life of a man.

It is in the hands of the Sheikhs to modify these conditions-

according to the circumstances of the case. In computing these

fines, one dromedary {sdji) is considered to equal five ordinary

camels. Considering the consequences to them of the crime, it is

only natural that all the relations of the murderer will readily

assist him to pay the fine inflicted by the Sheikhs. In the few cases

where a woman is included and accepted in reparation, she remains

with the family of the murdered man and is married to his nearest

relation, with whom she must remain until her son, by this enforced

marriage, is old enough to carrv his sword ; she is then free to-

return to her own people, but after so long an absence she very

rarely cares to leave.

Should the matter not be settled by the paying of suUi, murder

and retaliatory murder nvAy go on for generations, l)ut should no

further l)lood have been shed in the meantime, the matter come*

to an end with the passing away of the sixth generation, counting

from the murderer's grandfather.

In computing the value of a man killed. Bedouins are very

logical. It is evident that if one of their leading men, or well-

known warriors, is murdered, the loss to the tribe or family is

great. The murderer, on the other hand, may lie some un-

known useless hanger-on, whose death would in no M'ay weaken

the fighting strength of his own people. To kill him would give

them little satisfaction; they pass him by and do their utmost to
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kill Olio they consitler ciju.il in iiiiportaiiii; to the iiuiu they have

lost. In the same way, should a woman kill a man, a man of her

taiiiilv o!' tril)e, and not she, is made to pay the penalty of blood.

Ill some cases, so Sheikh Suleiman el-Awamra told me, the feud

may he iMought to an end, after one life has l>een taken in expiation

of the original murder, by the avenger, whoever he may be, dipping

his handkerchief in the 1)lood of the man he has killed and t;iking

it to the family as a token that there the matter ends—a life having

been taken for a life. It rests with the others to accept or refuse

the reconciliation.

The great object of all tribes is to keep up their fighting

strength on an equality with that of their neighbours, which explains

why not only must the penalty to be exacted be estimated by the

number, but also by the importance of the men lost on either side.

A woman or child could only be killed unintentionally, and

the matter would be settled by the payment of a heavy fine.

I have only heard of one instance where several were killed by

raiders, and that was when they fell upon an encampment at night

while the (fa/deh was being danced. The raiders fired indiscrimin-

ately into the group, and four or five women were shot. Such

things may happen now and then, l)Ut they are rare, and Bedouin

feeling is strongly against either women or children being touched.

{To he con ft mini.)

THE CHURCH OF ST. STEPHEN.

By C. K. Spyrtdoxidis, Jerusalem.

Bkfore we arrive at Gethsemane, just at the place where we learn,

by tradition, that Stephen was stoned, there is a field which some

years ago was bought by the liew Epthimios, the treasurer of

the Holy Sepulchre. The Mohammedans say that the blood of the

sacrifices offered by the Jews in the temple flowed through this

place. The area of it must l»e aliout three thousand square metres.

Before I commenced constructing I heard from a Mohammedan

that this place must be a very interesting one, as there were found
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in it muuy large chiselled stones. Through it jKisses the general

sewer of the city. In levelling this field 1 found ditlerent things,

hut at present cniuiot speak about them ; it must suftice to refer

to two inscriptions found, nne on a piece of marhle, which says :

»{. AYTH H nVAH TOY KYPIOY €IC6A€YCU)NTAI
€N AYTH

!< Ari€ CTe<t>AN€ €YZ

The second one was found on another large stone and reads:

+ MNHMA MAPIAC PWMeAC

The inscription of the marljle has ])een taken from Ps. cxv, '20.

The marble is somewhat broken at the edges, and T think that

after the (4reek woik AYTH comes the word AIKAIOI, and

after CT6<t>AN€ €YZ, Al YHEP HMLON. The characters

of the first inscription lead us to believe that they were written

in the fourth century. Usually the above inscription is found

on the door-sills of Greek churches.

The dimensions of the marble are 17f in. x 9i in., and of the

stone 24| in. x 37| in.

Further above where these slabs were lying there was found

a well, which is carefully constructed and appears to have l)een

newly plastered, but is nearly filled with earth and stones.

At present we have not fully completed the excavations, so

cannot give further information.

The first inscription, according to the Greek orthography, has

one mistake which I indicate by a line

:

€IC€A€YCtONTAI = €IC€A€YCONTAI

The second one has another one which I also note

:

PU)M€AC = PtOMAIAC

The inscriptions seem to be sufficient evidence that this is the

exact spot where stood St. .Stephen's original church.
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GOLGOTHA ON MOUNT ZION.

By the Rev. W. ¥. Birch, M.A.

{Continued from Q.8.,'£. 7G.)

The traditional site of the Holy Sepulchre, in spite of its-

collapse, deserves some notice for its man}^ religious associations.

The most illustrious of the Latin Fathers favoured the connec-

tion of Golgotha with Zion, when on Psalm ii he grouped together

('(ilran/, the title on the Cross, Ji'e.r Jadaorum, and the words,

" I am appointed Kiiuj hy Him over Sion." To a Jew, first, how-

ever, it was given to gain a glimj^se of this connection.

Although both Nehemiah (Quarfcrh/ Statement, 1885, p. 102)

placed the city of David which is Zion (1 Kings viii, 1) on the

southern part of the eastern ridge, and also Josephus, in para-

phrasing 1 Mace, thrice substituted the Temple for Mount Zion,

yet the early Christians united in accepting the S.W. hill as Zion..

In thus adopting the wrong one of only two possible hills, they

evinced astounding ignorance of Jerusalem topography ; while

Eusebius, with equal recklessness, gave currency to an anonymous

fable that impious men covered up on a western position a (cave or)

tomb which, according to prophecy (siqrra, p. 75), must have l)een

hewn on the eastern hill. In place of this episcopal cock-and-bull

story let mo give a better (I would even say the real) account,

gathered from Golgotha, p. 186 s(/., since the later fathers throw

considerable light on the matter.

Constantino's demand was unreasonable when he ordered

Macarius to l)uild a house of prayer on the scene of the

Resurrection. As Mount Zion, beautiful for situation, was then

befogged, how was a small site like (jolgotha to be descried T

This Bishop of Jerusalem was, however, a very subtil man. At
first he may have Iteen dismayed, but he quickly rose to the

emergency. Enormous exertions were made to disco^er Golgotha,

honest no doubt, but still frantic, since incongruous methods were
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l)leiulc'<l, viz., prayers to win the secret from heaven, tortures to

wrest it from the Jews, not to add rewards promised from Helena's

stores. At this Lritieal juinture one Judas, a Hebrew from beyond

the iMiplirates, perhaps looking for redemption in .Jerusalem, ;ind

PALESTINE tXI'LORATlON FI'NP

EngU/ih Z. 50O 1000
Scale

3000Feet.

Plan of tlie Ancient Walls on fclio Northern Side of Jerusalem.

well-disposed to the Christians, in reading Isaiah for his comfort,

observed in Chapter xxv, 7, that the Resurrection was connected

with Mount Zion. Here he espied a providential clue. No
Ophelite was at hand to explain Nehemiali and show that (Zion)
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the citv of David was on the eastern ridge, between Siloam and the

Temple. Yet, as a son of a book-worm, Judas either was luckily

al)le at once to lay his hand on a " sketch (of Jerusalem) come to

him by paternal inheritance," or, on poring over a first edition of

the Wars of Josephus written for his eastern countrymen, stumbled

over the obiter dirtwn {Intius crpditvin) gloss of that careless histoi'ian,

that the Upper City (on 8.W. hill) Avas by David named Mcsudah,

?>., "fort" (2 Sam. v, 9, "David dwelt in the fort and called it the

city of David," which is Zion). Christians could tell him Golgotha

was outside Jerusalem; his own Scriptures bade him walk about

Zion. He essayed to do so, and then, over against him on the

slope of a hill to the north of what he took to be Zion, he detected

tempting traces of a Jewish cemetery. Accordingly, on reflection,

this shrewd Jew launched the assertion, "Yonder heathen temple

covers the site of Golgotha and the tomb of Jesus." His word was

readily accepted, and the ground cleared, when, lo and behold \ a

cave was found and joyfully hailed by Jews and Gentiles as the

Tomb. Surely impious men had tried to conceal it ! Judas, too,

hereby, like Daniel, saved his kin, gained coin ; finally he joined

the Church, and, having put her under a deep obligation, deserved

to be called Saint Kyriacus, discoverer of the Holy Sepulchre. This

Inventio, wholly erroneous, was hardly a fraud, pious or impious,

although a mischievous priest (Jewish) had a hand in it. Had

Judas perused Nehemiah, the Holy Sepulchre would doubtless long

ao-o have been located on Bezetha. The approximate position

thereon has next to be sought.

The correct site of Golgotha.—The search on the eastern ridge may

be shortened by turning our back (1) on its southern third, contain-

ing many interesting sites, as the Pool of Siloam, and near it the

gate (within the enclosure of the two walls) leading to the undrr-

fjround passage (Jos., (pApay^ios) to the king's garden—Zedekiah's

way of escape; Hezekiah's rock-cut conduit; intermittent Gihon

(Virgin's fountain) ; above it Joab's gutter ; a little below it, in the

Kidron, the sheep pool (John v, 2), otherwise called Solomon's (Jos.)

and the King's pool (Neh.), covered by a building named Bethesda

(the pool surely was not a Beth); and (2) on its central third

embracing the Temple and fortress of Antonia, for these two-thirds

of the ridge were enclosed by the outer wall at the time of the

Crucifixion. Careful attention must now be concentrated on the

open northern third, an eminence once reaching to Jeremiah's
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(irotto and containing the sepulchre of King Alexander and the

roval caves or quarries in " the Mount," where David hewed (white)

"marble stones in abundance" and Solomon's S0,000 masons cut

and finished huge blocks of white marl)le for the Temple.

At 500 feet from Antonia these vast subterranean quarries

])Cgin, and continue 500 feet to the present north wall of the

city. Thence the open quarrying has produced, as it were, a great

ditch, 500 feet wide, reaching to the Skull Ilill, or Jeremiah's

(Irotto.

Even nature had made the eastern hill the most remarkal>le

natural feature at Jerusalem. It alone contained the 40-foot

stratum of pure glistening marble (a specimen lies before me), easy

to be worked, hardening on exposure, used for the Temple and

palaces at Jerusalem.

The present entrance to the underground quai-ries {Quarterhf

Statement, 1870, p. 373), almost forgotten for centuries, was found in

1852. Thrupp says that in 1523 the excavation was called the

Cave of Zekediah, and later, as noAv, the Cotton Cave. This name

is a puzzle. In passing, let me guess it. The above mar]>le (locally

known as Meleki, i.e., Koyal Stone) was hewn by David, and is

Lidled in Hebrew shhlt (Cant, v, 15) and shayUh (1 Chr. xxix, 2)

:

the word .s/rW;. also means fine white Egyptian cotton or linen.

Extreme whiteness, as of a lily, led to both substances receiving the

same name. So now Cotton Cave means the AN'hite Marble Cave.

Let tourists visit it, gather stones, and decide for themselves.

Many have walked round Golgotha, I claim to have walked under

it, and that Golgotha was on the Quarrj'^ Hill.

Some champion of the Skidl Hill will, like Goliath, challenge me
here, and say probably that truth, prophecy and the gospel, all

support his claim, since that hill was near Jerusalem. It must be

admitted that nigh, (John xix, 20) is indeed a vague term, admitting

of any distance up to 600 yards or more. Need therefore drove

me to examine carefully the Bil)lical accounts. It was cheering,

then, to note that both St. John says Mary Magdalene, on seeing

the stone taken away from the tomb, "runneth therefore and cometh

to Simon Peter " (R. Y.), and also St. Matthew says that matrons

bidden by the angel to go quickli/^ actually "ran (xxviii, 8, K, V.)

to bring his disciples word;" even (Mark adds) "Jfed from the

' Gen. xsiv, 20, sliows tliut ran is stronger tlian hasted.
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tomli." From the tombs (marked "Gordon's" and "Condor's,"

see fio-tires 2 and 4 on Plan of Ground near " Jeremiah's Grotto")

the distance to any gate in the second wall must have been some

"600 yards.

Neither Mary nor Salome ought to be impressed into having run

three stadia, while one sufficed for a trained Greek. The Skull Hill

seems to me much too far from the second wall to have possibly

heen Golgotha. That even -400 yards is too long a distance I would

gladly admit, as less would make the site of Golgotha to be within

the present wall of the city, i.e., on the position of the New City or

Bezetha of Josephus.

As for Alexander, so for Joseph of Arimathsea, the great layer

•of meleki would be the choicest place for a tomb ; and Zion's meek

Kino-, who rode on an ass whereon never man sat, and was buried in

a neiv tomb, would most appropriately be laid in the choicest marble.

Yet one could hardly have anticipated that Nature had so prepared

the eastern ridge that it was pre-eminently fitted to be the choicest

burial-place for its Lord.

Origin of the name Golgotha.

As the summit of any hill might be called in Hebrew a head, it

used to appear to me that such a summit, if it were round aiid of

white rock, might well ))e called a skull, so that no further

explanation was needed. After reading first Canon McCoH's Paper

{Quarterly Statement, 1901, p. 287) and then "Golgotha," I see that

stress must be put on the Jird noun in the term " Place of a Skull."

The question then arises, Whose skull ?

In reference to Golgotha, the Gospels mention it only in

•connection with the second man (Christ), while the early Fathers

believed that, according to Hebrew tradition, the first man Adam
was buried there, so that the skull was taken to be Adam's skull

;

but the Old Testament, as I hope to show, connects Golgotha (and

therefore the Skull) with the great middle-man, Goliath.

As Isaiah connected for us Zion with the liesurrection, so

.Jeremiah, in the very passage which cleared away the last doubt

about the position of Zion, also (I believe) gives us the very name

.and position of Golgotha, though the reading is nuitilated, in the

words (xxxi, 39) "compass about luito Goath "— evidently to the

west of the hill of Gareb. In Qnarterhj Statement, 1882, p. 58, I
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pluced C4areb east of the Damascus gate, i.e., on the site which

now (I believe) was that of Golgotha. Blayney observed on

Goatha, "the latter is supposed to be Golgotha, i.e., in Hebrew,

the heap of Gotha," or Galgotha. Gareb must lie east of

St. Anne's ravine.

To one satisfied that prophecy fixes Golgotha on Mount Zion, and

that the New Testament requires the former to be on the site of

Bezetha, east of the Damascus gate, and also mindful of Blaynev's

remark on Golgotha, it is encoiu-aging to find that the LXX for

"Goatha " give e^ eVXe/crtDj/ \i9wv (chosen stones), the very words with

which they translate sfoTJes of gelal (77;)) in Ezra v, 8, i.e., hewn stones,

or stones too large to be carried, requiring to be rolled. The Bezetha

imderground quarry existed, according to Ganneau, between 700 B.C.

and 400 B.C., i.e., in the time of Ezra; hence the suspicion arose,

and has become to me a conviction, that the correct reading in

Jeremiah more or less resembled the three terms Goatha, Golal,

C4algotha (Blayney), and referred to the site of the subterranean

(juarries, Avhile Josephus further speaks of the third wall (obvioush-

here south of the skull hill) as passing fhroiigh or ovei- the royal

caves, i.e., the Cotton Cave. A settled belief that Golgotha was on

the moimt (i.^'.,* Bezetha) north of Antonia, makes me desire to

show the connection of the three terms with Golgotha, or rather the

uncontracted Hebrew word. Here study seems to answer the

question, " Whose skull ?

"

AVas it Nicanor's, whose head was hung up near Jerusalem?

In Quarterly Statement, 1901, p. 403, Schick, rightl}' premising that

Golgotha had not to do with Adam's skull, adds : "I suggest that

it was Goliath's skull which David brought to Jerusalem and buried

close to and outside the city." He, I think, might have continued

thus :
" Saul raised at Carmel a trophy of his conquest of Amalek.

David likewise, after killing Goliath, cut off his head (as he

threatened), took it to Jerusalem (his destined capital), exhibited it

perhaps to the Jebusites (they would know what he meant), and

(to call type to my aid) mindful that in the Mount of the Lord, the

Lord had delivered Isaac, carried out his purpose of erecting both a

memorial to the Lord (who delivered him out of the hand of the

Philistine), and also a trophy of his victory, on the site of Isaac's

altar. As at Ai and in the valley of Achor, a great heap of stones

(like Galeed) was raised, with the crushed head (Gen. iii, 15) of

Goliath'below it in a pit or hole. The natural name of the monu-
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moiit visil)lt! from the great north road would he Galgoliath,"

i.e., Goliath's heap, like Al)salom's hand. I therefore conclude :

(1) That Golgotha was on the eastern ridge, on Bezetha, within

the line of the present wall, and (as type requires) on the

site of Isaac's altar.

(2) That from about 1000 B.C. the memorial heap of stones (and

the site) would be called Galgoliath, and known as the

place of Goliath's skull.

(3) That even after the Mount had been quarried by David and
Solomon, Jeremiah knew the place by this name.

(4) That while the tradition about Isaac's sacrifice was partly

transferred to Moriah, the connection of Goliath's skull

with Galgoliath still survived in memory.

(5) That in after time Goliath was forgotten, but the place of

the skull still remembered.

(6) That at the time of the Crucifixion the Hebrew n^S;) "*;!

(Galgoliath) had been corrupted into Aram. t<ri7J)TJ!

(shortened to Golgotha), while the place of Golgotha was

known, as in the New Testament, as the place of a skull.

(7) That the common name would be Fad Golgotha (FoX'^foOu

ToVov, Mark). This Greek word is used by LXX for ycuf

(place, lit. hand, trophy, monument) in Deut. xxiii, 13,

in reference to the unclean 7>/ac(? without the camp
(Heb. xiii, 13). With both Isaac and Goliath forgotten,

and only the skull of some 2>aminrg('thistafus (Jos.) to

reckon with, no holy reverence would cling to such a

place, esteemed but a dunghill, full of dead men's bones

and all uncleanness, befm'e the Crucifixion. Joseph's toml)

would be sufficient distance away to escape ceremonial

defilement.

K 2
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NOTES ON PALESTINIAN FOLK-LORE.

By Miss Gladys Dickson.

{Continued from April, 1906, yx 132.)

in.

The Luck-poinfs of a Horse.

A WHITE star in the centre of the forehead of a horse is considered

a lucky sign.

Small ears and a small mouth in a horse denote good breed.

Two small black spots located just above the hoof on the white-

stockinged left hind leg of a horse is an unlucky sign.

In certain parts of the country a horse is valued by the number

of white stockings it may have. If it have one, it is said to be

worth one hundred coins (any coins from paras upwards, according

to the breed, paces, etc., of the animal). If it have two or three

white stockings, it is valued in the same way ; but if it have four,

then the horse is said to be worth nothing at all

!

A horse that habitually paws the ground is said to be digging

its owner's grave.

A horse's speed can be reckoned by the position of the small

hair twist that is usually found at the end of the ribs close to the

bony projection on the animal's flank behind the saddle. The

higher from the ground the hair twist, the faster the animal

can go.

Two hair twists placed one above the other in the centre of the

forehead of a horse is called a Kabr Moftuh (" open grave "). It is

considered very unlucky to ride a horse with this mark, as the

person who does so is destined to die within a short space of time

after.

The hair twist on a horse's neck is both a lucky and an unlucky

sign. If it curl forward towards the horse's head, it is a lucky
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sign, for it sigiiities that the sword of the rider coiKjuers ; if, on the

other hand, it be reversed and curl backwards, then the sword of

the enemy will conquer.

The l)ay-coloured horse is said to l)c the swiftest of all the

horses. A story to illustrate this is told of a certain Arab Sheikh,

who, having Ijeen engaged in a fight with another tribe, was taking

his flight with his little son. They were both mounted on a

magnificent white mare, which belonged to the Sheikh, and which

had always been highly valued on account of the gieat speed at

which it could go. After having ridden some little distance, the

Sheikh asked his son to look round and sec if they were l)eing

followed. The boy replied that there was someone riding after

them on a black horse. The Sheikh seemed satisfied on hearing

this report, but presently repeated his question. The boy answered

that they were still lieing pursued, but that this time the horse was

white. " Never mind," said his father, " mine is better." In a few

minutes he asked for a further report, and the reply given was the

same, with the difierence that the horse was a chestnut. The

Sheikh, however, put his question a fourth time ; but upon being

told l)y his son that the pursuer was mounted on a bay, he cried

out :
" Then we are lost, for there is no horse which it cannot

overtake." His words proved to l)e true, for in a short time they

were caught up and captured.

IV.

Some Serpent Stories and Superstitions.

The following curious superstition was told me some time ago

by a peasant woman from 'Ain Karim :

In every cemetery there are a certain number of serpents that

are always on the watch for a woman's l)urial. The moment the

body is covered with earth, one of the seipents bites off and eats

the tongue of the corpse. In doing this, the serpent is said to be

performing an act of revenge for the wrong once committed to the

serpent by the tongue of Eve.

Snake poison is occasionally used in certain drugs. It is also
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given to young children to make them proof against any snake bite

they may get during their lives.

The large black serpent, which is very common all over

Palestine, is also used in a preparation for making the hair grow.

The serpent is slit open and sown with wheat. The juice of the

latter, when ripe, is extracted and rubbed on the scalp, with, it is

said, a marvellous effect

!

One day, some years ago, a woman living in the village of

'Ain Karim took her basket and went otf to her vineyard to gather

some figs ; but on arriving at the place where the fig-trees stood,

she was horrified to see a large black serpent curled up under one

of the trees. The woman was very much alarmed, and started to

run away. The serpent followed her, but fortunately she managed

to escape. A few days later, the woman again set out to the vine-

yard with the intention of obtaining the figs, but found the serpent

still occupying the same place. She was therefore obliged to return

home without the figs, and declared she would never attempt to

get them again. She related her adventure to some of the villagers,

who immediately Avent to the spot and killed the serpent ; but the

moment they did so, all the figs on the trees withered up.

Once upon a time, a young man who had just been married,

desired to take a long journey. He informed his mother-in-law,

who was living in the same house, of his plans, and charged her

with the care of his wife while he was absent. His mother-in-law

promised to do all he told her, and he departed, feeling c[uite

contented. A few days after he had gone, however, the woman

commenced to ill-use her daughter to such an extent that 1)efore

long she succeeded in driving her out of the house. Having done

this, she killed a sheep and sewed its skin into a bag, which she

stuffed with bran and buried not far from the house.

Meanwhile her poor daughter, after leaving the house, continued

to walk on until she found herself under the ruins of a castle. By

this time night had set in, and with it a severe storm ; but she soon

found a refuge under one of the old walls. So she laid herself

down and began to weep. In a short time, however, a serpent

crept up to her and asked her the cause of her grief. She told her

story. When she had finished she felt, to her horror, that the

serpent had been curling itself round her arm and settling itself in

her bosom. The serpent bade her not to fear, for it would do her

no harm. It remained there until the early morning, when it
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suddenly crept out and said to the young woman :
" As you have

been so good to me and have kept me warm during this night, I

will leward you by giving you a great and beautiful palace to live

in, and it shall stand here in place of this ruin." And in a few

miniites, to her great astonishment, the woman found herself

standing in a magnificent palace.

Now, as soon as the mother had buried the sheep skin, she

dressed herself up in her daughter's clothes and proceeded to make

herself look as much like her daughter as possible, and succeeded

so well, that when after several weeks her son-in-law returned from

his journey, he believed her to be his wife. He asked after his

mother-in-law, but was told that she had died soon after his

departure, and he was shown her grave.

Some time after this event the woman had a son, who l)ecame

seriously ill. The woman thought of and longed for some of the

fruit that grew in her daughter's palace garden. One day she made

up her mind to send and ask for some ; but the messenger she sent

was put to death by the servants and the serpent the moment he

appeared at the palace. A second was sent, but he was served in

the same manner, and likewise several others. At last, however,

an interview was granted to one of the messengers ; but upon the

owner of the palace hearing what was recpxired, she instantly refused,

and at the same time bade him inform his master that he had been

made the victim of an evil plot, and that the woman he was living

with was not his wife, but that she, his real wife, was waiting to

receive him at the palace. When the young man heard this, he

was so infuriated that he murdered both the woman and child, after

which he proceeded to his wife's abode, where he lived for the rest

of his days.
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ANCIENT PALESTINE.

By Stanley A. Cook, M.A.

II.

—

First BahiJonian Dfinasty.

We turn next to the great Babylonian dynasty which brought

Babylon to a position which it held for nearly two thousand years.

Its rise is contemporary with the invasion of the Elamites,

the people of Susa, whose early history is being unfolded by the

French excavations at that city. A definite allusion to their inroad

is furnished by Ashur-bani-pal (about 645 B.C.), who states that

when he conquered Susa he recovered the image of the goddess

Nana, which Kudur-Nahunte had carried ofi' from Erech 1,635 years

prevaously. The notice, of whatever authority, points to the date

2280 or thereabouts, and affords some idea of the extent of the

inroad. Other references to invasion about this period combine

with the preceding to illustrate the Elamite devastations, and it

is possible that we may see in these catastrophes the explanation

of the scantiness of Baliylonian historical tradition in the pi^eceding

ages.

A certain Kudur-Mabug, the son of Simti-silhak, is found in

occupation of Babylonia, and erected a temple to the moon-god

in Ur. He claims the title "Prince of Martu"; it is disputed

whether the reference is to the land lying on the west border of

Elam or whether it comprises Syria and Palestine. The possibility

hat there was a region in North Ba])ylonia called Martu (Amurru)

is not without independent support.

Names compounded with Kudur (meaning perhaps "servant")

are specifically Elamite, and particular interest is attached to this

feature in view of the Bi])lical account of Chedorlaomer. This

name is purely Elamite in form (Kudur-lagamar), and is actually

said to occur on late Babylonian texts. Moreover, Kudur-Ma])ug's

son Eri-aku, or Rim-aku, king of Larsa, was a contemporary of

Hammural)i and ruled over a small South Babylonian state. This

name, in its turn, has at once suggested the Biblical Arioch and
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it is extremely interesting to iiiid that Kri-Jiku reappears in tiie

same texts with Tudljuhi. A sliort account of their contents may

he given from Prof. Sayce's recent description.'

The first (Spartali collection A) describes the capture of Babylon

and Borsippa by the Elamite conqueror Ku-dur-lahha-mar (so it

is read) with his hordes (the Umman-manda). " It is ascribed ta

the unrighteousness of the people which causes Merodach [Marduk]

to l)ring evil upon his city of Ba]»ylon, and Nebo to forsake his

city of Borsippa. The lesson of the poem is thus similar to that

inculcated l)y the Jewish prophets, and the moral intended by it was

probably that as the fall of Babylon in old days was due to the

sins of its inhabitants, so its present conquest by Cyrus ought to

lie ascribed to the same cause."

The second tablet (B) is particularly remarkable, since here the

story of Ku-dur-lahha-mar and his followers is in some curious

manner coiniected with mystical rites in the months of July and

December. Prof. Sayce points out, these are the months in which

the gods Tammuz and Nergal were believed to have died, and

consequently some funereal ceremonies connected with the summer

and winter solstices appear to be alluded to. The description of

the desecrated temple frequented by herds and dogs ; of the raven

which builds its nest and croaks in the ruins; of the promised

king " who from days everlasting had been fore-destined," will at

once suggest parallels partly from the Jewish prophets and partly

from the inscriptions of Cyrus himself.

The third (C) narrates the punishment which Marduk inflicted

upon the enemies of his land : Sar-ilani the son of Eri-aku ; Tu-ud-

liul-a son of Gazza . . . (the name is incomplete), and the great

Chedorlaomer himself meet their end, and the " sinner " is no more.

These three interesting texts belong to the same period. " The

echoes of the Cyrus texts which occur in them suggest that they

were composed in the age which saw the extinction of Babylonian

independence. In all three cases the same fragment of earlier

Bal)ylonian history was worked into them by way of parallel,

illustration, warning, and encouragement." Various forms of

spelling, &c., also point to a later period, and the spelling "Lah-

hamar" instead of Lagamar, is reproduced in the Biblical Chedor-

laomer. Consecjuently, as Prof. .Sayce remarks, "This would go

' Froceeduif/s of Ihe Sociefi/ of Bihiical Archaeology, 190t), pp. 193-200,

241-51; 1907, pp. 7-17.
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to show that the narrative in Gen. xiv. was copied from cuneiform

tablets at a time Avhen the names of Chedorlaomer and his allies

in their popular forms had already made their way into literature." ^

This Avill also account for the popularity of the name Arioch, not

only in the book of Daniel but also in the book of Judith, where

"Arioch the king of the Elymaeans," king Arphaxad and king

Nebuchadnezzar assemble for war."-

What elements of genuine old Babylojiian history have been

preserved in these late semi-poetical texts is uncertain. Chedor-

laomer had apparently conquered Babylonia and had sacked

Babylon. Like Sennacherib, another great enemy of Babylon, he

had been assassinated by his son. "His son with the iron dirk

of his girdle pierced his heart." What is known from the con-

temporary history of the twenty-third century shows clearly that

the elements have been carefully preserved, but it would be

precarious to attempt any reconstruction on the basis of these

popular Babylonian texts which have used the ancient chronicles

for purposes which are not wholly historical. But they show that

the account of the Babylonian wars of freedom against Elam and

the final union and establishment of the Babylonian empire under

Hammurabi long continued to be a source of reflection and study.

To return to the Babylonian dynasty. It consisted of nine

kings, whose names are 8umu-abi, Sumu-la-ilu, Zal^u, Hammurabi,

Samsu-iliina, Ebisu (Abeshua), Amnii-satana, Ammi-zadugga, and

Samsu-satana. The most noteworthy feature here is the sudden

appearance of a new class of names which are not of the usual

Babylonian style, but are characteristic generally of the Arabian

and Palestinian (Hebrew, &c.) formation. The imperfect of the verb,

which otherwise takes the form indik, appears as iamlik m lamlik-ilu,

larbi-ilu, kc. The termination -na in Samsu-iliina "Shamash, our

god " is C]uite distinct from the ordinary Babylonian -ni ;
.-> is found

notably in this name, where .sTi is otherwise used. Many other

points of detail have been noticed which combine to indicate a

new infusion.

Now, the history, in particular the internal conditions of this

period, have been illuminated in the most welcome manner by the

^ Op. cii., p. 17.

- Judith i, G. Although it might seem tempting to compare the unknown
" sons of Chelod " -with Chedorlaomer, textual corruption being assumed, tliere

is no evidence in the versions to support the proposal.
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repeated discovery of contract-tablets, historical records, and, as is

very well known, a remarkable series of laws codified l)y Ilammurabi.

Many of the personal names which are met with at this period

are of extreme interest. In Abi-ramu one may recognize the

Hebrew Abiram or Abram ; Ya'kub-iln at once points to the name

Jacob ; Yashul)-ilu, conceivably (l)Ut not necessarily) to Joseph,

Abdi-ili, "servant of God," is the same as Al)deel; Ya'zar-iln, "God

helps," reminds one of Azriel ; and further examples could be cited.

Thus it appears that the population of Babylonia about 2000 B.C.

contained a considerable admixture of Semites whose names would

show them to be very closely akin to the people of Palestine itself.

Hamnmrabi's predecessors had been gradually freeing Babylonia

from the Elamite yoke, and he himself undertook the task of

i-eorganizing the scattered forces in order to make a single organic

kingdom with BaityIon as its capital. It was a kingdom the like

of which had already been formed by the great Sargon and by

Lugal-zaggisi (ix 61 sq. above), but whilst these had no lasting

coherence, Babylon henceforth became the most important city of

the southern district. The Elamite power was finally Itroken, and

among the fragmentary annals of the king is the record, in his

thirty-first year, of the capture of Kim-Sin and his land.

Our knowledge of the internal history of this period is derived

partly from the letters which Hammurabi wrote to his officials,

partly from the numerous contemporary contract-tablets, and from

his code of laws.^ From the whole we gain a picture of Babylonian

life which for extent of culture and thought stands unequalled in

the ancient world. The care which the king took to promote the

internal development of his territory ; his works of irrigation ; his

granaries and storehouses; his interest in the temples of the gods;

in fine, his devotion to the national cause ; all combine to form a

striking picture of old-time life and politics.

The famous discovery at Susa of the stone monument with

forty-four columns of closely engraved writing is too well known

to need further remark. It had apparently been removed by some

Elamite conqueror, and five columns of the stele were erased with

the evident intention of inscribing upon it an account of its capture.

Although the world has lost the laws which formerly stood in this

place, the columns remain uninscribed. The code has attracted

' See especially, L. W. King, Letters and Inscriptions of Hammurabi,

Vols. I-III (London, 1898-1900).
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the widest attention, since not only does it give us the oldest

specimen of ancient law, far older than the collections of India,

Greece, or Rome, but the characteristic Semitic stamp of the

contents and the many parallels with .Semitic law preserved in

the Old Testament and elsewhere has made it one of the most

welcome additions for the study of comparative custom. It appears

that king Hammural»i, in his desire to set principles of law and

justice upon a sounder level, found it necessary to draw up a code

of the existing practices. Much was old, but some novelties were

introduced. In a prologue and epilogue he describes his conquests

and achievements ; he pronounces a blessing upon those who observe

the laws, and utters a series of denunciations upon the disobedient.

The gods, he says, had entrusted him with the sovereignty, and he

had made it his duty to establish " right and justice " in the land.

It was from the gods that Hamniuralji received the laws, Shamash

the sun-god was the god of law, and "justice" and "right" were

his children. The upper part of the inscription actuall}' bears a

representation of the sun-god, and before him stands the reverent

recipient.^

Thus we find ourselves in a period which is thronged with

unusual, yet not unfamiliar features. The linguistic evidence points

to a sti-ain which suggests a non-Babylonian influence ; the names

find their analogies in Palestine or Canaan, as also in Arabia ;
some

of the Babylonian kings claim supremacy over the land Martu,

whilst in Babylonia itself there is evidence which suggests that

the people called themselves "Amorites." The general conclusion,

based upon a number of points of evidence, is that there was the

same civilisation and culture extending over the oriental world;

that the influence of a Semitic stock was making itself felt every-

where, and that great movements had been in progress which left

their mark upon the whole land. The Phoenicians preserved the

tradition that they themselves had come from the Persian Gulf

(HerodotiLS, vii, 89); it is not impossible that at this period a

separate movement extended along the Euphrates to the northern

end of the Syrian desert {Quarterly Stakmenf, p, 59). At least, it

' The code has been transliited into English by C. H. W. Jolins, T//e Oldest

Code of Laws (2nd ed.), and T. G. Pinches, The Old Teslament in the Light

of the Historical Records of Assyria and Bahttlonla (2nd e(/.). A comparison

of its contents with Semitic law and custom elsewhere was made by the present

writer {Laws of Moses and Code of JIammurabi).
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is certain that fai-reachiiig changes took place at the time nt' tlie

first Babylonian dynasty, and by them Egypt may well have

been aft'ected. In fact, the possibility of associating the so-called

"Anioritic" movement or migration with the Hyksos invasion of

Egypt has approved itself to several scholars independently.

Somewhere about the eighteenth century a new wave swept

from the north, perhaps from the steppes of Central Asia. The

Kassites, already known as mercenaries—a Kassite soldier is men-

tioned in the time of Ammi-zadugga—entered under the leadership

of C4an-dis, overran the country, seized its cities, and established

themselves upon the throne for nearly six centuries. Marduk, the

chief god of Babylonia, they removed to Hani (apparently in

AVest Media), an indication of the fall of the empire. It was

piobably at this time that a new race entered Mesopotamia and

laid the foundations of the kingdom of Mitanni which we shall

meet with later. We can scarcely speculate as to the result of this

foreign pressure coming from the north, and a recent suggestion

that the tribes in front were driven into Egypt and became known

as the Hyksos must naturally depend upon the chronological evidence

for the period of this mysterious folk. Hommel {Gh-urulns.% p. 30)

has suggested that the Kassites, an Iranian race, introduced the

horse into South-western Asia. Certainly it does not appear to

have l)een used in Egypt before the time of the Hyksos, but the

problem lies outside our scope. The Kassites, so far as can be seen,

were absorbed by the people among whom they settled, but the

presence of Iranian names in the Amarna tablets and elsewhere

seems to show that Anatolia, Mesopotamia, and Syria were not

uninfluenced by the new stock.^

' Bill], Pror. Sor. of Bibl. Arch., 1882, pp. 424 sqq.; Hoinmel, op. cit.

(To he continued.)
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COINAGE OF PTOLEMAiS AND SYCAIMINUM.

By Archdeacon Dowling, Haifa.

Acre seems to have received the tiame of Ptolemais from Ptolemy

Philadelphus (B.C., 285-247) but down to B.C., 266 the name

Ake alone occurs on the coins. There were no stamped pieces

circulating in Phoenicia earlier than the Persian rule.

Coins of the Ptolemaic Kings of Erjypt, assigned to Ptolemais :

—

1. Ptolemaeus I., Soter I., B.C. 305-284. One gold (Egyptian

mint).

2. Ptolemaeus II., Philadelphus, B.C. 284-247. Two silver

(Egyptian mint) and one copper.

3. Ptolemaeus III, Euergetes I., B.C. 247-222. One gold

and eighteen silver.

4. Ptolemaeus IV., Philopator I., B.C. 222-204. One copper.

5. Ptolemaeus VI., Philometor I., B.C. 181-146. One silver

Tetradrachm, as King of Syria.

Seleucid Ptolemaic Coins.

1. Demetrius I., Soter, B.C. 162-150. One silver.

2. Alexander I. [Balas], B.C. 152-144. One silver.

Alexander Balas married Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy

Philometor at Ptolemais. 1 Mace: x., 51-58.

After an interval of less than a centurj^ from Cleopatra and

Antiochus viii (B.C. 125-123), the Autonomous brass coinage begins

from B.C. 47. The inscription is AKH. lEF. KAI A2. The type is a

Ijalm-tree, UTOAEiMAIEQN IEPA2 KAI A2HA0Y. The prevailing

type is, obv., Head of Zeus ; rev., Tyche, standing on rudder, on

the tiller of which she rests her hand, in which she holds an

aplustre.

The city was eventually called Colonia Claudii Caesaris, in

consequence of its receiving the privileges of a Roman city from

the Emperor Tiberius Claudius (a.d. 41-54).
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There are twenty-three ImperiHl reigns represented on the

I'tolem.iis coins from Claudius to tSnlonina, usually Colonial, with

Latin inscriptions: COL. PTOL ; COr,. CLAUD. PTOL ; COL. CLAUD.

NERONIA PTOLEMAiS, etc. Tjipcs : Tyche seated on rock, with the

river Belus at her feet.

The Ptolemais coins in my Galilean collection are Autonomous,

and of the reigns of Trajan, Hadrian, Septimus Severus, Caracalla,

Elag.-ibalus, Philip I, Trebonionus Gallus—fourteen all told. On
diflFerent occasions when visiting Acre I have enquired for local

coinage, without rcsiilt. But on one occasion a Turkish military

officer asked me to purchase a handful of silver tetradrachms of

Alexander the Great. It is possilile that these tetradrachms may
have been struck at the neighbouring city of Sycaminum (Haifa),

for two specimens of this reign (b.C. 336-323), struck at Sycaminum

and Scythopolis, are in the Paris and Gotha Museums.

There seems to have been no Greek Sycaminum coinage of the

Ptolemies, Kings of Egypt, Of the Seleucid Kings of Syria the

British Museum Catalogue (1878) supplies the following list

:

Seleucid Si/caminum Coins.

1. Cleopatra, B.C. 125. One silver.

2. Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII., B.C. 125-121. One silver

of Phoenicia ; one copper, with portrait of Antiochus.

3. Antiochus IX., Cyzicenus, B.C. 116-95. One silver of

Phoenicia.

In the Introduction to the Coinage of the Seleucid Kings of Syria

(B.M., p. xxx) it is recorded that in the year B.C. 103 Ptolem\'

Lathyrus landed at the port of Sycaminum with 30,000 men, which

proves this city to have been of some importance about the time'

at which these Syrian coins were struck.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

1. Uie haiah Inscription.—Some study of the inscription found

by Schick in a chapel in Silwan and represented by him in the

QnarterJjj Stateiiient, 1890, pp. 16-18, leads me to offer a translation.

Schick's form of the inscription was produced from a squeeze, and

will be found on p. 17. In the same year Pctrie, Quarterhi State-

ment, 1890, p. 157, writes that he found Schick's transcriptions

" not quite correct," and gave another reading. So far as I can

learn, no one has translated this inscription, and the second form

of it seems incapable of translation. If we take Schick's form,

however, and let the traces of letters have value, the inscription

may be given thus :

—

EKTVnH, TEPQICAIA riPCXDHTON.

In this reading the first mark is read as E, the mark after H

is read as iota subscript, and the mark after ^ is taken as a trace

of H; I then understand the first word to be in the dative, the

second to be for TEIEPQ and also a dative, and the other words

to represent genitives. The meaning would then l)e :

" For the bas-relief and shrine of Isaiah the prophet."

It would thus describe the purpose of the niche figui'cd by

Schick, and would illustrate Matt, xxiii, 29.

Prof. T. F. Wrioht.

2. Tlie true site of Zion.—In view of renewed interest in this

problem, the following letter from an anonymous correspondent

may be of interest :

—

"I think I have seen in a former number of the Quarterly

Statement, a notice of that argument for the true site of Zion

which is founded on the expression in 1 Kings viii, 1, 'to bring

up the ark . . . out of the city of David, which is Zion ' : for that

implies, of course, that the city of David was on a lower level than
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the Temple. But I do not remeniher to hiive seen any tojx)-

graphiciil inference drawn from the expression in 2 Sam. v, 17,

' David wenf down to the hold.' The ti'ue account of the matter

would seem to 1)e this:—Zion, properly so called, was a Jelmsite

outwork on the southern slope of the eastern hill, and south of

the present Haram. This outwork was taken from the Jelnisites

by David himself. On the same day (2 Sam. v, S) David offered

the post of general to whoever would take the Jelnisitc foitress,

which was on the highest level of the same range, and included

the Haram, or part of it. Joab took it, and was promoted accord-

ingly. David took up his residence at first, and temporai/ily, in

the fortification which he had taken himself: 'the city where

David cwcnjycd,' as the original of Is.uah x:ax, 1, has it. After-

wards David, had a palace built for himself an fJi- hif/Jtcr leiel by
Hiram (2 Sam. v, 11): from whence, on the inmslon by the

Philistines, David 'went down,' shifting his quarters for the time

to the fortificat^'on on the lower level, where he had resided at

first. The ark remained throughout on the same lower level,

'the city of David'; and when it had been brought up (1 Ki>igs

viii, 1) to the newly built Temple by Solomon, Solomon had David's

old residence enlarged for his own palace, and it became thence-

forward the residence of all the kings of Judiih in succession

:

hence the expression in 1 Kings x, 5, ' his ascenl by which he tccnf

v:p into the house of the Lord '—evidently a private flight of stairs

from the palace to the higher level of the Temple.

" How all this is to be explained on the idea that Da\ad had

only one residence, and that on the western hill of Jerusalem,

opposite to the Temple range, I for one fail to see."

3. Ancient Measures.—A correspondent observes that in the accoiuit

given in the Quarterly Statement, April, 1903, p. 180, of the temple

of Eshmun, the measurements of the walls (197 by 144^- feet)

almost exactly bear to each other the ratio of 15 : 11. From this

he infers that it should l^e possible to ascertain the standard which

was in use. The propoitions are unusual, and point to the employ-

ment of a length-measure which could be as little as 12 '12 inches

or as much as 39-4 inches. The intervening results he gives as

13-13, 14-3, 15-7, 17-5, 19-7, 22-5, 26-26, and 31-5.
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TiiK Aiiiiu.il General Meeting of the Palestine Exjjloration Fund
w as held on June 26th at the Eoyal Institution, the Right Ivev. the

Lord Jjishop of Winchester in the chair. There was a good

attendance, and the greatest interest was taken in the account of

the Fund's work. Sir Charles Watson gave a summary of the

results of Mr. Macalister's excavations at Gezer, including the most

reccJit discoveries made since the resumption of work. These M'ill

be foiuul fully descril)ed in the first of the Second Series of Reports,

and quite suffice to show that there is every reason to hope for a

continued good harvest of solid results. Sir Charles Watson drew

the attention of the audience to the fact that the new permit will

last for two years, and that this will allow time for the complete

excavation of Gezer if only sufficient funds are forthcoming. A full

notice of the proceedings is given with this number (pages 175-183).

(For the special donations to this Fund received during the past

quarter, see below, page 172.)

A very able summary of the several recent excaA^ations in

Palestine, and their results as affecting a knowledge of Bible history

and a better comprehension of incidents narrated in the Bil)le, has

been written in a paper by Dr. Gurney Masterman, and read at the

Victoria Institute on May 13th last. Dr. Masterman is a member

of our General Committee, and a valuable contributor to our

Quarterly. He is now stationed at Safed. His long residence in

Palestine, his intimate knowledge of the natives, his culture, and

his earnest study of all that bears upon Palestinian history and

recent research, as well as his trained habits of accurate observation,

make him a valued coadjutor in a district which is somewhat

remote from our present field of operations.

M
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Four beautiful water-colour drawings by the late Henry Harper,

who was a member of the Executive Committee for many years,

have been presented to the Conmiittee l)y Mrs. Thornton of Cadogan

Gardens. They represent " The so-called Skull Hill," " The interior

of the 'Gordon' Tomb," "The Pool of Bethesada," and "A View

of Hermon from the hill above Nazareth " ; and form a valuable

addition to the pictures by the same artist previously presented

by Mr. "Walter Morrison.

Travellers in Palestine will do well to avoid single pedestrian

excursions into unfrequented districts. Although much safer now

than it was a few years ago, it must be remembered that until very

lately many districts were notoriously unsafe, and the inhabitants

given to robbery whenever chance afforded opportunity. AVe learn

from Home Words that in January an English traveller, unarmed

and ignorant of the language, set out on a walking expedition and

lost his way between the north end of the Lake of Galilee and

Safed. He was attacked with stones and robbed by two peasants,

and eventually made his way in a very exhausted state to the

hospice at Tabagha, and thence under escort to Safed. Py the aid

of Dr. Masterman and the British Consular Agent, Mr. L. Miklasie-

wiecz, the exact locality and the thieves were identified.

Subsequently most of the stolen money was recovered by a

simple " Oriental " method. Five soldiers and their horses were

quartered on the village of the delinquents. As, at the end of four

days, no effect was produced, the head man was informed that the

number would be increased to fifteen. Immediately the purse and

the money were produced upon assurance that there should not be

a legal prosecution. The offenders had also to pay all expenses.

These villagers have, it appears, been for some time making depre-

dations and robbing defenceless persons. The traveller, as a result

of the exposure and anxiety, was laid up in the Mission Hospital

at Safed for ten days with malarial fever.

At Jerusalem on Easter Sunday there was a very large gathering

on the Mount of Olives, in order to witness the laying of the

foundation-stone of the Sanatorium which is now being erected

there under the auspices of their Imperial Majesties the Emperor

and Empress of Germany. The Governor of Jerusalem and the

different Consuls and representatives of the various religious com-
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iiiiiiiities, Cliri.sli.iii, -h^uisli, ;iii(i Moslcin, in the Ilip|\-('i(y, were
pirsciit ;it the iiitcrcstiii^i^' coi-finoiiy, to coiidiRt wliich the Iinperijil

Dck'g.-ites, Frciherr voii Miil)a(h, and the Senior CouiL-J'reuoher,

the very Keveiond I)i'. J)r\andei-, hail Itecu expressly sent from
Doiliii to Jerusiileni.

Di-. Wheeler repoits that the (luarter ending Marcli .'Hst was a
fairly busy one for the; Hospital at Jerusuleni :

" We ha<l to close

the wards duiin<; the Tassovcr week, l.oth on account of the feast and
for eleanino- puiposes. The out-patietit departments and the home-
visiting continued without interruption. AV'e have had a iunnl)er

of interesting cases, several of them from Egyjjt and Jaila. The
return for the quarter was : -In-patients, 260; out-jmtients, 3,000;
dressings, 3,974; home visits, l,SG5; i)i'escriptions, 7,091."

The foundations of the out-patient extension have been laid,

and it is hoped that tlie Ijuilding Avill soon be finished.

"JMany of oui- i-eaders," says Dr. Wheeler in Home Jrords,
" will be wondering at the 'gap' between our Easter and that of

the Greek Church, ours having taken place on 31st March, and the
(Jreek Easter not coming oft' till the 5th May. It will lie of

interest, then, to point out that in the Eastern Church, adhering to

the old style of the calendar (Julian style), Easter falls this year
five weeks after ours, on the day called in the Julian calendar
April 22nd, but in ours—the Gregorian—May 5th. It occurred
last year, on the same real day, by both calendars, the day reckoned
Ai)ril the 2nd in the east being the same as that called April 1st

in the west. The reason of the diflference is, that this year our
p.ischal (the calendai-, not the actual) full-moon was on March 27th,
whereas the Julian style, making the dates thirteen days earlier,

has to call the pieceding full-moon the paschal one, as being the
ne.\t after March 21st. England adopted the New Style in 1752."

Whilst digging the foundations of an enlargement of St. George's
Church, some very interesting tombs were lately discovered. They
belong to the class found in an ancient necropolis described at some
length I )y Professor Clermont-Gaiineau in Vol. I of his " Archteo-
logical liesearches," pp. 248-2.">l.

At the well-known Tell near Ain es-Sultan, near er-Riha, an
Austrian Society is commencing to excavate the remains of ancient

II 2
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Jericho ; the dii ector, Prof. Sellin, has already discovered an ancient

city Av.ill. At Selmstiyeh Prof. Reissner, on behalf of an American

Society, is just commencing the exploration of the great Tell which

now contains all that remains of the once famous capital of the

kingdom of Isiael—Samaria. This is a gigantic task which, to do

properly, will need great resources. Gezer, Jericho, and Samaria.

Could three more important cities in the whole History of Palestine

be brought luider the pick and shovel 1 It may be said with

confidence that never have Biblical archjeological explorations in

this land commenced under more favourable auspices, nor at more

helpful sites. While the Austrians look after Jericho, and the

Americans Samaria, let us all see to it that, in this friendly inter-

national competition, the work of the old Palestine Exploration

—

which may be called English and American—does not languish for

want of funds.

The authorities have taken in hand the construction of the

section of carriage road so long left incomplete between Jerusalem

and Nablus. Although the really difficult mountain descents are

still to be begun, much has been done on the last parts, and if the

work is continued with the energy with which it was begun during

the early part of April, it should be finished this summer.

The Nebi Mftsa road is being rapidly completed, and though

that part which goes to Jericho is a very wdde detour as compared

with the old carriage road, it should be of great use for a return

journey; the old ascent is a terrible strain on the horses. The new

road is distinctly picturesque, though one misses the peep into the

wonderful goige of the Wady Kelt which is such a memorable

feature of the old road. If travellers by carriage could in the future

go by the one route and return by the other, the drive to Jericho

would be most interesting ; the fear is that the former will be

allowed to lapse into utter disrepair.

Damascus. On Fel)ruary 7th, in the presence of the Governor-

General of the province, and the (General Commanding the Fifth

Army Corps, besides the foreign consuls, civil and military officials,

and other notaljles, the new electric street cars and street lighting

service were handed over to the "Soci^t^ Ottomane Imperiale des

Tramways et d'£clairage Eleetrique de Damas." The cars were
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to begin running on March 14tli, the opening of tlie Molianimodan

fiscal year. Damascus is now lighted l»y 1,000 electric street lamps,

besides lights in the Great Mosque, and private lights will soon

lie in use. A generating station is established on the Jiarada riv^er.

The installation is l)y a IJelgian company, and the cars, motors, and

dynamos are Belgian, but .some of the appaiatu.s is from England,

France, and C4ermany. So one of the oldest historical cities is now

lit by electricity.

A legacy of two thousand dollars has l)een left to the Fund liy

Miss Mary Kopes of Salem, Ma.ss., U.S.A., who had not l)eeii a

subscriber, but was a friend of Professor Theodore Wright, our

valued lion. Secretary in America. He was, however, quite un-

aware of her intention. It is much to l)e hoped that this bequest

may be handed over to the Society in time to assist the present

excavations.

We understand that serious objection has been taken to the

authenticity of the position of the inscribed stone relating to

St. Stei)hen's Church, an account of which was given in the April

Qaarteiiji Statement by Mr. Spyridonidis. The stone itself is

genuine, but is said to have been seen in another locality in 1904.

In all probability more will be heard of the subject.

Dr. Selah Merrill is leaving Jerusalem shortly through promotion

in the United States Consular Service. He is an enthusiastic student

of Palestine, and has been a contril)utor to the Quarterly Statement

from 1876 onwards. He will be greatly missed in Jerusalem, where

he has made many friends, and his deep interest in the Fund has

been manifested on many occasions.

Owing to the pressure of space the " Notice of Publications and

Foreign Journals " has been unavoidably held over. P. Vincent's

recently published Canaan d'apis VE/pJoraiiun Becente is a wonder-

ful piece of pioneering work, which will be indispensable foi- future

students of ancient Palestinian history. We hope to publish a

review of it in the next nural)er. Prof. Montgomery's The

Samaritans, their Hi^tari/, Theoloyy, and Literature, which has just

reached us, is another excellent work full of careful research and

independent examination of the ])roblcms which this, the eailiest
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Jewish sect, furnish. Both books are necessary additions to the

libraries of all interested in Palestine. M. I'Abbe Curtet sends us

La Terre Sainte, a book consisting of excerpts from other 1)ooks

which illustrate the manners and customs of the Israelites. It is

intended for "the practical study of the Bible;" it certainly con

tains numcro\is interesting extracts, and, considering its cheapness

(only 2 fr. 5U), oiight to find a large sale. It is to be had direct

from the author, and the profits will go to the furtherance of

Catholic work in the Holy Land. (See also below, p. 173.)

" Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre," the last work of the late

Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., F.R.S., D.C.L.,

LL.D., etc., is now ready. In this work the late Chairman of the

Executive Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund has brought

together for the first time all the evidence which the most exhaustive

research enabled him to collect bearing on the subject of these Holy

Sites ; and probably no man living had at once so intimate a know-

ledge of all investigations in the modern Jerusalem and so complete

an acquaintance with what has ])een written about the Sites from

the time of Constantino onwards. The price of the work (demy 8vo)

is 6s., by post 6s. id., and cheques should be made paya1)le to the

order of George Armstrong, Acting Secretary to the Fund, and

crossed " Coutts & Co."

The first edition of Mr. Macalister's work, " Biljle Sidelights

from the Mounds of Gezer," is already sold out, and a second

edition is now on sale. It has been written to show how the

results of digging in Palestine should appeal not only to the scientific

anthropologist or archseologist but also to the Bible student who

has no special interest in these sciences. The Ijook contains a l>rief

synopsis of the work of the Fund from its foundation to the present

and a description of the site of Gezer, and its history.

The Painted Tomhs of Marissa, recently published by the Fund,

is now recognized as a very important contribution to the history

and archaeology of I'alestine in the last centuries before our era.

It may be mentioned tluit the leaflet containing the result of the

investigations by Mr. Macalister at tlie Tombs has been published,

and can be had on a])plication to the Acting Secretary by those

who possess the volume.
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It may be well to mention that jjlans aiul photographs alluded

to in the reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all Ijo

pultlished, hut they are preserved in the oilice of the Fund, where
they may be seen l>y subscribers. Those which are sent by
Mr. Macalister, illustrating the excavations at Gezer and which are

not reproduced in his quarterly reports, have been held over for the

final memoir.

The attention of subscribers and others is called to A Table of the

Christian and Mohammedan Eras, from July 15th, a.d. 622, the date

of the Hejira, to A.D. 1900
;
price by post, Id. Also to the Metem-ological

Obserrutions at Jerusalem, with tables and diagiams by the late

Mr. James Glaisher, F.li.S. Tourists and all desirous of accurate

information about the climate of Jerusalem should not fail to send

for a copy, price 2s. Qd.

The attention of subscribers is also called to a work by Sir

Charles Warren, entitled " The Ancient Cubit and our Weights
and Measures." He brings evidence to show that all weights and
measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from

one source—the double-cubit cubed of Babylonia.

Th*e Museum and Library of the Palestine Exploration Fund at

Jerusalem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the Tombs of the Kings,

where the use of a room has been kindly permitted by the Rev. Dr.

Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East. The Museum is open
daily, except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr. D'Erf

Wheeler, will give all information necessary.

The "Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai," by the Rev. George
E. Post, M.D., Beirut, Syria, containing descriptions of all the

Phaenogams and Acrogens of the region, and illustrated by 441

woodcuts, may be had at the office of the Fund, price 21s.

The income of the Society from March 19th to June 24th,

1907, was—from Annual Subscriptions and Donations, including

Local Societies, £386 lO.v. 10(/. ; from sales of publications, &c.,

£54 5.S. 2d.; making in all, £440 16.s-. 0(/. The expenditure during

the same period was £590 45. 7d. On June 24th the balance in

the bank was £232 126-. lid.
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Subscribers who have not yet paid will greatl}^ facilitate the

Committee's efforts by sending their subscriptions in early, and thus

save the expense of sending out reminders, as the outgoings on

the excavations at Gezer will be a heavy drain on the funds.

The special donations during the quarter have been received

from :

—

MissGoiild $500-00

Walter Morrison, Esq £20

James Hilton, Esq. ... ... £10

James Melro-se, Esq. ... ... £5

Mrs. Cudworth £5

Subscribers to the Fund are reminded that, whilst the receipt of

every subscription and contribution is promptly ackno^-iedged by

the Acting Secretary, they are now pul)lished annually, and not

quarterly. A complete List of Subscribers and Subscriptions for

1906 was published with the April number.

Subscribers in U.S.A. to the work of the Fund will please note

that they can procure copies of any of the pul>lications from the

Rev. Professor Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secretary to the

Fund, 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge, Mass.

The Committee will be glad to communicate with ladies and

gentlemen willing to help the Fund as Honorary Secretaries.

Subscribers and others may be remiiuled tliat tiie new Eaised Map of

Palestine, con.structed from the Suixeys of the Palestine Exploration

Fund by the Acting Secretary, is ready. It is on the scale of 6] miles

to the inch and measures 3' 6" x 2' G". It has already been used with

great success by Professors of Old Testament history, and by teachers in

Sunday Schools, and may be especially recommended for large classes

of student.s. On view at the office of the Fund ; further particulars may
be had on application.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quurterl)/ Statement, the

Committee will be very glad to receive any back numbers which sub-

scribers do not wish to jireserve,

A comjdete set of the Quarterly Statements, 18G9-1905, containing

the early letters, with an Index, 18G9-1892, bound in the Palestine
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Explui-atioii Fund cases, can lie had. l'rict'*()n ajiplii-atioii to tlio Acting

Sccictaiv, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Subscribers of one guinea and ui)\vards will please note that they can

still obtain a set, consisting of the "Survey of Eastern Palestine "(Colonel

C'lindcr) ;
" Archivological Kcscarches in Palestine,'' in two volumes

(Clerniont-Ganneau) ; "Floia and Fauna of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady
'Araliah" (llait), for £7 7s., but the price has been increased to the

])ublic to £9 Qft. The price of single volumes to the jmblic has also been

increased. Applications should be made to the Acting Secretary.

The j)rice of a complete set (jf the translations published by the

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, in 13 volumes, with general index,

bound in cloth, is £10 10s. A catalogue describing the contents of

each volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit

Street, W.

The Museum at the office of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few

doors from Pond Street), is open to visitors eveiy week-day fiom

10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.

Pliotographs of the late Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of

Solomon, (2) of the llerodiau Temple, (3) of the Haram Area and

Justinian's Church, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have

been received at the office of the Fund. The four photographs, with an

explanation by Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Acting

Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution

of the Committee they will henceforth be tieated as subscribe! s and be

allowed to purchase the books and maj)s (by application only to the

Secretary) at reduced prices.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks the following
to

" Etudes Bibliques : Canaan d'apres I'Exploration Recente." By
P. Ungues Vincent.

"The Samaritans, the earliest Jewish Sect; their history, theology,

and literature." Prof. J. A. Montgomery (Philadelphia).

"La Teire-Sainte, autrefois, par aujouid'hui ; Etudes de mo}urs et

docunujuts divers jiour I'ctude pratique de la Bible, tires des

auteui-s les plus comi^etents, recueillis et mis en oi-drc" By the

Abbe Curtet (aumonier a Groissiat, par Martignat, Ain). Price

2 fr. 50 ("an profit des CEuvres Catholiques de Terre-Sainte").
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" Palaestiua : Organ fiir die wiitschaftliclie unci kulturelle Erschliess-

ung des Landes," 1907.

"Jerusalem, Publication Mensuelle Illustr6e," March, 1907.

NEA 2IQN, January, Mai'ch, 1907.

" Al-Mashrik : Eevue Catholique Orientals Biniensuelle." " Causeries

geographiques sur la Syrie," by P. H. Lammens ;
" Monograpliie

du Liban," by M""- Em. Kbacho ; etc., etc.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the

Library of the Fund, which already contain.s many works of great value

relating to Palestine and other Bible lands. A catalogue of Books in the

Library will be f'nnid in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

For list of authorised lecturers and their subjects, see end of the

Journal, or write to the Secretary.

Whilst desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications

and otlier theories advanced by officers of the Fund and con-

tributors to the pages of the Quarterly Statement, the Committee

wish it to be distinctly understood that by pul)lishing them in the

Quarterly Statement they do not necessarily sanction or adopt them.

Form of Bequest to the Palestine Exploration Fund.

I give to the Palestine Exploration Fund, London, tiie sum of

to be applied towards the General Work of the Fund ; and I direct that the

said sum be paid, free of Legacy Duty, and that the Kcceipt of the Treasurer

of the Palestiue Exploration Fund shall be a sufiicient discharge to my

Executors.

Signature

Witnesses J

Note.— Three Witnesses are necessari/ in the United States of America.

Two suffice in Oreat Britain.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF

THE IWLESTINE EXl'LORATION FUND.

Tjik FurLy-Second Aiiiuuil General Meeting of tlie al)0ve Fund was

held at the Royal Institution, All)eniarle Street, AV., on Wednesday,

June 26tli, 1907. The Et. Kev. The Lord Bishop of Winchester

presided. There was a large attendance.

The Chairman.—I will ask the Honorary Secretary to read

the letters.

The Hon. Secretary read letters of regret at inability to be

present from the following:—The Kev. Dr. Horton, Prof. Petrie,

Mr. Pollard, the Rev. Dr. William Henry Rogers, Mr. MacDonald,

Mr. James Melrose, the Dean of Ely, tlie Rev. Dr. Montague Butler,

Dr. Liiwy, Sir Charles Warren, Prof. George Adiim Smith,

Mr. Morrison, the Rev. Dr. Buchanan Grey, and the Rev. Prof.

Sayce.

The Chairman.—The first l)usiuess is a resolution which I have

pleasure in proposing :—That the Report and Accounts already

printed and in the hands of subscribers be taken as read, and that

I hey be received and adopted.

Dr. Aldis Wrkjht.—I have great pleasure in seconding that.

The resolution was carried unanimousl3\

The Hon. Secretary.—I regret to have to announce that since

the last Meeting the General Committee has suffered losB by the

death of Mr. John Dickson, the Rev. Canon Tristram, and the Earl

of Cranbrook.

Rev. Canon Dalton.—I have to propose that the following

gentlemen be added to the General Connmttee : The Rev. Canon

Duckworth, C.V.O. ; Colonel Sir Henry Trotter, K.C.M.G., C.B.,

K.E. ; the Rev. Prof. Francis Brown; Peter Gellatly, Esq.

The resolution was seconded by Colonel Philpotts, R.E., and

carried unanimously.

Rev. H. G. MuNRO.—Ladies and Gentlemen,—I beg to move

:

That the Executive Committee be re-elected, and that Colonel Sir

Henry Trotter be invited to serve thereon. I have very great
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pleasure in moving this resolution, and I have no doubt it will

be carried.

The resolution was seconded by the Kev. Wji.loughby Carter,

and carried luianimousl}'.

The Chairman.—Now I have very great pleasure in calling

upon Sir Charles Watson to give us a description of the recent exca-

vations, which he will illustrate for us l)y means of lantern slides.

Sir Charles Watson,—My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

The majority of people here understand fully the objects of the

Palestine Exploration Fund, which was founded just forty-two years

ago last Saturday. It was initiated at a Meeting held in London

that year (18G5) under the Presidency of the Archbishop of York,

and its special object was to elucidate our knowledge of the

Bible. LTp to that time, though the Bible had been read for so

many hundreds of years, very little was really known of the

scientific history, geography, and natural history of Palestine, and

this Society was started with the intention of throwing light upon

those very important subjects. The principles xipon which it was

leased were threefold. First, that everything that was done l)y the

Society was to be done in a perfectly scientific manner, so that

no one might query the reports ; secondl}^ that it should be in no

sense a religious Society ; and thirdly, that the Committee of the

Society should have no ideas of their own, so to speak ; their object

was simply to find hard facts in Palestine for other people to criticise

and for other people to form theories upon ; and I am thankful to

say that for the whole of these forty-two years those principles have

been rii^idlv adhered to. It is not necessary for me to refer to

past explorations, those magnificent excavations at Jerusalem con-

ducted by Sir Charles Warren, the work of Sir Charles ^^'ilson, the

great Survey conducted liy Colonel Conder and Lord Kitchener, and

many other investigations into the antiquities of the country. All

I can do to-day is very briefly to tell you a little of the site which

we are now exploring, and in the first place I think it would be

advisable to make it clear where Gazer is. I am sometimes asked,

"Where is Gezerl" "Why do you explore there?" "What

interest has it for anybody?" And I would just like, my lord, to

make a few remarks to explain why we went to Gezer, and why it

is one of the most interesting sites that we could have selected for

exploration.
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To show you wlit'ic it is T will ])t'<;iii willi the iiia|) <if I';ilcstiiic.

No doulit all of you arc aequaitiLcd with thu physiial features of

the country, liow it lies between the Valley of the Joidaii and the

Mediterranean Sea, and how it consists of u ridge of hills runniiif^

from north to south, then a lidge of lower hills, and finally the

plains tliat Itorder on the Mediterranean 8ea. It is a country with

a very long history, and our explorations have taken that history

further back even than was thought. Fiom time immemorial it

has been inhal)itcd; the original iidialiitants were not a Semitic

tribe, but, according to the investigations of Mr. Macalister, they

were a cave-dwelling people, and they seem to have lived through-

out this country until they were driven out by a Semitic invasion.

The Semitic invasion seemed to be followed by several others.

There are no less than three, if not four, different periods during

which the Semites occupied this country. And besides that, there

was another great invasion from the south. The l^gyptians from at

least the year 2000 B.C., if not before, were in the habit of passing

along the western side of Palestine on their expeditions into Asia.

Therefore, this country has been the scene of conflicts for many

thousands of years. It is covered with a number of little hills or,

as they are called, " tels," many of which have been the site of a

city or town for a very long period. At present some of these, in

fact a great many, cannot be explored because the existing village

is on the top of the hill ; but in certain cases the hills are separate

from the modern village, so that the Palestine Exploration Fund has

been able to dig into and unearth some of these tels. Two of these

you will see marked on the map : one is a place called Tel el-Hesy,

which is most probably the Lachish of the Book of Joshua, and the

other is Gezer, which is the place wliere we are exploring at the

present day. It is easy to see that this must have been a most

important town. I think the first mention that we have of it

is in a hieroglyphic inscription on the great Temple of Karnak.

That part of the temple was built by Thothmes III—about 1600

B.C.—who was a great conqueror and a great general, and who

invaded Mesopotamia and passed along by this road, ami he in this

in.scription mentions the town of Gezer. Then it is mentioned

afterwards in those most interesting documents, the Tel el-Amarna

letters, which date from about 1450 B.C., and which are the cor-

respondence from certain people in Asia and Palestine written to

the officers of the kings of Egypt, who were their superior officers.
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A numl»er of those letters mention tlie town of Gezer, showing that

at that time it was of very considerable importance. Then there is

another reason why Gezer should he an interesting place to explore,

and it is this, that it is one of the few places, if not the only one, in

Palestine which is actually labelled with its name. Gezer was one

of the Levitical cities, and prol»a1)ly from time immemorial the

Ijoundaries of those cities were marked so that people should know
them. And in the case of the town of Gezer, Prof. Clermont-

Ganneau was so fortunate as to find two inscriptions on the rocks

on which the name of Gezer was definitely mentioned in ancient

Hebrew characters. So that this was a place which was not only

known historically from the documents, Ijut which was also fixed

aecurately hy the people who lived there at the time.

Sir Charles then proceeded to explain a series of lantern slides,

illustrative of the recent explorations at Gezer, and concluded with

the following remarks :

I would like to impress upon you the great importance of push-

ing on rapidly with the excavations at Gezer. The permit which

his INIajesty the Sultan has been good enough to grant us has a

duration of two years only, and diu'ing these two years we ought to

complete the exploration of this Tel. But whether we shall l»e alile

to do this depends upon the generosity of the British public. Work
of this kind is necessarily costly on account of the nimiber of men

who have to be employed, and we want a sum of at least £1,000.

I hope that all who are present to-day will do what they can

to assist us in raising this sum as soon as possi1)le.

The Chairman, after thanking Sir Charles Watson for his

interesting lectui'e, and for the lucid and admirable explanation of

the slides, announced the following resolution :
" That this Meeting

offers its hearty encouragement to Mr. Stewart Macalister in the

arduous work of excavation in which he is engaged." This he

introduced with the following prefatory remarks upon the work of

excavation in Palestine :

—

"We have seen, from the slides, the kind of work in which

Mr. Macalister is at present engaged. We have been told the great

need there is that this work should l)e carried through, and we have

also been told that there are only two more years to run. We are well

aware that it is not very easy to obtain a permit from the Ottoman

Government, and I am quite sure that all of us who are interested
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ill (111- I'ali'sliiic Jv\i)loriitioii FuimI will hope tliuL .Mr. Mucalislcr

will 1k' alik- to obtain the necessary snj)[)ort whicli will cnaltle liiin

10 eoini)lett' the most interesting and valuable woik in whirh he is

cn'Mi^cd. A\"hrii 1 hear Mr. Macalister's iiamr niciitiiuiccl it takes

nie hark, in my niiiid, to ii\c and twenty years ago, when Ik- was

n little bov and lived in a house on the other side of the road

where 1 lived at Cundnidge. I had the honour of knowing his

distinguished father, and oiu; rejoiees to feel that his son is adding

distinction to a name ali-eady distingiu'shed in the ])aths of seicnce.

Hut even in his early days, when (^uite a little lad, he was

distinguished for his deep study in all matters of history anfl

antiquarian research. Quite as a little lad he was a collector and

classifier of objects of interest, and he has well fuliilled tin; promise

which he then showed.

Well, now, let us in our thoughts go back for one moment to

this work which has been already touched upon. I believe that as

we look upon the nineteenth century and review the great works of

science that were carried out in that century, we shall have good

reason for regaiding the work done by the Palestine Exploration

Fund as one of the most creditable of the scientific researches

carried on (huing that century, for its patience, its thoroughness,

and for its exactitude. As was so well told by Sir Charles Watson,

the piinciples of the Ex])loration Fund have been strictly scientific

from the very first, and the great men who have carried out these

principles have carried them out in the most patient and scientific

spirit. Well, science can only be carried on l)y the most deliberate

[)atiencc, by accuracy, and l>y the accumulation of minute details.

AVithout being in any sort of hurry to draw conclusions, the minute

results have been collected in different parts all over Palestine, and

inferences have been slowdy and perseveiingly drawn, and it is

those inferences which, to our delighted minds, arc conveying so

muih illustration to our study of Holy Scripture. We feel that

the Palestine Exploration Fund is benefiting the cause of science

all round, promoting the study of history, throwing light upon the

study of geography, and, above all, throwing light upon the study

of Holy Scripture, and, therefore, it makes a special appeal to the

sympathy and support of all those to whom the study of Holy

Scripture is dear.

Well, I think that no Annual Meeting ought to take place

without £1 reference to the great men whose lives have been spent
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ill connection with this most iiiterestiiig work. I suppose that

many of us, as we look back upon former years, can say that

amongst the most honoured and distinguished names in the field of

literature and of science will rank the names of those who have

been connected with Palestine exploration ; the names of Warren,

and of "Wilson, and of Clermont-Ganneau will always take a most

leading position in our recollections of intensely interesting litera-

ture fi'om the point of view of Biblical study. Those of us who

have read the lieports that have been issued by the Fund know also

what familiar names are the names of those who have been the

regular and patient and most interesting contributors to the Journal

:

names like those of Bliss and Schumacher and that very scientific

and careful observer, Mr. Glaisher, and also Mr. Post. In more

recent times we have had the contributions of distinguished men

like Prof. Petrie and Mr. Dickie, and, more recent!}', Mr. Macalister

;

and we hope that the names of Petrie and Macalister are not going

to terminate the list of great explorers and excavators. I suppose

that one of the questions which the friends of the Fund sometimes

ask themselves is : Will there be found in the twentieth century

men as distinguished, as zealous, as keen in this cause as the men of

the nineteenth century ? Enthusiasm for such a purpose in the

interests of the Fund and of Biblical research ought not to die

down in the twentieth century. When we have so much upon

which to stand, and so much excavation and patient work in the

nineteenth century, there is good reason for the students of the

twentieth century to continue and to promote the interests of this

most valuable department of work.

Now I have been privileged to see Mr. Macalister's recently

published Bible Side-Lights from the Mound of Gezer, and if any-

one were wise enough to make themselves possessors of this

book, they will be able to read at leisure the full account of the

excavations of this marvellous ancient Mound, the description of

which, in summary and detail, has been given in such eloquent and

interesting terms by Sir Charles Watson. The book is most read-

aljle and most luxuriously got up, and it is very easy to read. My
opportunities of reading, leisurely, books of this kind are very few,

but I read this in the train during the last two days in going

about ill my diocese, and I can recommend it as a book written

in a delightfully easy style, with l)rief descriptions, and in a most

interesting manner and abundantly illustrated, so that we can look
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from the letterpress to the illustrations ami liiid our curicjsity

satisfied. Sonic of tlie pictures iipmi which you have feasted your

eyes are to lie found in this book, ami there are several other

pictures besides. Therefore, I suggest to you that, as your curiosity

has been whetted, you liad l)etter take the opportunity of satiating

it by studying this book. In this l)ook you have an account of

these cave-dwellers. To me this discovery of the cave-dwellers has

been enormously interesting, throwing light upon the prehistoric

dwellers in Palestine, about whom many guesses have been made.

Of course schohirs are ])ouiid to make guesses when they have no

material to work upon ; sometimes they az-e correct, sometimes in-

correct, and it is a very good thing that every now and then the guesses

of the scholars should prove incorrect, and they should feel a little

humility when they make another guess. Here you ai'c told of

the llorites, who have always been supposed to be the troglodites,

and we found them under a town of Palestine. We also supposed

they lived rather to the south, but it is interesting to find that the

cave-dwellers had their dwellings in towns quite far to the north of

what has been supposed. I daresay when we come to investigate

in future days other towns and tels and mounds, we shall find at the

bottom of these three or four stages of city-dwellings, and on the

native rock more remains of these cave-dwellers. Then it is very

interesting to have this succession of towns ; we have become

accustomed to find succession of towns in antiquity. When Troy

was excavated people were amazed first of all to hear that there had

been something like ten different towns piled one on the other.

Here we have these three or four one on top of another in a com-

paratively small place like Gezer. But you will find here in the bcjok

why it is these stones are piled one on the top of the other. The

houses were composed of loosely put together stones, cemented

together by mud and clay, and when the house fell into ruin through

assault or from heavy storms, the stones collapsed and the earth fell

in and made a little mound where there had been a house. The

next man did not want the trouble of excavating foundations,

so he built his house on the former one. So you very often get

one street piled upon another. You have heard an account of what

the towns were like, how very narrow their streets were ; in fact

there were hardly any streets in the strict sense, but simply a rabbit

warren of small houses and habitations in close contiguity. The

houses were put together without any order at all. Therefore,

N
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when one house fell, .mother fell, and heaps of ruins were quickly

produced at the time of any great political overthrow. Next,

what struck me as being of such great interest was this reference

to the iniquity of the Amorites, namely, the child murders, the

massacres of a religious kind that were ])eipetuated in High

Places, and probably in close connection with those upright pillars

of which we have this most interesting and unifpie example. These

stone pillars, I suppose, were always to he found in those early

times, in the days of the Israelites, in close vicinity to the place

of sacrifice. At Gezer, however, we have this splendid instance

of an example of undisturbed pillars with the remains of the

old sacrifices; the ashes and the bones have lieen discovered in

heaps in the immediate neighl)Ourhood. I do not suppose that

any description that has been obtained, throwing light on the

iniquity of the polytheism and idolatry of those eaily times,

has ever been found to compare with that which has been laid

bare by Mr. Macalister in his researches at Gezer. Now, I must not

protract what I have to say, but I should like to point out one short

chapter—the chapters are so short, you can read through them very

quickly in which he refers to the dying deed of Samson. We
have all wondered how Samson could have been able by the effort

of his enormous muscular power to overthrow the temple of the

Philistines. Mr. Macalister points out how it was possil)le, and how

the temples in those days were constructed ; that the columns were

not as we have supposed—and of course our suppositions are based

upon those pictures upon which we fed our eager eyes when we

were children—and that the temples were not in those days made,

like Ionic or Doric temples, with huge stone columns, but were

made with columns of wood which rested on little stumps of stone.

Well, the stumps of stone are found in his temple, and upon those

stumps of stone stood the high wooden columns which supported

first of all the portico. Then there was the main temple l)eliind,

and poor Samson was made to show forth his strength and play his

antics in the front, and when they had wearied him out, they brought

him forw;ii-d to rest himself against the wooden columns which held

up the portico, behind which stood or sat all the nobles of Philistia

Above the portico were the common people who, in that position,

had a g(Xjd view of the big man as he was performing his feats of

strength, but were exposed to all the heat of the siui in a less

favoured position than the nobles who were sitting under the
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portico. And so tlif great man whs ahlc lu rest liolli his ;irnis

upon these two culunins and l>y an immense eft'ort of strength he

pulled the two wooden columns together, and, of course, as soon

as they were moved oil their stone stumj) on which they rested,

down would como the })ortico with all the weight oi the people

overhead. You will find all this fully described in Mr. AFacalistcr's

chapter. Certainly it throws light upon the way in which the

writer of the story supposed that Samson was al»le to perpetrate

his wonderful dying feat of strength. Now I have said more than

enough to excite youi' interest in this book, and, if possible, to

stimulate your interest in the most valuable work that is being

done at Gezer by the Palestine Exi)loration Fund ; and I am sure

what we have seen to-day and what we have heard from Sir Charles

"Watson will persuade you all to support me in this resolution T am
])roposing that this Meeting otl'ers its hearty encouragement to

Mr. Macalistcr. AVe are delighted that he has been able to find

so much, and we feel certain if he is able to contiiuie the work

there remains much more which will throw still further light on the

pages of Scripture and on the records of ancient history."

The resolution was carried by acclamation.

Dr. GiNSBURG.—My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen,—The resolu-

tion I have to propose is that a Vote of Thanks be given to the

Institution for affording us this nol)le edifice in which to hold our

Meeting. We have held our Meetings here several times, and a

more comfortable place we could hardly have to listen to such

remaTkal)le results of our excavations in Palestine.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. DiCKiE, and carried

unanimously.

Sir Charles Watson.—My Lord, I Avould ask your leave to

propose a resolution that I am sure will be received with the

greatest unanimity by everybody present. It is to thank your

Lorflship for having been so good, notwithstanding your numerous

engagements, as to come and preside over us on this occasion. I

beg to move a sincere Vote of Thanks to the Lord Bishop of

AVinchester for having taken the chair.

The Hon. Secretary.—Perhaps 1 may be allowed to second

that resolution, which requires no addition.

The resolution was carried unanimously and the proceedings

then terminated.

N 2
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FOURTEENTH QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE

EXCAVATION OF GEZER.

Fird of the Second Series.

18 March—^ May, 1907.

I'.y R. A. Stewart Macalister, M.A., F.S.A.

Preliminary.

Early in November of last year I landed in Palestine, and almost

immediately proceeded to Constantinople to inquire into the

piogress of the negotiations for the new permit for the resumption

of work at Gezer. While in Constantinople, I had opportunities of

attempting to extend an interest in the work of the Fund, by

lecturing at Robert College, and at the American College for Girls

at Scutari.

I have to express my acknowledgments of the friendly courtesy

with which Their Excellencies Hamdy and Khalil Bey received me

in the magnificent museum luider their control. I must also

acknowledge the interest of the officials of His jNIajesty's Embassy,

especially iMr. Fitzmaurice, who was in charge of the negotiations.

Last, but not least, I have to render my cordial thanks to the

Fund's staunch friend, Mr. Edwin Pears, for nuuh help and

kindness.

After finishing business in Constantinople I returned to

Jerusalem, and a few days later set oft' for Safed—a diary of my

visit there was contributed to the last Quarterly Statement?

1 'this contribution was shortoned to reduce it to the available space, and in

tlie process one or two errors liave slipped in. I may be allowed to indicate

the three principal places where misunderstanding is possible. On p. 95,

line 19, for " remains, except " read " remains. There is." On p. 103, in the

title of the fipure,/rj>- "fine " read "firm." On p. 116, line G from bottom, /cr

" ruin above described " read "ruin on the hill-top "—the description referred

to not having been printed.
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Towards the end of February I heard that the permit was

shortly to Ite issued. Soon afterwards it was actually in my hands.

A week or two had to be spent in necessary preparations and

certain official routine, Imt as soon as possible I made my way to

the mound.

I am happy to report that I found it exactly as I left it, no

harm having come to any of the ])uildings that were left open at

the close of the previous permit. This is to a large extent due to

Mr. Murad's friendly care and interest. It is a matter for satisfac-

tion that Surraya Etfendi Al-Khalidi, who during the previous

permit showed himself ready to further the interests of the Fund

in every way possible, consistently with a scrupulous performance

of his own duties as Commissioner of the Ottoman Government, has

been re-appointed to the same office.

The actual work of excavation began March 18th, and, except

for a couple of days at Easter, has been continued uninterruptedly.

The weather has been propitious, although hot south and east winds

have been prevalent and on some days made exeition not a little

laborious. I have this time made a new departure, and l)uilt a hut

to take the place of the tents in which the excavating part}- was

formerly domiciled. On all grounds—comfort, econoni}', staltility,

and security—the change has been found an improvement.

It may l)e remembered that just at the close of the previous

permit thiee remarkable tombs were foiuid, which for various

reasons I suggested might possibly be referable to the Philistines.

I hoped that these might prove to be the outlying tombs of a

cemetery, which, if it were actually Philistine, could not fail to

aflord results of the highest importance. The ground north, south,

and east of these toml)S was left uncut at the end of the permit.

I immediately commenced at this promising spot, and ran a trench

north of the tombs to the border of the mound : nothing, however,

was found in that direction. A pit was then dug to the south of

these, and two more tond)S of the series were there found.

Excavations are now proceeding to the east> but at the moment of

writing the level of the graves has not ))een reached.

One pit has also been dug on the Eastern Hill.

As usual, in looking for one thing, another has been discovered.

The trench cut northward from the tombs was found to contain an

interesting foundation, apparently that of a Canaanite palace or

fortress. Beneath it was another of the very early caves which
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have been such a notable featiue of the mound of Gezer. The most

interesting "find" from the Eastern Hill has been a small stone

altar (see below, p. 196).

On the whole, however, the ol>jects discovered during the last

two months have been of an "average" character.

I._Troglodyte Cave (No. I).

Just north of the " Philistine " graves was found the entrance

to a small rock-cut chamber, which proved to l)e connected with

others by doorways and passages. The plan is hardly worth

publishing at present : it consists of a series of seven more or less

circular chamljcrs in a row. There are two entrances, one at each

end : the southern is a circular roof hole ; the noithern entrance,

which admits to the largest chamber, is the most remarkable part of

this otherwise not very interesting excavation. It is of the ordinary

staircase form, such as nearly all these early cave-dwellings show;

l»ut it diffei-s from all the others found hitherto in having a douljle

staircase cut in the rock, radiating like the arms of a Y- Near it is

an olive-press cut in the rock. At a period datable by the asso-

ciated objects to the XlXth Egyptian Dynasty, the chandjer to

which this northern stairway gives access was discovered by well-

sinkers, and deepened to about 19 feet below the level of the rock

in order to serve as a cistein. This unfortunate accident, it will

be remembered, had also occurred in the case of the great cave

discovered on the Western Hill in 1905 : and it will be seen to have

occurred again in the case of the other cave which remains to be

described in the present report. Of course if there were any

deposits of value l)elonging to the earlier users of the cave, they

naturally were all pillaged by the cistern-diggers. As a matter of

fact, except some trifling fragments of pottery, nothing was found

in the chambers.

The cistern, however, contained some interesting objects, chief

of which was a fragment of an alabaster vase bearing the name of

Rameses II. There was also one of the common placpies with

'Ashtoreth figured in relief upon it. The pottery was essentially

identical with that found in the fourth city at Tel el Hesy, parallels

having been found for nearly all the vessels on Plate IV of Bliss

{Mound of Many Cities) and Fig. 174 of the same work. A plate

has been drawn showing all these contemporary types, but it need

not yet be published.
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II.

—

Troglodyte Cave (No. IT).

Some distance north of this cave was found anothei', of much
greater interest, although the deposits within it euuhl nut compare

in importance with those found in the cave on the Western Hill.

The first point to notice about it is the large numl>cr of entrances

with which it is provided. This is well shown by the photographic

view (Fig. 1) which represents the rock-surface just above.

In the foreground will be seen three holes, which are pierced

through the roof at the southern end of the chamber; the crane

Itehind these is erected over another; the gangway, aci'oss which

one of the women is walking, spans a fifth ; there is a sixth behind

the freshly heajDed pile of earth to the left of the picture ; and just

under the nearest of the old walls in the background is another

perforation in the roof. From the chamber into which all these

holes open a tunnel runs northward to a second chaml)er; where

this tunnel meets the second chamber the roof has fallen in, making:

an opening, over which the second crane is erected. There is, how-

ever, an independent entrance to this second chamber, over which

will be seen a beam supporting a pulley in the background, to the

right. The photograph is taken from the south, and looks slightly

west of north over the plain of Sharon.

There is also a tunnel running westward from the principal

chamber, connecting this system with another group of two

chambers that had been discoveied some time ago (now covered by
the "dump-heap" to the left in Fig. 1). I suspect that this con-

nexion is accidental : the hole by which the tunnel entei's the

previously discovered system is so small, and so high up in the wall,

that it escaped notice when the chamber into which it opens was

cleared out.

The appearance of the interior of the principal chamber—which

is entered most easily by a flight of rock-cut steps beneath the

gangway in Fig. 1, already mentioned—will be realized by an

examination of Fig. 2, to which I beg to draw attention.

This photograph is looking southward from just inside the

stepped entrance, so that the bright light in the background of the

picture will be luiderstood to be coming through the three openings

in the foreground of Fig. 1. It will be noticed that the cave is

divided into two approximately equal parts by a broad ridge on

the floor (which I have indicated by the word "Kidge" and by
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emphasizing its outline). It was noteworthy that Troglodyte

pottery was found on the floor of each of the subdivisions, but not

on the floor of the ridge —which, being between 5 and G feet in

breadth, is not an insigniticant area. On the other hand, the later

pottery by which, as we shall see, the Cave-dwellers' remains were

overlaid, was deposited on the ridge equally with the two divisions

on each side of it. This suggests to me tliat in Troglodyte times

the cave was two independent chaml)ers with separate entrances,

and that in the First Semitic period the partition between them was

cjuairied away, leaving only its base.

Fig. 3.—Bowl from Troglodyte Cave.

The history of this cave was exactly the same as that of others

which have occupied our attention from time to time. The excava-

tion was originally a dwelling-place of the pre-Semitic Troglodytes.

The pottery found on its floor was of the same t}'pe as that

associated with the humt remains in the Crematorium (see Quarterly

Statement, October, 1902, Plate 9) : I need not therefore describe it

here at length. I must not, however, omit to notice an exception-

ally fine l)owl, 8 inches high, 10 inches across, represented in Fig. 3.

It is of the yellow-brown, porous, gritty ware characteristic of the
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Tro'^'lcHlytc vessels, is ni;i(U' wilhoiit the |)Otter's wiieel, iiiid li;is a

snout (mow broken) and two le(lji;e-liaii(IIes. It is oi'iiaiiieiited in a

way almost exilusively distiiictive of the Tro<,dodyte jjottcry—with

a white w.ash of lime-cream oi' some similar suhstaiice, on wliicli

aie ron^lil}' painted gr(iii])s of verLical icd lines. With the pottery

were t h rowing-stones, no douht stored for ammunition in ease of an

unwelcome intruder (human oi- animal) entering the cave; and the

usual Hint knives.

Secondly, the cave was adapted as a Inuial place in tlie First

Semitic period ^
: and a large (piantity of pottery was then deposited

in it, as well as one or two other things. A consideralde inunber

of wine-jars were placeil in the cave. That they were deposited

with wine in them was indicated l»y two things—first, they were

standing upright; and secondly, inside almost eveiy one of them

was found a small jug. This obviously had l>cen placed to serve as

a dijjpcr, floating on tlie surface of the wine : as the fluid dwindled,

through the porosity of the jar, the dipper gradually sank to the

bottom.

Beside the pottery, there were found one or two pins and

knives of bronze; a quartzite mace-head; a pile of slips of ivory

and of jiorcelain, much broken, which had evidently been used for

inlaying in some [wooden^] object that had comj)letcly })erished
;

and, perhaps most remarkable of all, three ostrich eggs. The latter

had evidently been deposited as ofTeiings with the deceased buried

in the cave.

Thirdly, the cave, after being closed and forgotten, was re-

discovered by cistern-diggers. No doubt if gold and silver, or

other precious objects, had been deposited with the dead in this

cave (as in the contemporary and otherwise similar cave on the

Western Hill), they were then appi-opriated l)y the discoverers, who

left only the pottery and rusty bronze, to them valueless, for the

benefit of their successor about 3200 years later. For the pottery

found in the cistern which these intruders dug was sutticiently

distinctive to date their work about the thirteenth century B.C.

The cave itself was unsuitable for a water-store; they therefore

sunk the cistern as a deep excavation in the floor, and built up a

shaft through the cave chamber—ruins of which remained from

the mouth of the cistern to the opening in the roof, for which they

were lesponsible. This opening is that over which the crane nearest

^ For an expfanation of this ti-rm soe a latt-r section.
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to the spectator in Fig. 1 is erected. I ought to have mentioned

that, of the three roof-openings in the foreground of the same

figure, the circuhir one to the l^ack was not in the original design of

the cave. It was evidently cut with the intention of making a vat

for an olive-press, but the depression was incautiously deepened too

much, and so broke through to the cave below.

III.

—

The Canaanite Castle.

In the background of Fig. 1 will be seen a number of walls, or

rather the foundations of walls, erected over the cave which has

PLAN or CASTLE

I0± 10

just been described. These walls are not built directly on the

rock : there is an accumulation of two to three feet below them,

containing the foundations of yet older buildings. The few indica-

tions of date which the objects found in and about this building

afforded pointed to the thirteenth century B.C. as its approximate

period.

It was evident that the building stood in the city, probably as

an open ruin, for all the later centuries of its history. For this
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rcjisoii no liiter walls (exce{)t the insignificant remains of a hut or

two of the Maecabean period) were found above its level. The

derelict condition in which the so-called '* Goliath's Castle " at

Jerusalem remained (until its comparatively recent adaptation into

the basement of the l^'.coJc drs Fiiirs) is exactly comparable with the

fate of this building. So probably was the fate of the "House of

Baid " at Samaria.

This luifortunate circumstance sufficiently accounts for the fact

that in a l)uilding evidently so important practically nothing was

found. One corner of the l)uilding had been uncovered so long ago

Fig. 5.—FiMgnicnt of ornamental stone found in tlu" Castle.

as October, 1902, and in the chamber a (Plan, Fig. 4) a number of

objects were then found—two fine axe-heads and a spear-head of

l)ronze, some fragments of pottery, a three-legged stone dish, and

an alabaster vase, together with a nondescript fragment of stone

ornament. This is represented in Fig. 5. It is a block of a

polished green stone, resembling serpentine, 4;^ inches long, 2i inches

high, and 2^ inches thick. On one side is a sunk panel containing

a num1)er of incised chevrons. A line is drawn across the other

side and round the fractured edge.

The rest of the building was practically entirely destitute of

antiquities.
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In tlie absence of any indication as to the personality of the first

occupant of this castle, which is certainly the most elaborate

residence yet found in Gezer, it would be undesirable to indulge

overmuch in fantastic speculations. So all I will venture to say

about an idea that has crossed my own mind is this : that if anyone

chose to maintain that this was the dwelling-place of the king

Horam who rashly opposed himself to Joshua at Laehish/ he might

reasonably claim that the date and the evident importance of the

building were points in his favour, and that nothing to oppose his

view has yet been unearthed here or elsewhere on the mound.

"While saying this I must, however, make quite clear that such an

identification is mere guess-work : there is this possibility, but that

is all that can be said. Personally, I am inclined to hope that it is

nd the palace of Horam, or of any other king, for if it were, the

chance of finding an undisturbed royal library would be diminished

!

The plan sent herewith (Fig. 4) shows how the building was

laid out. The inner city wall •^—which is at least a thousand years

older than the castle, and had already been superseded by the outer

wall when the castle was built—was adapted as the north side of

the structure. It is built round one of the internal towers of this

wall, as the plan shows. There is little to call for notice in the

plan, which speaks for itself. The comparative regularity with

which the walls are laid out is the first point that attracts attention.

Another point is the great thickness of the walls, which ranges from

3 feet 3 inches to 9 feet—the latter is the greatest thickness of any

wall yet found in the fel, with the exception, of course, of the city

ramparts themselves. There are no architectural details calling for

attention—not a scrap of ornamental stone of any kind was found,

except the stone Fig. 5, which is evidently a part of some small

object, and has nothing to do with the architecture of the Iniilding.

No means of approach to the narrow chamber, h, is visible. I suspect

that there was a doorway from c, but the partition wall is ruined to

below its threshold. The same suggestion may be made respecting

a doorway from d to a. The circular structure in d is probably a

hearth. A general photographic view of the foundations will be

found in Fig. 6.

East of the castle there seems to have been a large open court-

yard, which probably belongs to it; but, as I am not altogether

certain on this point, I have omitted it from the plan.

1 Joshua X, 33. ^ Eepresentcd by a hatched line on the plan.
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IV.

—

The Altar.

This very interesting object (Fig. 7) w;is found built into the

foundation of a wall dating about GOO B.C. It appears to have been

used merely as a building-stone.

It is a four-sided block of limestone, 1 foot 3 inches high.

Fig. 7.—Stone Altar.

The top and bottom are approximately 10 s and 9 inches square

respectively ; l)Ut these are only the average dimensions of the

sides, which arc not regularly cut.

The angles are prolonged upwards for an additional H inches as

rounded knobs—no doubt the "horns" of the altar. The top is
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very slightly concave, so jvs to hold pcrluii^.s jui eighth of a pint of

liquid.

Ujifortunatcly there is no inscription or device of ajiv sort on

the sides of the stone.

v.—TlIK (JitAVKS.

The new graves of the " I'liilistinc " scries resemhle those

jireviously found. The fust is a Imilt enclosiu-e, 6 feet 9J inches

long, 2 feet 4=^ inches hroad, and 4 feet 3 inches deep. It was

Fig. 8.— Objects from Grave No. I.

covered with a series of four massive cover-slabs, and lined with

cement. Like the others, its axis lay east and west : the head of the

body was to the east. There was a single interment in the tomb

:

a small and, I think, not full-grown person, barely over 5 feet in

height. The bones were so rotten that it was impossible to measure

them, even in situ; with the exception of the right humerus, which

I was able to preserve, and which measures 289 millimetres, they

were all in a condition resembling soft putty.

The deposits in the tomb were meagre, and could not for a

moment compare in richness with the previously found interments
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of the same group. They consisted of a considerable quantity of

mutton and chicken bones, evidently the remains of food deposits,

which were heaped up in the space between the head of the body

and the east wall of the tomb ; the broken fragments of the neck of

a jar of compact light reddish-brown ware (Fig. <S, no. 1), which

were lying among the food-bones ; fragments of alabaster, which

together made two vessels—the type of both is shown in Fig. 8,

no. 2 ; and a small plate of silver, with perforations for threading,

probably the ornament of a belt or some such garment (Fig. 8,

no. 3).

The second grave was of far greater importance. It was that of

a woman, apparently, so far as I could judge, about thirty years of

age, with strongly marked features. The bones were in a much

better state than those from the other toml>s of the series, and I

have hopes that they may give us some information as to the race

to which this puzzling and unexpected group of tombs belongs.

The dimensions of the grave are : length 9 feet 0^ inch, breadth

2 feet 11-^ inches, depth 3 feet 9§ inches. The great length, which

characterizes all these tombs, will not escape notice. Like the

others, it is of rude masonry, lined internally with plaster, and

covered with a row of, in this case four, massive stone cover-slabs,

themselves covered over and embedded in plaster after having been

laid in position.

The body had evidently been deposited at full length, with tlie

head to the east; but the bones were not continuous. The head

was completely dissevered from the neck, and was lying on its right

side on the breast, the top of the head facing west. I thought at

first that I had a case of intentional post-mortem mutilation, such

as Prof. Petrie found at Naqada ; but M'hen T found (on further

removing the earth that had filtered through the roofing slabs and

covered the deposits) that one of the radii was dissociated from its

companion ulna, and was lying, with one of the femora, out of all

connexion with the rest of the body, and that the sacrum was

between and under the knees, I came to the conclusion that the

displacement of the bones was to be attributed to rats, whose

burrows were very much in evidence inside the tomb.

The contents of the tomb, which are represented together upon

Plate I, were as follows :

—

(1) A large and fine lentoid jar of light reddish-brown ware,

with burnished circles surrounding the central points of the two
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sides. The neck and liandles are of tlie pattern usual in such

vessels. The height is 14 inches or 35-5 centimetres. Owing to

its size, it has been necessary to draw it to a smaller scale than the

rest of the objects on the plate.

This vessel was found upside down aJtovr the silt with wliicli the

tomb had ])ecome filled, and immediately under the easternnujst

cover-slab. That the tomb had Ijeen specially opened after the silt

had accumulated, to deposit this jar, is highly improbable, and

there were no signs of this having been done. We are constrained,

I think, to adopt the ingenious explanation that was suggested to

me by the foreman— namely, that in a succession of heavy rains the

tomb filled with water, which floated the jar (originally, of coinse,

laid on the level of the rest of the interments) and washed in silt

underneath it.^ The jar, in that case, must originally have been

deposited in the south-eastern corner.

(2) Al)0ut the middle of the eastern end of the tond) was a

silver ladle, 21-2 cm. (8{ inches) long. It has a shaft rectangular

in section, with chamfered edges; ending upward in a ring, in the

top of which rise two representations of lions' heads; and dowii-

waid in the bowl of the ladle, which is set at right angles to the

shaft.

(3) In the north-eastern corner was a curved plate of Ijronze,

6^ cm. (2^ inches) in length, similar in appearance, no doidtt also in

purpose, to the silver plate from the fiist tomb.

(4) West of the original place of the jar, and close by the head

of the deceased, was a beautiful hemispherical silver bowl, 11-5 cm.

(4 1 inches) in diameter. It is decorated with a rosette on the base,

and an elaborate pattern of lotus leaves in low relief—not repouss^,

for the interior, except for four concentric circles drawn round the

centre, is plain—on the sides.

(5) Just west of the ladle was a plain bronze mirror, 17-5 cm.

(6 1 inches) long. This had no ornament on the reverse side, and

the drawing sufficiently represents it. It is interesting to notice

that it had been deposited in a cloth case, and a few fragments of

the cloth—enough in all, perhaps, to cover a space the size of a

' The process would, of course, be gradual, as the tomb is not so iuiperrious

as to hold water for any considerable length of time. This is the fatal objeetion

to an attractive modification of the theory that occurred to me—namely, that

the body had been deposited in liquid, like that of King Tabnit at Sidon.

O 2
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postaoje-stamp—still remained adhering to one side of the niirror.

The cloth was rather coarse, with 1 1 thi'cads to tlic centimetre in

the warp, and 19 in the woof.

(G) On each of the wrists was a gold bracelet, 2 inches in

external diameter, consisting of a hollow tnlie of gold having a

delicate spiral twist iiuining along its whole length. The ends of

the tube are closed with flat i)lates, to which are fastened the loops

by which the bar closing the bracelet is fastened. This bar has a

loop at each end, which fits between the loops on the bracelet : at

one end it is free, at the other it is held in ])Osition by two narrow

strips of gold running past the loops inside and outside. It thus

swings as on a hinge. The rivet by which the free end was secured

is unfoitunately lost.

At the right side of the body, about the level of the elbow, had

been placed a miscellaneous collection of beads. They must have

been of a very ornate descrijjtion ; but a good many of them

were made of a gum-like paste, and had disintegrated. Drawings

of those that could be recovered are on the plate (coloured drawings

have also been sent to the Fund Office). They may be descril)ed

thus : (7) A seal-shaped stone, I think A,n onyx, wdth convex back

and flat base, polished smooth—no device on the base. Set in a

silver loop. (8) Spherical bead of black paste. (9) A peculiar

ornament, consisting of a splintei- of flint set in a silver mount—on

the mount a zigzag line is traced, and the loop for suspension is

beaded. (10) A spheroidal bead of 3'ellowish crystal. A silver

wire is passed through the perforation, the lower end looped into an

[_ to make it catch : the upper end is then coiled, twisted round

itself, and carried round the outside of the bead. The point of this

end is broken ofli", but it seems ultimately to have been twisted into

the |_-shaped end. (11) A very remarkable bead of haematite.

A silver loop is passed through it, for suspension. The bead is

three-sided, and has been cut into the semblance of a Gorgonian

human head. The eye-balls are represented by projecting knobs.

The triangle of the eye is of great size, and the art displayed is

strangely reminiscent of that of some savage South Sea Island

tribe ! (12) Pendant bead of an opaque bluish stone. The grooves

near the top do not go round, but are notches cut out of the sides.

(13, 14) Two beads, one cylindrical, the other a drop-shaped

pendant, of a warm reddish-brown gum, covered with bright yellow

lines. This very frialtle and perishable material was apparently
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used for other Iieuds, of whiili (>iil\' tiucps remuiiied. (15) A very

handsome barrel-shaped bead cut from a fine agate.

Besides the beads, there were three scarabs in the hoard. These

are represented foi- clearness' sake at double the scale of the beads

in the plate. Fig. 16 is a small scarab of amethyst : the sides and

base are plain. Fig. 17 is represented in three aspects in the phite,

(/, h, and c It is a small but rallicr clumsily cut specimen of jade,

possibly not Egyptian in origin : it bears a figure of a hawk within

an oval border. Fig. 18 is of steatite, and bears the legend

hk-W^t-R". It is enclosed within a silver loop, fitting tightly

round the legs of the lieetle (as shown in Fig. 18/>); it will be

noticed that when suspended the characters were upside down, as

though they were without meaning for the owner of the ornament.

The minute representation of the Horus-eye, Fig. 24, also be-

longed to this hoard. It is of the same material as the gum-paste

beads, Figs. 13, 14.

A little l>elow the hoard of beads was the silver signet-ring.

Fig. 19; it probably had been on one of the fingers of the deceased,

but the bones had disappeared. There had been a device on the

signet, but the silver was so corroded that it was found quite

impossible to decipher it.

The small object. Fig. 20, is a tube of gold, with a loop at the

top. It is here icpresented to the same scale as the scarabs,

i.e., double the scale of the beads. This was found about the place

where the femora should have been, had they not been disturbed.

I suspect it was the fastening of a pendant bead that has disappeared.

I thought at fii-st it might be the missing rivet of one of the

bracelets. Fig. G ; but the tube is just too wide to tit through the

loops of the In-acelet-hiuge.

Fig. 21 is the most beautifid of all the objects deposited in the

tomb. It is a c3'lindiical l>ar of polished jas})er, 3'7 cm. (l/„ins.)

in length. Upon it are three gold belts, with a little loop of gold

above each, and below each smaller loops, from which depend discs

of gold. The belts are ornamental on their surface with a delicate

pattern of pellets—a ring of pellets round each edge from which, at

intervals, project triangles over the surface. It will not escape

notice that in the two outer belts the triangles correspond, in the

central lielt they alternate. The enlarged drawing, a, shows the

details of this ornamentation. Though this object was found about

the feet of the skeleton, I believe it originally had some connec-
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tion with the string of l)eads, the lemains of which have been

described.

Fig. 22 is an alabaster vase resembling those found in the other

grave, but smaller. It was in the north-west corner of the grave.

Fig. 23 is a silver disc, which must have been deposited at the

western end of the grave, but it somehow worked upwards among
the silt, like the jar, No. 1. The ornament upon it, a plain rosette,

is in repousse.

The deposits in this tomb reseml)le those i?i the other woman's

tomb of the same series so remarkably, that the coincidences cannot

be accidental. Both had a ladle, a mirror, a silver bowl, and a

string of beads with scarabs, and they occupied ajyproximately the same

relative positions in the tombs. The first tomb had a bronze pot which

this lacked ; in its stead (and in the same position) was the pottery

jar. The first woman had anklets, the second bracelets ; and the

first had a rather larger number of alabaster vessels than the

second. But these minor differences were the only serious points

of contrast.

It may be interesting to recapitulate the points in which these

remarkable interments diflfer from those of the contemporary Semitic

tombs :

—

(1) They are huUf of masonry, not hollowed as caves in the

rock.

(2) The bodies are laid at full length, not in a contracted

position.

(3) Orientation is carefully observed, not (as in cave toml)s)

absolutely neglected.

(4) The deposits in the tombs are of artistic value.

(5) The tombs are within the city walls—all the others (except

some of the first Semitic period) are outside them.

(6) There is comparatively little pottery with the dead, whereas

pottery forms the majority of the objects in the Semitic tombs.

I have hopes that yet more of this extremely interesting

cemetery may lie discovered, which may throw further light upon

it. For the present I can only say that if these be not Philistine

tombs, I am quite unal)le to say what they may be. If they be so,

one of the minor achievements of the Palestine P]xploration Fund
will be the rescuing of this ancient race from a cruel injustice. A
" Philistine " has become a proverbial term for a person impervious

to art inHuences. But it is beginning to appear as though, among
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Jill the successive races occupying Gozcr, the Philistines were the

only people (with the exception of some stray Egyptian settlers)

who either cared al)out art, oi- hail the slightest skill in its practice.'

VI.

—

The Nomenclature of the Periods of Development

OF Civillsation in Palestine.

Ill the course of })uttiiig the results of the excavation of (Jozer

together in their final form—a work on which I am now actively

engaged—I have had occasion to consider carcfidly the subject of

the names to be given to the various periods of Palestinian culture.

The names which were adopted by Dr. Bliss and myself in Excava-

tions in Pakdine, "Early" and "Late Pre-Israelite," "Jewish"

" Seleucidan," I now see, with wider experience, to be open to

various olijeetions. Too much stress is laid by them on the results

of the llel>rew inunigration, which did not affect the progress of

culture to the extent supposed, and cannot be said to have had any

obvious influence on the development of civilisation in Gezer at all.

In Gezer we have five well-marked stages of culture. There is

first the rude semi-, if nut complete, savagery of the cave-dwellers.

Then follows a rather more advanced race, among whose remains

are to be found twelfth dynasty Egyptian scarabs. Another stage,

as well-marked as the two preceding, ends with the eighteenth

dynasty. The fifth stage runs on to about the period of the

Assyrian conquest of the Israelite kingdom, but, as a good many

gradual changes can be traced in its long course, it is capable

of sub-division into two or more sub-periods. Lastly, there is the

post-exilic stage, where the native art receives a strong Hellenic bias.

The difficulty of finding a name for these various periods lies in

the absence of any geographical or racial term that accurately

denotes the whole of the region over which the civilisation in

question extended. The names " First, Second (etc.) Palestinian
"

at first attracted me, Init they are open to the objection that

Palestine pi-operly means Philistia only. "Canaanite" is, for a

similar reason, to be avoided. The terras I have at last decided

upon arc " Pre-Semitic," to denote the Cave-dwellers and their

level of civilisation. " First " to " Fourth Semitic " for the sub-

secpicnt pre-exilic periods. For the post-exilic period (in wduch

' gee further remarks below, on pp. 240-243,
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special chanicteristics previously unknown make their appearance)

a more special name seems desirable. Perhaps " Maccabean " or

" Ptolemaic " are as good as any—they are certainly more applicable,

to Gezer at least, than " Seleucidan." But if we were to call this

the " Hellenizing " period, we should use a term that at once is

descriptive, and avoids the names of people who, though no doubt

they tried to influence the art-evolution of the time, had really little

to do with the actual process of development.

THE SITE OF THE AGRA.

By Sir Charles Watson, K.C.M.G., C.B., R.E., M.A.

Since the publication of my article on " The Site of the Acra at

Jerusalem" in the Quarterly Statement for January, 1906, there have

been several papers on the subject, i.e., by the Rev. AV. Birch in

the number for April, 1906, by the Rev. J. M. Tenz in the same,

and by the Rev. J. C. Nevin in the numbers for July and October,

1906. I have also received several letters with regard to the

matter, and have been asked to give some fiu-ther information

respecting the question.

In order to elucidate the following remarks, an outline plan of

Jerusalem is annexed, in which details not required for a considera-

tion of the suljject of the Acra have been omitted for the sake

of clearness. On this plan there are marked with small circles

the sites proposed by the various writers above mentioned far

the Acra.

Site No. 1 is that which was, I believe, first suggested by

Doctor Robinson, and which has been supported by General Sir C.

Warren, Colonel Conder, and others. The position shown is that

indicated in the plate opposite page 37 in Sir C. Warren's work

The Temple w the Tomb, and marked thereon as " Zion or Acra."

It agrees with the position marked as "Acra or Millo " in the plate

of Ancient Jerusalem, given at page 334 in Colonel Conder'jj

Handbook of the Bible,
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Skeleton Plan of Jerusalem
to illustrate the question of the site of the Acra

Scale of FcL-t

o 500 iixw isoo ^'^°o

I i. ' ' '

The Levels are approximate heights abouc the Sea
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Site No. 2 is the northern point of the area, shown by Mr. Birch

in the plan at page 34 of the Quarter! >/ Statement for January, 1886,

and marked as the "Castle of Zion, i.e., the City of David."

Mr. Tenz, in his note at page 158 of the Quarterhj for April,

1906, adopts both of the above sites, of which he considers No. 1

was the Acra of the Greeks, which was demolished l)y the Maccabees;

and that No. 2 was the fort or Acra of the Jebusites, which David

took and called the City of David. He thus agrees partly with

Mr. Birch and partly with Sir C. Warren.

In Mr. Nevin's article, he states that he did not agree with

the position I had proposed ; but as, after a careful perusal of his

remarks, I could not clearly understand what site he preferred,

I asked him to furnish a sketch plan to illustrate his paper. This

he has kindly' sent, and from it I have taken sites No. 3 and 4.

Of these he considers that No. 3 was the position of " the tower,"

" the fortress," "the castle," "the Baris," " the citadel," "the Acra,"

and " the Antonia " ; and that No. 4, which corresponds with the

tower in the Wall of Ophel discovered by Sir C. Warren, was " the

stronghold of the Jebusites and the City of David."

Site No. 5 is that which I have suggested in the article quoted

above.

Before considering the arguments for and against these diU'erent

sites, it is advisable to examine briefly some of the records on the

subject, and of these one of the most important is the description

of Jerusalem, given by Josephus in the Warn of the Jews, Book V,

ch. 4. As much depends on the exact meaning of the words,

it is best to quote the passage in the original Greek, which is as

follows :

—

lepocroXvfKov €K<f)paats-

T/Jtal cc tox^Vfiicjuefii 7ci')^c(Tii' ij TroXfi kctOu ftij tcus- ulimois- 0af)W/^iv

eKVKKoino' Tainn '^ftip elf iju Trept^oXo'i' aVTij fui' inref) cvo \o(f)wv auri-

wpoffWiro^ LKTioto fieat] 0«/Jrt77< dnfptjfiei'u'v ets- 'ijv iTraWyXot KdTcXtj'/of

(li oiKiai' Ttii' Ce \6(j)iL'v o fici' 7}]i> ai'w ttoXw c^rt'i' r'^/yXoTr/jov ttoXXii'

Kfii TO fifjKo'i lOincpos; ijV. ciayooi' -riji' (/)^i'poTi]Ta (p/jovpioi' fu )' viro

Adfti'cov 70V jinaiXkw^ eKuXeiTo' Trarij/) 2o\o/«a'j'09 t'/i' ovtov tow

TTpivTov TCI/ I'cwv KTianvio^' tj Be uvic ('(•/ofxi Trpov ijftwv' (irepov rt o

KtiXou/uero^ Ak/xi Kai jiji' kotiv ttoXw v(})c7ws o/.KpiKVpTo^' toiijou Ce

ufTiKfiV t/)i'to9 ))v Xd0os- TdTreivoTepo^ tg (f)v<Tct Tijs AKpni Kai TrXfncia

ipapwf'fi cieipyo/xei/o^ uXXtj Trpoiepof (li'Ois 71- /"}'' KdO'o'vs el
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Aoafiifi'ii'ioi -^poi'ovt eftnaiXcvov rijr t< .0M/j«'y'y« vy^waav m'i'ti\l/-at

BoiiXofici'oi Tir i(/i(r tiji' ttoXii' K(ii tijv Ak/kiv kuti /I'/iinnfK iuh to I'lyj/ov

evoit'ifTin'ro )^0nftaXwTf/ioi' w'i vvri/i (paii'uno koi t«|'t//v to icpdti' 'n ft

lu'v Ti'/io—oioi' Trpoaa'iopcvoficvti 0f'/'«7f '/»' t'cjinfuv ti',v t« t//*.- uvui

TrdXcws Kill 701' K<nw \u(j)oi> ctaTcWcii' koOijicli /<cx/" — '\"'"7(' ovtw "jiijt

Tiiv Trn'^vf 'yXvKfiai' tc koi TroWiji' ovnav cKaXooiicr' L^wOeif *5t ot -rii^-

TToXew^ ii'o Xd<poi fiaOiKiiv (/xifxi'/^i ttc/ik lyi^oi'To Kai Ck) toi'v tKuTe/iwOcv

Ki)n/ti'(n'<! TriiiifTnov ot'CafioOci' iji'' twi> re ipticv iciy^ivi' to ^lei' aitytuov fin

TP Tav <p(if)U'^/'^{a'>- nai toi' i'Trrfi TorJicv Xi)(f)ov i p oi> KU-reaKevatno liKTaXwro)'

7/1'' TTpa <?t Tu) TrXeofCKTijfKnt tuo tottov Kdi h(iinc/tw<f iiedofiyjo

\aj-itcin' 7C Kai 2oXo^«(I'«'os' tri re Tu<i' /iina^r tovtwi' (i(t(Ti\iwv (piXoTi/trf-

OivTtL'V TTCpl TO tp'^jOU' UI)-)(OflCVOV ff KUTCt /3oftf)Ul' UTTO IOvXtTTTIKoIi KhXoV-

uevov TTvp^/ov Kdi hunmvov eTri lov 'Zvmoi' Xa'^jo/J.evoi' tTret-a rij Boi'X/y

avvaTnov tVi t»)i' tairepiov tuv icpov mixtv I'tTrifpni^cTo' ko-h Ohtc-

pov ce TTpo^ Cvaif awu rov uvtov f.mv ap'^dftci'oi' -^wpiov hia fe toT;

l3ij6(TU' KaXovfiievou K<n(n(i7i/ov ewi tiju Kcra-iji'u-i' TrvXiji' ku'i iTrvnu Trpos-

voTOV I'TTvp T)jf 'S.tXa'd/ii c-TTiarpccpov TTIj^im'' Cl'Oei' TC TTciXtV iKKXll>Ol>

Trpof ai'cnoXiji' em riji' "SfoXofiiovov hoXvfilSijOpai^ icat CiiJKOf /'tX'/" X^'l"^^

TiJ'ov uf KuXovatv OcpXaf Tij Trpoi ai'moXijv muu rov icpov avviiTr-rai' to ce

Bevjepoi/ Tiji' ftci' cipx']'' ''''"*' Trt'Xijs: ti^er iji' Veui/aO eKuXovv rov Trpwrov

reixpv^ oi'fTiii' kvkXov^kii'ov fti ro TrparTdpKTKH' h:\ifta jnoi'or I'lrijci fic'^pi

T»ys AvTOi'i'a^,

Josephus then goes on to descril)e the line of the third wall

and the position of the fourth hill, called Bezetha, north of Antonia,

but these do not concern the question of the site of the Acra.

The meaning of the above-quoted description of the situation

of Jerusalem appears to be as follows :—
"The city fortified with three walls (except where it was

"encircled by impassable valleys, where there was only one wall)

" stood upon two hills, opposite to each other, separated by a middle

" valley upon which the corresponding houses abutted.

"The one of these hills, upon which was the upper city, was

"much higher, and the length more straight. On account of its

"strength it was called the fortress {(fi/m/'pioi') ])y David the king,

"the father of Solomon who first built tlie temple. "With us it was

" the upper market place.

"But the second hill, called Aci'a, and supporting the lower

"city, was double-curved (afKpiKvp-os).

"Over against this was a third hill, originally lower than the

"Acra and formerly separated from the latter by a fiat {i.e, shallow)
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"vjillev. Afterwards, in the times when the Asamoneans ruled,

" they did away with this valley, wishing to connect the city with

"the temple; and cutting down the summit of the Acra, they

" made it lower, so that the temple might be visible over it.

"But the valley, called that of the Tyropeans, which, as we

"have said, separated the hill of the upper city from the lower,

"extended to Siloam, for so we call the fountain which is both sweet

" and abundant.

" The two hills of the city Avere surrounded on the outside with

"deep valleys, and, on account of the precijnces on each side, there

" was no approach anywhere.

"Of the three walls, the old one (i.e. the first wall) was difficult

" to capture, Iwth on account of the valleys and of the hill al)Ove

"them upon which the wall was Iniilt. And, in addition to the

" advantage of the situation, the wall was strongly built by David

"and Solomon, and the kings succeeding them, who were very

" energetic about the work. This wall, on the north side, beginning

"at the tower named Hippicus, and extending to the so-called

" Xystus, was there joined to the council house and reached the

" west cloister of the temple. In the other direction, on the west,

"beginning at the same point {i.e. the tower Hippicus), it was

" traced through the place called Bethso to the gate of the Essenes,

"and then extended, facing south, towards the fountain Siloam.

" Thence it inclined eastwards by the pool of Solomon, and, passing

"a certain place called Ophlas, joined the east cloister of the

" temple.

" The second wall had its beginning at a gate in the first wall

"which they call Gennath, and, enclosing the northern quarter

"only, reached to the Antonia."

From the description by Jose])hus it is quite clear that hoik the

first and the second hills were included within the old or first wall,

that they were separated by a deep valley, and that hofh hills were

surrounded, except on the north, by precipitous valleys. The first

or higher hill was straight in plan, while the lower hill was double

curved. The annexed plan, which shows the hills and valleys as

we know they formerly existed, indicates plainly that there are

only two hills in Jerusalem which agree with the description hy

Josephus, and these agree in every particular. These are the

western hill, now called Sion, and the eastern hill, which extends

from the Haram enclosure to Siloam.
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A referenco to tlic plan will show thai (lie western liill is hi^^hcr

;in([ straiglit, while tlie eustern iiill is lower and douhlc curved,

i.e., curved in both directions. Wliiston, in his translation of

Josephus, renders <iV'0/a(V>tov liy "the shape of the moon when she

is horned," but there is no hill in .Jerusalem answeiin<^ to this

description. The deep valleys which suiTound the two hills on the

outside ai-e the ^\'adi ei-Jiabalti on the west and south, nnd the

valley of the Kidron on the east, while the existence of the middle

valley, separating the two hills, was proved conclusively by the

explorations of Sir Charles Warren.

The position for the first or old wall, indicated on the plan,

is now, I believe, generally accejited. There can be no doubt as

to the approximate site of the tower of Hippicus, and the west wall

of the temple enclosure still exists. Dr. Bliss, in his explorations

in 189-1-97, recovered the south portion of the wall to Siloam, while

Sir C. Warren found the part of the wall, which, as Josephus ex-

plained, joined the east cloister of the temple. The gate of the

Essenes was prol)ably on the site of the ancient gate discovered

by Dr. Bliss in the south wall, near the south-west corner of

Jerusalem.

The third hill, mentioned hy Josephus, was evidently tlie hill

ui)on which the temple was built, otherwise the context would have

no meaning; and, in the next chapter, in which he gives a descrip-

tion of the temple, he remarks, " but the temple which, as I have

already said, was built upon a strong hill." This disposes of the

proposition made by Mi'. James Fergusson that the temple was

at the south-west corner of the Haram enclosure, as, if it had been

there, so far from being built on a strong hill, it would have stood

over a deep valley, as is proved by Warren's explorations.

There can be little doubt that the third hill, as described by

Josephus, is that now occupied by the Dome of the Rock, and this

would quite coincide with the account in Josephus, provided the

Acra was at site No. 5 on the plan, thus confirming this position.

It is easy to see how the Acra, hefare the hill was cut down, would

have obscured the view of the temple from the lower city, and how

the two became connected, after the removal of the Acra. This is

shown still more clearly in the plan which accompanied my article

in the Quarterhj Stufeiiienf for January, 1906.

Having thus shown that the Acra, according to Josephus, was

the highest point of the eastern hill, it follows that the city of
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David was also on the eastern hill; as it is definitely stated in

1 Maccabees i, 33, that the Acra of the Greeks was in the city

of David, and this agrees with the description in Nehemiah, who

locates the city of David and the sepulchres' of David on the

eastern hill.

The relative positions of the Acra and the temple, as indicated

above, are also confirmed by the description of Jernsalem l)y

Aristeas, who is supposed to have visited the place in the reign

of Ptolemy Philadelphus. A translation of his account is given

in Vol. xi of the Palestine Pilgrim Text Society's publications.

Aristeas says that the temple was Imilt on the crest of the hill, and

that from the citadel, which adjoined the temple, it was possible

to see the whole of the city. Had the citadel been north of the

temple, this would not have been possible, as the latter would have

obscured the view.

I have indicated on the plan the approximate line of the second

wall, according to Josephus. The exact line of this wall is not

known, but a full account of the Aarious theories regarding it is

given in Sir Charles "Wilson's work, Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre,

p. 127. The date of the erection of the second wall is obscure, and

the first reference to it in Josephus is in Antiquities, Book XIV,

eh. xiii, 4. I have been unable to find any passage to prove that

the second wall existed in the times of the Maccabees, and, at that

period, there does not seem to have been a line of defence in front

of the northern branch of the first wall, as described by Josephus,

that is to say, from the tower Hippicus to the west cloister of the

temple. But there was a wall surrounding the temple hill on

the west, north, and east sides which must have been constructed

at an early period, possibly by Solomon when he built the temple,

but certainly in the time of the kings. In this wall were the tower

of Hananeel, mentioned by Jeremiah, Zechariah, and Nehemiah;'

the tower of Meah;^ and the sheep gate,^ where the repair of the

walls by Nehemiah commenced. The exact line of this wall of

defence is difficult to trace, but the fact of its former existence is

undoubted. I have not attempted to show this wall on the plan,

as it would Ije confused with the wall of the Haram enclosure. In

the time of the Maccabeans a wall was added on the south side

' Jeremiah xxxi, 38; Zechariah xiv, 10; Nehemiah iii, 6.

- Nehemiah iii, 1. ^ Ibid.
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of the temple, between the latter and tho Acni, so that the hill of

the temple thus ]>ecame a self-contaiiuid fortress. This was the

fortress occupied by Simon Maccabeus, after he had captured the

Acra from the Greek gairison, and there can, I think, be no

question but that this fortified hill upon which the tcm])lc stood,

was, in the times of the Maccabees, called Zion.

There has l)een much discussion as to the part of Jerusalem

the name Zion was applied to. But it does not appear veiy difficult.

In ilic times of the Jebusites, Zion was the eastern hill, and the

fort on the highest point of this hill (Site No. 5 on the plan) was

called the Castle of Zion, which was taken by David. After the

temple was built on the hill adjacent to that on which the castle

of Zion stood, the name Zion was more specially applied to the

temple hill, and, when the latter hill became a fortress, it was called

the fortress of Zion. The transfer of the name of Zion to the

western hill does not appear to have taken place until after the

destruction of the temple by Titus.

The question of the cutting down of the hill of the Acra by

the Asamoneans, as related by Josephus, is a very interesting one.

I have already quoted his remarks on the sul)ject in his desciiption

of Jerusalem, and he also alludes to it in the Antiquities, Book XIII,

6, 7, where he says, speaking of Simon Maccabeus :
" and, having

" captured the Acra in Jerusalem, he levelled it to the ground, so

" that it might not be a place of refuge to their enemies, if they

" took it, to do harm, as it had been until then. And having done

" this, he thought that it would be best to cut down the hill, upon

" which the Acra stood, so that the temple might be higher. . . .

" And they all, labouring zealously, demolished the hill, and, ceasing

" not from the work night and day for three whole years, brought

"it to a level and even slope, so that the temple became the highest

"of all, after the Acra, and the hill upon which it was built, had

" been removed."

A question naturally arises as to what l)ecame of the debris

which was excavated from the hill of the Acra, and the answer

seems to be given by the information obtained from Sir C. Warren's

explorations. He sunk a number of shafts along the south wall

of the Haram enclosure, and the details of his discoveries therein

are to be found in the Jerusalem volume of the Mcuioirs, p. 169;

in the plates that accompany the Memoirs; and in Warren's letters,

especially Nos. VIII and X, which are included in the Quarterly
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Stalement iov 1869. The shafts are shown on Plate XXVIl of the

Memoirs.

In shaft C. H>, wliiih was 90 feet east fiom the south-west

angle, he succeeded in getting right down to the l)ed of the

Tyropeou valley, 87 feet helow the present ground surface, and

foiuid a water conduit at the bottom, which nuist have been l>uilt

before the valley was filled up. Above this conduit was a depth

of 50 feet of rul)bish, which was apparently placed there hefon> the

^reat wall of tlie Haram enclosure was built, as the stones of the

masonry l»elow this level were rough faced, and AVarren remarks :

" the rough-faced stones are in an excellent state of preservation,

" having never been exposed to the weather since the wall was built."

It will be seen from Plate X that the width of the filling at this

level, measured across the valley, was about 400 feet. This is

a large quantity of filling, and one naturally asks where did it come

from.

Judging from Warren's investigation, the stages at this point

appear to have been

—

First. The Tyropeon valley was quite open.

Second. The water conduit, running north and south, was

constructed in the bed of the valley. This conduit was probably

under a road or street coming from the north.

Third. The valley was filled up to a depth of 50 feet over

the conduit.

Fourth. The south wall was Ijuilt from east to west across the

valley, and the masonry of the lower part was left rough where

it went down through the filling.

There are later stages of filling, but as these occurred after this

wall was built, they need not be considered here.

There can be little doubt that this part of the south wall was

built by Herod, as described by Josephus in Jrars, Book V, v, 1,

where he alludes to the fact that the lower part of the Avail was

buried in the ground.

It is ditiicult to see where the filling came from, unless it was

derived from the cutting down of the hill of the Acra; for this

it is in the natural place, and a rough estimate of the probable

relative amounts of cutting and filling shows that these would about

balance. Warren's explorations would, therefore, seem to confirm

the position (Site No. 5) which I have proposed for the Acra.

Mr. Birch, I am aware, regards the account by Josephus of the
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cutting down of the Acra us an idle talo, luit the (lescrii)ti()ns of tlic

matter in his writings are so clear and so consistent with facts

that it is quite impossilJe to reject them, and it is difficult to seo

what object he could have had in inventing such a story.

Having thus given reasons iov considering that Site No. 5 was

the most probable position for the Acra, I will l)ricfly give some

of the objections to the other sites proposed.

First let us take Site No. ]. This site is on the slo])ing spur

upon which the Church of the Holy Sepulchre stands, and is altout

1,000 feet from the temjile, too far to have commanded it. It was

outside the first wall, and worshippers going to the sanctuaiy from

the city w^ould not have been exposed to attack from the foreign

garrison. The Acra was certainly in the city of David, and

between this city and the temple, so that if the Acra was at this

place, it would imply that the city of David was further to the

north-west, and therefore about the same height as the upper city,

which is not an adraissil)le assumption. We have also the statement

in Josephus, J^Fars, Book V, vi, 1 :
" Jjut Simon held the upper

"city and the great wall {i.e. the third wall) to the Kidron, and
" that part of the old wall (i.e. the first wall) as turned from Siloam

" to the east, going down to the palace of Monobazus, the king

" of the Adiabeni, beyond Euphrates. And Simon held the fountain,

"and the Acra, which is the lower city." This is entirely in accord

with his other statements, which are consistent in placing the Acra

on the eastern hill, south of the temple. To place the Acra at

Site No. 1, west of the temple, appears therefore to be in contra-

diction of what we learn from Josephus and the Books of the

Maccabees.

Site No. 2, which is that proposed 1)y Mr. Birch, has the

advantage over No. 1 that it is on the eastern hill, and is so far

in accord with the historical descriptions. But it fails to answer

to these in being too far down the hill, as it is at the level 2,270,

or about 170 feet below the top of the hill upon which the temple

formerly stood, and is at a distance of 1,600 feet from the latter.

How a fort in such a position could have commanded the temple

I am ([uite unable to understand, as the distance is far too great,

and the difference in level is too considerable. To adopt this site

foi- the Acra makes it not only necessary to reject many state-

ments in Josephus, but also in the Maccabees. For example, in

1 Maccabees vi, 18, we read: "About this time they that were

P
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" in the tower shut up the Israelites roimd about the sanctuary, and
" sought always their hurt." But this they could not have done

if the Acra was in the position proposed by Mr. Birch. Again, in

1 Maccabees xiii, 22, after relating the maimer in which the garrison

of the Acra capitulated to Simon, and he had taken possession of

this fortress, it is written :
" Moreover, the hill of the temple that

" was hy the Acra he made stronger than it was, and there he dwelt

" himself with his compan3\" The phrase in the Septuagint version

is 7!-apa Ti)i' ukpai', which Certainly implies that the temple and the

Acra were close to one another, and not separated by a distance

of more than 500 j^ards.

As regards the sites suggested by Mr. Nevin, he places the

city of David at No. 4, which is close to the probalde site on the

eastern hill, but he locates the Acra of the Greeks at No. 3, which

is difficult to understand. In the first place it is not, according to

him, in the city of David, which the Acra undouljtedly was, and it

is much too close to the temple. To meet this, Mr. Nevin })laces

the temple further to the south-west, in the Tyropeon A'alley, a

position that contradicts the statements of Josephus and Aristeas,

who both sav it was on the hill.

Reviewing the whole matter, I can see no reason to alter my
opinion that the only site for the Acra which is in accord with

all the records in the Bible, Josephus, and the Maccabees, is that

shown at Site No. 5. The adoption of any other site involves the

rejection or the explaining away of some of these records, and this

I do not think we should be justified in doing.

The question is one which it is difficult to understand from

plans ; I have therefore prepared a model of ancient Jerusalem,

which makes the matter much clearer, and I have also made models,

on a larger scale, to illustrate the ground in the vicinity of the

Acra, before and after llie hill was cut down ])y tlie Maccabees.

It is not possible to circulate these models with the Quarterly

Siaiement, but if any reader, who takes an interest in the question,

cares to see them, I shall lie pleased to sliow them to him at the

Office of the Fund.
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THE CIIURCnp]S OF COXSTAXTIXE.

By A. W. Ckawley-Boevey, Esq., M.A.,

Bombay Civil Service {^Retired).

Everyone interested in Jerusalem antiquities has heard of Con-

stantine's famous Churches, the Anastasis, the Marturion, and the

Church of Golgotha. The chief question of historical interest has

always beeti, Where were they built, and why was the original site

selected ?

All modern authorities agree that these Churches were erected

at one or other of the following sites within the area of the present

city walls, (1) that covered by the existing Church of the Holy

Sepulchre, (2) (according to Mr. J. Fergusson, F.R.A.S.) that

covered by the so-called Mosque of Omar and the adjacent buildings

within the area known as Haram-el-SJierif. The writings of

Euse])ius and of all the Palestine pilgrims clearly point to the fact

that these Churches were erected tvitliin the ivalls as they existed

in and after the fourth century ; but all commentators have been

puzzled to reconcile the accounts published, or to come to any definite

agreement about their exact position. The determination of this

({uestion about the Churches has hitherto been complicated by its

connection with the religious controversy regarding the position of

the Holy Sepulchre. Before entering on this difiicult subject we
must then be prejjared to consider the preliminary question, why
was the original site for these Churches selected 1 The popular

answer of course is, (1) that the site of the Anastasis was selected

by Macarius and his advisers because it contained the actual cave

in which the Saviour's body was laid. (2) That this site is now
covered by the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, which is, or stands

near, the original site of Constantine's famous Church. But this

answer raises the difficult question : How can the veritalde Golgotha

and the Tomb be found occupying a central and apparently' impos-

sible site within the walls ? Whether Macarius and his advisers in

the fourth century knew the exact position of the reputed Holy

p 2
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Sepulchre is disputed ; hut it is difficult to resist the opinion thcat

they must at least have known or might have ascertained the

position of Golgotha, which, as a notorious place of public execution,

and close to a great public cemetery, is little likely to have l)een

entirely forgotten either by Jews, Komans, or Christians. Now

there are three sites in Jerusalem, and three ou\y, where such a

Golgotha has been hitherto pointed out with any show of aTithority.

(1) The traditional site now covered l>y the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre. (2) The site fixed by Fergusson for Goalh ^ which he

identified with Golgotha or Gol-Goath, near the Golden Gate,

within the present so-called Temple area. (3) The site of the small

rocky hill above Jeremiah's Grotto, situated due north of the

modern Damascus Gate and in close proximity to it. The first or

traditional site was, it is said, entirely inappropriate from its central

position for use as a cemetery, or place of public execution. This

site is not now, and in the opinion of most authorities never has

been, outside the walls of the city. The two remaining sites

adjoin very ancient Jewish cemeteries on the east and north of the

city, and both are traditionally associated with great tragedies in

Jewish history. The arguments for the second site were fully stated

by Fergusson in 1847 {Antient Toiwgraphy of Jerusalem, Weale), and,

though generally ignored or rejected by experts, are by no means

finally disposed of. The arguments which identify the Damascus

Gate site with the Calvary of the Gospels are strongly supported by

many modern experts, and though lacking the support of ecclesi-

astical tradition, this site is for many reasons attracting increasing

public attention.

If we may for the sake of argument provisionally reject the

popular view that Constantine's famous Church, the Anastasis, was

erected over the reputed Holy Sepulchre, we shall be in a l^etter

position to understand the reasons that probal)ly determined the

selection of that Church's original site. For mere memorial pur-

poses the Anastasis and other Churches might well have been Iniilt

at any of the sites above described. Their original location must

clearly have been determined by many practical motives altogether

apart from any question al)Out the position of the Holy Sepulchre.

Convenience of management and facility of defence, amongst others,

were two main considerations which could not have ])een disregarded

^ Jeremiah, xxxi, 38-10.
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liv C(>ii.st;iiitiiic'.s advisers. The questioiruf the Irulli of a Jewish

sepuk'hrc, the position of which cannot be determined from Scrijj-

lure or from the writings of any of the early Fatheis, and which

(hu'iiii^ the lioman peiiod had licrii concealed for .'500 years, may

wrll have appeared to Macarius and liis advisers at the lime a very

secondary eonsideiation. They doubtless well understood the spirit

(if their own age; the longing to possess a visible and material

sym]>ol which would remind men of the Kesurrection ; and the

readiest mode of solving all doubts about the Tomb by finding at

the auspicious moment the true Cross under conditions wdiich all

their contemporaries would recognise as miraculous. No one can

fail to see that events happened precisely as was inevitable. The

truth of the site was proved by the famous " Invention of the

Cross " traditionally discovered on the very day that the Anastasis

was dedicated, and if this tradition, which is as old as 385 A.U., be

true, it clearly proves that the Cross was discovered some time ujttr

the site of the famous Anastasis was fixed (IHJgrimar/e of St. Silvia,

Palestine Pilgrim's Text Society, p. 76, and printed in Mgr.

Duchesne's Christian JForshij)). In any case, whatever douljts might,

before that discovery, have been felt al:)0ut the truth of the

Sepulchre were officially and finally set at rest for all true believers.

But the spirit of our own day is very different, and we are com-

pelled by the force of circumstances to approach the subject from an

altogether different point of view. "We can easily realise the fact

that for mere memorial purposes any site within the city would

have l)cen more or less appropriate for the erection of Constantine's

Churches, but for political and administrative reasons it was clearly

necessary that the site selected should l)e at once convenient for

ecclesiastical management, and defensible in case of external danger.

These o1)jects could only bo attained by building these churches

vnlhiii the tcaUs, in the most central and defensil)le position that

could be found. The fact that the real Golgotha and the Tomb

were notoriously outside the walls may seem to modern critics a

fatal objection to the selection of any site within the walls; but in

Constantine's day the question of tlm truth of tli(^ site was probably

entirely subordinate to the ])ractical considerations already men-

tioned. If the real sites Avere known or suspected to be outside

the walls they were clearly luisuitable either for the erection of

memorial buildings or for purposes of defence. The simplest course

plainly was to ignore the real sites altogether, and to build the
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Memorial Churches where they could most conveniently be placed.

That Macarius and his supporters should have acted in this way

will seem lo many minds quite excusable under all the circum-

stanced of his day ; but that eidightened opinion in our day should

treat this action, or as some would term it " pious fraud," as settling

for all time the truth of the site seems plainly absurd; and until

we can realise the literal fact that the traditional Holy Sepulchre is

not a cave, or Jewish tomb at all, but merely an artificial construc-

tion of stone and marlile, erected on the floor of a comparatively

modern church, it is impossible to make inteUigiljle to those who

have not seen it or studied the evidence either of the real character

of the Tomb, or the topography of Jerusalem, of which it is the

central feature.

St. A\'illibald, who visited Jerusalem cirr. 765, frankly tells us

that there was a church in the place called Calvary. " This was

formerly outside Jerusalem, but Blessed Helena, when she found the

Cross, fixed that place inside Jerusalem." " Et htvc fuit prina extra

Hientmlem, sed Bcuta Helena quavdo invenerif erurem coUocavit ilium

locum infus in Hiermalem." (Acta Sanctorum Ord. Benedicti. Sfec. Ill,

para. II, p. 375 et seq.) This testimony is quite distinct, and is

entirely in accordance both with historical probability, and with

common sense. The author of the Guide Book to Palestine, circ.

A.D. 1350, published by the Palestine Pilgrim's Text Society,

describes at p. 5 the position of the Sepulchre, " which up to the

time of the Emperor ^'Elius Hadrian was without the Gate." If

this testimony be accepted, it is siu'ely waste of time to argue that

the Sepulchre has always been shown in the place within the walls

where it now stands, or that the present site was ever outside the

second wall of Herod. Tlie perverted ingenuity displayed in

arguing these points clearly shows that the supporters of tradition

feel their position to be insecure ; and Avhen they are reduced to

argue that the traditional site is at any rate " not impossible," we

may feel quite sure that the position is felt to be untenable.

Numerous writers, including Fergusson, have drawn attention to

many other points which clearly suggest that the real site of the

Sepulchre was known to have been originally outside the walls ;
and

it seems very difficult to resist the conclusion that this site has been

changed more than once, first in the fourth century by ecclesiastical

arrangement, and afterwards, during the Mahomedan period, by

neces.sity, to suit the political exigencies of the time. Fergusson
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;iii(l (illiei's have ai'^ui'd wiili <;i't'at fijj'ce that a transfer nf the

original ineinorial site took i)la(.c (hiring the Mahomedan period,

circ. 961) A. II., wlien Constantiiie's Basilica was burned l)y Muez;'

and to suppose that Christian monks wouUl have been allowed by

their conquerors since the time of Omar (a.d. G3G) to i-emain in

undisturbed possession of sites in the Holy City equally coveted

(though for very different reasons) by Christians and Mahomedans

alike, requires not only abnormal faith, but a strange appreciation

of ordinaiy history. The irony of circumstances, as Fergusson

points out,- has never been more forcibly displayed than diu'ing the

brief interval when the Crusaders were in possession of Jerusalem,

and found themselves, by the fortune of war, in the remarkable

position of having two rival sites for the Holy Sepulchre to choose

from. They then deliberately adhered to the Memorial site which

the Christian community had been allowed by their Mahomedan

Loncjuerors to occupy in place of the historical buildings from which

they appear to have been ejected, and when the Crusaders were

sul)sequently expelled from Jerusalem, the Christians were con-

temptuously left in undisturljed possession of their own buildings,

with which the Mahomedans had no political or religious reason for

interfering. These are the buildings which now exist, and if anyone

can, in the face of the architectural and topographical evidence,

lielieve them to be the original buildings of Constantine or built

near their original site, he must possess indeed that roltust faith

which is capable of " removing mountains," and which argument of

any kind is little likely to disturb. Mr. Fergusson may be right or

wrong in his contention that the so-called Mosc|ue of Onuir and the

Golden Gateway are Christian constructions of the age of Constan-

tine ; but no one can resonably doubt that the key of Jerusalem

topography is held by the power which for the time l)eing con-

trols and guards the secrets of the Holy City. As long as the

Haram-cl-Sherif is jealously guarded by the Turks, these secrets are

little likely to be revealed, and many will see in this state of things

a definite limit placed to the possil)ilitics of effectual exploration in

this direction, and the necessary uncertainty of all speculations

regarding the position of the Holy Sepulchre or of Constantine's

Memorial Churches.

1 Fergussoii's Anlicnl Topograjyhij of Jerusalem, p. 1(;4.

'•^ Id., p. 174 seq.
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There is a popuLir trudition in the Holy City, current we are

told amongst Cluistians and Mahoniedans alike, that when Christian

troops enter Jerusalem through the Golden Gateway the Turkish

domination will be at an end. This tradition was not mentioned

in Fergusson's account of that remarkable building, printed in

pp. 94-102 of Antient Topography of Jermakin, published in 1847;

but if his speculation be correct, that the gateway was once the

propylaeum or festal entrance of Constantine's Basilica, known as

the Marturion, the interest of the tradition is uiujuestionably very

great. The fact that no vestige of this famous Basilica now

remains is attributed by Albericus to the order of El Hakim to

level it with the ground, " solo aequare mandavit." William of

Tyre describes this building as " usque ad solum diruta " (Lib. I,

cap. IV) ; but if Fergusson's theory be correct the foundations

almost certainly remain, and could probably be found by excavation.

That the Turkish Government would ever voluntarily allow such

excavations to be made in the Haram area is, under present circum-

stances, doubtless inconceivable ; but until this is done, the truth of

Fergusson's theory can never be effectually tested, and the problem

of Constantine's Churches will remain, as it is at present, one of the

principal unsolved problems of the Holy City.

THE SITE OF CAPERNAUM.

By Dr. E. W. G. Mastekman.

The very important observations made by Mr. Macalister in the

neighbourhood of Telhvni'^ may, I fear, on account of their lirevity

and incidental mention, be overlooked by students of New Testa-

ment topography. The site of Capernaum has, in Anglo-American

Protestant circles at any rate (not, I believe, with Koman Catholics

and Jews), been a subject of such divided opinion that any new

1 "Diary of a Visit to Safed," Quarterli/ SlatemenI, 1907, pp. 116-120.

(On p. 105, line -i, read east fur ivest, ib. 1. 22, tvooden should be wooded, p. 108,

1. 7 from loot, for there read these; p. 109, 1. 13, for Alma read Ahma; 1. 22,

Maww^-sy should be Kudariii; 1.29, 'Ain Salah,Avhich is the name in the P.E.F.

Map and Memoirs, is not now used, lliis .spring is called 'Ain cl-Kahaleh.)
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facts ])e;iiiii_ii on tlic (jiu'slimi nnist lie vahi.iMc. Mr. iMuciilister's

deductions i'loin tlu' pottci-y, wliiili, I niay say, would have l»ecn

convincing to any luibiasi'd and intelligent student, who like

nivsclf hail hai] the privilege of going over the ground with him,

are, from the jxiint of this controversy, epoch-making. They show

conclusivelv that the long credited Khun Minijrh sites are untenahle.

In Mr. Macalister's brief report he has, however, only dealt with the

negative side of the ciuestion. I wish to deal here, in a very brief

way, with the positive evidence in favour of Telhihii, which to me,

after several months of studying the cpiestion in the inimcdiate

neighl)ourh()od, appears overwdjelming. While abbreviating my
arguments as much as possible, I am not intentionally avoiding any

difticulty.

The sources of our information regarding the site (^f Capernaum

are: 1. The New Testament; 2. Josephus; 3. The early and

meditcval pilgrim writings; -i. Certain JeAvish writings; and 5. The

modern ruins.

I. From Matthew xiv, 34, Mark vi, 53, and John vi, 17-21, we

may infer that Capernaum w^as close to Gennesaret. The disciples,

going to Capernaum, from apparently the east side, landed at

Cennesaret. Now although no one will, I think, maintain that

Gennesaret ever extended as far as Tcllnhii, yet I see very strong

reasons for believing that the district so called (never, be it noted,

called "a i)lain ") extended as far as and included the great springs

of H-Tahiujhah} I cannot see how anyone reading the desci'ii)tion

of Josephus (/'.•/., iii, 10, 8) can doubt this; the dimensions he

mentions imply a much lai'ger area than the narrow limits of

el-Glitm-cir (usually called the "Plain of Gennesaret"), while the

varied products of the district were certaiidy not those of simply an

irrigated plain. The new fact that the hill el 'Oreimeh was in those

days uid)uilt upon^ greatly strengthens this theory—there would

have been no break in the fresh fertility all the way from Magdala

to et-Tuhaghah. Viewed from the lake to-day, the whole of this area

is a distinct unit ; the green hill 'Oreimeh does not, as it does on

land, seem to interrupt or divide the district. Now if this is

' This view I fivsl saw cmmciiitctl in an aitiele on ' Genncsaivt," by Prof.

W. K. Stevens in the Bapii.it Qiiarierlj/ Stview (D.S.A.), Oct., 1886, and I have

gone into it fully in an article, now in the press, in the BihUcal V'orhl

(Chicaj;,)).

- Maiuilistcr, loc. ci{.
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admitted, several dillieulties are got rid of. The lieautiful l)ay of

ef-TabaghaJi, teeming with fish, becomes at once a port of Gennesaret

;

while, if Capernaum was at Tclhfnn, this bay must have been the

harbour and the fishing station' of the town.^

The other New Testament references to Capernaum all refer

exclusively to the great synagogue there. It is manifest that this

was then recently erected under, apparently, government patronage

(Luke vii, 5) ; Jarius was one of the rulers of the synagogue of

Capernaum (Luke viii, U, Mark v, 22), in this synagogue our Lord

rebuked the Unclean Spiiit (Mark i, 21-27, Luke iv, 33-35), here

He healed the man with the withered hand on the Sabbath day

(Matthew xii, 10-13, Mark iii, 1-5, Luke vi, 6-11), and in the same

synagogue He discoursed on the bread of life (John vi, 26-59). It

is not far-fetched to suppose that it was because of the presence of

this great synagogue that Jesus Christ selected Capernaum as the

centre of His Galilean ministry. Now at the end of this pajier I

shall have occasion to point out that there is one thing for which

Telhuni must always be celebrated, and this is the ruined white

marble synagogue, which, even in its utter destruction, yet bears

eloquent witness to its once unique grandeur.

2. When we turn to Josephus we find two statements liearing

on the subject. In his "Life" we read=^ that he was injured while

fighting near Bethsaida Julias (in el-Bataihah), and that he "was

carried into a village Cepharnome," Avhere he received medical

advice, and whence he was the next night carried by boat to

Tarichaea. It must always be a difficulty with anyone who main-

tains the Minyeh site that, whether carried by sea or land, Josephus

must have passed Telhum, which, if not Capernaum, must, without

doubt, from the extent of the ruins, have been the largest Jewish

town on the north shore : it is difficult to suggest any reason why

Josephus should not have found the assistance he needed there.

The second reference in Josephus occurs in connection with the

well-known description of Gennesaret. At the conclusion Josephus

states :
" It (i.e. Gennesaret) is also watered by a most fertile fountain.

The people of the country call it Capharnaum. Some have thought

1 Hence it is poMji/e there was here a Bctht^aida or fif-liiiig place, not a

town but a suburb of Capernaum.
2 Rob Roy brought against TelMm the argument that there was nowhere

a harbour.

•* Life of Flavius Josejykus, § 72.
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it to be ci voiii (if the Nik; l)ec;msc it- produces llie Conicin lisli

as well as dues that lake whitli is near to Alexandria." ' Now,

anyone describing this district inii,dit refer to many springs, but

none have any claim to special mention com[>ared with that great

foinitaiii now rising in the, niinetl octagonal basin, calletl after

Sheikh 'Ali alh-J^lial/in: Of it the late Sir Charles Wilson wrcjte ;

"it is by far the largest spring in Galilee, and was estimated to

be more than half the size of the celebrated source of the Jordan

at Banias. It rises to the surface with great force, at a temperature

of 86*5". It is without doubt the fountain of Capharnaum, men-

tioned by Josephus as watering the plain of Gennesaret." - The

only objection anyone can raise is that it does not water any large

part of flicphnn of Gennesaret; it, with its associated smaller springs,

oidy watei'ed, probal)ly in New Testament days, that particularly

fruitful and attractive corner of the district known to-day as fl-

TalKKjhah, unless, as is highly improbable, the ac^ueduct round the

seaward aspect of the hill el 'Oreimeli is pre-Arabic Avork. But the

fact is el Ghuweir is abundantly supplied with water from Ain et-

Medimwereh, JVady er-Iifihudiyeh, and JFadi/ el "Amud, with some

small assistance from the shore-spring 'Ain ct-Tineh. Capernaum

itself may have drawn all its needed water from the lake—as the

lake-side dwellers do to-day at Tiberias and elsewhere—though

there are indications that there was once an aqueduct to the town

from the Jordan, but that a spring so near, within two miles,

should have been called after the town which owned it and utilized

its waters is only natiu'al. Even to-day the TeUn'nn. projjcrty

extends close to this spiing, the actual 1 boundary being the adjoining

spring known as Hammdm Eiiiii'd). By his reference to the Cora-

cinus fish, Josephus has introduced what has seemed to many a

difhculty. The Coracinus or cat-fish (Charias maerocanfhtts) is almost

ubiquitous along the north shore of the lake, it finds its way up

every stream in the early months of the year, during the breeding

season, in myriads.^ I have watched numbers of these interesting

creatures gliding about in the waters of 'Ain et-Tineh, but so far

as I can find out, both from personal observation and local enquiries,

it does not occur to-day in the waters of the Birket Sheikh 'Ali edh-

Dhathcr. The statements that it has been seen there are founded

1 B.J., III 10, 8. " Recovery of Jerusalem, p. 31-R.

=• See tlie graphic description of Caiiou Tristiim in the Memoirs of tlio

P.E.F. "Flora and Fauua," pp. 196-70.
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upon a niistalce.^ One, however, asks : how could this fish get there

now 1 The cat-fish ascends all the streams for l>reeding purposes,

it can creep along streams so shallow that Ijut half its body is

submerged, it can even cross patches of dry land, l)Ut that it

should be able to insinuate its l)ulky head through the yards of

broken masonry amid which the water of the Birket pours at head-

long speed, or enter it over the 28 feet high surrounding wall, is

inconceivable. But the Birket itself is but Arabian work, while its

pi-esent state of ruin a matter of less than a century. That the

cat-fish must have found its way to the spring under other con-

ditions is not merely probable, but certain.

3. When we turn to the record of Christian pilgrims, we find

that their accounts are all, without Ijreak, in favour of the Tclhum

site until we come to the seventeenth century. There appears to

have been no controversy regarding the site all the previous

centuries. It is true that the writings of some of these pilgrims

have been c^uoted by Eobinson- as supporting another view, but

the reason for this is that he failed to recognise the geographical

situation of a certain place referred to by a long succession of

pilgrims ; a "fixed point," as it were, from which distances to other

places were calculated. This place was et-Tahaghah. AYhat was

et-Tabaghah in the days of the pilgrims 1 In an article on Tabaghah

by M. Heidet, a translation of which appears in Das Heilige Land,^ it

is clearly shown that this name is a survival of the Hepfajiagon or

Septem fonks of the Greek and Latin writers respectively. Although

the derivation is not very evident in writing, the pronunciation

of the two woi'ds, as pronounced by the Bedawin, with something

of an aspirate on the first syllable, becomes :

—

het'-tah-{a)glm = et tabaghah.

he2J-tap-{a)gaji = Heptapagon.

J As regards Mr. ^Sfacalister's reuiiirks in Q.S., 1907, p. 110, I aui sorry to

say he is mistaken about Rob Roy's observations (see Jio/j Hoy on the Jordan,

pp. 368, 370), and I regret to find Father Beiver, who told us lie had seen the

Coracinus in tlie Birket, was mistaken, as he had had quite another fisli thnn

the •well-known cut-fish pointed out to him as the Coracinus. When I told

him the Coracinus was the harhiit or cat-fish, he at once said he had never seen

it or heard of its occurrence in this Birket.

2 Bildical Besearclies, Vol. HI, pp. 347-58.

^ Das Keilige Land, Ileft f), pp. 210-228. My quotations of the statements

of the Pilgrims are partly from Robinson {}oc. cit.), and partly from this

article.
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Indeed, Fiither Beiver, of tlie Tahiu/lmh .hospice, who pointed out

this similaiity in pronunciation (<> me, fui-thcr said that the Greek 7
hud something in it of an ^ (ain) .sound. Whether this is true or

not, the derivation is, I take it, certain.

Now, by early Church tradition—worthless perhaps to us from

the point of view of the New Testament, but important for the

present purpose—those biljlical incidents are localised in the

neighbourhood of the lleptapagon, and therefore of ct-Tabaf/Iiali.

They are :

—

(1) The feeding of the five thousand (Matt, xiv, 15-21, etc.).

(2) The place of Benediction, ?>., the scene of the long discourse

of Matthew v-viii, followed by the healing of the leper,

the site of which miracle was also pointed out.

(3) The appearance of Christ by the Lake side after His Resur-

rection ; indeed, all the events of John xxi.

Of these the first two are the earlier traditions, and can be traced

back to the fourth century. These events were commemorated

by a succession of churches and con^•cnts which arose here during

the centuries. The first event (1) was sjiecially localized on the

hill to the east of the Tabaghah plain, and there may still be seen

the apse of a chapel erected near a cave, now^ called Mugharet Eijijuh

(Job's Cave), where, by tradition, our Lord retired to pray (Matt,

xlv, 23) after the miracle. The second event is associated by many
with a spot further north, near the head of the JFadij et-Tabaghah,

where there is a tree known as Shajaret el-Muharakeh ; while the

third event was connected with a spot some twenty yards from

the shore, near wheie the mills now are. A long stone—possibly

once a dolmen—called Mensa Christi was once shown here, but

during the centuries, while the tradition of the Mensa or Table

remained, the name was given, now to the table-like stone where

the Resurrection meal was, now to the before-mentioned eastern

hill, and at last to the open plain between the hill, where a late

pilgrim su{)posed that the five thousand dined, as it were, "at the

Table of Christ." Some amount of detail has been gone into with

regard to these ecclesiastical traditions, becau.se pilgrim after pilgrim,

who, one may add, all looked upon this as the site more woitli

visiting, state that Capernaum was two miles from this spot.

Theodosius (530) describes his journey as two miles from

Tiberias to Magdala ; thence to the " Seven Fountains," where was
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the " multiplying of the bread," seven miles ; from this to Capernaum

two miles, and thence to Bethsaida (east of the Jordan) six miles.

Arculfus, at the end of the seventh century, after describing

the place of the feeding of the five thousand, says :
" from whence

along the margin of the same lake, by not a long circuit they arrive

at Capernaum along the shore." He did not himself visit it, but

seeing it from the distance described it as without a wall, " and

being confined to a narrow space, l)ctween the mountain and the

lake, it extended a long way upon the shore from west to east,

having the mountain on the north and the lake on the south."

This is, one may add, a very fair description of the position of

TelMm as viewed from a little distance, e.cj., the hills about et-

Tahacjhah; the ruins form a mere fringe along the shore, and

immediately to the north of them the hills begin to rise ; the town

of the living never apparently extended beyond the narrow plain,

though in the IVadij Kcrazeh is the extensive Necropolis.

WiLi.iBERT (eighth century), in his itinerary, visited the holy sites

in the following order :—Magdala (Mcgdel), Capernaum {Telhum),

Bethsaida (et-Tell), Coraziii {Kerazeli), and thence to the sources of

the Jordan.

Epiphanios (tenth century) describes Capernaum as two miles

from the Castle Heptapagon, where there was a large church. The
" Castle " was apparently a fortified convent.

During the period of the Crusades a number of pilgrims ' visited

the district ; the name Heptapagon appears to have been lost, but the

" Mensa " remains, and all describe the place where Jesus fed the

five thousand—the " Mensa " at this period—and that w^here Jesus

appeared after His Kesurrection as two miles from Capernaum.

In 1283 the Dominican monk Bukkhakd (Brocardus) gives a

full description of these parts. He describes the Mountain of the

Beatitudes to the east of the plain ; he states that at the foot of

the mountain al)Out thirty paces from the sea arises a fountain of

living water, which is encompassed by a wall, and which is supposed

to be a vein of the Nile because the Coracinus fish is found there.

Josephus, he says, calls this fountain Ca[)hernaum because the whole

land fiom the fountain to the Jordan—a distance of two hours

—

belonged to Capernaum. He says, that from the " Mensa " is a

distance of one hour east to Capernaum and two hours to the Jordan,

' M. Heidc't {toe. cit.) mentions Fratolliis QUO), an anonymous pilgrim

of 1130, Hegisippus (1170), ami Tlieodori.'h (1172).
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The Italiun Dominiciin liiCCOr.DO (liiOO) iilso descrilics "the

t;il>lc
" where Our Lord appeared after His Kesurrcction as two miles

ilirilaiit from Capernaum.

Okdoiucus of Pordenone, a Francisian monk (1330), visited

lletlisaida and Capernaum, " wliich were separated from each other

l)y the Jordan," and " two miles from Capernaum, near the sea, is

the place wheic the liOrd preached to the people ... If one

descends from there one finds the place where the Lord fed the

people willi the live loaves and the tw^o fishes, it is therefore called

the 'Mensa' ... a little lielow is the place where the Lord

api)eared to His disciples after His Eesurrection, and ate part of the

fish with them."

Fathkr Noe, a Franciscan, in L508 writes: "Now, if you leave

Capernaum and go about two miles you will find a mountain where

Our Lord preached and healed the leper; at the foot of this

mountain is a plain where our Lord fed the five thousand ... it

is called the table of honour (mensa d'onore)."

The traditions are thus carried on to the sixteenth century.

It would then appear that, on account of the growing hostility of

the Moslems and the state of disorder in the land, the visiting

of these sacred shrines gradually ceased. It was impossible to

reach with safety the north end of the lake, and pilgrims were

therefore apparently led to a spot near the Horns of Hattin, from

which fhe.^e sites could be pointed out from the distance ; and from this

reason the spot near Hattin gradually came to be accepted as the

actual Mi.unt of the Beatitudes, etc., while the site of the Appearance

after the Kesurrection came to be transferred to the neighbourhood

of Tiberias. Hence, in the seventeenth century it is not surprising

to find that the site of the ruined Moslem Kluin Miiujeh, and dcmbtless

the remains of the Moslem town of the same name near the Khan,

are referred to as the ruins of Capernaum. It may be explained

by the long l)rcak of over a century in the pilgrimages, the in-

security of the country, especially such a spot as Tclhthii, off the

then high road ; and doul)tless, too, the fact that the recently ruined

Arab town must have presented superficially an appearance much

more imposing than the half-buried and long ruined remains at

Telhmn. It is indeed quite probable that when Quaresmius (1G40)

made his much quoted statement that the site of Capernaum was

occupied l)y a miserable Arabic Khan called Menich, he himself had

seen the spot only from afar. But the important fact is that his
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is the first and only reference in the pilgrwi tiritings to Capernaum

as in the neighbourhood of Khan Minyeh.

4. Considerable stress has been laid on the fact that, in some

Talmudic references ' to Capernaum, mention is made of certain

minim, i.e., heretics (clearly, from the context, Christians), who

lived there. It has been supposed that this word minim accounts

for the name Minyeh, and connects, necessarily, Capernaum with the

latter site. But, in the first place, the connection is extremely

doubtful, as Minyeh seems rather to l)e deiived from mvnja, the

name of the Arab town which stood here in the Middle Ages-;

and, secondly, even if there is a connection l)etween minim and

Minyeh, it proves nothing, as, in the event of Capernaimi having

been at TeJhum, it is more than probable tliat the town property

extended to the high road here, and that the custom dues were

here taken on behalf of the town.

More important than these references is the mention of

Capernaum by Jewish pilgrims. They clearly associate Kefr

Nahum—the supposed birthplace of the Prophet Nahum—with

Tanhum. Thus'^ " Kaphir Tanhum, or Nahhum is to the east of

Gennesaret about half an hour" (Eabbi Isaac Farhi 1322). Eablii

Schwarz (1852), in describing Capernaum, says : "This place is now

a ruin known to all the Jews, they call it Kepher Tanhimi." He

says :
" there are three tombs there—that of the Prophet Nahhum

and of Eabbi Tanhhuma and Tanhhum."

The derivation of Tellium from Tanhum is practically ccrtaiji, for,

as Mr. Macalister ^ has pointed out, the place never has been a "tell."

5. AVhen finally we turn to the ruins, what do we find ?

—

(a) X stretch of ruined dwellings, of black basalt, extending

along the lake side over a larger area than anywhere on

the north shore.

ih) Clear indications that, though the surface ruins belong to

Arab buildings, the site was long occu])ied l)y l)uildings of

the Eoman period, whose ruins are now fmuid in the earth

a few feet down.

^ Midrash Eabbah on Ecclesiastes i, 8 and vii, 26.

- Or a munyat JJashihn wliich, according to Kazwini's "Lexicon," stood

here in the eleventh century (see G. A. SniiLli in Enciiclirpedia Jiillica, Art.

" Capernaum ").

' See also other references in Encif. Bih., foe. cit.

* Quarterlji Slalement, loc. cIt.
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(c) An extensive Mccropolis of theKoiuan period at theadj(jiriing

mouth of the Jraili/ Kntr.c/i.

(li) The ruins of ;i largo synagogue (if beautiful while limestone,

a local marhle, every fiagnicnt of which had to be trans-

ported from a distance, 'riic I'emains, though fi-agnientary,

clearly show that the building here was, allowing for

locality and period, of more than ordinary magnificence,

finer than any of the other ruined Galilean synagogues,

which were indeed apparently modelled after it.^

The existing remains are clearly nut all of one period, and the

extensive pavement to the east of the Koman synagogue would

appear to have been not, as it became later, a mere courtyard, but

to have been the foundations and pavement of an earlier synagogue

to which, too, many of the more primitive of the surviving carved

stones belong.

On the whole of the north shore there is nowhere else any

indication of any such building, .such as might be reasonably ex-

pected in the ruins of Capernaum ; nor, indeed, as has been .shown,

is there any other site which was, apparently, from the evidence

of the pottery, occupied during New Testament times. There is,

lastly, one cpiestion which the supporters of the other view never

appear to have satisfactorily answered : if not Capernaum, what

Jewish city in the days of Christ could have stood at the site of

TelMm 1

THE "GARDEN TOMB."

By II. A. Stewart Macai.isteij, M.A., E.S.A.

It is with considerable hesitation that I take in hand the task of

writing an article to state my views on the so-called "Garden

Tomlj," for I shall be compelled to express opinions lontrary to

those of friends for whom I have a high regard. But, ha\ing

undertaken the duty, I nuist speak plainly.

' For preliminary account, wit li :i i)l;iii ami i^hotographs, see JUiffeilioiffen

der Betdschen Orienl.Oesellsehaft, No. 29.

Q
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Let me say, first, that I hold no brief for the traditional site of

Calvary and the Torn)), within the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

I find it haid to believe that the city wall really formed such a

re-entrant angle as is necessary for the authenticity of the church

site. And even if so built, such a corner (as everyone who knows

oriental cities can easily realize) would rapidly become filled with

all manner of offensive rubbish, and would therefore be a most

improbaljle site for the garden of a rich man. A very much

stronger chain of record or tradition, than we have any evidence

for, must l)e shown to unite the events of the Crucifixion and

entombment with the Empress Helena's expedition, before these

ol)jections can be satisfactorily removed. Could a modern investi-

gator expect to find, say, the grave of Samuel Pepys, if it were

unmarked by any inscription, and not indicated by any record save

that it was somewhere in London ?

A preliminary word needs to l>e said regarding the knoll north

of the Damascus Gate, commonly spoken of (in English) as

"Gordon's Calvary," " the Green Hill," "the Skull Hill," and like

names, though its proper appellation is El-Edhemiyeh. The cult of

this pseudo-sanctuary is not nearly so objectionable as that of the

" Garden Tomb " which is excavated at its foot ; but that it is

objectionable appears to me for several reasons. In the first place,

there is the old argument that there is no evidence whatever that

Calvary or Golgotha was a hill at all. It is called a place {totto^) in

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. There is not the faintest indica-

tion that this "place" was elevated ground. The growth of the

popular conception of a hill has been well traced by Sir C. Wilson

in his work on GolgofJia and ike Holy Sejnilchre, and has, no doubt,

been spread through the English-speaking world by the well-known

hymn a1>out the "green hill far away." This hymn is, no doubt, a

charming child's poem ; lait if historic truth 1)e of any importance

in connexion with such matters as this, it should l)e expunged from

oiu- hymn-books.^ Secondly, if the Crucifixion had taken jjlace

on a hill, the fact woidd have been so striking that one of the

evangelists would ha\'e surely remarked upon it : for it would have

been an uruisual depaitui'c from the ordinary Roman practice, to

^ With it should go that otlier hviiiii beginning " lii>- cool Siloani's shady

rill how sweet the lily grows." In the whole vast range of Englisli literature

there is jirobably not to be found another sequenee of ten words containing a

greater number of inaccuracies.
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which we have tlie dii-ect testimony of (^uintilian

—

Quotims, nimos

criir.ifitjinnis, oclelteniiuae eli^untur viae ubi jtlariiiu in/imi, plurimi

cominorcri hoc viclti juissiiif. Onnii.^^ niiin jiorna mm fam <ul viniUrfdm

pnlinef, tiuitin ml rxcnijilKin.^ Thiidl}', iiimli is made of tlie skull-

like appearance of the hill. Now (*/) " [jlace of a skull " does not

mean '* place like a skull." A skull or skulls may have been found

there [as at Belachigga, "the ford nidutli of the skulls," in co. Clare,

Ireland], or the word translated " skidl " may 1)e a corruption of

something entirely (liferent [as in the name of the town of Schull,

near Skihbereen, co. Cork]. And (h) though now there is a certain

resemblance to a skull in the configuration and appearance of the

hill, it does not follow that it had the same rescnd)lance in the time

of Our Lord. In fact, the view of Jerusalem, from Sandy's Tnirclx

in the Levant,^ seems to show that the quarry-scarp, which has made

the two prominent " eye-sockets," h(((l not yet been imvle when Sandys

.sketched his drawing, and that the Ituilding to which the larger

" eye-socket " originally served as a cistern was still in position at

the time.

As for Gordon's rock-contour idea, it is olniously not worth a

moment's consideration, for it clearly presupposes that those who

named the hill had a contoured map before them ! So long as we

fix on a site outside the walls of Jerusalem, and near a road, there

is nothing whatever in the description of the tragedy to contradict

a site west, south, or east of the city.

In short, the arguments in favour of the so-called " skull hill,"

summai'ized on p. 270 of the Qnartcrhi Stateinent for 1906, may be

met as follows :

—

(1) "Its elevation and conspicuous position"—the elevation is a

serious uhjcciion ; a wayside site would be equally conspicuous.

(2) "Its resemblance to a liuman skull"—Avhich is later than

1600 A.])., and, in any case, has nothing to do with the name.

(3) "Its proximity to the city and to the great roatl to the

North "—any site whatever within a nule and a half of the city

would suit equally well. It is not near cuouijh to the roadside. The

"North" is a point of no inipoitance.

' Bed. 274 uci. fin. Tliat there was no exception to tliis rule made in

Clirist's case is indicated b^- Malt, xxvii, 35), 40, " Tliey tliat passed by reviled

hiiu saying (AtVt'Tes) "^"•^t " ealling " or " sl.oiding," as wuuld have

beeu necessary had the cross been erected on a /nil over which ran no path.

A Relation of a Journey begun An. Dom. ItUO. Tliii-d ed. 1627.

W 2
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(4) "The Jewish tradition which identifies it with the 'Place of

Stoning'"— if such a tradition really exists, and is really ancient,

it is quite irrelevant. Nowhere is the statement made that the

Crucifixion took place in the ordinary site of executions. Joseph's

garden would not likely be in the neighlxjurhood of such a place.

(5) "The tradition relating to the .Martyrdom of Stephen"

—

again perfectly irrelevant.

(G) " The evidence of tombs in the vicinity "—but as there are

tombs everywhere round Jerusalem, this is no argument in favour

of the suggested site.

Two other arguments are brought forward in Murray's Guide to

Paledine. The first is that the Jews in passing this hill are in the

habit of breathing a curse against Him who destroyed their nation

-^who invented this statement I know not. The second is that an

inscription was found in the neighl)Ourhood commemorating a

certain person who was " buried neai- his Lord "—which is a

mistranslation.

The hill might, however, be allowed to contiinie as a not

inconceivable site for the Crucifixion, in the face of all these

objections. But nothing whatever can be said in favour of the

tomb. Till English Protestantism has rid itself of the incubus

with which it has thus burdened itself, not a word dare be spoken

against the mediaeval ecclesiastics who dealt in "Holy Places."

The hard names applied to the sites shown to Arculfus or Felix

Fabri can with equal propriety be applied to "Gordon's tomb."

We are told that it is a " Jewish Tomb." If that means a tomb

of the sort common between 150 B.C. and 100 A.D., then it is nothing

of the kind. It is a pity that so much is claimed for it ; the pre-

judice raised therel)y is apt to blind one to the fact that it is a

remarkably interesting sepulchre. But it cannot be earlier than

300 A.D. This chronology is indicated l)y the ai-chitecture of the

tomb, as compared with others that have been fcjund unriHed and

containing dateable o])jects.

Again, we heai' that it is iinfinhht'd. As a matter of fact it is

over-fmii^lifd ; it obviously was originally two independent tomb-

chambers, which have been united togethei' liy ln-eaking the parti-

tion between them. But why should Joseph's tomb be supposed

to be "unfinished"^ It was a neu- tomlt, which is something quite

different. And it is an importation of modern Western sentiment

into the ancient East to assume that Joseph and his family would
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not use the tuniK for themselves after it had been vacated by the

Resurrection.

A good deal is made of a cross wiili A 00 |)aiiited in two

places on the wall. Such a graihto is nut uiiidiiiiiKni, and implies

nothing important. An idfnti<-al giailito is fonnd in a tomb on

the roadside leading to the "Tombs of the Judges."

From the gospel nanative we learn that the tonilt of Chiist was

closed bv a rolling .stone. This was not (as I have once said before,

in a previous paper) a Hat millstone-like disc, l)ut a globular lioulder

not fitting into a slot in the entrance: that is, it was nof such a

stone as that of the "Tombs of the Kings" or the "Tomb of Herod,"

but a stone such as is found in one of the Wacly er Kababi tombs.

This is lequiied by Matt, xxviii, 2. T5ut " Gordon's tomb " was

chmed not with a movable stone at all, but w'ith a bolted door; the

sockets for the Iwlts and hinges remain in the jambs. There is no

evidence whatever to show that this is any modification of the

original plan.

The so-called window, through which we have been asked to

picture the disciples looking into the tomb, is really the to]) of the

doorway of the originally independent inner chamber, which has

l)een partially blocked up with masomy. The receptacles for the

bodies in the tomb are so deep that it would be impossible to see

through this window whether anything had happened inside the

sepulchre.

In conversation with tourists at the hotel in Jerusalem I con-

stantly hear such a remark as this :
" I came to Jerusalem ftdly

convinced that the Church of the Holy Sepulchre was the true site

;

but I went to the Church and saw^ all the ' mummery ' that goes on

there, and I saw the Muhammadan soldiers guarding the place to

prevent the Christians fighting. Then I went to that peaceful

garden : and then I kneiv that the church was wu'ong, and that

Gordon had found out the real site." i

This is the most convincing argument that can be advanced in

favour of the tomb, and it is obviously quite unanswerable. I>ut it

is hardly so conclusive as to warrant the diversion of large sums

of money which might have gone to advance some of the majiy

possible branches of scientific work in Talcstine.

' It limy bo mentioned lifiv tliat, in eonversaliun with Sir Cliarles Wilson,

and after hearing his remarks and objections, General Gordon expressed regret

at having committed himself so strongly to this site.—J.D.C.
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There are those who do not venture so f;ir as to say that this

tomb is the true " Holy Sejiulchre," but who say that it is worth

while maintaining it "because it shows what the tomb in the gardeii

was like." This is in the spirit of those who treat the " Holy Fire
"

spectacle as a "])eautiful allegory." As a matter of fact, the con-

ception it conveys is erroneous. Joseph's garden was probably a

vegetable yard oi' fruit-orchard, not a modei'n Euro[)ean parferrc.

And the tomb is too mean to have belonged to a person specially

characterized as a " rich man."

The statement that this is the "wh/// tomb that answers all the

conditions " is Jiot worth discussing. I have endeavoured to show

that it answers none of them. And if there were any use in doing

so, I thiidv I could point out at least five and twenty tombs round

Jerusalem in every respect more suitable.

The true site of the Holy Sepulchre is lost and forgotten, and

there is no reason to hope that it will ever ])e recovered.

SOME NEW INSCKIPTIONS FKOM JEKUSALEM AND
ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.

By It. A. StewapkT Macalister, M.A., F.S.A.

I FORWARD squeezes of a nvunbcr of inscriptions that have recently

come to light in Jerusalem and its neighbourhood.'

T. The first is a stone whose inscription has l)een long known,

but it had passed out of sight owing to the demolition of the wall

in which it had formerly been built. It has recently been re-

discovered in an outbuilding in a garden belonging to the Khaldi

family, close to the London Jews Society Hospital. The inscrip-

tion is fragmentary, the beginnings and ends of the lines being lost.

It is correctly given in the Jeiusalcm vdlunie of the Memoirs, but

' Tliese iii'i" pref^erved al tlie Fund's Oflice, wliore llifv iiisv be

inspected.

—

Ed.
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the stone is there wrongly said to he ])art of a sarcophagous. It is

really a fragment of a lintel, aliout- .'i tl. in IciigLJi, I'.iA in. in height,

8 in. in thiekness, and composed of a reddi.«h limestone. It hears

a cross in a eii( Ic and the inscrii)tion :

—

.... NHTHC ee . . .

.

.... I8IU)ANN8 ^^ A

.... 0<l>IACTON V_y I

U)^NN8 ^

It can hardly l)c liojied that anything can lie made of this

fragment, heyond the name "John." It prohaljly l»elongs to a

lintel of some ecclesiastical building.*0'

II. A marlde slal), 17 in. ]iy 9^ in. l)y 1 in. Diagonally

broken at the end, but otherwise perfect. Found in the course of

some building excavations undertaken l)y the Greeks outside the

St. Stephen's Gate. (Sec Q.S., April, pj).
1."57-1.39.) The inscrip-

tion is :

—

+ AYTHHnYAHTOYi<Y[XY] ....

€IC€A€YCCONTAI€[N

+ Ari€CT€<t>ANe€Y?

"This is the gate of the Lord Christ about to enter

in Holy Stephen pr[ay " The stone is now pre-

served in the convent of Abraham. The tip ordy of the X remains

at the end of line 1.

III. A tom1)stonc 35i in. by 23 in. by o in., apparently in-

tended to stand upright over a grave. Inscribetl :

—

+MNHMA
MAPIAC

PU)M€AC

+

"The Memorial of Maria, a Roman,"
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TV. On December 27th, with Mr. HaiKUUT and Yiisif, I visited

'.V/h S<imirJi, .i remote spot at the head of the Wady Samieh, N.AV. of

the village of Kefr Malek, sheet XV of the inch map. Yusif had

heard rumours of illicit digging there, and going to reconnoitre had

discovered a Greek inscription, which I was anxious to examine.

On onr way \\e passed through the village of Vebruil, between 'Ain

Sinia and Selwad. This seems to have been an important place in

Byzantine times: the local vch/, dedicated to Neby Yusif, is

evidently ])uilt of the materials of a small Byzantine church, scanty

traces of whose foundations appear above ground in an adjoining

field. 1 Over the door of the wely is a lintel stone with an orna-

mental panel; it has borne a cross, which of course has been

hammered away. Many drafted stones arc to be seen in and

around the l)uilding. Behind it is lying a fragment of a milestone,

47 in. long and 16 in. in diameter: unhappily the inscription is

almost gone, all that is left being :

—

NIIVI ....
NEPOTIS .. .

AnOKL ....

the rest is chipped away.

In the village is a sort of platform used for entertaining guests

and as a place for prayer. It is surrounded by a number of large

stones, evidently taken fi'om some Byzantine building. There is a

Corinthian anta capital, as well as a lintel stone, 69 in. l)y 17 in.

Fio. 1.

by 7| in. thick, bearing this device on one of its broader faces

(fig. 1).

' (Mr. Macalister writes that tlic people informed him tliat do one can

make any use of its sacred tree but the rery poor; a man of some property

who once attempted to gather firewood ofl' it was seized by the local saint, lifted

off the earth and replaced upside down.

—

Ed.)
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But the most intcrestitig ol)ject is a stone here sliowii : it is a

hexagonal slal>, which has evidently stood on a pedestal (fig. 2). It

has four depre.ssions, about I in. (lei'|), three of them hexagonal and

one circular. I take it to )»e a chrisniatory.

TI
E

»—1—1—1—I I t

Fig. 2.

V. The 'Ain Samieh inscription is cut on the drum of a column

41 in. long, 13 in. in diameter (fig. 3). It is broken at each end.

Though for the greater part clear, the inscription is difficult to

decipher, especially towards the ends of the lines, which are worn :

perhaps three or four letters are lost from the end of each line.

I read :

—

€niTA€Cin . . .

€[K?lfxi8T^o . . .

nST€YC€B€C . . .

A€oTl8CTINIi^l . . .

€TSAINAS€n[^yj

C€PI8n€P|OAOY

KAPn<t)0

C€Pri8Z . . in8

€TI . . .
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Except for the name of Justinian and the date, it is not easy to

see what this inscription means. 1 had a good deal of trouble with

the Kefr Malek people, v ho endeavoured to tear my squeeze from

the stone before it was dry. They are finding digging here very

profitable and feared that I might bring the Government down ujjon

them. The site is for the greater part Byzantine or early Arab,

but there is evidence of a very ancient settlement whose shaft-tombs

the thieves had most unfortunately discovered.

Thanks to the energy of Surraya P^ffendi, the Commissioner of

Antiquities, this stone has been rescued and with great labour

brought to Jerusalem, where it is now to be seen in the Government

Fig. 3.

museum. The illicit digging that threatened to ruin an important

ancient site has been stopped.

VI. Fragment of a Koman insorii)tion found in the Muristan,

now preserved in Abraham's convent (fig. 4).

VII. As I finish this paper, Surraya Efliendi l)rings me a small

fragment of a marble slal), 9j in. l)y 8 in. by 1 in., bearing a

few letters of a Greek inscription. 1 forward a facsimile. The

letters shew traces of h.iving been picked out with red pauit.

It is evidently part of a tombstone, dated (as the surviving

fragment shews) by the era of Eleutheropolis (fig. 5).
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FicJ. 4.

fir
===rjjjr^:/iziz:^zr:Kz=r-7^—d r

Fig. 5.
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THE "PHILISTINE" GRAVES FOUND AT GEZER.

By J. L. Myres, M.A., F.S.A.

The structure of these tomljs ' ;igrees in geiK-nil \viih that of the

" shaft graves " of Mycenae and Knossos, which l)elong to the Late

Minoan period (1300—1000 B.C.), and more closely with the Carian

tombs at Assarlik (Termera), which Mr. W. K. Paton and I

called fossa tombs and assigned to the very end of the

Mycenaean or late Minoan age {J.ILS. VIII, 74; XIV, 244-5; com-

pare Winter, Miftli. Ath. XII, 225 tt".).- Professor Sayce tells me

that there are similar toml»s roiuid Mount Tmolus in Lydia. No

such type is known to me in Cyprus, or anywhere else in the

Levant. The Carian parallel is important in view of the fifth

century tradition that a " Carian " sea power followed the Achaean

domination of Agamemnon and the Trojan War (1200— 1150):

and the Lydian analogy illustrates the Greek legend of a similar

" Lydian " sea power which had direct dealings with the Philistine

coast. For the date of this (m. 1050—960, if not earlier) see my

paper in J.H.S. XXVI, 127-9.

The contents, meanwhile, recall the art of Cyprus in the period

next following the Mycenaean age. The pilgrim bottle (No. 1)

seems to belong to the early part of the Graeco-Phoenician period,

which follows the Mycenaean and is characterized by the first

cojnous use of iron; but it is not exactly of any Cyin'iote type.

1 See above, pp. 197-203.

- The following abbreviations are used in (licsc notes :

—

C.M.C. = Cifprus Mnseum Catalofiitf. Oxford. 1899.

Exc. Cypr. = Excavations in Cyprus. British Museum. 1900.

J.H.S. = Journal of Hellenic Shtdies. London.

K.B.H. = M. Ohnefalsch-Eichter. h'l/pros, ihe Bible, and Homer.

Berlin. 1893.

Salaminia = A. P. di Cesnola. Salaminia. London. 1882.

Mitth. Ath. = MiUheilungen d. J.-, k. Dentschen Insiituts {Athenlsche

Ahtheilung). Athens.
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The IikHi' (w) l>el()ii^.s to ii series \vliicli_ conies into the Eastern

Mediternmean in Mycenaean time and jjcrsist.s till the fifth century

in Cyprus. 1 liave seen examples from Cyprus with the square

clianifered stem and rin^ handle, Imt not from lueorded tonihs.

The tliin rectangular plate (.'{) lecalls the Cypriote mouth-plates

which were placed on the lips of the corpse from Mycenaean times

(A'./v. ('njir. YI, Vll, VIII [Enkomi]) to the sixth century {Salaininia,

11, 10 (M); C.M.C. 4343). The later Cypriote examples are gener-

ally more lozenge-shaped, hut the early ones (late Mycenaean) aie

often rectangular. The lotus-lxnvl (4) also seems to lielong to the

mixed Craeco-lMioenician art of the early Iron Age : somewhat

similar decoration on Cypriote pottery marks the influence of the

XX\Tth dynasty; but there is also a series of blue-glazed l)owls

which belongs to Mycenaean Cyprus, and has its inspiration from the

XVIIlth dynasty; and this example looks like a lather degenerate

product of this earlier school. The mirror (5) is not sutHciently

chaiacteristic to give a date : it lacks the volutes which chaiacterize

thel»etter mirrors of the sixth and fifth centuries, and, provisionally,

I ])ut it earlier.

The bracelet (G), apart from its clasp, looks like an early example

of a class which l)ecomes common in Cyprus in the later Graeco-

Fhoenician age ; })Ut the plan of leaving the ends open for a sup-

plementary fastening is best illustrated by a series of ear-rings of

early Iron Age date {C.M.C. 8003 ; K.B.H. CLXXXII, 1), which end

in two loops, and were tied through the ear by a thread. The

peculiar clasp is, perhaps, suggested by the swivel-mounted rings

of Egyptian type and very \arious dates {Exc. Ctjjir. XIV, 2G

[Amathus]).

The beads and pendants give the same general impression.

Kough pendant-stones like (12) (13) (11) are not uncommon in the

early Iron Age graves in Cyprus (AVc. Cypr., XIV, 11 [AmathusJ

;

Salaniinia XVI, 11, !'.»)> "^"•^ '^^'^ occasionally carved into human

heads. The agate bead {\'>) is of a type which begins in late

Mycenaean Cyprus {E.rr. i'lipr. VI, G04 [Enkomi]), and goes on into

the Hellenic Age {ul. XUI, 34, 3G, XIV, 18 [Amathus]). The

necklaces made up of all sorts of curious beads are very characteristic

of the early Iron Age; those of earlier and of later date than this

are usually (piite formal. The presence of steatite scarabs and

beads points the same way ; in Cyprus steatite gives place to hard

stone scaraboids before the sixth centuiy. The " gum,' or " rosin."
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of Mr. Macalister's description will very likely tinn out to be amber,

which occurs rarely in early Iron Age tombs in Cyprus (C.M.C,

p. 139 [Paphos] and 184 [Curium : late Mycenaean]), usually in the

form of single beads in a mixed chain. But Cyprus has also a series

of beads of a dull brown vitreous material, which is very likely a

coarse glass, perhaps meant to iiiiifafe the rarer amber. For wire-

ties like (10), compare E.rc. Ci/pr. XIII, 20 [Curium], XIV, 22

[Amathus].

But the most characteristic object is No. 21. This granular

gold-work begins in Cyprus in the late Mycenaean tombs {E:cc.

Cypr.YlU [Enkomi], XIII, 18 [Curium]; CJI.C, p. 184 (30, 44)

[Curium]), and reappears in the Hellenic {Exc. Cypr. XIV, 12

[Amathu.s]; C.M.C., 4067-9, 4074, 8354 [Amathus]) as late as the fifth

century. In the interval very little gold-work appears in Cyprus at

all, l)Ut I have seen several examples which are closely like this one,

both in technique and in design. The little discs of gold recall

also the late Mycenaean treasure from ^gina (British Museum,

J.H.S. XIII, 197, 202-3) which l)elongs to the ninth century at

latest; similar discs are common in the later tombs at Mycenae

(Athens Museum) ; but they do not recur in Hellenic Cyprus, or,

so far as I know, in the later Graeco-Phoenician tombs there.

A bead with triple perforation, to keep a threefold chain parallel

with itself, which Mr. Macalister has described to me in a letter,

is also very characteristic of late Mycenaean and subsequent early

Iron Age jewellery: like so much else in Cyprus, it runs on into

the local Hellenic art of the sixth and fifth centuries; but it has

its beginnings at Enkomi (Exc. Cypr., VI, 604; XII, 395). The

signet-ring (19) is also of an early Iron Age type ; and the Egyptian

eye-pendant belongs in Cyprus to the tombs with fibulae and chains

of miscellaneous ])eads, which seem to cease before the XXVIth

dynasty, and probably before the Assyrian protectorate of 709 B.C.

While, theiefore, the structure and ritual of these tombs con-

nects them with the period of yEgean Sea Raids, and with Greek

traditions referring to the centuries from the thirteenth to the

tenth, the contents would favour a rather late date, or at least

a lower limit of date. And this is just what we should expect

if they represented the burials of a people who had invaded the

Philistine coastland in the period of the Sea Kaids, and maintained

themselves there, in occasional contact with Cyprus, Imt not with

anything further west, for a century or two after the tenth. This
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geiieaal chanicter and these limits of date would, therefore, agree

closely with the little that we know of the riiilistine occuinition of

Philistia. To call them the tomhs of ".Kgean Intruders " would,

1 think, be safe already : to label them provisionally " Philistine
"

would not be over-bold.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Earthquale SuperstHm\.—The Quarlerhj Statement for April con-

tains two references to the recent excitement in Palestine in

expectation of an earthquake. The well-known eaithquake of

1837 destroyed a great part of Safed, did damage in Tiberias, t^c,

and a recurrence was looked for because it was now 70 years since.

On page 83, Dr. Masterman is quoted: "It seems that it is stated

in the Zohar that under the earth there is a great sleeping beast

—

the Leviathan—and that every 70 years he has to change hia

position. When he does this an earthquake is produced." If I

may be allowed, for brevity, to assume what I think I can prove,

Leviathan corresponds to Typhon of the Egyptians, called }»y

Wilkinson a snake-giant {Anr. IJ(ji/., abridged ed., 1, 330). He
was thought of as lying along the underground path of the sun,

from one ec^uinox to the other—the winter half of the ecliptic

circle. The equinoctial points slowly ctiange, bringing the astro-

nomical spring some twenty minutes earlier year by year. The

rate is difficult to measure, and the change is to ordinary obser-

vation imperceptible. Put it amounts to a whole day in 72 years;

and this was perceived by the ancients. They had learned to

identify midsummer day by the method of shadows; but they had

also a method by the rising or the culmination of stars, and the sun

and stars were found to fall more and more out of accord. The

ditterence was one degree in 72 years, and on the recurrence of that

period the festival of the solstice or the equinox must be held one

day earlier. The insidious movement of precession had always

been going on; but it was only when it amounted to a full day

that a readjustment was called for in chart and calendar and litual.
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The practical shifting of the solstice or the equinox was the " earth-

quake : " the boundaries of the upper and lower hemispheres were

changed, at the autumn point Leviathan had advanced his head, at

the spring point he had withdrawn his tail.

The facts underlying the ancient mythology admitted of various

expression in the symbolic language. In Mr. Macalister's diary of

his visit to Safed {Q.S., April, p. Ill) we have a variant form of

the present-day tradition. " Earthquakes are caused (according to

local belief) by the turning of a monster who, Atlas-like, supports

the earth—others say by the ox which balances the world on the

tip of his horn throwing it to the other horn, to relieve his ten-

sioned muscles."

This seems to direct us to the spring equinox and to a people

whose New Year's Day was fixed at that season. There is a

consensus of testimony that when the ancient calendars began, the

spring constellation or sign was Taurus. A well-known line in

Virgil implies distinctly that the year began (that the sun crossed

the equator at spring) when the sun was on the Bull's horns. This

was not really the case in Virgil's time—he only repeated the

tradition of the fathers—and the date when the description was

true would be, according to the late R. A. Proctor, B.C. 3400

{Knoidedge, May, 1888), A system or calendar thus resting on the

spring equinox in Taurus might be said to have the Bull constella-

tion for its foundation. It is now well known that in the Assyrian

calendar the spring sign was called Stone of Foundation, and the

autumn sign the Stone opposite the Foundation. The precession of

the equinox shifts this foundation, of course, and at about the

period named l)y Mr. Proctor the equinoctial colure literally passed

from one liurn to the other, as the Bull is figured.

Geo. St. Clair.
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The Second Report, since the resumption of the excavation of

(Jezer, furnishes many new and varied items of interest. Some

early Christian tombs, Byzantine objects, a good example of a

lioman bath, and sundry remains of the Hellenistic period, are

among the features of the relatively later ages. For older times,

Mr. Macalister records that another "high-place" has now ])een

found; it has a row of stones similar in some respects to the

famous alignment discovered previously. Hard by was a curious

foundation-sacrifice. The discovery of a zodiacal tablet in debris

contemporary with the Amarna period will excite general discussion,,

and in view of the general resemljlance which it bears to the familiar

Babylonian examples, the presence of astronomical symbolism ini

Ancient Palestine is significant. Mention may also be made of a

very fine Babylonian seal of a somewhat later period. Both appear

to represent native forms. Apart from a later inscribed weight,,

legible, but of unknown interpretation, the chief epigraphical novelty

is a small stamped jar-handle, the writing on which appears to find

its closest analogy in the old Aramean inscription of Bar-rekub

at Zenjirli. But who or what is meant by its legend h-y-r-t is a

problem which must be left for others to solve.

Prof. Scllin's excavation at Jericho has already revealed many

interesting features. He has found an old Canaanite castle, one ofc

the best specimens of its kind. The objects deposited therein were

more suggestive than informing: potsherds with animal figures in

fine relief, bronze hatchets, and close by, twenty-two small unburnt

clay-tablets, evidently for use—but (unfortunately for the excavator)

without any writing! A clay idol with an ox-head (the horns

broken oft"), the whole only 8 centimetres in height, was found in.

the same place. The city-wall was also reached ; its appearance at

once reminded Prof. Sellin of Babylonian types. Strange to say,,

R
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steps were found leading from the top of the wall to the plain. The

ruins of a private house, or rather of a series of buildings raised

each upon its predecessor, gave household articles of all periods;

but even the topmost were Canaanite, so that a lengthy duration

of this culture seems to be involved. Here also were two clay-

tablets—again not yet used ; of particular interest was a stone idol,

male, of primitive workmanship, about 20 cm. high. A jar-handle

too, deserves mention as l)earing two old Hebrew characters, one

certainly a yod, and the other " probably " h(>. Prof. Sellin observes

tentatively that this provides a very important argument for the

view that the Canaanites already possessed the old alphal)et

(Phoenician—Moabite—Old Heln-ew) about 1500 B.C. The publi-

cation of this jar-handle will be awaited with interest ; meanwhile,

it is to be observed that the evidence may admit of another

explanation—the persistence of the culture of "about 1500 B.C."

to a date much later than commonly supposed.

In Home JVords for Jerusalem for June, Dr. Wheeler gives the

following account of the quarter's work :

—

" There have been nearly a hundred in-patients more than for

the same quarter last year, and yet we have had no epidemic of

any kind up to this time. Fever has been more prevalent than

usual, and we have had a greater number of children ill with it.

We had an interesting case of congenital fever, i.e., born with fever,

of a baby of four months. The mother suffered severely from

malaria before the birth of the child, and after ; she attributes the

baby's infection through her milk. These cases are very rare, and

are of special interest. The child had a large spleen, and had

regular attacks of fever in the Hospital. She improved gradually

on quinine and good nursing. Several of our boys have been ill in

the Hospital, but are now convalescent. We hope to have our

out-patients' extension soon finished; we need it very badly. The

uumlicrs that come for dressings are very great, and at times there

is hardly any room for them ; for at the same time there are as

many waiting for their prescriptions to be made up, and these

together form a large crowd, all anxious to be attended to at once.

There is naturally a good deal of jostling and impatience shown,

but on the whole they behave well, and wait patiently for hours.

The number of eye cases is increasing, especially among the

infants. We have had some good operations. The nursing staff,
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;ilLhou<;li reduced, ;iru working excellently, uikI du uU ihey can tu

meet the demands made on them. The "Dispensary staff ia very

hard worked, as the long list of prescriptions show:—In-patients,

444; out-patients, 4,224; home visits, 1,349; dressings, 6,095;

prescriptions, 9,549; receipts, 21,891."

It may be mentioned that Hoinc JTords (Jerusalem) is giving a

full reproduction of Mr. Macalister's recent article on the " Garden

Torn)) " for its interest to local readers.

Mr. Griffith has written to point out that the scarab represented

in the last number of the Qaarfcrhj Statement (Plate I, no. 17, p. 199),

gives the name of Rameses IV. This gives at any rate the upper

limit of date, although a later date is not excluded for the

workmanship.

Mr. Offord informs us of the discovery by Pfere Delattre at

Carthage of a seal bearing the inscription " to Joab." It has been

assigned to the 7th or 6th century, and the script is probably

Hebrew. It is worth mentioning if only on account of the seal

" to Asaph " which Dr. Schumacher found at Tell el-Mutesellim

{Quarterly Statement, p. 78 .'J'j'.).

Mr. J. Jamal reports that the amount of rain which fell in Jaffa

during the winter season, commencing on October 7th, 1906, and

ending April 9th, 1907, was as follows:

—

3 days
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Out of the forty-two chapters of ^4 PUyrimage to Palestine, by

Mr. Charles G. Trumbull, nineteen chapters are devoted to

Palestine. The story of the pilgrimage from New York to The

World's Fourth Sunday School Convention, 1904, is told with

a minuteness which would be irksome but for the way in which

it is told. The volume is beautifully illustrated by well chosen

photos, and the author's "first impressions" afford delightful and

profitable reading. A chapter, written by the Rev. Everette Gill,

and illustrated by a plan of the site from the Quarterly Statement,

tells of a visit to the excavations at Gezer. Mr. ]\lacalister delivered

a lecture to the party on the site of the actual monuments.

Our Local Secretary at Liverpool, Mr. A. B. Thorburn,

writes :

—

" Seeing among the books presented to the Fund, La Terre-

Sainte, autrefois, par aujourd'hui, I wrote to the author, the Abbe

Curtet, Groissiat, par Martignat, France (Ain), and received his

work, which I have read with much interest. He has collected a

variety of extracts from the letters and works of French missionaries

long resident in Palestine, and French ecclesiastics who have written

about the country and people. His object has been to bring to-

gether facts as to the life of the modern inhabitants of the

country, in order to show how little has changed in 2,000 and even

4,000 years, and how readily one can call up the scenes depicted in

the New Testament and in the Old. Li this he has been very

successful, and he has obtained letters of commendation from his

Holiness and from the Patriarch of Jerusalem, as having put it

into the power of teachers and preachers to explain the Scriptures

in a more vivid and interesting manner.

" To VIS the interest lies in these extracts from French authors,

such as the Abbes Galeran, Vigouroux, and Pillion, as we are not so

familiar with the works of French as with those of English and

German writers."

" Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre," the last work of the late

Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., F.R.S., D.C.L.,

LL.D., etc., is now read3\ Li this work the late Chairman of the

Executive Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund has brought

together for the first time all the evidence which the most exhaustive

research enabled him to collect bearing on the su])ject of these Holy
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Sites ; and probably no man living had at once so intimate a know-
ledge of all investigations in the modern Jerusalem and so complete

an acquaintance M'ith what has lieen written about the Sites from

the time of Constantino onwards. The priie of the work (demy 8vo)

is 6.N., by post 6ft. id., and cheques should Ije made jjayable to the

order of George Armstrong, Acting Secretary to the Fund, and

crossed " Coutts & Co."

The first edition of Mr. Macalister's work, "Bible Sidelights

from the Mounds of Uezcr," is already sold out, and a second

edition is now on sale. It has been written to shovF how the

results of digging in Palestine should appeal not only to the scientific

anthropologist or archaeologist, but also to the Bible student who
has no special interest in these sciences. The book contains a brief

synopsis of the work of the Fund from its foundation to the present

and a description of the site of Gezer, and its history. Price

5s. id., post free.

The Fainted Tombs of Marissa, recently published l>y the Fund,

is now recognized as a very important contribution to the history

and archaeology of Palestine in the last centuries before our era.

It may be mentioned that the leaflet containing the result of the

investigations hy Mr. Macalister at the Tombs has been published,

and can be had on application to the Acting Secretary by those

who possess the volume.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded

to in the reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be

published, but they are preserved in the office of the Fund, where

the\^ may be seen bv su])scriljers. Those which are sent by

Mr. Macalister, illustrating the excavations at Gezer and which are

not reproduced in his quarterly reports, have been held over for the

final memoir.

The attention of subscribers and others is called to A Table of the

Chrislian and Mohammedan Eras, from July 15th, A.D. 622, the date

of the Hejira, to A.D. 1900
;
price by post, Id. Also to the Meteorological

Observations at Jerusalem, with tallies and diagrams by the late

Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S. Tourists and all desirous of accurate

information about the climate of Jerusalem should not fail to send

for a copy, price 2s. 6d.
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The attention of subscribers is also called to a work by Sir

Charles Warren, entitled "The Ancient Cubit and our Weights

and Measures." He brings evidence to show that all weights and

measures (except those of the metrical system) are derived from

one source—the double-cubit cubed of Babylonia.

The Musevxm and Library of the Palestine Exploration Fund at

Jerusalem are in the Bishop's Buildings, near the Tombs of the Kings,

where the use of a room has been kindly permitted by the Eev. Dr.

Blyth, Bishop in Jerusalem and the East. The Museum is open

daily, except Sundays, and the Honorary Secretary, Dr. D'Erf

Wheeler, will give all information necessary.

The " Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai," by the Rev. George

E. Post, M.D., Beirfit, Syria, containing descriptions of all the

Phaenogams and Acrogens of the region, and illustrated by 441

woodcuts, may be had at the office of the Fund, price 21s.

The income of the Society from June 24th to September 20th,

1907, was—from Annual Subscriptions and Donations, including

Local Societies, £195 L^. M.; from sales of publications, &c.,

£129 14.S. Of^. ; making in all, £324 lo.';. 5r/. The expenditure during

the same period was £474 12.^. IQd. On September 20th the balance

in the bank was £82 ISs. 6d

Subscribers who have not yet paid will greatly facilitate the

Committee's efforts by sending their subscriptions in early, and thus

save the expense of sending out reminders, as the outgoings on

the excavations at Gezer will be a heavy drain on the funds.

The special donations during the quarter have been received

from :

—

Walter Morrison, Esq., Hon. Treas. ... £10

Mrs. Ellen Ptothwell £50

Subscribers to the Fund are reminded that, whilst the receipt of

every subscription and contribution is promptly acknowledged by

the Acting Secretary, they are now published annually, and not

quarterly. A complete List of Sul>scribers and Subscriptions for

1906 was published with the April numlier.
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Subscribers in U.S.A. to the work of. the Fund will please note

that they can procure copies of any of the publications from the

Rev. Professor Theo. F. Wright, Honorary General Secretary to the

Fund, 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge, Mass.

The Committee will be glad to communicate with ladies and

gentlemen willing to help the Fund as Honorary Secretaries.

Subscribers and others may be reminded that the new Rai.sed Map of

Palestine, constructed from the Surveys of the Palestine Ex])loriitk.ii

Fund by the Acting Secretary, is ready. It is on the scale of G] miles

to the inch and measures 3' 6" X 2' 6". It has already been used with

great success by Professors of Old Testament history, and by teachers in

Sunday Schools, and may be especially reconimended for laige classes

of students. On view at the office of the Fund ; further particulars may

be had on application.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement, the

Committee will be very glad to receive any back numbers which sub-

scribers do not wish to preserve.

A complete set of the Quarterly Statements, 1869-1905, containing

the early letters, with an Index, 1869-1892, bound in the Palestine

Exploration Fund cases, can be had. Price on application to the Acting

Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Subscribers of one guinea and upwards will please note that they can

still obtain a set, consisting of the " Survey of Eastern Palestine "(Colonel

Conder) ;
" Archaeological Researches in Palestine," in two volumes

(Clermont-Ganneau) ; "Flora and Fauna of Sinai, Petra, and the Wady

'Arabah" (Hart), for £7 7.^., but the price has been increaswl to the

public to £9 9.S. The price of single volumes to the public has also been

increased. Applications should be made to the Acting Secretory.

The price of a complete set of the translations published by the

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, in 13 volumes, with general index

bound in cloth, is £10 10s. A catalogue describing the contents of

each volume can be had on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit

Street, W.

The Museum at the office of the Fund, 38, Conduit Street (a few

doors from Bond Street), is open to visitors every week-day from

10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it is closed at 2 p.m.
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Photographs of the late Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of

Solomon, (2) of the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area and

Justinian's Church, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have

been received at the office of the Fund. The four photographs, with an

explanation by Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Acting

Secretary, 38, Conduit Street, W.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution

of the Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be

allowed to purchase the books and maps (by application only to the

Secretary) at reduced j^rices.

The Committee acknowledge with thanks the following :

—

" Architecture, East and West." From the Author, E. Phene Spiers,

Esq.

"The Annual of the British School at Athens." No. XII. Session

1905-6.

" Echos d'Orient," July, 1907.

"Jerusalem, Publication Mensuelle Illustree," July, 1907. ("Pra-

tiques et superstitions Juives," by S. Peitavi.)

NEA 2IQN, 1907.

" Al-Mashrik : Eevue Catholique Orieutale Bimensuelle." "Les Mer-

veilles du pays de Moab " ;
" Ibn Jubair et la Syrie au XII^

Siecle," by P. H. Lammens.

"Eecneil d'Archeologie Orieutale," by Prof. Clermont-Ganneau.

Tome VIII, Livr. 2-5 : § 3. Topogiaphie de la Jerusalem antique.

§ 4. Traditions arabes au pays de Moab. § 5. Legendes sur

I'alouette. § 6. Le sopulcre de Abedrapsas. § 8. L'antique necro-

pole juive d'Alexandrie. § 9. Forgerons, poetes et musiciens.

§ 10. Fiches et 7iotules.

" L'Architecture des Abbasides au IX« Siecle." From the Revue

Arclieologique. By General de Bey lie.

"Gordon's Tomb and Golgotha." From the Author, A. W. Crawley-

Boevey, Esq.

" The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela ; Critical Text, Translation, and

Commentary." From the Author, Marcus Nathan Adler, M.A.

See also " Notices of Books and Foreign Publications," below

pp. 307 sciq.
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The Committee will be glad to receive, donations of Books to the

Library of the Fund, whicli alieady contains many works of great value

relating to Palestine and other Bible lands. A catalogue of Books in the

Library will be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

For list of authorised lecturers and their suljjects, see end of the

Journal, or write to the Secretary.

Whilst desiring to g\\Q publicity to proposed identifications

and other theories advanced by officers of the Fund and con-

tributors to the pages of the Quarterly Statemcnf, the Committee
wish it to be distinctly understood that by publishing them in the

Quarterly Stateimnt they do not necessarily sanction or adopt them.

Form of Bequkst to the Palestine Exploration Fund.

I give to tlie Palestine Exploration Fund, London, the sum of

to be applied towards the General Work of the Fund ; and I direct that the

said sum be paid, free of Legacy Duty, and that the Receipt of the Treasurer

of the Palestine Exploration Fund shall be a sufficient discharge to my
Executors.

Signature

r

Witnesses \

I

I

Note.—Three Witnesses are necessary in the United States of America.

Two suffice in Great Britain.
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FIFTEENTH QUAETERLY EEPOET OX THE

EXCAVATION OF GEZER.

Second of the Second Series.

10 Maij— 10 August, 1907.

By E. A. Stewart Macalister, M.A., F.S.A.

Preliminary.

Shortly after the completion of the previous report the harvest of

the winter crops began. Under the first permit I had kept the

work going through the harvest, but the results had not justified

the trouble of finding able-bodied labourers, as only the very young

or the aged were available. Accordingly, during the six weeks of

the harvest I suspended the work on the mound itself, and kept a

small selection of the labourers, whom I succeeded in persuading to

remain, at work on the slopes of the hill and the surrounding

valleys, searching for and examining tombs. When the harvest

was over the work on the hill-top was resumed.

The result of the examination of tombs was on the whole

disappointing, as few details of special interest were added to the

facts already established in the previous excavation of the Gezerite

cemeteries (see the ninth report, in the Quarterly Statement for

October, 1904). Several wine-presses, and evidence for the existence

of a church and Byzantine houses with mosaic pavements, were

found in the course of this examination of the surrounding country

;

Itut the chief discovery made in the valley was that of the founda-

tion of a fine Koman bath. On the hill itself the most interesting

discovery has been that of a series of masseboth, evidently in con-

nexion with the temple-like structure described in the last report of

the previous permit ; and the usual small objects.
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I._T0MRS.

No tonili (jf the rrc-Sciiiitir, ;iii(l Imt one of the First Semitic

Period was found; l.ut several oave-seiiulehres of the Second

Semitic Period (contemporaneous with 10gyi)tian liistory from tlie

Xllth to the XVIIItli dynasty) were brouglit to light. These

consisted (like those already described) of rude chambers, more or

Fig. 1.—Pottery from Tombs, Second Semitic Period.

less circular, and contained bones, pottery, and a limited luimber

of ornamental objects, scattered al)OUt, without any special order,

through the earth filling the cave. In some of these caves the

deposit was meagre, but others contained a considerable cpiantity of

pottery vessels. In two caves a receptacle had l)een made for the
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reception of bones from previous interments, and into these not

only the bones but the pottery had been thrown.

Specimens of the typical pottery of this series of tom1:)s will be

seen in Fig. 1. The most remarkable vessel is the lentoid bottle

with lip projecting into a vertical cup (Fig. 1, upper row). So far

as I know, this type of vessel—fairly frequent in the series of

tombs under consideration—has, as yet, lieen found nowhere else

in Palestine. The lamps which were found show a considerable

variety of shape, though the spouts have all more or less parallel

sides. This I was previously inclined to put to a later date :
it is,

however, in any case later than the type of lamp Avith a slight

triangular spout, which lielongs to an earlier stage of the same

period.

The tombs of this period were all grouped on the eastern slope

of the hill, where a cluster of them had already been found in the

previous examination of the cemeteries. One tomb of the series,

however, was discovered in a rocky field between the mound and

the village of el-Kubalj, and almost a mile from the former place.

This is the farthest ancient tomb discovered in the neighbourhood.

It is a rudely cut cave, with a platform of stones laid within it,

on which was a considerable quantity of pottery (including a large

number of the crooked-necked jugs formerly called "Phoenician"),

and a collection of XVIIIth dynasty scarabs, one of them a hand-

some scaraboid bearing various devices and the cartouche of

Thothmes III. There was also a fragment of a seal cylinder. The

few bones that were worth preserving from this tomb presented

Egyptian rather than Semitic characteristics, and it is not impro-

bably the sepiilchre of an Egyptian settler in the town.

Nor was anything specially remarkable found in the tombs of

the Hellenizing period ; the most interesting deposit in any of them

was a dea nutrix figure, which probal)ly belonged to the Syrian

occupation ended by Simon Maccabaeus. Several early Christian

tombs came to light, both in the mound of Gezer itself and in the

surrounding hills. A good many of these had been previously

rifled in the perfunctory way carried out before the fellahin un-

happily learnt that all antiquities were of value. A number of

lamps, some of them very fine specimens, were found; it is un-

necessary for the present to illustrate these, as a selection of typical

examples has already been published in a previous report (see

Quarterly Statement, October, 1904, Plate III). In several tombs of
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this period little penduiit crosses, of hronze and silver, were found.

They are all of the pattern shown in Fi<^. L'

:

Fig. 2.—Cross from Byzantine Tomb.

On the centre is a small hollow, which in one example contained

a piece of glass. One tomb contained several of these crosses, and

a die, with the points distributed exactly as in modern dice.' A
strange combination !

Fig. 3.—Pottery Object—perhaps a Eeliquary—from a Byzantine Tomb.

The most curious object from any of the Christian tombs is

illustrated in Fig. 3. It is a circular disc of pottery, the ware

identical with that of the common type of Byzantine lamps,

^ It may be worth a passing notice tliat gamesters in Palestine use the

Persian numerals in reckoning the points of dice. This is an indication of the

source from wliich dice have been imported
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measuring 3f inches in diameter. Around the margin is a band

of chevrons in relief, united by a faint line,^ and there is at one

point a hole for suspension. A raised collar surrounds the middle

portion, which is closed with a disc of glass, held in place by a

lime composition worked round the edges exactly like modern

glazier's putty. I have not, elsewhere, seen such an object as this,

and can only guess that it may be a reliquary. The glass is too

opaque to see through, and without raising it from its position—

which I am unwilling to do—it is impossiljle to say whether

anything is covered by it or not.

None of the other tomb deposits found during the six weeks

of work in this important branch of the excavation call for special

notice in the present report.

To the east of the mound of Gezer, and south of 'Ain Yerdeh,

is a knoll of rock known as el-Kus'a, on which some excavations for

tombs were made. Besides tombs—one of which contained the

"reliquary" and cross above illustrated—a fine wine-press was

noticed. There was also evidence that a church once existed here.

The Kubab people told me that they had long since removed many

fine cut stones from this place, and completely destroyed a mosaic

that had here existed. The one relic of the ])uilding left behind

was a large stone cross, which, by some strange oversight, they had

allowed to remain on the surface of the ground, marking the spot

where the building once stood to which it had belonged. The

height of this cross is 2 feet 3 inches, and its thickness 6 inches.

II.

—

Roman Bath.

My attention was drawn to a spot on the south side of the road

from Abii Shusheh to 'Ain Yerdeh,^ about midway between the

latter point and 'Ain et-Tannur, by seeing some of the natives of

el-Kubab excavating there for building stones. With the help of

the Imperial Commissioner this vandalistic work was stopped, and

I myself directed excavations to be made in order to determine

what manner of building had formerly existed here. That it was

of some importance was suggested by traces of mosaic, revealed by

' A conventional olive wreath ?

2 See the iiuq) accompanying the ninth report, October, 1904, Plate I. The

position is about the word " Yerdeh" in the inscription " To 'Ain Yerdeh and

]£l-Kuhi'ih," but on the other side of the road.
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the illicit excavations referred to. After a week's work the building

lay revealed as a fine Roman bath establishment. It had been

much injured by the quarrying operations, both recent and previous,

but enough remained to show the arrangement of the greater part

of the plan. This has been drawn ; unfortunately, owing to its

size, it is impossible to reproduce it on the small page of the

Quarterly Statement. The photograph sent herewith (Fig. -i) will,

however, give an idea of the disposition of the building. I have

indicated by writing on the photograph the mound of Gezer, and

the hollow in which the modern -silluge of Abu Shusheh is hidden

:

the footpath running through the photograph is the road from

Abt Shusheh to 'Ain Yerdeh. Along this road, in the distance,

the now dry 'Ain et-Tannur is marked. In the foregrotmd is the

excavation of the bath, to the various features of which reference

numbers have been added.

The total dimensions of the building are 68 feet 6 inches by

59 feet. The atrixm (I), or hall, occupies about a quarter of the

whole building. This was a fine apartment, well built of squared

stones, and floored with mosaic. The following diagram will, for

the present, sufficiently indicate the pattern of the design :

—

/\ /

/

—lozenge-shaped dots occupying each of the sc^uares and intervals.

The colours are black and red on a white ground. This pavement

was so fragmentary, that a considerable amount of measurement

and comparison was necessary before it was possible to be sure of

the design. Some fragments of marble slabs lying about (without

any ornament upon them) indicated that the walls had been lined

with this material.

A doorway («), of which one jam!:) remains, leads into a chamber

(II) 9 feet by 6 feet 9 inches, paved with tesserae of white mosaic.

An apse in its south-eastern side (6) adds 4 feet to its length. This
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apse was also paved with white Jiiosaic, hut a ridge (prohahl\' a step,

or the basis of a lieiuh) sejjarates it from the rest of tlie mosaic

floor. In all probability this chamber was the ajiodi/li'riuin, in

which the bathers undressed.

From tliis cham])er another doorway (c) gave access to an

jxpartment (111) 11 feet by 9 feet 5i inches, likewise paved with

white mosaic. A small orifice will be noticed in the threshold of

the door, no doubt to allow water to pass tlirough from one chamber

to another. The proximity of this chamiter to the /ii/jioniusf, and

analogy with the plans of bath establishments elsewhere, indicates

that this apartment was the tepidarium. There was no bath in

this chaml)er.

The caldarium had completely disappeared : the tile piers and

arches of the hi/pocausf, however, remained in fairly good order.

It occupies the space between rooms II, III, and the road. The

furnace was to the right-hand side of the tal)le which stands

in the photograph—a little more towards the foregrourul—a large

semicircular striicture, much ruined, yet still retaining a certain

quantity of ashes to show its original purpose. From this furnace

a built pipe directed the hot air into the hypocausL

Underneath the earth marked IV, in Fig. 4 (still unexcavated

when the photograph was taken), is an area 24 feet 9 inches by

15 feet, subdivided l)y smaller walls into a number of compartments,

which were probal_)ly latrinae. Beneath the level of these cross

walls were the remains of a drain which apparently ran from the

caldarium to a large cloaca, presently to be noticed.

The frigidariwn (V) occupied the south-west corner of the

building. Unfortunately this part of the bath was a good deal

ruined, but enough remained to make its main outlines traceable.

The northern end was occupied by a pit^cina, or basin, paved with

white mosaic, and lined with cement. Its maximum dimensions

were 7 feet 3 inches by 8 feet. A hole in the side opened into

a drain that ran through a platform of solid masonry occupying

the whole of the southern end of the chamber, and, passing through

an opening in the wall, entered a finely built cloaca. This drain

was built of well scpiared blocks of stone: when complete it was

roofed with cover slabs, 'it ran outside the bath, following (so

far as the excavation permitted its course to be traced) a serpentine

line directed southward, perhaps towards the " winter water-course
"

that will be seen in the map already referred to.

s
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No trace of ;my ;ux-hitectural orniinient was found among the

Tiiins.

Not many objects were found in the hath. There were a

number of roofing tiles, and tubes of pottery which were probal)ly

inserted in the holes for light and air made in the roof of the

building. There was a considerable nunil)er of fragments of glass

vessels, Init only one in any way perfect. These were, no dou])t,

receptacles for ointments and cosmetics used l»y the bathers. In

the drain was found a hoard of much corroded small Koman copper

coins, which will require chemical treatment before any attempt

can be made to identify them.

Fig. 5.—The Zodmc Tablet.

It will be seen that these discoveries considerably widen the

Held that it would be necessary to work over in order to set forth

a complete statement of the life and civilization of Ancient Gezer

at all periods of its history. As there seems little prospect of the

resources of the Society being equal to the execution of so gigantic

a task, I must be content with these fragments of Koman and

Byzantine Gezer, confining my attention for the rest of the time

available to the more important earlier periods of the city's history.

III.—A Zodiac Tablet.

No tablets have Ijeen found during this year, but the object

illustrated in Fig. 5 bids us not despair yet of some such discovery.
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It was found in debris contemporary with the Tell el-Aniarna period.

It is a half cylinder of unlviked clay, 3^ inches long, If inches

broad, and 1^ inches thick.' It has two bands of figures in relief

upon it that have evidently been impressed by rolling a seal cylinder,

with a design much more elaV)orate than usual : the complete design

appears twice in each band. It displays the sun and moon, with a

series of figures which are recognizable as a zodiac, though the

signs are not in proper order. Some of the zodiacal signs I cannot

identify with certainty, not having at hand any representation of

an ancient zodiac for comparison ; but the significance of others is

fairly clear. Commencing at the left-hand end of the upper line

(after the ladder-like object here partially impressed) is a horned

animal, which there can be little doubt is Aiies. The clumsy ribbed

tisfure above is either Leo or 'Taurus ; but I am not certain what

significance to attach to the smaller quadruped between, or to the

bird which follows. Next comes an animal with ibex-like horns,

which can hardly be anything but Capricornus, and above it a

distorted creature, evidently the artist's conception of Cancer. The

X-like objects above and below the il)ex, and the small star above

and to the right of Canrer I take to be marks filling up blank

spaces—though it may be that the inverted "f-mark under the

ibex is meant for Libra. The wedge luiderneath the liird may also

be a mere block, but it possibly is intended to indicate an egg.

The crab is followed l)y a vertical serpent ; if the guess just made

as to the identification of Libra be not correct, it may l)e that this

indicates Serpens, sul)stituted for Libra (to which constellation it is

adjacent in the heavens). Under the sun are Pisces and Scm-pio,

both unmistakable : above Scorpio is an object that looks like a

palm-tree, but which I take to be an ear of corn, typifying Spica,

the principal and only conspicuous star in Virgo.- Next to this is an

inverted amphora, no doubt meant for Aqimrius (also called Amphora

:

compare the modern Araldc name " the bucket "). Last comes a

peculiar object on the top of a ladder, which I can but guess has

something to do with Sar/iffariiis.

That the identification of this interesting object with a zodiac

has been proved will, I think, be admitted, but I must leave to

those more versed than I in ancient astronomical symbolism the

^ The drawing is to au enlarged scale for the sake of clearness.

- The modern Arabic name of this constellation is " tlie ear of corn."

s 2
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taslc of completing the identifications, and the assigning of the

Gezer zodiac to its proper place in astronomical history.

The order of the signs seems c^uite arbitrary, and probably

depends entirely on the space the artist left for himself.

IV.—A Hebrew Jar-handle Stamp.

In the previous report I stated that I proposed continuing the

excavation to the east of the place where the supposed Philistine

graves had been uncovered, in the hopes of bringing to light further

tombs of this interesting cemetery. None, however, were dis-

covered ; if there be any other graves of this series in Gezer they

must be elsewhere on the mound.

The pit east of the Philistine graves was curious in some respects.

No remains of houses appeared till, just on the rock, was found

a stratum referable to al)out 2000 B.C. Above this was some

sixteen feet of earth, which represented a rubbish heap of late

date. Large numbers of Rhodian jar-handles were found, and with

the exception of a very few objects—none of them of sufficient

importance to call for special notice at present—all the associated

fragments were of the contemporary Hellenizing period.

The Rhodian jar-handle stamps will find their place in the

already lengthy catalogue of such inscriptions being prepared for

Fig. 6.—Potter's Stamp.

the final Memoir : at present we need only refer to the far more

interesting stamp illustrated in Fig. 6. This bears four Old Hel)rew

letters, which read

—

Palaeographically this short inscription is of great importance,

as it gives us a form, I believe unique, of the rare letter j^ . This
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character docs not hnppcii to occur in a;iy <if the early Palestinian

authorities for the Old TTehrew alphabets, such as the Siloam

inscription, and the jai'-handles of the Judacan ])otters. In the

" Ba:d Lelianon " inscription, however, the character is foujid with

two cross-bars (which is also the earliest form of the Greek 0,

derived from it), and the second cross-bar persists, in an attentuated

form, down to the time of Eshmunazar of Sidoii, in whose epitaph

the letter is found, A\'ith dou])le cross-bar and an open top. The
single cross-bar, so far as I know, is not found in Phoenician in-

scriptions till we reach the degenerated alpha])et of the early

Maurctanian coins of Spain, where the letter appears in the form

KD. It is unfortunate that the letter is not found on the Maccabean

and other Jewish coins, so that we have nothing for comparison,

and ai-e unalile to determine whether the Greek-like form of the

character on this inscription is due to the influence of the later-

developed form of the letter 0, affecting the shape of the letter

from which it took its rise. The monumental appearance of the

other characters, all of which are of the normal Old Hebrew shape,

is against the hypothesis of such an influence.

^

The interpretation of the inscription is not easy. No doubt

it is the name of the potter : but whether the letters are to be

read continuously, and if so in what order, and whether we have

one complete, or two contracted names, are questions which it is

difficult to decide. At first sight it looks like one name, t^'^'TTj

of which, however, I can find no trace elsewhere. Then the colloca-

tion of letters in the upper row suggests a boustrophedon reading

T\'^1£r\ which would give the common theophorus affix, though the

explanation of the whole name would remain a mystery. Perhaps

a more probable interpretation is that each line is to be taken

by itself : that the interpretation is "H. son of K."—^n being an

abbreviation for some name such as 7^'^n (1 Kings v, 11; Eng.

Version, iv, 31), and i^"^ the initial of a name perhaps derivative

from the root ;2t£;"1,
" to be damp, fresh, green." '^

1 [See below, p. 319].

The possibility lias occurred to me that the D )iufi;ht really be a degenerated

form of the old Hebrew kheth. But, in the first place, I cannot find a trace

of evidence that the corners of the H ever became rounded, even in the most

degraded of Semitic alphabets : and in the second, the substitute of PI for

does not make the inscription any more easy to deal with.
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V.

—

Scarabs and Seals.

The usual crop of scarabs and seals has been reaped : but all

are of the types already fully illustrated in previous reports, and,

with one exception, jione of them call for special record at present.

Fig. 7.—Cylinder.

The exception is a very fine cylinder of steatite, illustrated in

Fig. 7. It was found in debris of 1200-1000 B.C., and seems to

represent the meeting of four persons for sacrifice. One of the

four, clad in an embroidered robe, is represented carrying just such

a scimitar as was found in one of the Gezer tombs of the same

period (see Q.S., October,' 1904, p. :335). The execution of the

seal is remarkably delicate.

An inscribed Weight.

In Fig. 8 will be seen a drawing of a weight found in connexion

with objects of about .oOO B.C. It is of marble, and is of the usual

Fig. 8.—Inscribed weight.

domed shape. The weight is 7-27 grammes, so that it represents

one-third of the standard of which the y^l weights represent a
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half : that is, one-tliird of the silver shekel. The word inscribed

on it, D^C? must therefore mean "one-third." The weight of a

one-third shekel is referied to in Xeheiuiah x, 33 (r. .'>2, Kng.

Version), but is mentioned l)y a circumlocution.'

VI.—A NKW lll(;il Pl.ACK.

Toward the end of the first permit a building was discovered,

a plan of which will be found in Q.S., 1905, p. 197. There is

Fig. 9.—Alip;nment of Standing Stones (facing Northwards).

a photograph of it in " Bible Sidelights from the Mound of Gezer,"

and I there endeavoured to show how a restoration of this building

offered the simplest explanation of the attendant circumstances of

the death of Samson. This suggestion was received in some
quarters with a certain amount of scepticism ; but at least the

explanation of the building as a temple has been confirmed by the

[.See below, ]>. 320].
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unexpected discovery of a row of masseboth in close connexion with

it. Excavating to the south of the site in question a long narrow

courtyard was found, in which four stones and the stump of a fifth

were standing. That there had once been more is indicated by a

feature in the photograph (Fig. 9) where the stones and surround-

ing buildings are shown. The walls in the foreground evidently

belong to a much later date ; and it will be seen that some of

them are built, not of the usual small field stones, l)ut of fragments

of long pillars resembling the monoliths that still survive. Another

had been used in this later period as a lintel of the only door yet

found complete on the mound. This accounts for the long gap

between the first and second of the stones. The monoliths are

roughly squared, and therefore (in accordance with a i^rinciple

I have myself suggested) are a 2)rio7-i more likely to be mere pillars

for constructional purposes ; against this must however be set their

irregularity of height, the weakness of their foimdations—which

are not adapted for carrying a heavy superstructure—and the

unevenness of their tops, on which no superstructure would remain

in equilibrium. The broken stump, which is unfortunately hidden

in shadow, is in the middle, between the second and third. The

position of the line of pillar bases, to which special reference was

made in the previous description, is indicated by the marks + +

.

The total length of the row of stones as at present standing

is 44 feet 4 inches : the dimensions of the largest stone are 7 feet

6 inches by 1 foot 6 inches by 1 foot 5 inches. The alignment,

like that of the great high-place, is north and south. No objects

of cult were found in the precincts.

A curious foundation sacrifice was, however, found imder a

corner of a wall immediately west of the angle of the courtyard.

Here was found a small pit, dug under the seat of the corner stone,

lined with potsherds mingled with charcoal : some of the potsherds

showed marks of fire. The pit was about 1 foot 9 inches in

diameter. There were two or three mutton bones in it, and a

fragment of the leg bone of a cow, the edges of which seem to have

been trimmed with a knife : and on the potsherds was laid the

head of a little girl, about 2^ years of age.
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THE IMM0VAT5LK EAST.

By Philip J. Baldensperger, Esq.

{Continued from (J.S., 1907, ;>. 21.)

Having gathered the crushed straw on a heap, another instalment

of straw is made ready for threshing, and the work continues till

before sunset. Sunset is a very disagreeable hour, the genii are

hovering about, and it is time to say the prayers ; so there is a

pause in the work. After supper, when the wind is favourable,

uinnowintj begins, for it must not be too strong, else it will carry

away the film, the man goes to the floor and watches the wind

;

often it is not before midnight that the most work is done. Boaz

also, who had the threshing business performed in the day-time, went

to winnow in the night (Ruth iii, 2). The tihn is gently carried

away to some distant spot, the small straw or chaff called lasmil,

Heb. vins (Hos. xiii, 3), falls l)etween the wheat and the tllm. When

the wheat is all clean, the heap is properly arranged and signed with

the Mithra cross-ways. The heap is then called salebe{t), " the

crossed," and remains there till morning, the man lying down to

sleep near the heap to l)e ready in case thieves may try to steal.

Precisely the same proceeding is found in the case of Boaz, who,

after having winnowed the liarley, made a heap, Heb. 'anhnilh

{cp. Aral). 'anna[f]), and lies down to sleep till morning at the end

of the heap.

When the sun is out, the family comes with their animals, and

all their women, in order to take home the grain. In the name of

God, the owner sits down with his legs stretched on the ground,

for to i)ut up the knees is genii-like, and this squatting {fakanlm:) is

avoided whenever any sacred or serious act is performed. The

measure is now put into the heap, and "one God " is repeated till

"one measure" is tilled and put into the sack of goat's hiuv (^fanli[/]),

then two, three, four, five, six, " blessing " (for seven) " faithfulness,"

Yd Bah el-amane{f) (rhyming with eight, thamanie[f]), and so forth
;

whenever the man who is counting knows any good qualificative to
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rhyme with the number, he repeats it. The wheat is carried home

and put into the store dividing the foreroora from the ante-room.

The rough straw and the remaining grain are sifted in a sieve

made of wire (kerhal), which oidy carries away the coarser pieces.

Stalks {hash) are put aside, and are used to make trays.

Without his agriculture

—

feJha\t\ is what they call the whole

proceeding, from sowing to gathering the grain into the barn

—

the Fellah is not happy, and though he may have other occasional

occupations, still agriculture as a kind of home-sickness will draw

him to the beloved fields, and though he possess no lands, he will

hire them, in some far-away Bedawy-country, and risk the venture-

One of my farmers who had irrigated gardens which gave him

plenty of work all the year round, explained to me " that there was

no blessing " in bought wheat, and wanted to have a try at farming ;.

accordingly he started, and when the year was terminat^l, 1 made-

the following account to him :

—

MusTAPHA Abu Ehsane's Felha-year, ls81.

Dr.

1880.

Nov. Bought 2 cows at 16 Mej. (P.

864) Interest at 10% p.a.

Sowed 6 Mid at 4 Mej, at

P. 22J
8 rotls rice for the helpers ...

2 goats for the feast

Tilm for the cows in the

season

Food
Carriage of wlieat and straw

back and forth from Uitas

to Beth-Natif

,>«6'2i I

l.-^7-

6()-

482-

P. 1,613-20

Ct.

1S81. P.

July 10 tappiesof barleyat P. lo ... 100'

.SlJ ,, of wheat at 1 Mej. 717-20-

.31* ,, of durra at * Mej. a58-30'

1 Tappy of sesame 4.5'20'

To balance accounts .39P.30'

Aug
Sept

P. 1,613-20

Having showed him clearly that he lost not only P. 39 1 30 cash,,

but also all his time and minor expenses, which we undoubtedly

overlooked, he came out with the A^ery characteristic philosophical

remark, that the wheat was now his own, from his ov:n work, and

therefore more blessed (abrak) ; at all events, the demonstration wa.s

not convincing, and he said, fortunately he had no pen, and could

not make accounts, and was happier for it.

Where they have plenty of wheat, they put it in a pit (///«/-

miira[t]), which is covered with loam and earth, so that the place-

cannot be detected by anybody who does not know of its existence-
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When the wheat is to l»c taken out, the pits arc opened, are aired

l)y throwing a Inindle in and drawing it out again, till the noxious

gases are gone. Often this goes on several hours, and then a person

only enters if a lamj) continues to burn. The "treasures" of

• Icrem., xli, 8, were such ficld-jnts, with wheat, luu'lov, oil ;md

honey.

Watered gardens are called jcnan or basdfin in general, l)ut the

special names of the divisions of the land are the .same as with the

unirrigated land. As a rule the perennial spring flows down the

mountain side, and the gardens are in terraces, Aabnil, one above

the other, or in the valley. The water belongs to the villagers, and

everyone who possesses land on a level with the water has a right

to water it. To avoid disputes, the water is divided ])etween the

families, and these again in their turn divide it between themselves.

In some places it is divided into degrees ; thus, the water flows into

a pool, and a marked pole shows when a degree has flowed out :,

according to the quantity of land possessed, the owner receives his

.s'hare (kardrit). When the necessary qtiantity of water has flown,

the guardian stops the pool, and instructs the next in turn to take

charge of the water. In Urtas it is divided by hours, going the

round of the village in seven days. Every family holding it twenty-

four hours and sub-dividing it between them from morning to noon,

noon to sunset, sunset to midnight, and midnight to morning. As
they have no watches and no other sign Init the sun and the stars,

there are sometimes great quarrels and fights, especiall}' in rainless

seasons, when the water decreases. Canals { ^JJ) are made for

those gardens which are far away, and a pool (birke[f]) is built to

hold the water when the flow^ is too slow. The Urtas gardens, the

gardens of Solomon (Cant, v, 1), the "pools" made to water the

gardens (Eccl. ii, 6) and " canals " (Ps. i, 3), were known prol)ably

in later days. For the Israelites hoped to be rid of those naturally

watered gardens of vegetables (Deut. xi, 10), where, on account of

the soft soil, they could w^ater and stop the water-passages by

pushing the earth with the foot. Though the fellahin are very

dexterous with their feet, yet they have various gardening imple-

ments to work the gardens. A hoe {fas) is used to till the ground

where the plough can not be brought, or to break the clods. The

iiiajniff{f) is a kind of shovel to level the earth and to turn the

water in the canals, and the h(d(dy(iii, a small hoe to till the ground
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round the j'oung plants. A very tiny hoe is the fa/iara{f), for very

tender plants ; it is hardly an inch broad, and has a handle not quite

a foot long.

The water-melon plantations, where the plants are often several

feet apart, and grow very slowly, have to be ploughed again between

the plants ; this ploughing is done with a mule, to avoid damaging

the tender plants.

Those villages which have the good fortune to possess large

springs of water—as Siloam, "Wallaje, Lifta, Battir, Urtas, Silwad,

etc., carefully raise such vegetables as are saleable at the Jerusalem

market, and they manure, weed and plant two crops a year. Two

villages, J6rah and Hamam, near Gaza, may claim to be the best

horticultural spots in Palestine. They raise the earliest vegetables

(as tomatoes, haricot beans, etc.) when there are none to be had else-

Avhere, and these often arrive as early as February. Of the villages

in the Jerusalem district, Siloam is best known for its beautiful

cauliflowers (karnabU), beet (silk), and parsley (bakdunes). Battir is

famous for its garden-eggs (^,l^'i'oJ^), Urtas for its tomatoes

(bandfira) ; this last is evidently an imported fruit, the name being

a corruption of pommes d'or. Urtas is almost alone among the

watered villages in growing fruit trees, and its pears (injds), though

of a very poor quality, are renowned. So also are the very fine

peaches {dureh). The imported American fruit has done splendidly.

The watered gardens of Tanur, below Beth-'Etab, are the only ones

in the mountainous region which produce fine citrons.

The once renowned gardens of En-gedi are now in the hands of

the Ta'amry, who produce early cucumljers {hheydr), which are not

the same as the hairy serpentine cucumbers (fakus) which the same

produce in unwatered lands.

Fattir, near Bethnej-Jamal is known for its onions, so also

the two 'Allars, near Beth-'Etab. The gardens of Jaffa produce

almost exclusively oranges, of world renown.

Near Yebna and Shahmy also are horticultural districts. Vege-

table raising Jews have settled in Wady Ihnene since 1881, and have

fought the fever with little success, having followed Russian-Germans

who left the country after burying at least ten out of twelve members

of their family. The marshes towards Rubin are probably the chief

cause of the unhealthiness of the district. Among other products,

the Wady furnishes Jaflfa and Ramleh with sugar-cane.
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Among the pliints which uro cultivated in tlie uiiwaterod lands

are

:

AVater-melon
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Quince-tree
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ever before. The present short instalment is all I have as yet

l)een able to prepare for publication: longer and mwch more

important matters will follow later.

L Once on a time there was a fellah skilled in the Arabic

[literary] language; and he was filled with pride and conceit above

his kind where he lived—he being a man of learning, and most

of the fellabin knowing neither reading nor writing. He had a

<;amel ; and one day he was travelling from one village to anothei'

with a load of corn on the camel. His son, who was with him,

was leading the animal. The way led across a certain muddy

ralley, and when they reached it the boy began to guide the animal

.carefully, calling out from time to time in the colloquial dialect

:

^' Look out for your steps—your fore foot—your hind foot "—and

so on, till they had crossed the valley. When they had crossed,

the father noticed that the words his son had said to the camel

were contrary to correct diction : so he said :
" Eeturn the camel !

"

The boy was much annoyed, as the mud made the road ditticult

;

but being afraid of his father's anger, he led the camel back. Then

the father, once more guiding the animal through the mud, l)egan

to say, in the literary language :
" Soft ! advance thy forward foot

—

thy hinder foot"—and as he was speaking the camel slipped, and

was so injured that it was no longer fit for work ; so they had

to slaughter it and sell its flesh. The boy, in his grief after the

camel, said to his father :
" Did the camel understand literary Arabic,

and not the colloquial 1 Has it not been destroyed 1 " Said the

father :
" Let the camel be destroyed, but not one letter of the

Language
!

"

After that the boy watched for an opportunity of being even

with his father. That day his father was lighting a cigarette with

a flint, steel, and a piece of tinder. Having lit the cigarette he

wished to keep the tinder to use again, so he wrapped it in his

turl)an, not noticing that it was still alight. The boy saw what

had happened, and seized the occasion, saying, in the literary

language :
" Soft, O Father ! It hath come to pass that fire hath

caused thy turban to perish !

" The father raised his hand and

put the fire out : but the boy had lengthened out his words to such

an extent that the fire had already scorched the turban, as well

as the hair of his head and his l)eard. So the father was angry,

and said in the colloquial : "While you've been choosing and saying
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your words, the fire has ruined it." The hoy answered: "Is a

handkerchief worth more than a camel 1 The camel was destroyed

and you showed no regret : hut because of a handkerchief you

make mistakes in your speech." The father was ashamed of him-

self : and to this day the fellahiu ridicule their sheikhs who affect

the literary language in speech.

II. A man went from his village to the town to huy some

necessaries for his household. His wife requested him to get for

her a piece of cloth to make a dress for herself. So he went and

obtained what was necessar}', including the cloth ; l)ut while

returning to the house he passed an olive tree which belonged to

him, and he noticed that the branches of the tree were shaking^

in the wind. He thought it was shivering with fever, so he took

the cloth and wound it around the trunk of the tree. Then he

noticed knots on its root : these he thought were ulcers, so he

heated an iron and began to cauterize the knot. He went home
after that, and his wife asked about the things. He said :

" Here

they are, all of them, only the piece of cloth I ])ought I put on

our olive tree, because when I passed it I saw that it was shivering

with fever, and had ulcers." When she heard that she went to-

the tree and pulled the cloth off it. The story became known,

and people, now-a-days, when they abuse each other are in the

habit of saying, " The people of your village think the trees are

sick !

"

III. A ploughman went to plough in his field, Imt could not

finish his work before sunset. As the way home was long he

decided to hide the plough till the morning, to save the trouble

of carrying it back and fore; and having done so, he cast about

for something to mark the spot where he had put it. He could

find nothing till he looked up to the sky and saw a cloud over

the sjjot where he had hidden the plough. "That's the best

possible mark " said he, and went home. In the morning he went

back to the field and looked for the cloud, so that he might know
where he had hidden the plough : but he could not find it. " By
Allah ! " said he, " the plough has been stol(!ii

!

" and he began to

weep and lament the misery of his condition. The other fellahin

gathered around him and asked what was the matter : he told them

the story. They began to plough up the whole length of the field,

found the plough, gave it to him, and went away. The village
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boys to this day have a stock formula of abuse for one aiiutlier

—

*' Yah ! your father hid a plough and set a cloud to mark the

place
!

"

IV. There was a man all'ected with sickness, who was always

making use of papers and charms given him l)y the 'lanvis/ies, ]nit

he deiived no benefit from them. One day a townsman came to

his village and told him that he ought to go to a town and get

medicine from o!ie of the doctors there. So he went to Jaffa and

saw the doctor. The doctor examined him, ;uid gave him a

proscription, l)idding him take what- was written on the paper

and dissolve it in water, and drink three cupfuls daily, morning,

noon, and night, and if it did no good to let him know. The sick

man went home, carrying the paper, instead of going to the dispen-

sary to get the medicine, for he thought the lines written on the

paper were themselves the medicine. So he macerated the pre-

scription as he had been accustomed to macerate the charms of

the darwishes, and drank the water as the doctor ordered. He
recovered—doubtless from drinking the macerated prescription.

V. There is a village called Burberah in the district of Gaza.

In it there was once a humble man who one day wanted money,

-and was obliged to sell an ox he had. As he was going to the

town he passed among olive trees, on one of which was an owl.

As he passed her, she cried out " Kuk Kuk." He thought she was

speaking about buying the ox, so he said "Make an offer." The

owl answered "Kuk." Said the man: "Five napoleons." The owl

said "-Kuk." Said the man :
" Pay the money." The owl said

^'Kiik." Now there was a heap of stones beside the tree on which

was the owl, and he tied the ox to the tree and began to excavate

in the heap, and found inside it a pot full of gold pieces. So he

took out five napoleons, returned the pot to its place, and, leaving

the ox tied to the tree, went home.

His wife asked him :
" How have you been so quick 1 And

where is the oxT' He answered: "I sold him to the owl for five

napoleons : she was sitting on an olive tree beside such a road.

But my dear, how rich she is ! And how generous too—for she

gave me as much as I asked, and did not give me the money with

her hand, l>ut said, ' Note that heap of stones—dig in it : you will

see a pot, and take the price of your ox.' So I dug as she said,

and found the pot, and took the price of the ox, and buried the

T
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rest." The wife was angry, and said :
" Bad luck to yon, lead me

to the place yon speak of." So she went M'ith her hnsband to

the place, and dng for the pot, and fonnd it, and brought it home.

The ox, however, had been stolen.

When they reached the house her husband said to her :
" Xow

you have stolen other people's money. I shall certainly inform

against you to the government." The woman was frightened, and

considered how to arrange that matter. In the middle of the night

she arose, took a pair of pigeons and a pair of chickens, cooked

them, and threw them out of the window outside the house. Then

she went and Avaked her husband, saying :
" Get up and look, the

sky is raining pigeons and chickens ! " The man jumped up from

his bed, and saw the pigeons and chickens which his wife had

thrown out. He wondered greatly at it : then the}' ate the pigeons

and chickens, and went liack to bed.

In the morning her huslmnd went and informed against his

wife to the government, saying :
" My wife stole the money of

other people and put it in her house." They sent for the woman
and enquired about the robbery. She said : "What day did I com-

mit the theft 1" Her husband answered : "The day the sky rained

pigeons and chickens." And the officials of the govenunent laughed,

and said " The man is a fool " ; and they let his ^nfe go.

To this day the people of the villages round Burberah laugh

at them, saying, " The people of your village sell cows to owls !
" ^

VI. The villagers of Palestine collect straw and manure, and

pile it in heaps outside their houses for fuel for the ovens.

These piles are like domes, and are called shun. Once an Eg3'^ptian

was passing along by certain villages of the fellahin, and saw in

every one of them a number of these dome-shaped structures. He
thought they were erections over the tombs of sheikhs or saints,,

and kept repeating the opening chapter of the Koran at every

place he passed, saying: "In very truth this land is a holy land.'"

A fellah saw him and, recognizing his ignorance, wished to make

a mock of him. So he sat in the shade of a tree, and began to

tell tales of the saints of the land, and to praise them diligently.

The Egyptian believed every word. While he was telling tales

' Quite recently some Burberali people iiiiide a formal complaint to the

fiovernment against some persons wlio imitated the cry of an owl in their

presence.
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a scorpion crept on the road : the Egyptian said, " What is that V'

The feHah said, "That is the Pr()i)het's Mare: do not you see hovv

it is raising its tail over its l)a(k 1 That is an invitation to yon

to kiss it." The Egyptian believed him, and stooped to kiss the

scorpion whioh stnng him in the lij). He cried out for the violence

of the pain, and liegun to abuse and curse the fellah, and to say ::

"May Allah curse the Prophet who rode such a mare." So he-

departed, cursing the land. And the fellah spread the news about

the P]gyptian.^

{To he continued.)

THE BEDOUIN OF THE SIXATTIC PP:XINSULA,

(Contiiimd from p. 137.)

By W. E. Jennings-Bramley, Esq,

XX. reace and War.

It would be an exaggeration to say that the covenant of salt is

so binding on Bedouins that no cases of its violation are known..

Men aie now and again murdered by those with whom they are

travelling, and with whom they have certainly broken bread, as we
should say, or, as they put it bread and salt, ^nUli u iiielh. But the

o]>ligation to be true to those with whom you have eaten is held

sacred, and treachery in such a case infamous. I believe that very

few, if any, cases are on record in which such treachery was

premeditated, ^^'here faith has been broken, it has been because a.

sudden temptation of gain was too powerful to be resisted. Certain

is it that if a man refuses to accept your hospitality or eat food with

you, you should be on your guard. He pro])ably means you no

goo<,l. An Arab would look upon such conduct as an absolute

' Mr. Baldensperger has recently referred to the first part of tliis story in

one of bi.s connimniciitions to the Quarterly statement (1907, ]). 13)..

T 2.
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challenge and behave accordingly. A guide recognizes his responsi-

bility towards the traveller under his charge, who becomes his raftk,

i.e., ward, and the guide knows that any act of faithlessness will

disgrace him in the eyes of his own people. I have always found

them trustworthy if treated with cojisideration and coxirtesy. They

are, themselves, most punctilious from their own point of view, and

expect to be treated courteously in return. It is therefore impor-

tant that a traveller should know and be guided by their rules of

etiquette.

These rules guide them both in such daily matters as the

reception of guests, the proper greetings to give, the right answer

to make, and all such minor matters, as well as in the important

events of their lives: the decision to make a raid, the declaration of

war to another tribe. For all these things a Bedouin has rules, and

to break them would argue a real lack of good l)reeding.

I have incidentally said much with regard to the rules they

observe in ordinary daily intercourse. With regard to the declara-

tion of war, this depends on the reasons that provoke it. A mere

desire to become possessed of more camels is the ordinary motive

for a raid, but revenge for murder is also a frequent reason for a

declaration of war. In this case the preliminaries are simple. Two
men ride into the territory of the tribe with whom war is to be

declared and kill the first man they meet. This may be called

somewhat rough and ready etiquette. Most attacks however, are

nothing l)ut raiding expeditions, where the object is simply looting

—not revenge. Lives are taken, if the assailed will defend their

property, but the Bedouin are not bloodthirsty, and if their object

can be attained without shedding blood, they avoid killing. A tribe

in want of camels will call together those willing to go on the war

path ; it may be 6 or 7, or 30 or 40, since co-operation is absolutely

voluntary, and the business of these is to bring back camels, find

them and take them where they will, so long as it be not from any

friendly tribe. Before a start is made, especially if it is to be a big

raid, the Holy man—for each tribe has its Holy man— is consulted,

not only as to what days he considers will be lucky fighting days,

but whether times are propitious for fighting at all. The Teacha,

for instance, have been waiting for such a time more than ten years,

and their young men are growing impatient, and saying that they

are forgetting how to fight. But as yet the Holy man is not to be

moved ; the moment, he says, has not come. For many years they
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were guided hy the counsel of one known far and wide for his

sagacity, lie is dead now, hut his sons live and have inherite<l some

of tlieir father's celebrity, and under their auspices, his grave, near

the well in the Wady Arish, is the scene of .'sacrifices, at certain

times of the year, and camel-races are run in liis honour. Many
stories are told ilhi.stiatiiig the wisdom of El-Willy Mahmfid, as he

is called. Here is one :

—

" There was once a stone-hewer at the quarries, and this man

was very bad. He said, ' When the camels of Mahmfid come down

to water, we will feast on the fat white she-camel of which you

know.' Haji MahniCid was at the time at a well a long way oft',

at the Maglaba, and he dieamt and saw the face of the stone hewer,

and saw it was black. In the morning when he awoke he sent for

his camel and rode to the spot where his herd would be watering

that day, and there was Benieh, the stone-hewer, sitting on a stone

by himself. The camels drank and then rested, waiting for the

heat of the day to be over. Before they left, the herdsman milked

thcni and all drank but Benieh, who still sat on the stone and said

nothing. ' Why does Benieh not drink 1
' they asked. ' I have not

the wish,' he answered. ' Let him be,' said Mahmftd, and so the

camels went with their herdsman, and when the last had disappeared

over the hill Haji Mahmfid went up to Benieh and said: 'Did I not

see thee in my dreams 1 and didst thou not foregather with my
people and kill my white camel when I came to the well 1 May it

never happen that thou shouldst meet m}:' camels at the well

together; if thou dost mayest thou be turned to stone.'"

The story seems somewhat pointless, unless this pious wish was

really fulfilled, but from a Bedouin point of view the belief that

Haji MahmM dreamed his dream supplies interest and point

enough.

On another occasion Haji MahmM dreamed another dream.

A man having lost a camel, went to ask his advice. The camel

had ])een missing six days, so the matter was getting serious. It

must be understood that these Holy men do not pretend they can

always be helpful. They can only do their best—and dream you

dreams of more or less practical utility. In this instance MahmM
dreamt and told tlie man to go to a certain wady and there he

would find a flour sack which he had lost. Then he was to stand

upon it, look round, and undouljtedly he would see his lost camel.

The man followed the advice and found it; but to appreciate
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the sulitleness of the method recommended one must realize that

to search the length and l)readth of a scrub-covered wady for a

sack, before giving your attention to finding the camel, is tanta-

mount to saying, " Look in a garden for a needle, stand on it, and

you will see the house you are looking for."

Some trilies have been at war for generations ; so long, in fact,

that the original motive has been forgotten, and it is impossilile to

tell now who is aggressor, who defender. Others have had equally

long alliances, in some cases offensive and defensive, such as that

which exists between the Heiwat and the Terabin. At the time of

writing the relations between two other tribes, the Huitat and

Towara, hitherto friendly, although not yet hostile, may be

described as strained. Some little time ago a Huitat started for

Moalek in company with a relative, a cousin or nephew, I forget

which, of Eben Nassar, Sheikh of the Towani. On the road, the

Huitat fell upon the other, robljed and killed him. To kill a

man in fair fight is one thing, but treachery to a fellow-traveller,

one and all considered dastardly, and the crime was deemed one

crying for vengeance.

In the olden days, El^en Nassar's course would have been simple.

Some of his people would have gone on to Huitat territory and

killed the first man they met, and then the feud would have l)egun

in thorough earnest, and might have lasted for a century. But

now the Government has constituted itself arljitrator in such cases,

and so the matter was to be settled by a fine, Sheikh Eben Nassar

having too much at stake, in property he holds from the Government,

to do otherwise than sul )mit. This method of settling their disputes

is not popular with Bedouins on account of the time it takes. Letters

have to Ite exchanged between Nekhel and the Turkish Governor

over the frontier, and meanwhile, if it is a case of stolen camels,

the animals have been driven off ])eyond all hope of finding them

again ; and if a camel is not seen by the arbitrator, how can he

decide its value from conflicting statements 1

Some tribes—none, however, on this side of the 'Arabah—raid

on horseback, riding their camels until it comes to lighting, and then

taking to their horses. They have very little idea of tactics, the

fighting is hand to hand, each man trying to get what he can for him-

self, as there is no question of subdivision afterwards, although the

Sheikh will often make up out of his own booty to those of his

companions who have been unlucky. 1 am told that a generous
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Sheikh will sometiiucs thus give away hi.s whole sliaie. An
important tribe at war with another—^I mean hent on cairying on

the feud, not a mere looting raid—will go 200 strong. If it is

merely a raid in search of camels, as few as five or six well-armed

men suliice. They often prefer, in these cases, going on foot ; each

man with his bag of corn and rifle, and hiding in the hills of the

country they hope to rol), they watch for a good opportunity. The
return journey, if they have lieen successful, is done on the robbed

camels. They go on foot ]>ccause the track of a mounted man is

more easily recognized, from the absence of young camels or of

people on foot, which always accompany other travellers. I have

known a party seven strong bring back 37 camels. Another party,

led by Abu Safra of the Huitat, looted 34 camels from the Masa,

who were, however, not so fortunate in their return raid, only

driving oft" six. We met their unfortunate herdsman. The raiders

had caught the man asleep at the well, Suddar, and obliged him,

under pain of death, to show them where the camels were grazing.

The poor man was in a terrible state when we met him ; his face

fallen away, his eyes sunk into his head. He had been wandering

two days without water. All he could say was, " GUm. Give me
drink," as he rushed at the water-skins. It w^as with some difficulty

we prevented him drinking too much. Once the raiders had taken

his camels, if they did not kill him there and then to prevent his

giving information, he was safe enough from them, for their one

object was to get away as quickly as possible, before they could be

followed.

I have had some experience of how a Bedouin will discover

that a raiding-party has lately passed along the road. We were

in the desert, and the track we were on preoccupied my man very

much. It was that of a party on camels, accompanied by no young
animals and no men on foot—more than suspicious this ! He
never took his eyes off the ground, continually picking up odds and
ends which seemed to give him much food for reflection—once it

was a hair—another time a date leaf—then a newly cut stick which

he knew must have come from the low ground across the 'Arabah,

He asked me what I thought all this meant, but I had no opinion

in the matter. At six o'clock in the morning we came round

a sharp corner upon a spot where camels had been tethered the day

before. One, we could see, had tried to roll, and in so doing had

spilt some of the corn it was carrying. This settled the matter, my
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man said—this together with all the other small indications he had

gathered—ordinary travellers scarcely ever carry grain for food.

We were behind the party and must needs be careful. It was now

six in the morning. We could calculate that eighteen hours had

elapsed since they had been resting there, for the rock under

which the camels had been tethered would only throw sufficient

shade to shelter them at midda3\ They had therefore been there

at twelve o'clock the preceding day.

{To he continued.)

NOTES ON THE GEOGRAPHY OF PALESTINE.

By the Rev. Caleb Hauser, M.A.

I. MaMnaim.—Dr. Grove and Col. Conder have argued that

this important place " should be sought south of the Jabbok rather

than at the northern site of Mahneh, where later travellers have

placed it." I shall endeavour to show that the identification of

Mahanaim with Mahneh is, nevertheless, correct. The passages in

Joshua and 1 Chronicles, in which Mahanaim, as a Levitical city

of Gad, is placed on the frontier of Gad and Manasseh (Josh, xxi,

38 ; xiii, 26, 30 ; 1 Chron. vi, 80) rather point to Jebel 'AjlAn as

the region in which it must be sought. An identification of this

place must, however, in order to be decisive, be based on a critical

study of the typography of two important events : Jacob's journey

to meet Esau, and the battle between the armies of David and

Absalom. The typography of this later event shall be illustrated

in the following note on the Wood of Ephraim ; here we shall

review Jacob's movements with strict regard to typographical

notices. Departing from Mizpeh (possibly St'if) the patriarch came

to Mahanaim apparently on his way to the Promised Land (Gen.

xxxi, 13; xxxiii, 17 sqq.). At Mahanaim, where he "saw the

camp of God encamped " {Septuagint), he resolved, in firm reliance

on divine protection, to reconcile his brother Esau. Hence the

course of his journey was changed ; and while his messengers went
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to interview Esau and were hastily returning with the mountaineer

at their heels, Jacob was leisurely j)asturing his flocks and herds

toward the .Ja1)bok southwards, which he seems to have reached

just as his messcTigcrs returned from the land of Seir. That same

night, having divided his "peojjle" and property into two com-

panies, and having made an appeal to the God of Ahraliam and

Isaac, he lodged there, remaining on the north side of the Jal)l)(»k.

But it was not the intention of Jacob " to place a natural barrier

between himself and the brother whom he feared." Therefore

a forward movement began on the following day when Jacob sent

his servants with presents for Esau on across hcforc hint, while he,

with his household and property, intended to ford the Jabbok luider

cover of the night. So, after lodging yet awhile on the northern

bank, he arose that night, taking his wives, women-servants, and

sons ; and, having his property also l)rought over, passed over the

ford of .Ial)l)ok with them. A return to the opposite bank is not

mentioned. Jacob was left alone, having separated himself from

his household, to commune with God, it seems. He wrestled with

God on the ridge of a hill near by, and remained the victor. But

returning at sunrise to his own near the Jabbok, he was observed

to halt on his thigh as he crossed the ridge, \vhich he called

Penuel, " the appearance of God," in commemoration of the event.

Hereupon the meeting with Esau ; after whose departure, Jacob,

re-crossing the Jalibok, moved to Succoth, his goal being Canaan.

Thus, if we place Mahanaim north of the Jabbok, the narrative

is perfectly intelligible ; whereas if we assume a site south of the

Jabbok, we shall have Jacob sending his servants before him,

across the Jabbok northward, with presents for Esau who was

coming from the south ! Now if it be possible to identify' the

the Wood of Ephraim in a satisfactory location, that is with regard

to Mahanaim as at Mahneh, then this identification must l)e correct.

For another indication of the position of Mahanaim, see the note

on Fenfaroiiiia, No. XHI.

n. The JTood of Eji/iraiiii, the scene of the battle between the

armies of David and Absalom (2 Sam. xviii, 6) should be sought

east of Jordan. Here Josephus places it. It was near Mahanaim;

for David, wlio had made his residence there (2 Sam. xvii, l'4, i'7
;

xix, 32; 1 Kings ii, 8), stood by the gate-side (2 Sam. xviii, 3, 4)

ready to succour his people, who had gone out into the conflict.

The victory won and Absalom slain, Ahimaaz and Cushi brought
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tidings to the king, who, still waiting there, was sitting between the

" two gates " of the city wall (2 Sam. xviii, 24). Indeed, the people

also who had fought the l^attle returned to Mahanaim that same

dap (2 Sam. xix, 2). Furthermore, the AVood of Epliraim does not

seem to have been as near the Jcnxlan as some, misled by the phrase

^'by way of the plain" 033, 2 Sam. xviii, 23), have supposed;

for Israel and Absalom had pitched in the Land of Gilead (2 Sara,

xvii, 26), to attack Mahanaim from the east, it seems. The Wood
of Ephraim must therefore be sought on the slopes of Northern

Ajlun, near Mahanaim. Here, indeed, such woods of oak (2 Sam.

xviii, 10) and other trees are still to be found. Conder speaks in

glowing terms of " the beauty of the ravines of Gilead l^etween

AVady Hesban in the south and the Hieromax in the north," and

observes :
" Beside clear mountain ])rooks the horseman wanders

through glades of oak and terebinth, with dark pines above " {HdJb

<md Moah, p. 193). Here, near the head of Wady el-Ghafr {Nwthern

"Ajlfin, pp. 179, 181), is a castle of the same name, the site of

Ephron (so Buhl), destroyed by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mace, v, 46-

53 ; 2 Mace, xii, 27), also the site of -/c(pi>fjouu (Poli/bius, v, 70, 12).

Now Ephron and Ephraim are one and the same, since the ending

-aim or -ain sometimes interchanges with -on. The Wood of

Ephraim was therefore along the upper course of Wady el-Ghafr,

less than 15 miles from Mahneh, which is Mahanaim.

III. Seirah and the Mowntain of Ephraim.—The town was prob-

ably the first one that Ehud could reach; for "he escaped to Seirath.

And it came to pass when he was come {to Seirah) that he blew a

trumpet in the mountain of Ephraim " (Judges iii, 26, 27). This

mountain was, without doubt, the spur reaching out from Ophra,

the New Testament Ephraim, to the Jordan valley. Another con-

sideration compels us to locate the Mountain of Ephraim just here.

Ehud blew the trumpet to summon the Israelites for immediate

.service at the fai-ds of tlie Jordan. "And the children of Israel went

down vMh him from, the mount and he before them. . . . And they

went down after him and took the fords of Jordan toward Moal),

and suftered not a man to pass over " (Judges iii, 27, 28). All this

time in the City of Palm Trees, King Eglon's servants, not aware

of what had befallen him, were waiting to ])e readmitted into his

presence ; and they could not have waited many hours Ijefore

unlocking the doors of the parlour. On seeing what had happened,

they would flee Imck to Moab, one might reasonably suppose.
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Ehud therefore, intent npon prcvontiiifi; them nt the fords, caniio

have scoured the mountuins of the tribe of E{)hr;iini. Then, too

"Seirah is so connected with the Pcs'tlhn that were hy (iilgal (Judfjes

iii, 19, 1*6) that we may look for the site of Seirah not far from

•Gilgal. The required site is Uritm Sirah, some 4 or 5 miles nortli

west of .Terieho.

IV. Mount Hahd; " the smooth (or hare) mountain that goeth

lip to Seir" (Josh, xi, 17 ; xii, 7), the extent of Joshua's conquests

in Southern Palestine, is generally identified with some mountain

in the inmiediate vicinity of the 'Arabah. Truni])ull seeks to

identify this landmark with the northern wall of Wady el-Fikreh.

He says, in Kadcsh Barnea :
" The northern wall of this wady is

a l)are and bald rampart of rock, forming a natural boundary as

it 'goeth up to Seir'; a landmark l)oth impressive and unique,

which corresponds with all the Old Testament mentions oi the

Mount Halak." But Joshua's conquests extended farther south.

Hormah was one of the cities whose kings Joshua smote (Josh, xii,

14), and according to Joshua, x, 40, 41, the Hebrew commander
*' smote all the country of the hills and of the south from Kadcsh

Barnea even unto Gaza"; he took all the Negeb (Josh, x, 16).

It is admitted that Seir in Deut. i, 44, is not identical with Mount

8eir, but was west of the Arabak, wheresoever Hormah must be

located. And as we may regard the identification of Hormah,

or Zephath, with Es-Sebaita satisfactory, we may seek Mount

Halak even to the west of that ruin and south of 'Ain Kadis, oi'

Kadesh. In correspondence with the southern l)oundary of Judah,

<as laid down in a recent paper [Quarterli/ Statnitfnt, 1906, p. 220),

we find suitably situated Jebel Yelek, a grand landmark for all who

travel from Egypt to the country known of old as Seir. "We may,

therefore, with much confidence identify the Mount Halak witli

Jebel Yelek. The change from li to // also occurs in Hukkok and

Yakilk.

V. B(ujit]i.—l\\ Isaiah xv. 2, the Hebrew pl-^n n'^Z'H Tlhy

is variously rendered. Duhm and Cheyne (S.B.O.T.) read nn'ry

P3.^1 _ni " the daughter of Dibon goeth up." The text, as it

stands, may, however, be translated thus :
" He (the destroyer)

is gone up to the Temple (Bayit/i), and Dibon (is gone up) to the

high places {Bamotli) to weep. Over Nebo and Madeira Moab shall

howl, on all their heads baldness, every beard cut oft"." The Temple,
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situated in the line of the conqueror's march, being destroyed,

Moab (Dil)on also named in its place) is represented as ascending

to the ancient sanctuaries in the remoter hills and mountains, there

to weep and howl. Furthermore, if Bayith be the correct reading,

the beginning of this chapter appears to contain an eli'ective climax

:

Ar {the metropolis) of Moab is laid waste and brought to silence;

Kir {the castle) of Moab is laid waste and brought to silence; he

is gone to Bayith {the temple, kot e^ox>jt') of Moab. On what shall

Moal) then rely 1 In distress she flees to the high places. But

where was the Temple of Moab'? Presumably near the metropolis,

Rabbah, as the context does not allow of its location uifhin the

city. We may perhaps identify it with Beit el-Kurm, also called

Kasr Bahba, the Castle of Eal)])a. Beit is evidently Bai/ith, and

el-Kurm may be a later addition, occasioned by the vineyards,

traces of which Tristram observed in close proximity to the ruins

{Land of Moab, p. 133). The ruins now visible are indeed those

of a temple of later date; De Saulcy describes them as "the

remains of a magnificent tetrastylic temple, evidently of the same

period as the temple of Baalbek ; that is to say, coeval with the

age of Adrian and the Antonines " {Dead Sea and Bible Landsy

Vol. I, p. 294). But Herodian policy, exemplified in the recon-

struction and eml>ellishment of the Jewish sanctuary, may have

given to Moab what Tristram also regarded as a "magnificent and

massive temple." Indeed, from a passage in De Saulcy I infer that

older material, taken from the previous temple, was used in its

reconstruction. After enumerating various fragments of sculpture

found among the ruins, and expressing the opinion that these were

portions of the temple, De Saulcy remai^ks :
" But there are others

also, which cannot have belonged to it. Mouldings and Ijases of

columns of a much more simple style are found here and there.

These, with blocks of lava and sculptured fragments of the same

material, are evident signs of the pre-existence of Imildings on

this spot, much more ancient, and most probably of Moabitic origin"

{ibid., p. 296). Here, then, are indications of the ancient Temple

of Moa]>, probably destroyed in fulfilment of Isaiah's prophecy.

VI. Oboth.—After the Israelites had departed from Mount Ilor,

they journeyed by the way of the Ked Sea, to compass the Land

of Edom (Num. xxi, 4 ; Deut. ii, 8). After entering the mountains

near Elath at Ezion-Geber, their journey was a hurried one.

Excepting the halt at Zalmonah, near the southern frontier, they
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tarried not till they Ii.kI the Kdoinite cnpital bcliiiid them: for

PiiiiDii, the next st.ition, was, as Eusel)ius and .Jerome, identifying

it with <l>((n'(t''j', riu)}(m, inform us, Ijetween I'etra and Zoar.

Consecjuently the following station, Olwth, must be sought a

<.-onsidera1)le distance north of Petra. We are therefore safe in

identifying the name Oboth with (lliuweihrh. At the head of the

Wadv of that name are ruins which are not named dm tlio maps,

but are probably also called Ghuweiln'li. Here, then, was Oboth.

The Arabic name preserves the radicals of the IIel)rew, but the

.alepli (if the latter has 1)ecome (jJiain. Palmer's map has el-A\'ail)eh.'

VII. AvUh, the city of Hadad, who was the fourth king of the

Edomites, probably was situated in the region of Jehel Ghuweitheh,

south of the Arnon, as Palmer {Desert of the Exodvs, map of Moab,

facing p. 471) has indicated, inserting Avith here with an inter-

rogation point affixed. The notice that Iladad smote Midian in

the field of Moab (Gen. 36, 35) may be adduced in sui)i)ort of the

proposed identification. The Xotitia Di(jnitatum, giving .laatha as

a militai'y station of Arabia, indicates its position near the Arnon.

The name precedes that of Gomoha (? Gomola = Beth Gamul). For

Avith Eusebius has rrrnd, Jerome Gittliaim. In Ghmveitheh the

radicals of Auatha, Avith, are preserved.

VIII. Shicran, R. V. Shekkaron, was on the noithern boundary

•of Judah's inheritance, apparently between Ekron and Jabneel

(Josh. XV, 11). The Tell es-Selhdrh, north-west of Akir, is in a

suitable position. Passing to I'i'll es-Scllal-eh and thence over an

intervening mountain to the site of Jabneel, the boundary will follow

.a more natural course than that laid down on the maps. Sellakeh

preserves, in slightly different order, the radicals of Shekkaron, the

loss of the final n being of frequent occurrence.

IX. Mokhratli of the Muabite Stone.—Tristram states that to the

south of Kerak was pointed out among other names that of Mokhrath

(Land of Mo(d), p. 88), and remarks, on p. 118: "It has 1»een

suggested that INJahk'henah is the Arabic equivalent for Mocrath,

mentioned on the Moabite Stone as the place from which Mesha

re-peopled Ataroth, after he had exterminated its former Israelitish

inhabitants." Other suggestions as to the identification of Mokhrath

are not known to the present writer, and this one seems unsatis-

factory, since Mahk'henah is not near enough to 'Attarfls. A very

' Kobinson's Kadesli (el Weibeli) must also liave beeu an ancient Oboth.
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satisfactory site is that of Muluur near b}^ and the loss of the

final / in the name is not unusual. The name having taken the

Latin form MorMerus has survived as Mvhmr. Compare Machaerm

= Wkhaur.

X. Chesulloih on Egyptian Monuments.—Agreeing with Col. Conder

{Tent Work in Palestine, Vol. II, p. 345) in identifying Nos. 5.3 and

54 of the Karnak Temple list of Canaanite names with 'Afiileh

and el-Flileh respectively, I find ChesuUoth represented in No. 56,.

which Prof. W. i\I. Uu\\eT{Enri/. Bibliea, col. 3546) transliterates-

Ti-surra-ti, the Tusulti of the Tell Amarna Tablets. ChesuUoth

is in correct relative position with regard to the names that precede

and follow it: Anaharath, the two Ophels, and Nekel), Shihon,,

Rimmon.

{To he concluded.)

THE ACRA OF THE GREEKS.

By J. -M. Tenz.

In the Quarterly Stateivent of January, 1906, and July, 1907,

Sir Charles AVatson gives an elaborate description of the site of

Acra, naming many historical passages in support of his theory,

which places Acra within the Haram area.

But within the same area stood the Temple, with its extensive

courts to accommodate the great national asseml)lies at the Jewish

festivals, and at the south-east area was a piece of land, 600 feet

from the south-east cornei' to the double gate, and 300 feet in

breadth, being the site of Solomon's Palace, as suggested by

Sir Charles Warren in the Quarterly Statement of 1869-70, page 343.

This view can also be supported by history and exploration.

The wall running round from the double gate by the south-west

angle to Barclay's gate would not then have been in existence, but

would have been built by Herod when he enlarged the Temple courts.

Herod built the wall from the A^alley below on a piece of land of
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300 feet square : this was believed by the late Di'. C. voii Schick

to have been the Palace (warden, or (lanlcTi of Uzza (2 Kings,

xxi, IS).

The Temple, Solomon's Palace (which was also the residence of

the kings of the Jews until the time of Zedekiah), the Castle of

David, and all the pi'iiicipal buildings, were buint by the Chaldeans,

more than 400 years before the reign of the Asmoneans.

When the Jews rettxrncd from their captivity, Zentbbabel rebuilt

the Temple, and Nehemiah restoied the walls of Jerusalem ; but the

j)laces where the fort, or Hotise of David (which was first called

Zion), and Solomon's, oi' the King's, High House formerly stood,

became only the sites for private btiildings; and the Asmoneans,

and later, Herod the Great, built their palaces in the upper city,

which is now the traditional Zion.

In my short note on page 158 of the Qnarierhj Siafement for

April, 1906, I adopted the site for the Acra of the Greeks (which

was demolished by the Maccabees) on the second hill, north of the

lower city. I l)elieve the following historical statements support

this view :

—

The tower which the heathens had made for themselves may

have stood not far from the west wall of the Temple.

Four hundred feet from the west wall, the rock level is about

the same as that of the Haram area, which Sir Charles Watsou

suggested for the site of Acra.

The Acra of Josephus was, no dou1)t, on the lower or second

hill, and over against this was a third hill, but naturally lower than

Acra, and parted formerly from the other by a broad valley.

However, in the times that the Asmoneans reigned they tilled

up that valley with earth, and had a mind to join the city to the

Temple : they then took off" part of the height of Acra, and reduced

it to a less elevation than before, that the Temple might be superioi-

to it (Josephus, JFar^, Book V, iv, 1).

There were four gates in the west wall of Herod's Temple

(Josephtts, yintiquitie.% Book XV, xi, 5), but in Zerubbabel's there

were only two on that side, one at the causeway, now called

Wilson's Arch, and the other farther to the north was discovered

below the present level of the ground by Sir Charles Warren, and

is called Warren's Gate.

South of AVilson's Arch is the so-called Barclay's Gate, also

buried below the present level of the ground, and there was another
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at the so-called Rohinson's Arch, but the latter two gates were in

the wall which Herod had built when he enlarged the Temple.

'\\''arren's Gate was certainly above ground and in use in the

time of Jose{)hus ; but from the sill of the gate to the valley below

(compared with Barclay's Gate, which is on the same level) must

have been a depth of nearly 50 feet, which had, no doubt, been

partly filled up by the Asmoneans when they reduced Acra, and

thereby joined the street of the city to that gate, which must

formerly have been approached l)y steps, or a viaduct across the

valley.

At Wilson's Arch there was the gate Barbar, which was on the

same level as the Temple court, and was approached from the city

by the causeway.

These two western gates would have ])een most endangered by

the garrison in the tower, or Acra of the Greeks.

The heathens made themselves a tower, not in the house of

David, but in his city. "David made himself buildings roimd

"about the lower city : he also joined the citadel to it, and made it

" one l)ody, David also called Jerusalem l)y his own name, the City

"of David" (Josephus, Antiquities, Book VII, iii, 2).

In Simon's time things prospered in his hands, so that the

heathen were taken out of their country, and they also that were

in the city of David in Jerusalem, who had made themselves a

tower out of which they issued, and polluted all about the

Sanctuary, and did much hurt in the holy place (1 Mace, xv, 28).

" Jonathan gathered all the people together, and took counsel

" to restore the walls of Jerusalem. Also to build another wall in

" the midst of the city, in order to exclude the market-place from

" the garrison which was in the citadel, and Ijy that means to

" hinder them from any plenty of provisions " (Josephus, Antiquities,

Book XIII, V, 11, and also 1 Mace, xii, 36).

That " other wall built in the midst of the city " was probably

a restoration of the old north wall of the upper city, of which

Josephus says that it began at the Tower Hippicus and extended

as far as the Xistus, a place so called, and then joining to the

Council House, and ended at the west cloister of the Temple

(Josephus, Jl'ars, Book V, iv, 2).

When Nehemiah rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem, he repaired the

old wall on the west, south, and east, and also the second wall,

which only encompassed the northern quarter of the city.
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The lirst Willi within the city would nut h;ive Ijcuii rucjuiied ;it

that time. Nehemiah has not even uaiAed that middle wall ; l)Ut,

after the restoration of that wall l)y Jonathan, the second hill, or

Acra of the Greeks, would have been shut out from the upper

market-place, and from all that part of the lower city below the

causeway, or now so-calleil AVilson's Arch, and the Temple which

Jonathan had fortified.

" They also of the Tower in Jerusalem were kept so strait,

" that they could neither come forth, nor go into the country, nor

" buy, nor sell : wherefore they were in great distress for want of

" victuals, and a great numl)er of them perished from famine

"

(1 Mace, xiii, 49).

According to Josephus {Wars, Book V, vi, 3), Acra was situated

somewhere between the Archives and the Council House, which

were on the second hill, west of the Temple.

At the time of the Maccabees, there stood within the area now

occupied by the Haram enclosure the following important buildings :

the King's High House, or site of Solomon's Palace ; the Temple,

with its extensive courts, and beyond the north wall of the courts

of the Temple (part of the foundation of which was discovered

on the north side of the platform of the Dome of the Kock by

.Sir Charles Warren) there was a valley, which was filled up by

Pompey (Josephus, Antiquities, Book XIV, iv, 2), and at the north-

west corner stood the Baris, which was rebuilt later by Herod and

named the Tower of Antonia. There could not have been room on

the same area for a large mount and fort.

A MOSAIC NEWLY DISCOVERED AT JERUSALEM.

By R. A. Stewart Macalister, M.A., F.S.A.

I FORWARD a drawing of a fragment of mosaic pavement recently

found at Jerusalem. It is at the east end of Maudslay's scarp,

and north of the Protestant cemetery. It was found by the

custodian of the cemetery in making a hut for himself, and is

U
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careful!}' preserved by him. Close by, to the south, is a flight

of rock-cut steps, apparently leading to a cistern.

A Newlv Discovered Mosaic

The drawing sufficiently shows the pattern. The colours are
as follows :

—

Ground, a dirty white. Marginal dots, black, red, a single
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tessera of the ground in the centre. _ Ijordei- lines Itetvveen tlic

members of the margin, each a single row of black tesserae. Every-

thing marked with (/o/.s in the drawing, red ; everything blacked in,

black. The guilloche is of three strands, each of five rows of

tesserae, in this order—black, white, two coloured, black. The

three strands are distinguished by diti'erent tints in the coloured

tesserae : in the strand that fills the corner shown in the drawing,

the colour is yellow ; the next strand, bluish grey ; the third

strand, red.

In the central pattern an essential part of the device is the

way in which the rows of the white tesserae of the background

follow the lines of the circles, on whose interlacings the pattern

is founded. This I have endeavoured to indicate in one of the.

quarters of the saltire.

INTERESTING COINS OF PELLA AND BITTIR,

By Archdeacon Dowling, Haifa.

(1) There seems to be no reasonable doubt that the Arab name of

Tabak^tFahl, the Fahl Terraces, represents the ancient Greek Pel la.

It is situated about 20 miles south of the Sea of Galilee, on the

east side of the Jordan, and north of Perea. It was originally a

Macedonian cit}-, built by veterans from the armies of Alexander

the Great, who settled there. Hence the name, in honour of the

Macedonian Pella.

From the coinage of Pella it appears that this city continued to

flourish under the reign of Heliogabalus, A.D. 218-222. It was one

of the Greek Episcopal cities of the Decapolis in Palesfina Secunday

the metropolis being Scythopolis = Bethshan.

U 2
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On March 19th I purchased in Jerusalem a unique l)ronze Pella

coin, with the following inscription :

—

Obr. AOYKIAAA-AYrOYCTA, with Imst of LuciUa.

Bev. nCAAAIOON, \dth MC in the exergue = Mater

Castrorum.

Weight 158 grains Troy.

The coins of Antioch, and of all the cities of the Decapolis,

confirm the fact that the Pompeian era was computed from B.C. 64.

Type.—Somewhat similar to the Tyche of Antioch, turreted,

seated on a rock, with river god Orontes swimming at her feet,

copied from the famous statue of Eutychides of Sicyon, a pupil of

Lysippus.

The only Pella Greek coins mentioned by De Saulcy, Numis-

mati(2ue de la Terre Sainte, pp. 291-293, are those of the reigns of

Commodus, Caracalla and Heliogabalus.

Annia Lucilla, the youngest daughter of Marcus Aurelius and

Faustina Junior, was born A.D. 147. She married Lucius Verus,

A.D. 164, was exiled to Capreae by order of Commodus, a.d. 183,

and put to death shortly afterwards.

A question arises whether this exceedingly rare coin, unmentioned

in numismatic publications, was stamped at Antiocha ad Oronfem 1

(2) The strong Jewish fortress at Bittir, about 5 miles south-west

of Jerusalem, was captured with great bloodshed towards the end

of the eighteenth year of Hadrian, in August, A.D. 135. Its defence

lasted three and a half years. Bittir is associated with Bar-cochab,

"the son of a star," who announced himself as the Messiah, a.d. 132.
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The present lofty village is of intei'est to numismatists, for J<!\vish

coinage closed with the career of this faihous Bar-cochuh.

In February last, three native Moslem families, who own the

land near the ancient Castle grouTuls, hegan to clear the stones

for the cultivation of the soil. This occupied about foiu- months.

During this period, undisturbed by the Government, they unearthed

one perfect Hint spear-head, many l)roken specimens of spears, one

large brass vessel, iron spear heads, iron door rings, stone balls,

a quantity of pottery, a large cistern, and another cistern full of

wheat. The most interesting discoveries, however, have Ijcen the

extraordinary number of beautiful silver and copper specimens of

Jewish coins. Several of these were current during the First and

Second Jewish Revolts. Some of these types are derived from

connection Avith the Temple and its services; e.g., the Temple,

and noticeably the star above the Temple, trumpets, lyres, sacrificial

vases, the palm tree, vine-leaf, wheat, grapes, are also represented.

Many of the samples found within the last five months at Bittir

are now exceedingly rare, and have not been purchasable in

Jerusalem of late years. Curiously, only one shekel of the first

year has been dug up. The Turkish authorities have now strictly

prohibited any further digging. Most of these coins have already

been sold to purchasers in New York, and in Europe, at fancy

prices. Jewish dealers in Jerusalem, who thoroughly appreciate

their marketable value, are naturally unwilling to dispose of them

without much unpleasant haggling.

AN ANCIENT C4ATE EAST OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE.

The Jerusalem architect, C. K. Spyridonidis, sends the following

account of an interesting discovery :

—

"It seems probable that the present market Khan Ez Zeit,

situated to the east of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, was

originally part of the great court-yard, which in ancient times lay
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on the east of the great Basilica of Constantine, and through which

ran a road and also the course of the second wall of Jerusalem.

Portions of the latter are still to 1)e seen in an excellent state of

preservation, both inside the Kussian hospice, and also at a lower

level outside. During some excavations, undertaken on July 10th,

close to these, remains of a very ancient gateway were discovered.

Of this I forward the measurements in metres. The height of each

course of stones was MO metre, and the stones themselves were

similar to those at the Jews' Wailing Place. I would remark briefly

that this gateway, which lies directly to the east of the Church of

the Sepulchre, may have been either one of the three gates of the

Propylaia of the Basihca, or else a gateway in the ancient wall of

Jerusalem. However, leaving this question open, and supposing that

the eastern portion of the 'Ai'a<n(ifTf? possibly separated this ancient

wall of the city, we must not forget that it was just at this gate-

way that, some years ago, was found the Arabic inscription of

which an account is given by Father Gelubowich on pages 302

and 303 of the Quarterhj Statement for October, 1897, and which

is also mentioned by Prof. Clermont Ganneau, in Archaeoluijkal

Besearches, Vol. I, p. 100."

The Kev. J. E. Hanauer kindly furnishes a photograph (see

facing) with the notes subjoined :

—

" The picture represents the inside of the gateway. Its outside

is still hidden by the piers of the vault seen in the picture. The

outer edges of the jamb-corners are ornamented by a vertical

moulding, something like the 'egg and dart ' pattern. It is only

just discernable through a crack in the earth and masonry resting

against the eastern side of the gateway. The sill and floor of the

entrance have been ascertained to be rock. That this would be

the case was to be expected. The gate is in line with the great

w^all in the Russian hospice. The back of the wall is formed of

smaller stones, apparently of later date, like those described in

Prof. Clermont Ganneau's Archaeohgical Besearches (Vol. I, p. 91,

paras. 2, 3), and has also several of the ' little square holes '
there

described."

We are further indebted to Mr. C. Dickie for the following

additional observations :

—

" The notable discovery 1)y Mr. Spyridonidis adds another link

of proof to the already accepted identification of the well-known
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fragment of masonry within the Russian hospice as part of the

Eastern wall, either of Constantino's Basilica, or of the enclosure

within which the Basilica stood.

" The newly found gateway, A, lies about 22 feet to the right

of the one which is in the wall within the hospice marked B. It

lies in the same line and, as far as it has been excavated, shows

masonry of a similar character. As yet only the inner face has

been uncovered. We have no information as to the relative levels

of the sills of the two openings. In Schick's records of rock levels

at this point, however, he shows a low scarp of equal level, extending

along the line of the eastern face of this wall, and Mr. Hanauer

writes that the sill and floor are rock. I take it, therefore, that

they are both on the same level.

" The opening A measures 4-28 metres, which is very much wider

than the opening B. The plan also shows an opening on the right,

at C, of a ' newly-found door, the same as in Russian building, not

yet properly excavated.' This seems to identify the large opening

as the principal of a typical triple entrance. Moreover, Mr. Hanauer

reports that on the outer face of the jamb he has noticed a piece

of carving, which, from his rough sketch, appears to be the iisual

classic 'bead and reel' enrichment one would expect to find on

the architrave moulding. There is no carving on the jambs of the

opening B.

" Mr. Spyridonidis plots this centre opening axial with the Greek

sanctuary of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, -which is about

250 feet to the west. On plotting the discovery on to Schick's

plan, published in Quarterly Statement, 1898, p. 144, I find that it

practically agrees. Schick's published plan was traced from the

original to illustrate certain of the rock contours, and on this

account building details were omitted. On his original plan the

axial line is shown cutting through an opening in the same position

as the one now discovered. The photo here published shows the

apex of a later vault within the width of the ancient opening, and

this is, in all probability, what Schick saw. It is interesting to note

this, and the inference is, that no portion of the ancient masonry

was visible at that time, as Schick makes no mention of it in his

report.

"The great width of the opening, 4-28 metres (about 14 feet),

suggests a gateway to an enclosure as readily as a doorway to

a Basilica. Assuming that it is in the centre of the fa9ade, it
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would seem that the whole eastern frontage, extending to a width

of about 130 feet, has been practically recovered.

" The completion of the excavation is now so near at bund that

it would be well to leave further theory alone, and allow facts to

speak when they have been revealed. This much may be said

:

that at the present moment everything favours the abandonment

of the second wall theory."

DEAD SEA OBSERVATIONS.

{Continued from Q.S., 190Q, p. 234).

By Dr. E. W. Gurney Mastermax.

AuTCMX Visit, 1906.

Visit made November 17 th by Mr. C. Hornstein.

TFeoIher.—Hot; slight S.E. wind; sky cloudless. Temperature

of air, 80° F. ; temperature of water, 75° F.

Surface of Mt.—'White line' in broken pieces running N.E.

to S.W.

State of level oj sea.—Observations taken both at the 'Observa-

tion rock' and at pool showed a fall of 15 inches since the

previous April.

Barometer.—Jerusalem, 27-5; ^Ain Feshkhah, 31-5.

General observations.—Flenty of rock and sand partridges seen.

One of the latter and also one hare shot. Five gazelles seen near

the 'Ard hajar el ashah. Only person encountered was a man met

on the return journey, who was going to 'Ain Feshkhah to get

rushes for mats.

Spring Visit, 1907.

Visit made from Jericho, April 13th.

I left Jericho at 5.25 a.m., rode l^y the new road for first hour,

then turned S.E., crossed JFady Dahr at the usual place, and reached

the oasis about 8.15.
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State of the weather.—In the caily morning it was very still;

a slit^ht S.E. breeze commenced about' 7 and increased to a fresh

breeze about 1 1 a.m. In the early morning there was a good deal

of mist over the whole of the East side of the (Jhor, but later in the

day this disappeared, leaving the mountains to the cast brilliantly

clear and distinct; every detail uf hill and valley could be seen

from our side of the sea.

Surface of lake.—At first small rolling wavelets ; when breeze

freshened whole surface was broken Ity minute waves, but after noon

it became smoother again. Faint 'white line,' visible far out in

lake, was gradually I^lown inshore as detached masses of frothy

foam.

Surface level.—At both the points of observation the level was

found to have risen 21 inches, which seemed remarkal)le as the

rainfall for the season at Jerusalem was under 20 inches, and there

are signs on all sides of its scantiness. For example, there was

no water in the JFadij Kelt at Jericho (though it must be mentioned

some was taken off higher up for irrigation). There was also no

water flowing from the Haish el-Mukdihn {see previous notes). The

'Ain Feshkhah pool was deep, and the adjoining spring plentiful.

Barometer observations.—Jericho, 4.30 a.m., 30"78; 'Ain Feshkhah,

31-22; 11.30 a.m., 31-23. Jerusalem, on return (April 14th, 1.30

a.m.), 27-34.

Thermometer observations.—Jericho, 4.30 a.m., 68°. ^Ain Fesh-

khah, 10 a.m., 91-5°; 11.15 (after l)reeze had sprung up), 85°;

1,35 p.m., 81° (all taken in shade). Temperature of Dead Sea

water near shore (1.35 p.m.), 76°.

General observations.—Keeds of district have l>een burnt over

a large area : those standing are in flower and; look dr}^ and yellow.

Many partridges, Tristram's grakle, starlings, etc. One gazelle seen

on our return in JVady IJabr. No human being seen from the time

we left the old high road to Jerusalem, near Jericho, until near

Nebi Musa on oui- return. The flowers in the wadies crossed were

more numerous than is usual so late in the spring—paiticularly

the curious broom rape {PliiUpaea lutea), which I have never before

seen so plentiful.

I returned to Jerusalem ])y a somewhat long and tedious route.

In the beginning I made the mistake of trying to make a 'short

cut' by crossing the Jf^ady Dahr before it ran out into the plain,

and involved mj'self and companions in a tedious and dangerous
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descent which lost much time. At Nebi Mitsa I joined the new

carriage road, which, as it was then growing dark, I had to follow

in all its many windings among the mountains until it joined the

old Jericho road, some two miles East of the Khan of the Good

Samaritan. The road when finished, which it will be very shortly,

will, in spite of its consideraltly greater length, afford a much

better ascent from Jericho than the very dangerous and ill-made

road at present in use.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TIBERIAS

IN THE YEARS 1904-1906 (under the supervision of

Dr. David W. Torrance).

By Mr. Rasheed Nassar.
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306 meteorological observations taken at tiberias.

Observations to ascertain the Rise and Fall of

Lake of Tiberias.
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NOTICES OF NEW P.OOKS AND FOREIGN
PUBLICATIONS.

Canaan d'aprh Vcxplonifion nrtnte. By P. Hugues Vincent des

Fr^M-es Precheurs (Paris, Librairie Victor LecottVej 1907). The

recent exploration mentioned in the title of this book, as the

author states in his preface, includes all the researches which have

been carried on since 1890 by the P]nglish and the German societies,

and under private initiative. Undoubtedly the study of sacred

history has been shaken and Itewildered by the archaeological

evidence obtained in late years. Coming to light piecemeal, and at

irregular intervals, the new documents did not always reveal their

whole import at a glance, but it soon appeared that some strong

critical positions were undermined ; in other cases accepted views

were embarrassed and complicated by the very wealth of relative

discoveries. The revolutionary character of the new evidence, as a

whole, was gradually appreciated. Those who, on critical grounds,

had attained definite ideas on questions of fundamental importance

in Biblical interpretation, found it needful to review the whole

situation. Still, even to the present, it must be said that the clear

and net value of the new materials has not been precisely estimated.

Opinions still vary, and it would seem that a searching criticism of

the evidence itself is rec[uired as a condition of further study.

Meanwhile, too, the accumulation of objects and facts has become

unwieldy. It is now indispensal)le that these should be arranged,

classified and compared, if not finally, at least provisionally ; and

that the lines should be traced on which their future examination

ought to proceed. This is the task which the writer of the work

before us has proposed to himself ; an extensive task, even within

the limitations which he has prescribed. As rather modestly

explained in a leaflet, the author has collected, for the first time,

the facts dispersed in numerous periodicals and special works to

which from time to time they have been consigned by the explorers.

The mere assembling and arranging of the material is a laljour of

as great value as of diligence ; 1)ut it is due to the reverend father

to add that he has greatly enriched the work by his sagacious

interpretations of the facts, and b}' his occasional handling of the

broader questions involved. "While the book is a treasury of
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details, it is also an intelligent guide to the inferences which

reasonably ma}' be drawn from them.

Briefly, the author has digested the evidences obtained at eight

sites in Palestine : Tell el-Hesy, Tell Zakariya, Tell es-Safy,

Tell Judeideh, Tell Sandahannah, Tell Jezer, Tell Ta'annak, Tell

el-Mutesellim. Of the places named, Gezer has furnished a pre-

ponderating quantity of the most remarkable materials, and the

discoveries of Mr. Macalister there have been very freely drawn on.

It is pleasant to note the frequent compliments which Father

Vincent pays to the judgment and the industry of this explorer.

The introduction contains a sketch of the history of researches,

recent and earlier, and an examination of the general principles

underlying the study. Thereafter the facts and the productions

are considered under a variety of headings by which all confusion

is dispelled. The Canaanite cities, their situation, size, structure,

fortifications, building materials, and houses are described in the

first chapter. Then notice is concentrated on the sanctuaries, and

on the steles, the idols and other apparatus and indications of

worship; and the author outlines his views of the evolution uf

religious practices in Canaan from the age of neolithic man down-

wards. Next, he treats of the graves and the burial usages of the

successive races which have occupied the cities, evincing the im-

portant bearing of this branch of the inquiry on the question of

races and on the question of religious development. The remains

of Palestinian art in the form of broken crockery supply material

for a section of remarkable and surprising interest—surprising at

least to those who have not sufficiently made themselves aware of

the dominating role of pottery in archaeology—remarkable, from

the sweeping conclusions which are legitimately reached by the

evidence of these despised potsherds. In a chapter of a simpler

and less special kind, the author, going l)ack in time, sketches the

formation of Canaan and its geological history ; and then follow

the traces of palaeolithic man from the rudest flints down to the

relatively advanced culture of the cavemen of Gezer; that is, to

a date, as he estimates, between 3000 and 2500 B.C. The closing

section summarises the history of Canaan in its connection Anth

general history, from the earliest ascertained contact with Babylonia

and Egypt to the exile ; its interest mainly lies in the theory of

the continuous sovereignty, active, intermittent, nominal or dormant,

but never formally recalled, of Egypt over Canaan until the
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conquest by Nebuchadnezz.-ir. This theory the writer shows to

be not irreconcihible with the text of scripture, and v^ery effectively

cites 2 Kintjs, xxiv, 7, in its support.

The attitude of the l)ook to controversial and unsettled (questions

is one of wise reserv'e. The author has preferred to leave many
interesting problems unanswered where the evidence has seemed

insufficient. He, indeed, issues repeated warnings against premature

generalisations and indulgence in subjective views, and he con-

trasts, with an approach to satire, the theorists who criticise " en

cabinet " and the explorers who search for tangil)Ie data in the

field. But the book itself, in the severity of its method, is a

standing reproof of unscientific speculation. Impressed by the

complexity of the conditions in even the most primitive society,

the writer espouses no general simplifying scheme of interpretation,

such as occasionally misleads the most critical minds. In cases

where the explanation does not suggest itself on accepted principles,

he (usually) confines himself to stating the plain facts. It must be

owned, in view of the interesting exposition of his personal views

which he has allowed himself luider some jjarticular headings,

that this reserve, though quite justified, is sometimes a little

disappointing.

The reverend writer's idea of the religious development of

Canaan will command attention, as indeed will all those portions

of his work in which he has ventured on an expansive treatment of

the broader issues. For the neolithic age he finds that the indi-

cations suggest a deification more or less vague of " la nature vivante

et feconde, peut-etre un culte special de la Terre." There is no
iixed sanctuary, no altar, no idol. " Tout le culte s'accomplit

(levant un trou creuse a meme le sol nourricier, ou devant des

roches percees de cupules ; on y repand en hommage a la divinitci

des libations d'eau probal^lement pure et simple a I'origine, ou de
lait, plus tard de vin et de sang, ^a et la le rocher a cupules

mis en relation avec une ca\'erne au fond de latpielle des canaux
entraineront le sang et les debris des victimes innnoles, implique
un premier developpement de la pensee religieuse, et un commerce
plus immediat de I'homme avec la divinite, qu'il cherche en quelque
sort a localiser." It is probable, as the author himself acknowledges
lower, that the same facts will yield very different arguments to

5ome other interpreters.

With the first Semitic invaders the place of worship is trans-

X
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formed ; from the twentieth century B.C. it has acquired " une

physionomie tres nette."

" Bieu en vue sur cjuelque coteau, a I'ombre d'une futaie ou an

voisinage d'une source, une pierre brute ou fa9onnee en stele

grossiere est dressee pour servir d'habitat, tout au moins de symbole

a la divinite, concjue sinon d'autre sorte, au moins avec un anthro-

pomorphisme plus defini par les nouveaux arrivants Ce qui

lui (the Semitic sanctuary) donne, plus encore peut-§tre que la

caverne sacree ou les steles dressees autour du betyle, sa physionomie

speciale, c'est I'introduction de I'idole et de I'autel Si une

influence exterieure est saisissable, elle vient plutot de I'Orient

babylonien que d'aucun autre point du monde antique Sur

cet autel les sacrifices sanglants prennent de plus en plus une place

propondorante et les sacrifices humains deviennent frequents
"

The diversity of the local Baals and Astai-tes he believes to have

arisen less from differences in religious speculation than from artistic

influences. Under the Egyptian domination, for example, these

influences naturally came from the banks of the Nile : "les Astartes

se costument de preference en Hathor."

Against the theory of ancestor-worship, as far as applicable to

Canaan, the writer firmly sets his face. " On sait avec quelle

assurance une ecole assez large de savants a pretendu etablir sur

ces faits (offerings and other attentions paid to the dead) la notion

d'un culte des morts, pour en faire decouler I'origine de toute

religion." In citing some of the arguments of this school, he owns,

in some cases, their seeming force, and adds :
" on cherchera peut-

^tre un appui pour la theorie en faveur dans la relation constatee a

Gezer entre les plus antiques sepultures et certains monuments

cultuels : la cupule dans le roc a I'entree de la caverne a incineration

et la pierre levee, peut-etre pierre a sacrifices, erigee plus tard en

remplacement de la cupule quand la race et le culte changerent a

la fois sans (jue I'hypogee perdit sa destination." But he denies

that such inferences are in accordance with all the facts, and ranges

with, some skill the reasons for a contrary opinion. Still, it is

probable that many readers of the book will hold that a convincing

refutation of the theory of ancestor-worship would require greater

space than the revei'end author has used for the purpose.

In a work issued with the special sanction of the Church of

Rome, one looks with interest for some indication of the writer's

attitude toward the criticism of the Bible. Although the scope of
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the book did not ulisolutely require -u profession of faith on this

suhject, Father Vincent is not afraid to assert an unreserved freedom

of opinion and inquiry. For example, he contrasts the statement

of facts in Joshua xi, 21-23, and in chapter xii with the im-

plication of xiii, 1 b, and says :
" la difficulte cr^^e par ces antilogies

est assez considerable pour que les d^fenseurs les plus r<^3olus de ce

qu'on nomme I'histoire traditionelle, adversaires declares et con

vaincus de tout ce qui sent la critique, se voient contraints d'y

recourirpourtant." He therefore favours a radical, though reverent,

analysis of the text; in paiticular he condemns the weakness of

compromise. In actual practice he uses with discretion the liberty

thus claimed, and rather closely follows the " traditional " reading

of Hebrew history in his concluding sketch of the coming of the

tril)es of Israel into Canaan, and their fortunes to the exile. The

passage quoted, and a few others in a like spirit are, however, re-

markable as indicating what possil:»ly may become the future attitude

of authoritative Roman Catholic thought to the vexed question of

criticism.

It is likewise interesting to note that in discussing man's first

appearance in geological ages, Father Vincent rejects the evolu-

tionary theory which derives man from a simian ancestor ; but, on

the other hand, does not hesitate to allow a vast antiquit}^ to our

i>ace—100,000 to 200,000 years—and reproves the " jjarcimonie

vraiement un peu trop chiche de (pielques exegetes," who would

restrict the same to 6,000 or 8,000 years. On this point he holds

that the inspiration of the scriptures and the infallibility of the

Church are not weakened by any scientific result.

The work is illustrated with over 300 engravings and plates,

which immensely increase the value of the text. Altogether,

" Canaan d'apr^s I'exploration recente " is a book which the serious

student cannot afford to be without.

George Cormack.

The Samaritans—fhe earliest Jewish Sect—their Histm-y, Theoloijy, and

Literature. By James Alan Montgomery, Ph.D. (John C.

Winston Co., Philadelphia; 1907.) It is a noteworthy sign that

America has a general reading public to which l)Ooks like the

present may be addressed. While cultivating a popular mode of

exposition for those readers, the author of Tlie Samaritans has not
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iiedeoted the need of special students ; the work is a careful exami-

nation of the earlier and the later history, the traditions, the

theology, the language, and the literature of the Samaritans.

Sino-ularly interesting is the story of the re-discovery of this people

in the sixteenth century, and their intermittent correspondence

with European scholars since the days of Joseph Scaliger; and

there is something pathetic in their delusion, that a body of

their brethren was established in England. l'ro1»ably greater

attention will be accorded to the chapters on the origin and

the early history of the sect. For the l)eginning of the heresy,

Dr. Montgomery combines the somewhat irreconcilable reports

of Nehemiah and Josephus concerning Sanballat, preferring

the date indicated by the first author. As a final statement, the

narrative of 2 Kings xvii, 24-41, is discounted by what is told

of the advance of Josiah in Northern Israel, and by the known

conformity of Samaritan beliefs to the Judaism of a still later time.

The sectaries are shown to have followed very slavishly, though

with great conservatism, the development of Judaic ideas ; at each

stage, Samaritanism represented an older form of Judaism. Between

the Samaritan and the Sadducean doctrines there appear several

points of contact; and Dr. Montgomery throws out the striking

suggestion that an understanding or a correspondence may have

been maintained between the rival priestly houses (originally

related by marriage) of Jerusalem and Shechem. In the tractate

Mcmeheth Kuikim, the actual points of discord between the two

religious bodies are reduced to two : " When shall we take them

back^ When they renounce Mount Gerizim, and confess Jeru-

salem and the resurrection of the dead." Afterwards they con-

formed regarding the resurrection of the dead, but did not thereby

bring reunion nearer. Indeed their olistinacy on the other article

remained a capital matter, even after the destruction of Jerusalem

had relieved it of political significance ; since it entailed the rejection

of the Old Testament history, and a wholesale reconstruction

of the same in the sectarian interest. The Samaritan Book of

Joshua is a travesty of the canonical scriptures, on which it is

wholly dependent for names and facts, but with which it takes

some strange liberties ; as the story of the contest between Zerub-

babel and king Sanballat, when the Jewish copy of the sacred books

was destroyed by fire, while the Samaritan version passed the

ordeal imscathed; the same book continues the Biblical record to
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the reign of Hadrian. We gather that the Samaritans on the whole

were an unoriginal and rather spiritless people, though distinguished

by moral earnestness and sincerity to the principles of their faith.

Dr. Montgomeiy's book is at once an attractive and scholarly work,

and his conclusions may be accepted as the present position of

historical knowledge.
George Cormack.

Becueil d'archi'ologie oricntalc, Vol. VIII, 1907. The opening por-

tions of the new volume contain the usual proofs of Prof. Clermont-

Uanneau's versatility. In ^3 he reviews the recent work by

Kiimmel on the materials foi- the topography of Ancient Jerusalem,

with special reference to the omissions. He reminds us of the

existence of a kind of Assyrian "cherub" sculptured upon the

rock in the ancient quarries known as the " royal caverns
;

" of the

fragments of an inscription in Phoenician characters carved above

the door of a })uilding of Egyptian style cut out in the rock at the

entrance to the village of Silwan; also of the Phoenician inscrip-

tions found in the village itself, engraved in "cartouches" upon

rock. "Arab traditions of the land of Moab" (§4) comprise a

nxiraber of interesting observations. The modern topographical

name Balka is associated with the king Balak. The notes deal

with P. Jaussen's study in the Eevm Mdi/pie, 1906 (see Quarterly

Staternenf, p. 79), and are largely philological. It is argued in a

convincing manner that the modern terms applied to the curious

beliefs relating to rain have an astronomical origin. The rain of

esh-Sha'ra is simply that of the dog, Sirius ; the rain of es-Semak is

that either of the fish or of Arcturus. In regard to the curious

custom of the Umm el-Gheith, he offers the tempting suggestion

that the alternative designation ("half a bride") is really "the

veiling of the bride." Passing over the Carthaginian Coelestis,

Taanith, whom Tertullian calls the "promiser of rain," Prof. Ganneau

draws particular attention to the Aral)ic traditions of the old god

Hobal, one of the deities worshipped in the Balka in order to

procure rain. § 5 deals with legends of the crested lark and hoopoe,

the latter of which is prominent in the legends of Solomon. It is

a clever piece of work in the scientific study of folk-lore, and had

use l»een made of Dr. J. G. Frazer's Admis, Atlis, Osiris : Studies in

the History of Oriental Ileliyion, more positive conclusions might have

been obtained. ^ 6 is of interest for the evidence for the gods
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Resheph and Babai 022), '^'Ki fo^' ^^^ ingenious interpretation of a

Greek inscription which appears to refer to the revelation which its

writer had received from the deity. Passing over some fragments

of inscriptions from the Jewish necropolis at Alexandria (§ 8), the

last section considers the relation between blacksmiths, poets, and

musicians, suggested by the fact that the words in Celtic are

intimately connected. The point lies of course in the Biblical

legend of the Cainites preserved in Gen. iv, lf<-24.

Eevue Bihlkpie, January, 1907. R. Savignac discusses the exca-

vations recently conducted along the Via Dolorosa between the

Ecce Homo and the Austrian Hospice, and the sudden growth of a

legend applicable to the discoveries. This skilled archaeologist

gives a careful and detailed account of the facts, and the description

in the Quarferb/ Staiemcnf, 190G, pp. 225-231, should be supple-

mented by his remarks. In the April and July numbers,

P. Lagrange contributes an extremely helpful bird's-eye view of

the result of the excavations in Crete. In a journal devoted to the

Bible, no apology is necessary (as he remarks) for dealing with

discoveries which have thrown new light upon the history of the

Ancient Orient, and those who have not the leisure to study the

numerous works and articles on the subject, will be glad of this

excellent sketch, which is illustrated with photographs, plans, and

sketches (Ijy P. Vincent). R. P. Savignac, in the July number,

describes funerary monuments of the Sinaitic Peninsula. It is a

discussion of the so-called nawamU. The sing, namfts or nMs is

simply the Gr. I'aos. The suggestion had already been made by

Prof. Burkitt {Enqi. Bihlica, col. 4968). Even the Arab lexicons

know it in the sense of " cells for monks," as well as " tombs of

Christians." In Feiran they owe their origin to the monks and

the people who li^ed there from the end of the third to the

beginning of the fifteenth century. But sometimes they are found

in places where there were neither villages nor monastic colonies,

and in this case they may be of earlier origin, due to the aboriginal

inhabitants. The nawdmls are still frequently used as tombs ; but

we now sometimes find tombs which, though built of unhewn stone,

are identical to the old remains. It is a survival of old traditional

usage, even as circles of raised stones are still built around a tomb.

Thus, " by the side of megalithic monuments, dating perhaps from

the very distant ages of stone or bronze, there are to be found
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analogues of the present day." Finally, some straightforward

remarks (p. 474) (tn the inscrilicd stone alleged to be related to

St. Stephen's Church (see Qnaiierhj Slalaamt, p. 169) show it to be

a more than douljtful witness to the conclusions which have been

based upon it.

Arab and Druze at Home : a record of travel and intercourse with

the peoples east of the Jordan. By the Rev. William Ewing, M.A.

(Edinburgh, T. and E. Jack; 1907.) The book is the result of a

residence of over five years in Palestine, and gives a first-hand

account of a still largely obscure people, of a picturesque country,

and of a deeply interesting sect. It is a true field for the medical

missionary, and we read of the extraordinary tales which spring up

among a simple and primitive people from the clever cures of a

kind-hearted doctor. The far-famed fields of Hauran, with its

traces of once beautiful cities and prosperous villages, is rich

enough under an ignorant peasantry, Init the possibilities are

almost endless (p. 10 sq.). At the black Nowa local tradition

associates the district with Noah; his grave is still pointed out

both there and at Zahleh in ]\Iount Lebanon. Like the numerous

tombs of Jonah, the variety of traditions at the present day give

some idea of the ever-fruitful imagination of the people of the East.

Memories of Job linger more or less over all Hauran (p. 17 sq.), and

a recent famous benefactor, Sheikh Sa'ad of pious memory, is now

contesting with the old patriarch for the veneration of the wor-

shippers. The savage and forbidding wilderness of el-Leja' has been

noted from of old as a refuge for fugitives ; it is probably the

ancient Trachonitis. The great ruins of Zor'a point to some famed

city, but Mr. Ewing is not certain that this, rather than its southern

rival, Dei;'at, is the Edrei of Bashan. In Damet el-'Alia one enters

among the Druzes ; fresh guides were necessary, for between the

Druzes and the outlying neighbours there is little aftection. The

hospitalile sheikh as usual threw the first cup of coffee upon the fire

as a libation to the tutelary spirit of the house, and drank the

second to assure his guests of his honesty (p. 39). Constantly we

come across sites which would yield a fine harvest to the lucky

excavator. Few places are more impressive than Kanawat, with

remains of temples themselves built upon earlier holy sites.

Mr. Ewing observes a remarkable facial likeness between the Jews

and the people east of the Jordan, and wonders whether the
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eastern tribes of Israel may not have mingled freely with their

neighbours, and thus become gradually alienated from their kin,

which were already separated from them by the mighty gorge of

Jordan (p. 69 sq.). Chapter vii deals l)rietty with the history of the

Druzes, and interesting parallels between them and the old Israelites

are noticed ; they are of sociological and anthropological rather than

of any historical value. The numerous popular books of life and

travel in Palestine prove the exhaustless fascination of the subject

;

but for vividness of detail and excellence of illustration, Mr. Swing's

record ranks among the best, and his thoughtful and suggestive

description deserves to Ije widely known.

Solomon's Temple : its history and its stnidure. By the Rev.

Shaw Caldecott, M.R.A.S. (London, Religious Tract Society ; 1907.)

The book is an attempt to trace, first, the fortunes of the Temple of

Solomon to the time of its destruction by Xel)uchadnezzar, and

then to describe in detail its structure and contents. Prof. Sayce

contributes an introduction commending a work which shows "how

much there is still to be discovered in the Old Testament by those

who will study it without prepossessions and untrammelled by

commentaries "
; and, although we ofter no opinion upon the author's

theories in the second part of his book, there is no doubt that the

first part, owing to his very independence, can only be read with

caution. Many readers will doubtless be glad to have the simple

narrative which Mr. Caldecott offers them, and will not object to

the violent manner in which the new chronological scheme of the

Book of Kings has been obtained.

Phonikische Sjyrachlehre und JSpigmjjhik. By J. Rosenberg. The

idea of including a Phoenician grammar among the series of text-

books published by Hartleben, Vienna and Leipzig, is sufficiently

novel, and to those who are interested in the subject may be recom-

mended the small book, which contains much interesting and

useful matter. It is, however, to be used with great caution, and

contains many details which are sometimes incorrect and often

speculative.

S. A. C.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

(1) TJw Corarinnx nf Jusi'it/ms.—Tn tlic ;ivticl(j on "llie site of

CaperiKUim" in the July (Jiiarterly Statemenf of the rulestine

Exploration Fund, Dr. E. W. G. Masterman (p. •22o) admits that

"I»y his reference to the Coracinus fish, Josephus has intioduced

wliat has seemed to many a ditliculty in identifying the spring

to which i-eference is made with the foimtain called after S/ieikh

^Ali edh-Dhathcr." This admission has been made because the

Coracinus has been supposed to be the catfish known as Clarias

macracanfhus (not " Charias maerocanfhus"). The Cwadmis of the

Ancients, however, is l)y no means a Clarias, but a very different

fish. From the records of it by Aristotle, Pliny, Martial, and

Gillius, this is evident, as Cuvier has proved. The identification

of the Coracinus hy Lortet and others is entirely opposed to the old

record. I have referred to this subject in a recent article in the

Annual Keport of the Smithsonian Institution for 1895 (p. 518).

Species of the genus Tilajna are, however, found in springs near

as well as in, Lake Tiberias, and several species (7'. Galilaea,

T. Simonis, T. Flavii-Josephi) and a Faratilapia {F. sacra) have been

recorded by Tristram {F. & F. P., 166-168) as being found in the

fountains called Ain Mudawarah, Ain et Tin, and Ain et Tabighah.

Doubtless one or more may be found in the Birket Sheikh Ali

edh-Dhatiier. These are very much like the famous Bolti or Bulty

(Tilajna nilotica) of the Nile, and this identification would be corro-

borative of Dr. Masterman's contention as to " the site of

Capernaum."

Theo. Gili., JVashingfon.

(2) Zion.—In the Quarterly Statement of July, 1907, Sir Charles

"Watson's interesting article on "The Site of the Acra," contains

the following statement: "The name Zion was more specially

applied to the Temple hill, and, when the latter hill became a

fortress, it was called the fortress of Zion. The transfer of the

name of Zion to the western hill does not appear to have taken

place until after the destruction of the Temple by Titus."

Y
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Some proof for this is to be found in the daily prayer of the

Jews, called r^'y^V n:^\!7 (or the eighteen blessings), which, in

the opinion of all the Kabbis, was composed at the time of the

Bal>ylonian captivity, consequently many centuries before Titus.

One finds there the following benediction : ^"''rn*2n TT Hil^^ T"'^

IVii'? inrriTj "Blessed be thou Eternal, who shalt bring Iwck

thy dwelling on Zion." Everyone knows that the Israelites, in

using these words, ''dwelling of the Eternal," always wished to

indicate the Temple. Zion was therefore the Temple hill.

Fiu-ther than this, the same prayer contains a passage added

later than the destruction of the Temple by Titus, and which is

repeated only on the ninth of Ab—a passage in which occur these

words: 'r^n-^^ •'^ni^ nt^T ]V!r ^^2« n« irn'r^ "n en:,

"Console those who mourn for Zion and those Avho mourn for

Jerusalem," in which it is evident that by " Zion " is meant the

Temple, otherwise the same thing would be said tAnce. This shows

that even after the destruction by Titus the Jews still designated

the Temple hill l)y the name of "Zion."

Armand Lip^ian, Orleans.

(3) Bahyloniaii Chronohxjij.—Some new cuneiform texts have

recently been discovered and edited which throw new light upon the

chronology and history of Babylonia. Here it is only necessary to

refer to Mr. L. W. King's Chronicles concerning Early Bahyl&ni<m

Kings (London, Luzac, 1907), which bring valuable information to

bear upon several contested points. In the first place, it is now

evident that the first Sargon did not cross the Mediterranean to

Cyprus ; a 1>etter text has come to hand, proAdng that he crossed

the sea "in the East." .Mr. Hall, Oldest Civilization of Greece, p. 113,

had previously shown that the archaic cylinder found by Cesnola

at Curium, with its reference to a deified Naram-Sin (Sargon's son),

was scarcely older than the seventh century, and he suggested that

Sargon merely coasted along the Palestinian littoral. Next,

Sargon's empire tottered while he himself was on the throne ; the

kingdom was thus hardly very firmly established, and it is very

noteworthy that a Babylonian chronicle passes inmiediately from

Naram-Sin to Dungi. It would be strange if so long an interval as
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fourteen or fifteen ceuturie.s sepiirjited the period of S;irg(jii from

th.it of Dungi and his fiitlier Ur-Engur, and Prof. A. T. Chiy

(Lu/ht on fhi' Old Tedampnt from Jkihel) has recently o])served that

the pavement of Ur-Engur at Niifer rested innnediately upon the

two-course brickwork of Naram-8iii, thus suggesting that there was

on great interval l^etween those rulers. Consequently, it may Ije

necessary to reduce the date of 3800 B.C. for Sargon of Agade

(King, p. I7).i Still more interesting is new evidence correlating

the Khammurabi dynasty with that which follows. By converging

lines of reasoning, it appears that its date must l)e l»rought down
lower, and the famous king himself should now probably be assigned

to the twentieth century. It is obvious that these results are not

confined to Babylonia alone ; they bear upon questions of Egyptian

chronology, which in turn are closely linked with the archaeological

history of Palestine and Crete. Bal)ylonia at present holds the key

to the wider problems of the Ancient Elast, and the new discoveries,

with the natural probability of fresh ones in the future, only

emphasize the necessity of apjDlying the results from one depart<-

ment of research to another, only with the greatest caution,

S. A. Cook.

(4) Inscribed Objectsfrom Gezer.—The stamped jar-handle described

iibove by Mr. Macalister (p. 264) is noteworthy for its beautifully

clear-cut script which, as he correctly remarks, is against any

hypothesis of Oreek influence. The form of the 10 is particularly

interesting. On the jNIoabite stone (in the name Ataroth), on the

inscriptions of Panammu and Hadad found at Zenjirli, and in the

old European forms—Greek and Etruscan (viz., Formello)—two

cross-bars are found, more or less at right angles to each other.

The form with one bar occurs notaljly in the Zenjirli inscription of

Bar-rekub, second half of the eighth century, and in the later

inscriptions from Nerali, south-east of Aleppo. These two are

Aramaean, and it is singular to observe that the monumental script

on the Gezer jar-handle finds its closest analogy in the former.

Obviously we cannot draw any sweeping inferences from this,

^ See also Ed. Meyer, Sumerier iiiirf Semlfen in Bahi/lonien, p. 10, n. 1

(Abhandhoigen, of the Berlin Unirersitv, 1906).
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ultliuuiih it is sutticient to warn lis that the lettering may not

represent any Hebrew or even Semitic name, but that of some

foreigner, H-y-r-t (1 cp. the earlier Dus-ratta). The presence of an h

in this case would be an argument against any Assyrian derivation.

In regard to the inscribed weight (p. 266), it may l»e noticed

that Prof. Barton published one bearing the identical enigmatical

lettering in the Journal of the American Oricnfal Societij, Vol. XXIV,

1903, pp. 384 .>vyY. This weighed 120 grains, a little more than

7^ grammes, but was prol >al )ly once slightly heavier. Mr. Macalister's

weight proves the reading Q^Q, for which Prof. Barton had ventured

the very tentative suggestion that it was an abl>reviation for

(7pir)T2 ^2(7)) " according to the (standard) weight." At all events,

the doiibts previously raised by Lidzbarski {Ephemeris, ii, 149)

regarding the genuineness of the object, now seem quite un-

necessarv.

S. A. Cook.
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